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Guide to Sessions 
 

Sunday, January 12, 2020 
6:00–8:00 p.m. Conference Room at Centro 

Austral de Investigaciones 
Cientificas (CADIC), 
Ave. Bernardo Houssay 200, 
Ushuaia 

6:00 p.m. Icebreaker/Welcome Reception and Sign-In 
7:00 p.m. Special Presentation:  The Geomorphology of 
   Tierra del Fuego and Patagonia — Dr. Jorge Rabassa and  
   Dr. Andrea Coronato 
 

 
Monday, January 13, 2020 
8:30 a.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Welcome and Introductions 
10:00 a.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room The Atmosphere Around the Martian Poles 
1:30 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Ice and Climate History — Part I:  Observations 
3:15 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Ice and Climate History — Part II:  Modeling 

 
Tuesday, January 14, 2020 
8:30 a.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Recipes for Ice, Dust, and a Pinch of Salt 
10:00 a.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Geology of the Polar Regions 
1:30 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Scratching the Surface of the Polar Ice 
3:30 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Ice, Ice, Dry Ice 
6:00 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Foyer Poster Session 

 
Wednesday, January 15, 2020 
  Wednesday Field Trips, Two Options 

 
Thursday, January 16, 2020 
8:30 a.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Ice Off the Poles — Part I 
10:15 a.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Ice Off the Poles — Part II 
1:30 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Seasons Come and Seasons Go 
3:30 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Martian Icy Geomorphology... On Earth 
6:00 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Keynote Presentation Open to the Public: El Hielo de Marte: 

   La Glaciología Marciana Visita Ushuaia 

 
Friday, January 17, 2020 
8:30 a.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Gullies, Dust Devils, Wind... and More Ice 
10:00 a.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Robots, Rovers, and Roadmaps to the Future 
1:45 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Mars Polar Conference 2020 Synthesis Panel 
3:15 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Future Plans:  Preparing for the Decadal Survey 
4:15 p.m. Sala Niní Marshall Room Decadal Survey Discussion and Wrap-Up 
 





Program 
 

Sunday, January 12, 2020 
WELCOME RECEPTION 

6:00–8:00 p.m.  Conference Room at Centro Austral de Investigaciones Cientificas (CADIC) 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

6:45 p.m. Smith I. B.  and Becerra P. Welcome and Speaker Introduction 

7:00 p.m. Rabassa J. and Coronato A. The Geomorphology of Tierra del Fuego and the 
Argentinian Patagonia 

 

Monday, January 13, 2020 
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 

Chairs:  Isaac Smith and Patricio Becerra 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

8:30 a.m. Smith I. B. * Welcome 

8:45 a.m. Becerra P. * Introductions and Requests for Synthesizers 

9:00 a.m. Diniega S. * MEPAG Representative, Goals Update 

9:15 a.m. Diniega S. * Report on the Findings of the Ice and Climate Evolution Science 
Analysis Group (ICE-SAG) 

9:30 a.m.  BREAK 

 

Monday, January 13, 2020 
THE ATMOSPHERE AROUND THE MARTIAN POLES 

Chairs:  Jeffrey Plaut and Chimira Andres 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

10:00 a.m. Kleinboehl A. *   Kass D. M.   Piqueux S.   
Hayne P. O.   Noguchi K.   [INVITED] 

Interhemispheric Differences in CO2 Supersaturation and CO2 Gas 
Depletion in Mars’ Polar Winter Atmosphere from Mars Climate 
Sounder Observations [#6017] 
MCS data reveal that atmospheric temperatures in the south polar 
winter repeatedly drop below the CO2 frost point, in contrast to 
the north polar winter. These differences are evaluated with 
respect to CO2 supersaturation and CO2 gas depletion. 

10:30 a.m. Piqueux S. *   Kleinböhl A.   
Hayne P. O.   Kass D. M.   Heavens N.   
McCleese D. J.   Richardson M. I.   
Schofield J. T.   Shirley J. 

Atmospheric CO2 Depletion at the Surface in the Polar Regions 
of Mars [#6016] 
The kinetic temperature of the north and south seasonal ice caps 
is derived using MCS data, and shown to be depressed by up to 
~3 K. This depression is interpreted as an enrichment of non-
condensable gasses by factors up ~7 at the surface. 

10:45 a.m. Kuroda T. * GCM Simulations of the Martian Winter Polar Atmosphere and CO2 
Snowfalls:  Dependence of Horizontal Resolution and Radiative 
Effects of CO2 Ice Clouds [#6035] 
Investigations about the properties of the winter polar 
atmosphere and CO2 snowfalls on Mars using a global climate 
model, especially about the dependence of horizontal resolution 
and radiative effects of CO2 ice clouds, will be presented. 

11:00 a.m. Aye K.-M. *   Hayne P. O. Polar Vortex Investigations Using MRO MCS Data [#6079] 
We are doing multi-year comparisons of cloud structures using 
MCS data to learn if there are differences in polar vortex stability 
between the north and south pole. 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6017.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6017.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6017.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6016.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6016.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6035.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6035.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6035.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6079.pdf


 

11:15 a.m. Andersson L. *   Pillinski M. Influence of the Solar Wind on the Polar Upper Atmosphere 
of Mars [#6060] 
Using the observations by the NASA MAVEN missions, we 
investigate the importance of energy input from the solar wind 
into the lower atmosphere, how the polar regions participate in 
this energy input, and what this means for ion escape. 

11:30 a.m.  Discussion of this morning’s presentations about the 
polar atmosphere 

12:00 p.m.  LUNCH 

 

Monday, January 13, 2020 
ICE AND CLIMATE HISTORY — PART I:  OBSERVATIONS 

Chairs:  Takeshi Kuroda and Jennifer Whitten 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

1:30 p.m. Paige D. A. *   [INVITED] Snowball Mars:  What the Current State of the Martian CO2 Cycle 
Tells Us About Mars’ Past Climate History [#6080] 
The current state of the Mars CO2 cycle is not coincidental, but the 
predictable consequence of a nearly perpetually frozen planet. 

2:00 p.m. Becerra P. *   Nunes D.   Smith I. B.   
Sori M. M.   Thomas N. 

Two Views of the Martian North Polar Layered Deposits:  Toward a 
Correlation of Radar and Visible Stratigraphic Records [#6055] 
We present a preliminary correlation of SHARAD data of the NPLD 
to bedding outcrops imaged by HiRISE. This has the potential of 
improving constraints on accumulation models, and relating 
exposed beds and radar reflectors to dust content. 

2:15 p.m. Lalich D. E. *   Raguso M. C.   Poggiali V.   
Hayes A. 

Advances in the Use of Radar Reflectivity as a Climate Proxy in the 
North Polar Layered Deposits [#6051] 
New radar processing techniques and more advanced reflectivity 
modeling allow us to better estimate how layer dust content 
changes both geographically and with depth in the NPLD. 

2:30 p.m. Ojha L. *   Karimi S.   Nerozzi S.   
Lewis K.   Smrekar S. E.   Siegler M. 

Martian North Polar Cap:  Compositional Constraints and 
Geodynamical Response [#6022] 
We use gravity, topography, and radar data to constrain the bulk 
density of the basal unit. We then constrain the mantle heat flow 
by modeling the response of the lithosphere to the stress imposed 
by the north polar cap. 

2:45 p.m.  BREAK 

 

Monday, January 13, 2020 
ICE AND CLIMATE HISTORY — PART II:  MODELING 

Chairs:  Alfred McEwen and Alicia Rutledge 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

3:15 p.m. Buhler P. B. *   Piqueux S.   
Ingersoll A. P.   Ehlmann B. L.   
Hayne P. O. 

Co-Evolution of the Martian Atmosphere and South Polar Massive 
CO2 Ice Deposit [#6006] 
Mars’ massive south polar CO2 deposit exchanges mass with  
its CO2 atmosphere as its orbit evolves. We model this  
exchange to yield Mars’ pressure history and the deposit’s 
stratigraphic development. 

3:30 p.m. Patel N. *   Lewis S. R.    
Hagermann A.   Balme M. 

Stability of Subsurface Carbon Dioxide Ice Over the 
Obliquity Cycle [#6012] 
We use the LMD-UK Mars Global Circulation Model with a new 
subsurface scheme to investigate how timescales for the stability 
of CO2 ice are affected by overlying regolith at different obliquities 
within the range expected for Mars. 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6060.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6060.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6080.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6080.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6055.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6055.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6051.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6051.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6022.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6022.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6006.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6006.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6012.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6012.pdf


 

3:45 p.m. Emmett J. A. *   Murphy J. R.  
Kahre M. A. 

Quantifying Net Annual Polar Deposition Rates of Water Ice and 
Dust on Mars at Various Obliquities with the NASA/Ames Legacy 
Mars Global Climate Model [#6046] 
The sensitivity of net annual polar deposition rates of water ice 
and dust on Mars to varied obliquity parameters and water ice 
reservoir locations is investigated with the NASA/Ames Legacy 
Mars GCM, and applied to a model of long-term NPLD layering. 

4:00 p.m. Vos E. *   Aharonson O.   
Schorghofer N.   Forget F.   Millour E. 

The Role of Mid-Latitude Ground Ice in North Polar Layered 
Deposits Formation [#6037] 
Subsurface ice can affect the NPLD physical stratigraphy via several 
mechanisms. In this work, we examine if the ground ice can act as 
a source and how it effects the accumulation via changing the 
seasonal thermal cycle. 

4:15 p.m. Naar J. *   Forget F.   Madeleine J.-B.   
Millour E.   Spiga A.   Vals M.   Bierjon A.   
Benedetto de Assis L. 

Recent Formation of Ice-Rich Latitude-Dependent Mantle from 
Polar Ice Reservoirs [#6041] 
New paleoclimatic simulations with improved parametrization of 
frost albedo and cloud microphysics allow for recent mid-latitude 
ice accumulation rates compatible with the deposition of ice-rich 
latitude-dependent mantle on Mars. 

4:30 p.m.  Discussion of the climate history of Mars via the PLD and lower 
latitude ice 

5:00 p.m.  Adjourn 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6046.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6046.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6046.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6037.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6037.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6041.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6041.pdf


Tuesday, January 14, 2020 
RECIPES FOR ICE, DUST, AND A PINCH OF SALT 
Chairs:  Margaret Landis and Patricio Becerra 

 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

8:30 a.m. Yoldi Z. *   Hvidberg C.    
Vallelonga P.   Kjær H. 

Assessing Terrestrial Dust Within Ice Cores as a Proxy for Dust 
Trapped in the Polar Layered Deposits of Mars [#6033] 
We present a collaboration between martian and terrestrial 
scientists. We will give an overview of the dust/climate coupling 
on Earth and show particle size measurements from ice cores. 
Then, we will discuss the comparison to the dust in the PLDs. 

8:45 a.m. Sinha P. *   Horgan B. The Mineralogy of Lithic Sediments Within the North and South 
Polar Layered Deposits, Mars [#6077] 
Comparing the primary mineralogy of lithic sediments within the 
north and south polar layered deposits of Mars using the 
technique of visible and near-infrared (VNIR) spectroscopy 
from orbit. 

9:00 a.m. Hanley J. *   Bandelier Z.   Murphy C.   
Carmack R.   Horgan B. 

Strategies for Remotely Detecting Chlorine Salts on Mars [#6052] 
How to detect salts? / Spectral features look alike / We test 
new methods. 

9:15 a.m. Cartwright S. F. A. *   Calvin W. M.   
Seelos K. D. 

Spectral Variation Between South Polar Residual Ice Deposits in 
Mars Years 28 and 29 [#6074] 
We evaluate spectral variation in south polar water and carbon 
dioxide ice deposits between early and late Ls in Mars Years 28 
and 29 in preparation for detailed spectral modeling. 

9:30 a.m.  BREAK 

 

Tuesday, January 14, 2020 
GEOLOGY OF THE POLAR REGIONS 

Chairs:  Zuriñe Yoldi and Jennifer Hanley 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

10:00 a.m. Holt J. W. * Sand, Sun, Ice, Wind, Dust, and Time:  An Updated History of 
Planum Boreum [#6071] 
The latest big-picture view of Planum Boreum, from cavi to 
the surface. 

10:15 a.m. Nerozzi S.   Holt J. W. *   Spiga A.   
Forget F.   Millour E. 

The Early History of Planum Boreum:  An Interplay of Water Ice 
and Sand [#6064] 
Ice crystals, sand grains / Small when alone; joined, they build / 
Immense polar caps. 

10:30 a.m. Abu Hashmeh N. A. *   Whitten J. L.   
Campbell B. A. 

Areal Extent of Subsurface Basal Reflectors Within the South Polar 
Layered Deposits [#6047] 
Using SHARAD and MARSIS data, we are mapping basal reflectors 
within the south polar layered deposits (SPLD). SHARAD basal 
reflectors predominantly occur along the periphery of the SPLD 
corresponding to the thinnest regions of the deposit. 

10:45 a.m. Plaut J. J. * Topographic, Compositional, and Textural Variations in Basal 
Interfaces Beneath the South Polar Plateau of Mars from MARSIS 
Radar Sounding [#6048] 
Three-dimensional radar sounding image compilations of MARSIS 
data for south polar region are used to examine the variable 
properties of the basal interface. 

11:00 a.m. Smith I. B. * A Hypothesis for the “No-Flow” Mars’ North Polar Layered 
Deposits Observations [#6040] 
The observed stratigraphy and bulk properties of the POL do not 
match any predictions, on any scale for flowing ice. Here I explain 
the controversy and then propose a hypothesis that stratified 
layers disallow flow on the large scale. 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6033.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6033.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6077.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6077.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6052.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6074.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6074.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6071.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6071.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6064.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6064.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6047.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6047.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6048.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6048.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6048.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6040.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6040.pdf


11:15 a.m. Whitten J. L. *   Campbell B. A.   
Plaut J. J. 

Placing Constraints on the Composition and Emplacement of the 
Dorsa Argentea Formation [#6057] 
The Dorsa Argentea Formation (DAF) is analyzed using SHARAD, 
MARSIS, CTX, and MOLA data to investigate the composition of the 
deposit, and determine if any ice is present. Results suggest the 
DAF does not preserve massive water ice deposits. 

11:30 a.m.  Discussion of Tuesday morning topics 

12:00 p.m.  LUNCH 

 

Tuesday, January 14, 2020 
SCRATCHING THE SURFACE OF THE POLAR ICE 

Chairs:  Leslie Tamppari and Michael Sori 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

1:30 p.m. Langevin Y. *   Gondet B. Observations of the Polar Caps of Mars by OMEGA/Mex in the 
Visible Range [#6043] 
Since early 2016, only the visible channel of the OMEGA imaging 
spectrometer on board Mars Express is operational. Using relevant 
spectral indexes, it can be used for extending investigations of 
polar processes over more than 8 martian years. 

1:45 p.m. Landis M. E. *   McEwen A. S.   
Daubar I. J.   Hayne P. O.   Byrne S.   
Dundas C. M.   Sutton S. S.   Britton A.   
Herkenhoff K. E. 

South Polar Layered Deposits Near-Surface Properties Inferred 
from a Dated Impact Crater [#6025] 
We present results from analyzing a new, dated ~18 m diameter 
SPLD impact and the implications for SPLD surface-properties. We 
find that the upper few meters of the SPLD are dominated by dust. 

2:00 p.m. Bapst J. *   Piqueux S. Thermophysical Properties of Exposed South Polar 
Water Ice [#6070] 
Derived thermophyscial properties of exposed water ice can be 
used to infer recent accumulation (e.g., snowpack with high 
porosity). Our preliminary findings support significant porosity, 
consistent with an episode of recent water-ice accumulation. 

2:15 p.m. Wilcoski A. X. *   Hayne P. O. Modeling North Polar Residual Cap Surface Texture and 
Recent Resurfacing [#6058] 
We model the evolution of surface texture on the NPRC caused by 
differential accumulation/ablation of ice. The spatial wavelengths 
of observed surface features are reproduced in 1000s of Mars-
years, consistent with relatively recent resurfacing. 

2:30 p.m. Herkenhoff K. E. *   Byrne S.   
Dundas C. M.   Baugh N. F.   
Hunter M. A. 

HiRISE Observations of Recent Phenomena in the North Polar 
Region of Mars [#6059] 
High-resolution images of the north polar region of Mars were 
used to quantify ongoing mass wasting of the polar layered 
deposits and complex redistribution of water frost. However, 
recent topographic changes are not observed in the residual cap. 

2:45 p.m. Pascuzzo A. C. *   Melendez L.   
Mustard J. F. 

Present-Day and (Very) Recent Past Influences on Trough 
Migration:  Measuring the Spatial Variation in Ice Sublimation of 
Equatorial-Facing Spiral Trough Walls [#6076] 
Is there a measurable lateral difference in the amount of water ice 
sublimating along the trough walls? If so, what’s the cause? 

3:00 p.m.  BREAK 

 

http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6057.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6057.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6043.pdf
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http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6025.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6070.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6070.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6058.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6058.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6059.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6059.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6076.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6076.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/marspolar2020/pdf/6076.pdf


Tuesday, January 14, 2020 
ICE, ICE, DRY ICE 

Chairs:  Jacqueline Campbell and Jonathan Bapst 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

3:30 p.m. McKeown L. E. *   Diniega S.   
Portyankina G.   Aye K. M.   [INVITED] 

A Review of Martian CO2 Sublimation Processes and Their Field and 
Laboratory Analogs [#6075] 
We present a review of martian CO2 sublimation processes and 
their Earth and laboratory analogues. 

4:00 p.m. Campbell J. D. *   Schmitt B.   
Brissaud O.   Muller J-P. 

Hyperspectral Mapping of the Martian South Polar Residual Cap 
Using Laboratory Analogues and Orbital Imagery [#6021] 
In this work, we show the results of laboratory experiments 
designed to establish diagnostic spectra of organic signatures CO2 
ice, and apply the data to orbital hyperspectral imagery to look at 
dust composition and changes over time. 

4:15 p.m. Schmitt B. *   Philippe S.   Beck P.   
Brissaud O. 

Sublimation at Grain Boundaries of Polycrystalline CO2 Slab Ice:  
The Clue to the Strong Spring Albedo Increase of the Martian 
Seasonal Polar Caps [#6069] 
Experiments show that dust sinking and thermal cracking are not 
efficient at increasing the reflectance as observed on the martian 
seasonal caps during spring, but grain boundary opening during 
sublimation of CO2 slab ice can do the job. 

4:30 p.m. Cesar C. *   Pommerol A.    
Herny C.   Hansen C. J.    
Portyankina G.   Thomas N. 

CO2 Ice and MGS-1 Mars Global Simulant:  Experimental Work to 
Recreate Dark Spot Evolution Activity and Self-Cleaning Processes 
Observed by CaSSIS [#6044] 
Dark spots, observed by the CaSSIS imager, are believe to come 
from jet-like activity from sublimating CO2 seasonal caps. We 
explore experimentally the self-cleaning processes to understand 
odd spot features seen on several acquisitions. 

4:45 p.m.  Discussion of Tuesday afternoon topics 

5:15 p.m.  BREAK 
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Tuesday, January 14, 2020 
POSTER SESSION 

6:00–8:00 p.m.   Sala Niní Marshall Room Foyer 
 

Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

Zirnov S. Z. Mars Abstract [#6002] 
This paper outlines the importance of Mars lava tubes and how they may be used 
as emergency storages for supplies and emergency dwellings, once humans will 
step on Mars’ surface again. 

Gondet B.   Bibring JP.   Langevin Y. Atmospheric Phenomena Observed by OMEGA/MEX Over High Latitudes [#6036] 
We will present atmospheric phenomena observed by OMEGA on board of Marx 
Express during 15 years, in particular gravity waves, vortex, and dust storms. 

Streeter P. M.   Lewis S. R.   
Patel M. R.   Holmes J. A. 

Martian Polar Vortex Dynamics and the 2018 Global Dust Storm [#6042] 
Mars’ polar vortices play key roles in the planet’s general circulation and 
atmospheric transport. The 2018 Global Dust Storm had a strong impact on 
dynamics at both poles, with implications for tracer transport into and around the 
polar regions. 

Kahre M. A.   Haberle R. M. Water Ice Cloud Feedbacks Over the North Polar Residual Cap at 
Moderate Obliquity [#6068] 
We present a global climate model investigation of water ice cloud feedbacks over 
the north polar residual cap at moderate obliquity. 

Karimova R.   Smith I. B. An Experimental Setup to Study CO2 Ice in a Simulated 
Martian Environment [#6014] 
We have created an experimental setup to investigate the formation, behavior, 
and optical properties of CO2 ice under martian conditions. We create CO2 ice and 
record variability of textures related to the differences in formation conditions. 

Collins-May J. L.   Carr J. R.   
Balme M. R.   Brough S.   Gallagher C.   
Ross N.   Russell A. J. 

The Comparative Distribution of Flowing and Non-Flowing Icy Material in the 
Nereidum Montes; Mars [#6007] 
The aim of this work is to investigate whether there are significant topographical 
differences in the locations of flowing versus non-flowing deposits of ice in the 
Nereidum Montes. 

Obbard R. W.   Sarrazin P.   Vo N.   
Zacny K.   Byrne S. 

In Situ MicroCT Instrument for the North Polar Layered Deposits of Mars [#6078] 
The Mars In Situ Tomography System is a miniaturized micro computed 
tomography (CT) instrument concept intended for deployment to the Mars North 
Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD) on a lander or rover. 

Serla J. K.   Christensen P. R.   
Grau Galofre A. 

Ice in the Mid-Latitudes of Mars:  An Initial Study of Ice Dynamics [#6073] 
This is our first attempt at developing a physics-based model to quantitatively 
characterize the ice dynamics of mid-latitude ice on Mars. Our focus for this 
conference is on lobate debris apron landforms. 

Diniega S.   Hansen C. J.   
Portyankina G. 

Proxy Records of Frost:  Frost-Driven Geomorphic Changes on Martian 
Sandy Slopes [#6010] 
Frost forms and sublimes / Sand rapidly displaces / Frost marker remains. 

Zirnov S. Z. Building an Archive Library on Mars [#6003] 
This paper outlines the importance and necessity of building an archive library on 
Mars moon, and the effect it may have on future generations and our distant 
descendants. Building an archive library will help in many ways and one of them. 

Hvidberg C. S.   Yoldi Y.   Grinsted A. Surface Patterns of Terrestrial Ice Sheets — From In-Situ to 
Space Observations [#6039] 
The large terrestrial ice sheets are observed continuously from space. Ice-
atmosphere interactions are imprinted into the surface patterns. We discuss the 
potential to infer surface processes from space with potential applications 
for Mars. 

Sinha P.   Horgan B. H. N.   Ewing R.   
Rampe E. B.   Lapotre M. G. A.   
Nachon M.   Thorpe M.   Bedford C.   
Mason K.   Champion E.   Gray P. C.   
Reid E.   Faragalli M. 

Sand-E:  A Rover-Based Analog Study of Polar Science an a Mafic Sedimentary 
Environment, Iceland [#6056] 
SAND-E is a NASA-supported analog research project to both advance the current 
state of rover operations and science framework within a mafic detrital 
environment by conducting Mars analog research in the glacio-fluvial-eolian 
landscapes of Iceland. 
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Wednesday, January 15, 2020 
WEDNESDAY FIELD TRIPS 

 

Mid-conference field trips will be guided full-day trips focused on the physical geography and glacial geomorphology of 
the areas around Ushuaia and along the Beagle Channel. Participants must choose between two options. 

7:45 a.m. Meeting Point:  Sala Niní 
Marshall 

Option 1:   
Tierra del Fuego 
National Park  
 

This trip will take participants 12 km outside Ushuaia by 
bus to Tierra del Fuego National Park, where they will 
enjoy the park’s hiking trails and its unique combination 
of glacial and coastal environments. The park is part of 
the natural habitat of native species such as guanaco, 
huillin, red fox, and many species of birds. 

6:30 a.m. Meeting Point:  Peurto de 
Ushuaia, corner of Avenida 
Costanera with Comodoro 
Augusto Laserre 

Option 2:  
Boat trip along the 
Beagle Channel 

The Beagle Channel, named after the famous HMS 
Beagle that had Charles Darwin as a passenger during its 
hydrographic survey of South America, is a strait that 
connects the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, separating the 
larger main island of Tierra del Fuego from various 
smaller islands. The port of the city of Ushuaia is located 
within the Beagle Channel. Participants will take a boat 
along a portion of the western channel within Argentina, 
enjoying a view of the ancient glacial landscapes from 
the coast, as well as the possibility of seeing native 
fauna, such as seals, cormorants, and the colony of 
penguins on Martillo Island. 

 



Thursday, January 16, 2020 
ICE OFF THE POLES — PART I 

Chairs:  Laila Andersson and David Paige 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

8:30 a.m. Bramson A. M. *   Molaro J. L.   
Petersen E. I.   Bain Z. M.   Putzig N. E.   
Morgan G. A.   Smith I. B.   
Sizemore H. G.   Baker D. M. H.   
Perry M. R.   Mastrogiuseppe M.   
Hoover R. H.   Campbell B. A.   
Pathare A. V.   [INVITED] 

Polar Is in the Eye of the Beholder:  Ice-Rich Units Across the Mid-
Latitudes of Mars [#6015] 
We present the results of mapping subsurface radar reflectors in 
the northern mid-latitudes of Mars as part of the SWIM Project 
and model ice sintering processes to understand lateral and 
vertical heterogeneities within ice-rich units. 

9:00 a.m. Viola D. * Age-Dating of Mid-Latitude Martian Thermokarst and Mantle 
Deposits:  A Preliminary Assessment [#6054] 
A preliminary analysis of an effort to age-date intact ice-rich 
mantle material and thermokarstic degradation features in Utopia 
and Arcadia Planitiae, with implications on the history of ice 
mantle deposition in the martian mid-latitudes. 

9:15 a.m. Sori M. M. *   Bramson A. M.   Byrne S.   
James P. B.   Keane J. T. 

Gravitational Constraints on Mid-Latitude Ice... And the Need for 
More Gravity Data at Mars [#6026] 
Gravity provides constraints on the volume of buried mid-latitude 
ice on Mars. Future missions that acquire more precise and higher 
resolution gravity measurements hold promise for addressing 
many outstanding problems in Mars polar science. 

9:30 a.m. El-Maarry M. R. *   Diot X. Geologic Investigation of a Debris-Covered Mountain Glacier in 
Argyre Basin, Mars:  Implications for Past Climate and History of 
Non-Polar Ice [#6034] 
We present results from an ongoing investigation of a mountain 
glacier in the Argyre Basin to try to understand the origin of the ice 
in this region. 

9:45 a.m.  BREAK 

 

Thursday, January 16, 2020 
ICE OFF THE POLES — PART II 

Chairs:  Ali Bramson and Timothy Titus 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

10:15 a.m. Meng T. M. *   Petersen E. I.   
Christoffersen M. S.   Tober B. S.   
Holt J. W. 

Lack of Meltwater May Prevent Radar Sounding Measurements of 
Supraglacial Debris Thickness in the Martian Midlatitudes [#6066] 
Debris is sorted / Does water play a big role? / Let’s talk about it. 

10:30 a.m. Wang K. Y. *   Yin A. Surface Textures of Lunear Round-Topped Ridges in the Southern 
Highlands:  Evidence for a Cold-Based Glacaited Landscape [#6065] 
In the southern highland of Mars, origins of the linear round-
topped ridges could be evidence for a cold-based glaciated 
landscape. They commonly bound linear troughs radiating from 
the south polar ice cap. 

10:45 a.m. Yin A. *   Wang K. Y. Boulder-Layer Pavement Across the Southern Highlands and Cold-
Based Continental-Scale Glaciation [#6067] 
A first-order question in the studies of Mars is whether most or 
the entire southern hemisphere highlands were once occupied by 
a single ice sheet. 

11:00 a.m. Grau Galofre A. *   Whipple K. X.   
Christensen P. R.   Osinski G. R.   
Jellinek A. M.   Chartrand S. M. 

The Apparent Lack of Wet-Based Glaciation Fingerprints 
on Mars [#6049] 
The landforms expected for wet-based glaciation on Mars may 
differ from those on Earth:  We present evidence for how the 
lower martian gravity may fundamentally alter glacial drainage 
under wet-based ice masses, halting glacial sliding. 
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11:15 a.m. Rutledge A. M. *   Graly J. A.   Horgan B.   
Rampe E. B.   Scudder N. A.   Smith R. J. 

Mineralogical Signatures of Cold and Icy Alteration on the Surface 
of Mars [#6024] 
Terrestrial glacier analogs show that cold and icy alteration results 
in poorly crystalline, silica-rich secondary minerals. 
Amazonian/Hesperian surfaces on Mars contain these phases, 
consistent with glacial/periglacial weathering in cold climates. 

11:30 a.m.  Discussion of the morning topics 

12:00 p.m.  LUNCH 

 

Thursday, January 16, 2020 
SEASONS COME AND SEASONS GO 

Chairs:  K.-Michael Aye and Wendy Calvin 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

1:30 p.m. Hansen C. J. *   Aye K.-M.   Diniega S.   
Hayne P.   McEwen A.   Portyankina G.   
Schwamb M. E.   [INVITED] 

Dynamic Seasons on Mars — Polar Images 
and Investigations [#6019] 
Multi-Mars year datasets reveal interannuability in seasonal 
processes and changes in landforms. 

2:00 p.m. Portyankina G. *   Aye K.-M.   
Schwamb M. E.   Hansen C. J.   
Michaels T. 

Near-Surface Winds and Seasonal Surface Phenomena Analyzed by 
the Planet Four Project [#6062] 
We used a catalog of seasonal fans and blotches measured by 
citizen scientists participating in the project Planet Four to analyze 
the spring evolution of deposits from CO2 jets and determine wind 
speeds and directions during their formation. 

2:15 p.m. Titus T. N. *   Williams K. E.   
Cushing G. E. 

North Polar Springtime Removal of Cold-Trapped H2O Ice Through 
Insolation-Induced Basal Sublimation of CO2 [#6001] 
CO2 gas from insolation-induced basal sublimation fractures cold-
trapped water ice on the CO2 ice surface, removing the H2O ice 
from direct thermal contact with the CO2 ice. Smaller fragments 
can be lofted while larger fragments are pushed aside. 

2:30 p.m. Calvin W. M. *   Seelos K. D. Evolution of Seasonal Ice in Reynolds Crater and Promethei Rupes 
from CTX and CRISM [#6031] 
CTX and CRISM observations are used to examine terrain within 
and adjacent to the cryptic region to understand processes 
governing the regional development of jets and evolution of the 
subliming ice surfaces. 

2:45 p.m. Hu R. * The Role of Regolith in the D/H Variation on Mars from the Poles to 
the Equator [#6009] 
We find that the D/H can vary by 300–1400‰ diurnally in the 
equatorial and polar locations driven by the regolith-
atmosphere exchange. 

3:00 p.m.  BREAK 

 

Thursday, January 16, 2020 
MARTIAN ICY GEOMORPHOLOGY... ON EARTH 

Chairs:  Serina Diniega and Clémence Herny 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

3:30 p.m. Knightly J. P. *   Tullis J.   Dixon J.   
Chevrier V. F. 

Micromorphology of Relic Terrestrial Patterned Ground as a 
Mars Analog [#6030] 
Relic patterned ground / By drone photogrammetry / Insight 
from HiRISE. 

3:45 p.m. Hibbard S. M. *   Osinski G. R.   Godin E.   
Kukko A. 

Terrestrial Brain Terrain and the Implications for Martian Mid-
Latitudes [#6023] 
Brain terrain on Earth / Periglacial or glacial? / What about 
on Mars? 
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4:00 p.m. Andres C. N. *   Osinski G. R.   Godin E. 3D-Modelling of Subsurface Ice Using Ground Penetrating Radar 
on Axel Heiberg Island, Canadian High Arctic [#6032] 
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a geophysical technique that 
allows high-resolution, non-destructive stratigraphic imaging of 
the subsurface. 3D-GPR was used to model near-surface ice 
beneath periglacial ice-wedge polygons as seen on Earth 
and Mars. 

4:15 p.m. Petersen E. I. *   Meng T. M.   Holt J. W.   
Levy J. S.   Tober B. S.   
Christoffersen M. S. 

Sulphur Creek and Galena Creek, Wyoming:  Laboratories for 
Understanding the Preservation of Debris-Covered Glaciers 
on Mars [#6053] 
Tale of two glaciers / One preserved by much debris / The other, 
not quite. 

4:30 p.m.  Discussion of Thursday afternoon presentations 

5:00 p.m.  Adjourn 

 

Thursday, January 16, 2020 
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: 

EL HIELO DE MARTE: LA GLACIOLOGÍA MARCIANA VISITA USHUAIA 
6:00–7:30 p.m.   Sala Niní Marshall Room 

 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Presentation Title 

6:00 p.m. Becerra P. * Keynote Presentation in Spanish — The Ice of Mars:   
Martian Glaciology 
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Friday, January 17, 2020 
GULLIES, DUST DEVILS, WIND... AND MORE ICE 

Chairs:  John Holt and Ganna Portyankina 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

8:30 a.m. Dundas C. M. * Frequency and Morphological Consequences of Martian 
Gully Activity [#6028] 
Extensive gully activity in the modern climate indicates that CO2 
frost may be the driver of all gully formation, without liquid water. 

8:45 a.m. Herny C. *   Merrison J.   Iversen J. J.   
Yoldi Z.   Bordiec M.   Carpy S.   
Bourgeois O.   Thomas N. 

Wind Tunnel Experimentation of Ice Particles Transport in Martian-
Like Environment [#6050] 
We performed experiments of ice particles transport in a wind-
flow under low temperatures and low pressures. The threshold 
shear velocity is estimated to evaluate the plausibility of ice 
particle transportation by wind at the surface of Mars. 

9:00 a.m. Chojnacki M. *   Bapst J.   Smith I. B.   
Herkenhoff K. E. 

Rates and Trends of Circum-Polar Aeolian Dune Evolution [#6045] 
The purpose of this work is to quantify and characterize major 
elements of polar landform evolution, such as sand dune 
formation, bedform dynamics, and deposition of sand into the 
polar sedimentary record. 

9:15 a.m. Tamppari L. K. *   Ochoa V.   Sun V. Dust Devil Orientation and Mars Surface Winds [#6011] 
Dust devil tracks from CTX data are cataloged for 65–72N. Images 
overlapping Phoenix in space and time show changes which are 
correlated to wind speed and direction and to a passing low-
pressure system. 

9:30 a.m.  BREAK 

 

Friday, January 17, 2020 
ROBOTS, ROVERS, AND ROADMAPS TO THE FUTURE 

Chairs:  Paul Streeter and Candice Hansen 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 

10:00 a.m. Byrne S. *   Hayne P. O.   Calvin W. M.   
Tamppari L. K.   Kleinböhl A.   Smith I. B.   
Becerra P. 

Climate Orbiter for Mars Polar Atmospheric and Subsurface 
Science (COMPASS) [#6013] 
COMPASS is a Discovery-class mission that provides key missing 
datasets to leverage our understanding of terrestrial climate 
records and meteorology to Mars. It links current climate with past 
climate variations recorded in Mars’ icy deposits. 

10:15 a.m. Thomas N. *   Becerra P.   Smith I. B.   
Cremonese G. 

Current and Future Hardware Contributions to Mars 
Polar Science [#6038] 
Presentation of CaSSIS data from the martian poles (up to 74 deg 
latitude) and discussion of future missions building on the 
European orbital hardware contribution. 

10:30 a.m. McEwen A. S. *   Sutton S. S.   
Bramson A. M.   Byrne S.   Petersen E. I.   
Levy J. S.   Golombek M. P.   
Williams N. R.   Putzig N. E. 

Phlegra Montes:  Candidate Landing Site with Shallow Ice for 
Human Exploration [#6008] 
The Phlegra Montes may be the best region for human exploration 
of Mars due to abundant shallow ice at relatively low latitude, the 
presence of compositional and topographic diversity, and flat and 
smooth (boulder-free) areas. 

10:45 a.m. Hoffman S. J. *   Lever J. H.   
Andrews A. D.   Watts K. D. 

Experimental Heat Transfer Supporting Simulated Water Well 
Performance on Mars [#6027] 
An experiment at the NASA Johnson Space Center is gathering 
data for convective heat transfer and evaporation rates at Mars 
surface conditions to support computer simulation of a subsurface 
water well (Rodriguez Well) and predict performance on Mars. 
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11:00 a.m. Cook C. W. *   Byrne S.   Viola D.   
Drouet d’Aubigny C.   Mikucki J. 

Detection Limits for Chiral Amino Acids Using a 
Polarization Camera [#6018] 
We assess the potential of optical rotation measurements of 
polarized light to quantify enantiomeric excesses, a biosignature, 
in amino acid and bacterial samples. 

11:15 a.m. Stoker C. R. *   Noe Dobrea E. Z. We Should Search for Life in Mars N. Polar Ground Ice [#6061] 
We describe the rational and approach of a mission to search for 
life in north polar ground ice that is habitable during high 
obliquity periods. 

11:30 a.m. Glass B. *   Goordial J.   Parro V.   Seitz S.   
Bergman D.   Eigenbrode J.   Dave A.   
Rogg A. 

A Dual Architecture for Subsurface Access to Mars 
Volatiles Deposits [#6063] 
A dual architecture for volatiles:  An ice prospecting rover locates 
and retrieves ice-bearing samples, bringing to a stationary “lab 
lander” base for in-situ analysis. Proposed for testing at Mars polar 
analogs (Haughton impact site). 

11:45 a.m.  Discussion of Friday morning topics 

12:15 p.m.  LUNCH 

 

Friday, January 17, 2020 
PANELS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Times   

1:45 p.m. Mars Polar Conference 2020  
Synthesis Panel 
 

Here we receive a synthesis of the conference from our volunteers. 
Synthesis of the conference and feedback from the audience. 

2:45 p.m. BREAK  

3:15 p.m. Future Plans:  Preparing for the  
Decadal Survey 

Panel discussion leading to the preparation of white papers for the 
Decadal Survey 

4:15 p.m. Decadal Survey Discussion and Wrap-Up Open discussion to address the upcoming Decadal Survey and 
advocating for Mars Polar Science. Conference wrap up and 
consider timing and location for an 8th ICMPSE in 2024. 

5:15 p.m.  Adjourn 
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Notes 
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AREAL EXTENT OF SUBSURFACE BASAL REFLECTORS WITHIN THE SOUTH POLAR LAYERED 
DEPOSITS.  N. Abu Hashmeh1, J. L. Whitten1, B.A. Campbell2, 1Tulane University, New Orleans, LA, 70118, 
USA. 2Center for Earth and Planetary Studies, Smithsonian Institution, MRC 315, PO Box 37012, Washington, DC 
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Introduction:  Among the most areally extensive 

reservoirs of water ice on Mars, the south polar layered 
deposits (SPLD) in particular contain compelling evi-
dence of variations in the planet’s recent climatological 
history. The SPLD exhibits interbedded dust of vary-
ing thicknesses accumulated at different stages of 
Mars’ recent orbital history [1, 2]. Early analysis of the 
SPLD stratigraphy was focused along the margins 
where layers were exposed at the surface [3-5]. Since 
then, radar instruments in orbit have been used to 
penetrate the surface of the ice to observe the strati-
graphic variations throughout the interior of the SPLD 
[6-8]. Variations of ice and dust thicknesses show that 
the SPLD has undergone identifiable erosional and 
depositional processes before its current stagnation, 
providing more insight into climate behaviors during 
its emplacement [9]. Radar investigations have also 
shown the SPLD interior to exhibit low reflectivity 
zones, some of which are known to host sequestered 
carbon dioxide ice that may have played a role in the 
retention of surface water during past climate condi-
tions [10, 11]. 

The continued collection of radar data from the 
SPLD will play a large role in the study of Mars’ re-
cent climate history. However, there are observable 
gaps in the radar datasets that may yield important 
information about certain parts of the SPLD interior. In 
particular, the ability of radar to penetrate through the 
entire SPLD appears to vary with signal frequency [6]. 
The preliminary work presented here aims to begin 
addressing the cause of this phenomenon by first map-
ping out the regions where the signal reaches the base 
of the SPLD. 

Methods: Two orbital radar sounders prove useful 
for studying the SPLD interior. The Shallow Radar 

(SHARAD) instrument aboard the Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (MRO) [12] emits a signal frequency of 
20 MHz with a bandwidth of 10 MHz. SHARAD’s 
along-track resolution is 0.3-1.0 km and has a vertical 
resolution of ~15 m in free space (~8 m in geologic 
materials). The Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface 
and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS) instrument 
aboard Mars Express (MEX) [13] is capable of emit-
ting at 1.8, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 MHz with a bandwidth of 
1 MHz and an along-track resolution of 5-10 km.  

The signal reflections are processed to produce ra-
dargrams that highlight some of the underlying stratig-
raphy within the SPLD. One hundred and seventeen 
incoherently summed SHARAD radargrams [6] cover-
ing the south polar region of Mars were analyzed to 
identify potential basal reflectors. The identified reflec-
tors were then sorted by confidence level with the fol-
lowing classifications: distinct, somewhat dis-
tinct/uncertain, and very uncertain.  

Distinct features are interpreted with high confi-
dence to be part of the basal reflector; they tend to be 
vertically removed from and do not exactly conform to 
the shape of the overlying reflectors (Fig. 1). Some-
what distinct/uncertain reflectors are unmistakably 
visible but can be harder to distinguish as unique from 
the overlying reflectors of the SPLD. In particular, 
somewhat distinct reflectors have a strong signal but 
could be questionable when trying to distinguish from 
the lowest reflector in a packet of reflectors. Some of 
the more uncertain reflectors are detected at the edge 
of the SPLD and often follow the shape of the ground 
surface just outside the edges of the ice; however, 
these signals tend to disappear very quickly and are 
harder to distinguish from overlying reflectors. The 
very uncertain reflectors are mostly of the same nature 

Figure 1. Example of an incoherently summed SHARAD radargram showing a distinct 
basal reflector. Track number 9376-01. Only a portion of the radargram is shown. 
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as the somewhat distinct/uncertain class, but are faint 
enough that their edges become difficult to define with 
precision; alternatively, these signals can be visually 
apparent but lack a distinct enough shape to resemble a 
basal reflector surface.  

Some radargrams have more than one visible re-
flector. These potential reflectors were spatially pro-
jected in map view to visualize their locations within 
the SPLD (Fig. 2). Beyond map projections, further 
analysis will be done to determine the influence of the 
SPLD’s surface morphology and characteristics on the 
presence of basal reflectors. 

Preliminary Results: MARSIS is able to penetrate 
through and detect a basal reflector throughout most of 
the SPLD [8], while SHARAD is unable to penetrate 
through the entire thickness of the ice before being 
scattered and attenuated. The SHARAD signal is great-
ly attenuated in the thickest regions of the SPLD, but 
the signal is also observed to be scattered and attenuat-
ed in the thinnest portions of the SPLD, like Ultimate 
Lingula. This scattering creates a fog-like appearance 
most readily observable in the thicker regions of the 
deposit [6]. Due to the different frequency ranges be-
tween these two instruments, it is apparent that this 
phenomenon is frequency dependent.  

SHARAD radargrams typically show features at 
the edges of the SPLD which could be interpreted as 
the basal reflector. These edge reflectors quickly dis-
appear towards the thicker parts of the SPLD, but they 
can provide a constraint on some of their boundaries. 
Out of the 117 radargrams analyzed, 19 contained dis-
tinct basal reflectors, 19 contained somewhat distinct 
features, 57 were uncertain, and 22 were very uncer-
tain.  

The majority of these reflectors are found in 
SHARAD tracks that overlap. Overlapping tracks were 
referenced to each other to confirm the existence of a 
reflector; some of these same features appear with dif-
ferent distinctiveness across these overlapping tracks. 
Most of the identified reflectors are associated with 
thinner regions along the perimeter of the SPLD, but 
some notable detections exist beneath the residual po-
lar cap in thicker ice (Fig. 2). In addition, there is an 
apparent cluster of distinct reflectors around 225º de-
grees that extend considerably far into the SPLD; an-
other less distinct but still notable cluster exists around 
350º degrees. Very few observed reflectors appear to 
be completely isolated. Since they appear to exist with-
in a reasonably close proximity to one another, clusters 
of less distinct detections may provide more confi-
dence for identifying the basal reflector within that 
region.  

 
Figure 2. Basal reflector detections in SHARAD ra-
dargrams projected onto the SPLD. Mars Orbiter La-
ser Altimeter (MOLA) hillshade maps at 128 ppd. 
 

Future Work: Following this preliminary work, 
more incoherently summed SHARAD radargrams will 
be analyzed and added to the dataset. MARSIS has 
recorded much more data since it was initially used to 
map the basal interface [14], so these data will also be 
heavily utilized to re-map the basal interface. MARSIS 
data will be analyzed using the same techniques pre-
sented here to map the basal interface of the SPLD, 
which will then be used as a reference for the 
SHARAD reflectors to better constrain the nature of 
their response.  

References: [1] Thomas P. et al. (1992) Mars pp. 
767-795. [2] Laskar et al. (2002) Nature, 419, 375-377. 
[3] Toon O. B. et al. (1980) Icarus, 44, 552-607. [4] 
Cutts J. A. and Lewis B. H. (1982) Icarus, 50, 216-
244. [5] Byrne S. and Ivanov A. B. (2004) JGR, 109, 
E11001. [6] Whitten J. L. and Campbell B. A. (2018) 
JGR: Planets, 123, 1541-1554. [7] Milkovich S. M. 
and Plaut J. J. (2008) JGR, 113, E06007. [8] Milkovich 
et al. (2009) JGR, 114, E03002. [9] Smith I. B. et al. 
(2016) Nature, 352 (6289), 1075-1078. [10] Phillips et 
al. (2011) Science, 332, 838-841. [11] Bierson et al. 
(2016) GRL, 43,  4172-4179. [12] Seu et al. (2004) 
PSS, 52, 157-166. [13] Picardi et al. (2005) Science, 
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Influence of the Solar Wind on the Polar Upper Atmosphere of Mars.  L. Andersson1 and M. Pillinski1, 1LASP 
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Introduction:  Even though Mars does not have an 

intrinsic magnetic field directing solar wind energy 
into the thermosphere, there are key differences be-
tween the equator and the polar upper atmosphere. For 
instance, the seasonal variability in the polar region 
ionosphere and thermosphere is different from that at 
the equator due to the way that the tilt-axis alignment 
conspires with the ellipticity of the Martian orbit.   

The solar wind interacts with the atmosphere main-
ly as a draped magnetic field with the clock angle of 
that magnetic field varying over time. On average 
however, the interplanetary magnetic field lies domi-
nantly in the ecliptic resulting the draped magnetic 
field ‘sliding’ over the planet from lower latitudes to-
wards the poles. This results in a magnetospheric 
‘sling-shot’ effect wherein the ionosphere can be effec-
tively eroded.  

The polar regions are located at ‘high’ solar zenith 
angles leading to smaller atmospheric scale heights 
and moving many of the transition regions down in 
altitude. As a result, the electron temperature profiles 
at high latitudes are different from those at the equator. 
This affects the chemical reaction speeds when com-
paring polar and equatorial regions.  

Using the observations by the NASA MAVEN 
missions made over 5 Earth-years (2.5 Mars-years) we 
investigate the importance of energy input from the 
solar wind into the lower atmosphere, how the polar 
regions participate in this energy input, and what this 
means for ion escape. The result is compared to Earth, 
where the energy from above the polar region drives 
the global thermosphere. 

Ionospheric Shielding: At Earth the main magne-
tospheric energy input to the thermosphere is through 
the polar regions. Due to the lack of an intrinsic dipole 
magnetic field at Mars this is not the case, and the up-
per ionosphere can shield the lower ionosphere from 
external forces. Consequently, the Martian polar re-
gion does not contribute as much in channeling energy 
into the thermosphere.  

The polar regions tend to be close to the terminator 
where day-to-night transport and ionospheric currents 
are developed. The upper ionosphere will shield the 
lower atmosphere from most increases in solar wind 
pressure buffering the lower ionosphere from instanta-
neous changes. Given a large enough solar pressure 
that is sustained over time  however, ionospheric ero-
sion will couple into the lower ionosphere and to the 
enhanced thermospheric winds which are expected to 
behave similarly to the ‘fly-wheel’ currents at Earth 

[1]. The effect of this is a nonlinear response of the 
polar atmosphere/ionosphere to solar wind forcing that 
might lead to the more quiet times being more effec-
tive in driving changes in the atmosphere. 

Diurnal Variation:  At Earth, the day-night ther-
mospheric difference is relatively small and the EUV 
illumination at dawn mainly affects the ionosphere 
which takes 1-2 hours of local time to reach a ‘semi-
equilibrium’ state. On Mars, where both the thermo-
sphere and ionosphere change significantly from day 
to night, it takes up to 6 hours local time (closer to 
noon) to reach this state [2].  

The diurnal variations at the polar regions are not 
as strong when compared to the equator due to the 
smaller variation in solar zenith angles at higher lati-
tudes. As a result, the ionospheric relative abundance 
is different at the poles and the equator.  

Atmospheric Loss: The properties of the Martian 
polar atmosphere/ionosphere described above lead to 
more  heavy ion escape than at Earth. 

With the lower exobase and a changing magnetic 
field direction, magnetic flux tubes can be mass loaded 
and heavy particles can be transported to higher alti-
tudes where their lifetimes can be long. Examples of 
these erosion processes will be presented. 
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3D-MODELLING OF SUBSURFACE ICE USING GROUND PENETRATING RADAR ON AXEL 

HEIBERG ISLAND, CANADIAN HIGH ARCTIC. C. N. Andres1, G. R. Osinski1, and E. Godin2. 1Department 

of Earth Sciences/Institute for Earth and Space Exploration, University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada, 

N6A 5B7, candres5@uwo.ca, 2Centre d'Études Nordiques, Université Laval, Québec, QC, Canada, G1V 0A6. 

 

Introduction:  Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is 

a geophysical technique that allows high-resolution 

and non-destructive stratigraphic imaging  of the 

subsurface. The GPR method records the two-way 

travel time of electromagnetic (EM) waves reflected at 

boundaries between subsurface layers with contrasting 

relative permittivity. Dielectric contrasts develop due 

to variations in sediment grain size, water content, and 

mineral composition.  

The overall objective of this research is to survey 

an area of Axel Heiberg Island, Nunavut, to identify 

and map near-surface ice and other structural features 

beneath the ground. This will be used to correlate 

potential similar scale geomorphologic features on 

Mars. Comparatively, theoretical models indicate that 

water ice is stable in the shallow subsurface (depths of 

<1–2 m) of Mars at high latitudes [1,2]. Landsystem 

analysis techniques are also used to investigate 

different components of the periglacial landscape (i.e. 

gullies, polygons) to better inform our understanding 

of the formation/interaction of these features on Mars. 

Study Site: Using an Earth analogue site similar to 

environments on Mars, the GPR survey was conducted 

on an alluvial “fossil” fan deposit from a mass wasting 

event. Due to the relative inactivity of this fan, it has 

been overprinted with polygonized terrain as well as 

dominated by periglacial processes of repeated 

freezing and thawing (Figure 1). The region of interest 

is located in Strand Fjord, Axel Heiberg (79°09'43"N, 

90°13'44"W) that shows different tonalities of the 

“fossil” fan due to the past flow of water in this region. 

 

 
Figure 1. A polygonized “fossil” fan on Strand Fjord, Axel Heiberg 

Island. The high albedo or light colour-toned features on the fan are 
water-marker indicators of mineral deposits (i.e. gypsum). There is a 

smaller, more recently active fan to the left-most of the image. 

At the present day, Strand Fjord is dominated by 

periglacial landscape processes (i.e. freeze-thaw, 

cryogenic cooling, etc.). However, upon its formation, 

the region was volcanically active in the Late 

Cretaceous (~100.5 Ma) as part of the Sverdrup Basin 

succession. Strand Fiord volcanics are encased with a 

maximum thickness of ~789 m on the northwestern 

part of Axel Heiberg mainly composed of 

volcaniclastic conglomerates, sandstones, mudstones, 

and coal deposits [3]. 

Methods:  For this procedure, a 25 m x 25 m grid 

was set up, while following the “zamboni” method 

making a zigzag pattern with a step-size of 1 m 

intervals. 25 lines were oriented north-south and 25 

lines were oriented in the west-east direction. This 

resulted in a total of 50 radar files and a total of ~180 

time slices from the interpolated GPR map (Figure 2). 

The equipment used in the survey is the Sensors and 

Software 250 MHz Noggin GPR with a 0.4 m to 3 m 

penetration depth. Additionally, a series of calibration 

tests were done to ensure the least signal deviation. 

 
Figure 2. Time slice at depth z = 0.8 m highlighting ice-rich features 

in red/green that are widely concentrated at polygon troughs (x = 15 
m, y = 4 m). There are a total of 5 polygons covered by the survey 

grid as seen from the shape of the signal returns. 

 

Results:  Data collected from this survey was 

interpreted via extrapolation/calculation of 

conductivity, permittivity, travel-time velocity, 

penetration depth, and radar reflection coefficient (RC) 

using the EKKO_Project software along with 

topographic data.     
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The goal of the GPR reflection survey is to 

determine valuable amplitude traces that can 

potentially be mapped to locate the position/saturation 

of ice-wedges in the subsurface and to distinguish 

probable stratigraphic boundaries in frozen ground. 

          GPR Radargram Profiles.  There were a total of 

50 radargrams produced by the survey. By calibrating 

radargrams to extract velocity information, the 

calibrated velocity of the survey was found to be 0.064 

m/ns, which indicates a wet clay/sand subsurface. This 

extracted velocity can then be used for further analysis 

and more accurate stratigraphic observations thereby 

making  plausible interpretations (Figure 3). In the 

radargram, there are various subsurface features that 

can be seen as summarized in Table 1. 

 
Figure 3.  Stratigraphic cross-section of one GPR line along a 

polygon center-trough-center showing features such as, ice at x = 15 
m and z = 0.8 m (depth of ice). 

 

Table 1. Sub-surface features as seen on radargram responses using 

the Noggin 250 MHz GPR in Figure 3. 

Depth (z) Feature 

0.0 m – 0.4 m polygon trough 

0.3 m – 0.5 m layering of silt/sand horizons 

0.6 m top of the active layer (frozen ground) 

0.8 m ice-wedge 

>1.0 m signal attenuation due to the poor 

GPR response from the thawing of 

permafrost 

 

GPR-derived 3D Model.  In order to model GPR 

data, an isosurface needs to be created in order to 

illustrate 3D shaded renderings from lattice files. They 

reflect the concept of a contour line (2D) and frames it 

in 3D space using matrices. Isosurfaces also display 

constant data values for a component that dissects a 3D 

volume, which in this case are the highest returns 

(filtered for ice-rich GPR signals).  

 Using the Voxler 4 software, a 3D simulation of 

ice-wedges can be modelled not only as a visualization 

tool but also as a calculator for subsurface ice volume 

(Figure 4). Volume calculations are generated from 

voxels (3D pixels) that are either partially or fully 

included in the isosurface. The total volume (isovalue) 

is the sum of the individual volumes from these voxels. 

Using this approach, the volume of the ice-rich 

isosurface within the 25 m x 25 m GPR survey grid has 

been calculated to contain 43.28 m3 of ice.  

 
Figure 4. A snapshot of a 3D lattice video simulation, showing ice-

wedge geometry and volume in cyan. The bounding box corresponds 
to dimensions in Figure 2, with the ice-wedge in Figure 3 mapped  

at x = 15 m. 
 

Discussion:  Previous work has been able to 

approximate the amount of ice from GPR depth slices 

without isolating the ice [4, 5]. However, 3D 

modelling of GPR data can be limited by several 

factors, two of which are near-surface water and 

mineral concentration. Due to the soil's conductive 

nature, the GPR signals get “scattered” before it can 

return to the antenna when travelling through damp or 

wet soils, especially when they have high salt content. 

GPR data is a crucial tool to validate cored-and-cached 

samples that may be indicative of paleoenvironments. 

To validate this GPR model, a 12m sedimentological 

log of the “fossil” fan along with 9 sediment pits were 

also dug/recorded in order to ground-truth features that 

we’re seen on the scan. The sedimentological column 

strongly validates the depth of   the  active   layer at z = 

0.6 m  and the ice-wedge at z = 0.8 m. This was 

repeated for other GPR cross-sections with accurate 

correlations. 

Future Work: Although this work is currently 

being done on subsurface ice on polar desserts on 

Earth as a reference point, subsurface ice on Mars also 

exists in regions that are highly dominated by 

periglacial regimes. Moreover, it is important to 

expand on the broad capabilities of subsurface radar 

imaging as it is a powerful tool in seeing the invisible 

especially when supplemented by analysis of soil, 

mineral composition, and remote sensing. 3D GPR 

offers considerable potential for imaging, interpreting, 

and 3D mapping of near‐surface ice in periglacial 

environments. 

          References: [1] Bandfield, J.L. (2007). Nature, 

447(7140), p.64. [2] Levy, J. et al. (2009). JGR: Planets, 

114(E1). [3] Ricketts, B. et al. (1985). Polar Research 3, 

no. 1: 107-122. [4] Munroe, J.S. et al. (2007). 

Permafrost and Periglacial Processes, 18(4), pp.309-

321. [5] Stuurman, C.M. et al. (2016). Geophysical 

Research Letters, 43(18), pp.9484-9491. 
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POLAR VORTEX INVESTIGATIONS USING MRO MCS DATA.  K.-M. Aye1 and P. O. Hayne1, 1Laboratory 
for Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of Colorado at Boulder, CO 80303, USA 
(michael.aye@colorado.edu). 

 
 
Introduction:  The multi-year Mars Reconnais-

sance Orbiter (MRO) Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) 
data-set offers rich insight into the Martian polar at-
mospheres which are driving the whole planet’s at-
mosphere due to its significant CO2 freeze-out during 
local winters of up to 30%. 

The main objective of this work is to look for var-
iations in the extent and morphology of the polar vorti-
ces. We think that the north polar vortex is more un-
stable than the south. This may lead to differences in 
the pole-ward transport of heat, dust, and water ice. 

Methods:  We have established a new full MCS 
data-set database that allows us to study data slices 
through time and space with relatively low effort. We 
are studying how the polar vortex develops over time 
and altitude/pressure levels by tracking clouds. We are 
using the “dust opacity” higher level data column of 
MCS as a proxy for CO2 cloud opacity during polar 
winter.  

For the preliminary work in here, we have chosen 
to compare north and south cloud activity 30 Ls after 
the coldest day of the local winter, because MCS has 
previous reported on cloud structures at those times 
[1]. Binning data for 10 Ls together, this results in an 
Ls range of 300 to 310 for the north pole, and 120 to 
130 for the south. The chosen level of altitude is a 
pressure value of 50 +- 5 Pa. All plots show the dust 
opacity multiplied by 3 in km^-1, which has previously 
been used as an indicator of CO2 clouds in MCS data. 

 
MY 29, North pole, “dust” opacity at pressure alti-

tude 50 Pa. 
 
 

 

 
MY 29, South pole, pressure level 50 Pa. 
 

 
MY 30, North pole, pressure level 50 Pa. 
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MY30, South pole, pressure altitude 50 Pa. 
Preliminary conclusions: Looking at 2 years of 

data and only 1 pressure level, it is not necessarily evi-
dent that the north pole has a weaker polar vortex 
structure. In MY 30, the structures seem more clear in 
the north than in the south. We will present a thorough 
study through the parameter space at the conference. 

References:  
[1] P.O. Hayne, D.A. Paige, J.T. Schofield, D.M. 

Kass, A. Kleinböhl, N.G. Heavens, D.J. McCleese, J. 
Geophys. Res. 117 (2012). 
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THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF EXPOSED SOUTH POLAR WATER ICE.  J. Bapst1 and S. Piqueux1, 
1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA, 
jonathan.bapst@jpl.nasa.gov 

 
Introduction:  Comprising the vast majority of 

Mars’ known water inventory are large deposits of wa-
ter ice at the poles, the polar layered deposits [1]. The 
history of these deposits is not well understood, includ-
ing their recent evolution and present mass balance. 
Mars’ orbital elements vary in a cyclical fashion [2,3]. 
The resulting changes in solar flux over time (Figure 1) 
will drive the exchange of water ice between the polar 
regions and lower latitudes. Substantial geologic evi-
dence exists for this exchange (e.g., [4]), and the process 
is also predicted by climate models (e.g., [5,6]).  

In general, ice is stable at the poles during periods of 
low obliquity and is unstable during high obliquity. 
Over the past 200–300 kyr, the expected changes in 
obliquity are small relative to preceding fluctuations 
(Figure 1). What does this mean for the current state of 
the climate? Is there net-transport of water ice to the 
poles or away from the poles to lower latitudes? This 
work addresses the above questions and brings us closer 
to understanding the current water cycle. Extrapolating 
to climates under different orbital configurations is im-
possible if we cannot understand the behavior at present.  

Although recent obliquity changes have been muted, 
water ice is sensitive to small changes in insolation as 
its vapor pressure is exponentially dependent on 

temperature (i.e., the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship). 
Climate models [7] and thermophysical properties of 
exposed ice [8] support both accumulation and ablation 
occurring across the north polar at present or in the ge-
ologically-recent past. 

Here, we focus our efforts on characterizing thermo-
physical properties at the southern pole of Mars. The 
southern polar region is much more limited regarding 
water-ice exposures when compared to the north (Figure 
2; [9]). Based on climate model simulations, recent ac-
cumulation has been invoked as a source for a large frac-
tion of this exposed water ice [10]. However, no test of 
its thermophysical properties has been made to establish 
consistency with that hypothesis. In addition, we can di-
rectly compare derived properties in the south to water 
ice properties in the north, in order to test for systematic 
differences [8]. 

Methods:  To examine whether water is being trans-
ported to the pole (i.e., net accumulation), or to low lat-
itudes (i.e., net ablation), we characterize the physical 
properties of exposed water ice deposits. Accumulation 
of water ice can be inferred by the presence of porous 
ice at the surface. Porous ice at the surface will densify 
over time [11] and therefore old ice should exhibit low 
porosities. The absence of porosity is compatible with 

Figure 1. The past 1 Myr of Mars (a) obliquity or axial 
tilt,  (b) eccentricity,  and (c)  insolation at the north pole 
at summer solstice (LS=90°). From [2]. 

Figure 2. Exposed south polar ices in summertime, 
discriminated by measured surface temperature from 
the Thermal Emission Imaging System (reproduced 
from [9]). Surface temperature data within the red 
square is shown in Figure 3.  

CO
2
 Ice 

Water Ice 
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both accumulation and ablation as modeled under mar-
tian conditions [12], but other lines of evidence are used 
to support/reject ablation, such as geographic location 
and the surface albedo relative to other exposures. It is 
along these lines we assess the youthfulness of exposed 
ice in the southern polar region. 

Deriving thermophysical properties is accomplished 
by testing a series of simulated surface temperatures 
against those measured from orbit. Three datasets of 
surface temperature will be analyzed: Thermal Emis-
sion Spectrometer (TES; [13]) bolometer- and spec-
trometer-derived surface temperature as well as surface 
temperature measured by Mars Climate Sounder (MCS; 
[14]).  

Modeled temperatures are produced using KRC 
[15], a well-established and validated 1-D thermal 
model with many capabilities that are of use to the 
broader planetary science and engineering communities 
(see http://krc.mars.asu.edu for additional information). 
KRC has primarily been used for studies concerning 
Mars and is well suited for analysis of temperatures 
from the aforementioned datasets. We first test homo-
geneous models of thermal inertia (TI) ranging from 
~50–2000 J m-2 K-1 s-1/2. Fits between the model and ob-
served sets of temperature will be evaluated by their 
RMS error. 

Preliminary Results:  A preliminary analysis is 
given here, focusing on a single example concerning a 
small patch within the exposed water ice mapped by [9]. 
At the meeting, the analysis of surface properties will be 
expanded for water ice exposures south of 65°S. 

The region of exposed water ice investigated here 
(see red box in Figure 2) includes sufficient numbers of 
observations from each dataset, in order to interpret and 
compare against modeled cases (Figure 3). A qualita-
tively-derived model fit for a prescribed TI = 500 J m-2 
K-1 s-1/2 and albedo = 0.45 provides good agreement. 
These properties imply 10s of cm-thick water ice of sig-
nificant porosity (>40%; [8]) which is consistent as be-
ing a product of recent accumulation.  

Discussion and Future Work:  Significant porosity 
is suggested by our preliminary fitting of temperature 
data, implying recent accumulation, in line with [10]. 
This has important implications for the current trend in 
climate and the water cycle. Our findings affect related 
areas of research, such as impact crater density at the 
south pole [16]. 

The behavior of temperatures prior to defrosting 
(LS~300°) is indicative of dust loading in the atmos-
phere. To avoid erroneous fits this must be removed 
from our analyses and fitting procedure (similar to [8]).  

Lastly, a number of layered models will be tested 
which may reveal a vertically-heterogeneous deposit. 
This line of evidence would support cycles of 

accumulation, where a porous water-ice layer at the sur-
face represents only the latest episode. 

Acknowledgement:  Part of this work was per- 
formed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, under a con- 
tract with NASA. US Government support acknowl-
edged. © 2019 All Rights Reserved.  
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Figure 3 

Figure 3. The top three panels show surface tempera-
tures for the region in red from Figure 1, with each da-
taset listed. The large squares in the plot with MCS 
temperatures represent atmospherically-corrected sur-
face temperature while other points are uncorrected 
brightness temperature at 32 µm. Our model fit to the 
data is shown in gray. 
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Two views of the Martian North Polar Layered Deposits: Toward a correlation of radar and visible 
stratigraphic records  
P. Becerra1, D. Nunes2, I.B. Smith3,4, M.M. Sori5, N. Thomas1; 1Physikalisches Institut, Universität Bern, Switzerland, 2Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, USA. 3Planetary Science Institute, Colorado, USA, 4York University, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada. 5University of Arizona, Tucson, USA. 
 

Introduction: A long-standing problem in Mars Polar 
Science is the interpretation of the stratigraphic record 
preserved in Mars’ icy North Polar Layered Deposits 
(NPLD) [1] (Fig. 1a), whose accumulation patterns of 
ice and dust are associated with recent climate change 
forced by variations in the planet’s astronomical 
parameters [2]. The internal bedding is visible from 
orbit in exposures within spiraling troughs that dissect 
the NPLD dome (Fig. 1a,b). Studies have used images 
of these troughs to map the stratigraphy [3-6] and 
describe links between NPLD accumulation and 
astronomical forcing [7-10]. Sub-surface radar 
sounding also observes this internal structure. The 
Shallow Radar (SHARAD) [11] detects changes in 
dielectric properties with depth. As these vary for 
layers with different amounts of dust, layering is 
observed as “reflector” surfaces [12]. 

The optical and radar-based stratigraphies have 
predominantly been studied in isolation. In terrestrial 
climate science [13], orbital climate forcing was 
confirmed by correlation of sedimentary, geochemical 
and paleo-magnetic records, suggesting that integration 
of datasets is key to understanding the record in the 
NPLD. In general, both radar and optical layers are 
assumed to result from varying amounts of dust in the 
ice [14,15], but differences in vertical resolution have 
prevented 1-to-1 correlation. 

Here, we test the hypothesis that highly 
protruding ‘Marker Beds (MBs)’ have sufficient 
dielectric contrast with neighboring beds to create 
radar reflections. If true, this would associate 
individual reflectors to exposed beds, allowing for 
dust/ice columns based on the combined data, which 
could constrain orbitally-forced accumulation models 
[16,17] to decipher the climate record of the NPLD. 
 

Methods: Becerra et al. [8] mapped the stratigraphy of 
the NPLD by identifying sequences of MBs in 
“protrusion profiles” of bed exposures in troughs made 
from HiRISE [18] Digital Terrain Models (DTMs; 
[19]), and correlating these from different locations 
(Fig. 1; [8]). Protrusion is a proxy for resistance to 
erosion and is calculated by measuring the difference 
between the topography of a trough wall, and a linear 
fit to the wall within a certain window (Fig. 1a). A 
protrusion profile for site N0 is shown in Fig. 2b. With 
these data, our approach to correlation is a 4-step 
process:  
(1) Average SHARAD data near the exposures to 
obtain representative radargrams. The variability of the 
SHARAD response within small regions of interest 

(ROIs) next to exposure sites is not negligible. To 
assess this, we selected segments of three SHARAD 
radar tracks that fall within a 3 km ROI near a study 
site, and averaged all soundings in each segment (Fig. 
2a,c). This is representative of the variations in radar 
response within the ROI.  
(2) Compare average radargrams directly to the 
protrusion profiles of [8] to search for an MB-reflector 
correlation. For this, we subtract the linear attenuation 
in the data and normalize all quantities to mean = 0 and 
variance = 1. We then search for the maximum cross-
correlation between protrusion profiles and average 
radargrams. This is shown in Fig 2d.  
(3) Model the radar wave propagation [14] through 
synthetic permittivity (e’) profiles, which are 
constrained by the best-fit correlations from step 2. 
MBs translate into layers of varying e depending on 
their initial correlation with the radargram. We can 
then compare the model radargrams to the real ones at 
each location. We tested a preliminary model, selecting 
the MBs from the N0 profile that appeared to fit the 
radar peaks and assigning them e’ = 4 over a water ice 
background with e’ = 3.12. Fig. 2e shows the dielectric 
profile modeled after the protrusion profile of site N0, 
and Fig. 2f shows the resulting simulated radargram. 
(4) Correlate the simulated radargrams to real 
SHARAD data using spectral analysis and pattern-
matching algorithms. This correlation will result in 
representative HiRISE/SHARAD-based stratigraphic 
columns of e’, which can be transformed to fractional 
dust-content [20,21] that can serve as virtual ice cores 
and be used to constrain accumulation models. 
 

Preliminary Results: Results of the cross-correlation 
of SHARAD with the protrusion profiles for sites N0, 
N2, and N11 are shown in Fig 3. For the direct cross-
correlation with protrusion we select only the sections 
of the radargrams that correspond to the estimated 
relevant depth range [~2–8 µs]. For N0, we also ran a 
comparison with the preliminary model results. All 
three sites show a relatively good correlation between 
peaks in each data profile, but some peaks in the 
radargram match troughs in protrusion instead. 
However, radar reflections represent interfaces 
between materials of different e’, so it is not 
implausible that a transition to a low-dust, less-
protruding layer would also produce a relatively strong 
reflection. Although the direct protrusion-radar 
comparison at N0 shows promising results, the model 
radargram-to-real-radargram comparison at this same 
site appears to have lost the correlation. More work is 
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needed in the model radargrams to be able to produce 
representative multi-data columns.  

 

Conclusions and Future Work: Beds of high 
protrusion appear to match radar reflectors at three 
sites. An attempted correlation at site N6 failed at the 
first stage however, and the model at N0 does not show 
the expected correlation with the real radagram. We 
must study all geometrically favourable locations and 
test for statistical significance at each one. In addition, 
we will use the correlations with protrusion to inform 
the model and then use Dynamic Time Warping [7,22] 
to tune the model and find the best-fit dielectric profile 
at each site. The final step of the work will be to 
transform these profiles into dust/ice ratio columns 
[20,21] for use as input on accumulation models [17]. 
Naturally, a higher spatial-resolution radar in orbit 
around Mars would greatly improve the chances of 
subsurface-surface integration. Such an instrument is 

being proposed as a NASA Discovery mission [23], 
and this work can help predict the results that would be 
returned.  
 

 
Figure 1. (a) Topographic map of the NPLD. Circles = 
locations of sites with HiRISE DTMs. Line = ground track of 
SHARAD radargram in (c). (b) HiRISE image of exposed 
layers in the N0 trough from (a). (c) SHARAD radargram 
2788401. Yellow line marks the approximate location of N0. 

 

 
Figure 2. Preliminary radar-protrusion correlation. (a) SHARAD radargram (left) and HiRISE DTM (right) of site N0 from 
Fig.1a. Yellow line on the radargram indicates approximate location of the circular ROI on the top right, which shows the tracks 
of all soundings that were averaged to produce the mean radar profile. (b) Protrusion profile. Protruding beds are shaded in grey. 
The green arrow in the diagram in (a) explains the calculation of protrusion schematically. (c) Mean radar profile. (d) Cross-
correlation of protrusion to radar profiles. Here, grey shading indicates protruding beds matched to radar reflectors. (e) Synthetic 
dielectric column assuming matched beds are dust-rich (e’ = 4). (f) Simulated radar profile generated by propagating a radar 
pulse through the column in (e). 
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POLAR IS IN THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER:  ICE-RICH UNITS ACROSS THE MID-LATITUDES 
OF MARS.  A.M. Bramson1, J.L. Molaro2, E.I. Petersen1, Z.M. Bain2, N.E. Putzig2, G.A. Morgan2, I.B. Smith2,3, 
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Institute, 3York University, 4NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, 5California Institute of Technology, 
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Introduction:  In addition to water’s necessity in 
sustaining human life, H2O is also the most valuable 
Martian resource due to its utility in conversion to fuel. 
Surface ice exists on Mars in plentiful volumes at the 
poles. However, polar locations, with their extremely 
cold temperatures and long, dark winter nights make 
these locales less viable for both robotic and crewed ex-
ploration. Therefore, knowledge of the distribution and 
properties of water ice at warmer and sunnier non-polar 
latitudes is vitally important for future exploration of the 
planet. In addition to water ice’s importance as an in situ 
resource, understanding the distribution, properties, and 
stability of non-polar ice (including its emplacement 
and evolution) has important scientific implications as a 
record of Martian climate processes. 

The Subsurface Water Ice Mapping (SWIM) Project 
[1–3] supports an effort by NASA’s Mars Exploration 
Program to determine in situ resource availability by in-
tegrating data and analyses from numerous missions and 
instruments. Here, we present the results of focused 
mapping and analysis of subsurface radar reflectors 
found within observations by SHARAD, the Mars Re-
connaissance Orbiter (MRO) Shallow Radar [4], which 
senses the deepest (>15 m) of the instruments whose 
data were considered by the SWIM Project.  

Radar Mapping: SHARAD transmits a signal 
swept from 25 to 15 MHz, yielding a wavelength in free 
space of 15 meters [4]. When the radar wave encounters 
material interfaces with a contrast in the dielectric prop-
erties (e.g., boundaries between atmosphere and surface 
or layers in the subsurface), a portion of the radar wave 
is reflected back toward the instrument, causing an in-
crease in the power sensed at that delay time. In loca-
tions where the depth to a reflecting interface can be es-
timated from topographic measurements, that depth and 
time delay measured with SHARAD can be used to con-
strain the relative dielectric constant, also referred to as 
the real dielectric permittivity (𝝴’), of the material 
through which the radar signals have traveled. This 
property provides constraints on composition. Values 
close to 3 are consistent with pure water ice [5] while 
values approaching 6–12 are consistent with basaltic, 
ice-poor regolith or bedrock [6]). 

As part of the SWIM Project, we mapped subsurface 
radar interfaces throughout the northern hemisphere and 
estimated 𝝴’ based on surrounding topographic features, 
when possible, at the locations of the reflectors (Fig. 1). 

Ice Consistency and the SWIM Equation:  To en-
able a quantitative assessment of how consistent (or in-
consistent) diverse remote sensing datasets are with the 
presence of buried ice across these regions, we intro-
duce the concept of ice consistency values for each da-
taset [1–3]. A consistency value of +1 means that the 
data are wholly consistent with the presence of ice, 0 
means that the data give no indications of the presence 
or absence of ice, and -1 means that the data are wholly 
inconsistent with the presence of ice. Based on our die-
lectric constants estimates, we calculated the radar die-
lectric consistency values, CRD, as follows: 

CRD = +1 where 𝝴’ ≤ 3 
CRD = ½ (5 – 𝝴’) where 3 ≤ 𝝴’ ≤ 7 (CRD=0 where 𝝴’=5) 
CRD = -1 where 𝝴’ ≥ 7 

The SWIM Team also developed the SWIM Equa-
tion [1–3] to combine the consistency values from each 
dataset considered in the SWIM Project (subscripts N = 
neutron detected hydrogen, T = thermal signature, G = 
geomorphology, RS = radar surface reflectivity, and RD 
= radar dielectric using subsurface reflectors). The re-
sulting composite ice consistency provide a tangible 
representation of the overall likelihood of ice, Ci:  

Ci = ( CN + CT + CG + CRS + CRD ) / 5 

Results: The radar subsurface reflector mapping 
yielded nine radar units across the northern hemisphere. 
The median dielectric permittivity estimates 𝝴’, corre-
sponding CRD, and full SWIM Equation Ci result for 
each of these units are provided in Table 1 (below). 

Mapped Radar Units 𝝴’ CRD Ci 
Arcadia Unit 1 Main Plains 4.1 0.45 0.37±0.16 
Arcadia Unit 2 Layered 
Ejecta Crater (LEC) 

4.2 0.4 0.34±0.10 

Utopia Unit 1 
Thermokarstic Mesas 

2.9 +1 0.05±0.12 

Utopia Units 2–5 3.2 0.9 0.18±0.11 
Utopia Units 6–10 8.1 -1 -0.04±0.14
Utopia Unit 11 8.3 -1 -0.14±0.13
Onilus LDA/LVF/CCF 3 +1 0.22±0.16 
Onilus Unit 1 Upper Plains 
Mantle 

4 0.5 0.03±0.09 

Onilus Unit 2 Misc. Mantle 5.2 -0.1 0±0.13 
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Figure 1. Map showing location of radar subsurface reflectors mapped in The SWIM Project, with colorbar repre-
sentative of the dielectric permittivity estimates and corresponding ice consistency value from our radar analysis, CRD. 

 
Our dielectric estimates and SWIM Equation results 

suggest multiple units across the northern mid-latitudes 
of Mars that may contain ice: Arcadia Unit 1 Main 
Plains (widespread reflector previously mapped in [7] 
which cuts across multiple large-scale volcanic units 
mapped by [8]); Arcadia Unit 2 LEC (reflector present 
around a large Layered Ejecta Crater west of Phlegra); 
Utopia Unit 1 Thermokarstic Mesas (reflectors previ-
ously mapped in [9] and interpreted by [8] to be ice-rich 
loess and periglacial terrain); Utopia Units 2–5 (sinuous 
feature within lacustrine deposits perhaps modified by 
thermokarst [8]); Onilus LDA/LVF/CCF (reflectors 
mapped beneath large glacier-like landforms – lobate 
debris aprons, lineated valley fill, and concentric crater 
fill – previously mapped in [10], and includes regions 
mapped by [11]); Onilus Upper Plains Unit Mantle (re-
flectors associated with an LDA-mantling unit identi-
fied by [12]); Onilus Northern Plains Mantles (reflec-
tors associated with miscellaneous layered mantle). 

Meanwhile, our dielectric estimates and ice con-
sistency values for Utopia Units 6–11 are indicative of 
basaltic, ice-free materials, corroborated by the geologic 
mapping of [8] which interpreted these regions as lava 
flows from Elysium Mons and Olympus Mons. 

Role of Densification Processes on Observed Het-
erogeneities: There are numerous lines of evidence that 
Martian mid-latitude ice is heterogenous, both laterally 
and vertically. Lateral variations in bulk dielectric per-
mittivity can be observed in Figure 1. Geomorphologic 
features support the presence of vertical heterogeneities, 
which our bulk permittivity estimates do not capture. 
Such features include the scalloped terrain associated 
with Utopia “Thermokarstic Mesas Unit” [9], terracing 
in simple craters throughout Arcadia “Main Plains Unit” 
[7], and a scarp exposure in northern Arcadia of a ~100 
meter-thick deposit of massive ice [13]. 

Microstructural ice evolution through sintering is a 
possible mechanism for generating heterogeneities in 
ice, especially given its strong dependency on tempera-
ture and grain size (e.g., [14]). The primary stages of 
sintering are characterized by growth of the contact  
region (“neck”) between grains and mass redistribution  

 
forming grain agglomerates (Stage 1 from [15]) and 
densification via the shrinkage of isolated pores after the 
ice has become a cohesive aggregate (Stage 3 from [15], 
with Stage 2 being a transitional period between stages). 
Negligible densification occurs during Stage 1. 

Smaller and warmer grains sinter faster. At 200 K, 
100 and 200 micron grains take ~2 and 9 years, respec-
tively, to complete Stage 1 (neck growth) [14]. At 170 
K, the same modification for 100 and 200 micron grains 
takes ~350 and 1500 years, respectively [14]. Annual 
average temperature at the top of northern mid-latitude 
ice deposits (which are insulated under dust) are likely 
around 190–210 K throughout the last ~20 Myr of Mars’ 
history [16], suggesting the initial neck growth phase 
will occur quickly under Martian conditions.  

In contrast, the densification stage occurs over much 
longer timescales [14], which are not well constrained 
for planetary environments. We are working to address 
this knowledge gap using laboratory experiments of ice 
under different thermal and atmospheric conditions to 
build on the sintering model of [14]. We will present 
preliminary results of this model, especially as it per-
tains to creating heterogeneities within ice across the 
Martian mid-latitudes. We will explore the role that di-
urnal, seasonal, and orbital thermal cycling may play in 
the formation of subsurface density gradients and relate 
results to observations of ice heterogeneities. 

References: [1] SWIM Data Products, swim.psi.edu 
[2] Morgan et al. (2019) LPSC Abstract #2918. [3] 
Putzig et al. (2019) 9th Int’l Conf. on Mars Abstract 
#6427. [4] Seu et al. (2007) JGR, 112. [5] Ulaby, 
Moore, & Fung (1986) Microwave Remote Sensing, ac-
tive and passive. [6] Campbell and Ulrichs (1969) JGR, 
74. [7] Bramson et al. (2015) GRL, 42. [8] Tanaka et al. 
(2014) Geologic map of Mars: USGS Map 3292. 
[9] Stuurman et al. (2016) GRL, 43. [10] Petersen et al. 
(2018) GRL, 45. [11] Levy et al. (2014) JGR-Planets, 
119. [12] Baker & Head (2015) Icarus, 260. [13] Dun-
das et al. (2018) Science, 359. [14] Molaro et al. (2018) 
JGR-Planets, 124. [15] Swinkels & Ashby (1981) Acta 
Metallurgica, 29. [16] Bramson et al. (2017) JGR-
Planets, 122. 
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Introduction:  A Massive CO2 Ice Deposit (MCID) 

that rivals the mass of Mars’ current, 96% CO2 atmos-

phere was recently discovered to overlie part of Mars’ 

southern H2O cap [1]. The MCID is layered: a top layer 

of 1-10 m of CO2, the Residual South Polar Cap (RSPC) 

[2], is underlain by ~10-20 m of H2O ice, followed by 

up to three 100s-meter-thick layers of CO2 ice, sepa-

rated by two layers of ~20-40 m of H2O ice [3] (Fig. 1). 

Previous studies invoked orbital cycles to explain the 

layering, assuming the H2O ice insulates and seals in the 

CO2, allowing it to survive recent high obliquity periods 

[3,4]. We present a model, also driven by orbital cycles 

[5], but in which the near surface of the MCID ex-

changes with the atmosphere rather than being sealed. 

Pervasive meter-scale polygonal patterning and km-

scale collapse pits observed on the sub-RSPC H2O layer 

[1,3,6] are consistent with it being fractured and perme-

able to CO2 mass flux. Using currently observed optical 

properties of martian polar CO2 ice deposits [7], our 

model demonstrates that the present MCID is a remnant 

of larger CO2 ice deposits laid down during epochs of 

decreasing obliquity that are ablated, liberating a resid-

ual lag layer of H2O ice, when obliquity increases. With 

these assumptions, our energy balance model explains 

why only the south polar cap hosts an MCID, the ob-

served MCID stratigraphy, and why the enigmatic [8] 

RSPC exists. We use our model to calculate Mars’ pres-

sure history and the age of the MCID. 

Methods: We use a 1D energy balance model to 

find the equilibrium frost temperature Teq for which 

thermal emission flux equals mean annual absorbed in-

solation flux for various orbital configurations. Teq sets 

the equilibrium pressure Peq at the MCID top through 

vapor pressure equilibrium. We account for changes in 

altitude of the MCID top due to mass exchange and sim-

ultaneously solve for MCID mass, atmospheric mass, 

and zero-elevation reference pressure Peq,0 normalized 

to the current pressure Ppresent,0. We calculate Mars’ Peq,0 

history from a lookup table of polar insolation as a func-

tion of orbital elements. 

Model Results: H2O Layer Formation. Our model 

predicts that the MCID loses mass during epochs of ris-

ing polar insolation (Mars’ present state), and gains 

mass when insolation falls. H2O ice impurities (~1%) 

also accumulate onto the MCID along with the CO2 ice 

in both epochs of rising and falling insolation (Fig. 2). 

During epochs of rising insolation, the MCID loses ~10-

3 m yr-1 CO2, leaving behind impurities (~10-4 m yr-1 

H2O) that consolidate into a lag layer. 
RPSC existence. H2O lag is darker and less volatile 

than CO2 ice, so annual absorbed solar flux exceeds 

emitted thermal flux if H2O is exposed at any time. Ex-

cess energy (heat) is conducted to the CO2 below, caus-

ing CO2 to sublime beneath the H2O layer. Thus, H2O 

exposure self regulates. If CO2 sublimation in a given 

year overshoots equilibrium atmospheric pressure be-

cause the extent and/or duration of exposed H2O is too 

large then the excess pressure leads to increased persis-

tence of surface CO2 (covering the H2O) during the next 

year, and vice versa. Consequently, the CO2 layer cov-

ering the H2O layer (i.e., the RSPC) has near net-neutral 

mass balance (consistent with observation [2]) while the 

MCID beneath the H2O layer is presently losing net 

mass as insolation increases.  

Pressure history. Mars’ Peq,0 has been increasing for 

the past 40 kyr from a 0.7 × P0,present low (Fig. 2A). The 

current 0.01 Pa yr-1 increase implies ~0.4 Pa gain from 

Viking 1 to Mars Science Laboratory, not inconsistent 

with no mean annual pressure change detected between 

these missions, given the ~10 Pa measurement error [9]. 

Using the statistical distribution of Mars’ chaotic orbital 

states over the past 3 Gyr [5], we find median Peq,0 

throughout the Amazonian is 1.3 × Ppresent,0 with an in-

terquartile range of 0.7 to 1.7 × Ppresent,0 (not including 

any secular change to Mars’ CO2 inventory). 

Figure 1: Radar cross-section across a portion of the MCID with H2O ice “Bounding Layers” (BL) and latitude-longitude end 

points. Observed mean layer thicknesses [3] compared to our model-predicted H2O layer thicknesses and CO2 mass in each layer. 

CO2 layer thicknesses are depicted to scale.
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MCID Stratigraphy. The MCID stratigraphy co-

evolves with Peq,0 (Fig. 2). As insolation increases, H2O 

lag consolidates as CO2 sublimes until an insolation 

maximum. Lag layers formed at relative insolation max-

ima that are followed by greater insolation maxima are 

subsumed into the lag that forms at the greater maxima. 

If insolation is intense enough (e.g., at 510 kyr; Fig. 2B), 

the entire MCID ablates and all H2O lag merges with the 

underlying South Polar Layered Deposit (SPLD), reset-

ting the MCID stratigraphy. Condensing CO2 buries lag 

layers when insolation decreases. Fractions of prior CO2 

deposits remain because the amplitudes of the obliquity 

maxima have been mostly decreasing during the past 

~510 kyr (Fig. 2). Our model produces a stratigraphy 

comparable to observation (Fig. 1). 

Discussion: Our model highlights the importance of 

regional factors (e.g., dustiness, snowfall, etc.) to ex-

plain the north-south differences in the polar caps [7]. 

Our model yields a southern (not northern) MCID for 

all orbital configurations so long as currently observed 

martian CO2 optical properties hold, a result robust for 

up to a 50% increase in northern emissivity or albedo. 

Finally, our model predicts that the interface be-

tween the MCID and underlying SPLD should be at al-

titude +4 km, similar to observation [3], suggesting that 

the top of the H2O-rich SPLD may have adjusted over 

many orbital cycles such that the MCID just barely dis-

appears at especially high peaks in absorbed mean an-

nual polar insolation (e.g., at 510 kyr). In this scenario, 

the SPLD below the MCID may record a climate history 

not preserved elsewhere in Mars’ polar deposits. 

Conclusions: Our model in which the martian at-

mosphere and MCID co-evolve through vapor contact 

at all times [6] offers a self-consistent interpretation of 

the MCID’s stratigraphic development and age that also 

provides a prediction of the RSPC and its equilibration 

with present atmospheric pressure. The process of CO2 

and H2O co-evolution and pressure history we describe 

here is important for deciphering Mars’ Amazonian cli-

mate and its record preserved in polar cap stratigraphy. 
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Figure 2: A. Model-predicted pressure history over the past 550 kyr, with monotonically decreasing Peq,0 maxima (green dots) 

since the last total ablation of the MCID.  B. Model-predicted evolution of MCID stratigraphy in 5-kyr steps. MCID mass shown 

to scale. H2O layer thicknesses are depicted proportionally to each other, but at a different scale than the CO2 for clarity. During 

epochs of rising polar insolation, CO2 ablates and H2O lag covered by a thin layer of CO2 forms at the top of the deposit. At ~510 

kyr, the entire MCID ablates, H2O lag liberated from the MCID merges with the SPLD and the top of the SPLD ablates to the 

model-predicted zbase. During epochs of decreasing insolation, CO2 accumulates, burying prior stratigraphy. Stars indicate times 

when all the CO2 between two H2O layers ablates so the H2O layers merge. 
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Introduction: In many ways, Mars’ icy climate rec-

ord is recognizable to a terrestrial paleoclimatologist.  
Polar Layered Deposits (PLD) of water ice and dust at 
the north and south poles (NPLD & SPLD) are together 
similar in volume to the Greenland ice sheet and their 
stratified structure likely records climate over millions 
to tens of millions of years (Fig. 1) [1].  Surface water 
ice deposits that cover the NPLD interact with the cur-
rent climate and may be the dominant source of water 
vapor in the annual global cycle [2].  Models suggest 
that depths to buried ice-sheets and pore-filling ice in 
the mid-latitudes should adjust with changing atmos-
pheric conditions in a similar way to ice in the Antarctic 
Dry Valleys [3].  However, Mars has a host of unfamil-
iar ice deposits that also record climate: the geomor-
phology of a surficial CO2 ice cap at the South Pole 
evolves by meters per year [4,5], and a buried CO2 ice 
deposit at least equivalent in mass to the current atmos-
phere also resides in this area [6]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: COMPASS focuses on the interaction of the climate 
and ice deposits (top, HRSC image of the north polar region 
with clouds) and the climate record of the deposits themselves 
(bottom, HiRISE image of exposed bedding in the NPLD). 

Despite decades of research based on remote sensing 
observations, key knowledge gaps prevent a full under-
standing of the martian climate and how it is recorded 
in icy deposits. Interaction of the atmosphere with sur-
face and subsurface ice depends critically on atmos-
pheric humidity near the surface, yet water vapor has 
only been quantified in column-integrated measure-
ments or at specific landing sites.  Winds have never 
been systematically measured on Mars – introducing 
large uncertainties into the modeling of atmospheric 
volatile transport. Buried ice sheets in the mid-latitudes 
have been detected by various means, but systematic 
measurements have cannot be made of their locations, 

depths, thicknesses and internal layering with current 
instrumentation. PLD layers can only be viewed at 
heavily-mantled outcrops or in radar data that do not 
fully resolve them. 

The Climate Orbiter for Mars Polar Atmospheric 
and Subsurface Science (COMPASS), is a Discovery-
class mission that will provide the key missing datasets 
to leverage and apply our understanding of terrestrial 
climate records and meteorology to Mars. COMPASS 
will study Mars from the subsurface through the atmos-
phere using unprecedented measurements to defini-
tively answer the question, “How is the climate we ob-
serve today related to past climate variations recorded 
in Mars’ ice deposits?”  

Science Objectives: Ice is the key to understanding past 
climate variations on Mars, because volatiles are sensi-
tive tracers of atmospheric and surface temperatures 
through time [7]. Surface and subsurface ices interact 
with the atmosphere on different timescales, ranging 
from the diurnal and seasonal CO2 cycle to the multi-
year advance and retreat of ground ice, to glacial/peri-
glacial landforms and the polar layered deposits, which 
formed ~1 – 10 Myr ago [1,3,8]. The atmosphere acts as 
a conduit between these different ice reservoirs under 
changing conditions.  

To fully understand past volatile exchange and the 
underlying climate forcings, COMPASS will observe 
present climate processes and volatile transport contem-
poraneously with measurements of icy reservoirs (Fig. 
2) to achieve two science goals:  
1. Understand interactions between the current cli-

mate and icy deposits 
2. Map locations, quantify volumes and characterize 

layering of Amazonian-aged ice reservoirs globally  

 
Fig. 2: COMPASS investigates interconnected processes 
in Mars’ climate-ice system, including those illustrated 
here for the north polar winter. (Adapted from [9]) 
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Proposed Mission Overview:  The COMPASS mis-
sion accomplishes its science goals through atmos-
pheric, surface and subsurface measurements taken with 
four instruments (Figs. 3,4): 

CROME (COMPASS Radar Observer for Mars Ex-
ploration), a dual-mode L-band radar (Fig. 2) allows 
COMPASS to locate and resolve sub-meter scale layer-
ing within ice deposits on Mars. Buried ice within 2 m 
of the surface will be detected and located by near-
global Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) coverage.  SAR 
data will also penetrate and characterize the dust that 
covers one third of the martian surface and overlies sub-
surface ice deposits.  Layers of ice and dust within the 
PLD and buried mid-latitude ice-sheets will be exam-
ined in a radar sounder mode.  At an order of magnitude 
higher vertical-resolution than MRO’s SHARAD, these 
sounder data allow the detailed correlation of strati-
graphic beds with oscillations of orbital elements and 
the detection of buried ice within 15 m of the surface. 

 
Fig. 3: COMPASS spacecraft with deployed six-meter mesh 
antenna. Orbital motion parallel to solar panels. CROME is 
located on the deck facing the antenna. 

AMCS (Advanced Mars Climate Sounder), a ther-
mal IR limb sounder based on MRO’s MCS [10] and 
LRO’s Diviner will retrieve temperature, water vapor, 
dust, and condensates as a function of height.  Nadir ob-
servations can monitor surface frosts and surficial ther-
mal behavior to deduce the presence of the shallowest 
and lowest-latitude ground ice. AMCS will have twice 
the vertical resolution of MCS and new filters specifi-
cally designed to discriminate water vapor from the 
other atmospheric components. 

WAVE (Wind And Vapor Experiment), a sub-mm 
limb sounder [11], allows the systematic measurement 
of winds for the first time.  Two antennae observe the 
limb allowing for reconstruction of both horizontal ve-
locity components as a function of height. Water vapor 
and temperature profiles will be retrieved under higher 
optical depth conditions than suitable for AMCS.  Iso-
topic abundances will be tracked as tracers between 
sources and sinks of water vapor. 

MAVRIC (Mars Atmosphere Volatile and Resource 
Investigation Camera), a wide-angle camera with a 
near-simultaneous stereo imaging capability, images 
limb-to-limb each dayside pass in several visible and 
short-wave IR bands. Daily global coverage permits 

characterization of seasonal frost, clouds and dust storm 
evolution. Short-wave IR bands allow discrimination of 
CO2 and H2O frosts, while multiple visible bands allow 
discrimination of dust and volatile clouds. 

 
Fig. 4: COMPASS nadir instrument panel with FOVs indi-
cated for AMCS (purple), WAVE (brown) and MAVRIC 
(green). Orbital motion into page. 

COMPASS will have a low-eccentricity sun-syn-
chronous orbit during its one-Mars-year (2-Earth-years) 
primary science mission. With an inclination of 93°, 
such an orbit is naturally concentrated in the ice-rich 
higher latitudes and provides near-global coverage. An 
equator-crossing local time of 3 pm allows integration 
of the IR sounder and wide-angle imaging data with the 
legacy datasets of MRO, Mars Odyssey and Mars 
Global Surveyor. An orbital altitude of 250–300 km en-
ables high-resolution observations and low atmospheric 
drag over the course of the primary mission. 

COMPASS brings together highly-experienced 
partners and high-heritage technology resulting in high 
science return at low risk and cost.  The University of 
Arizona (UA) runs the PI office and Science Operations 
Center utilizing experience from the Osiris-Rex mission 
and the Phoenix Lander. The Laboratory for Atmos-
pheric and Space Physics (LASP) provides the Astro-
labe spacecraft bus (similar to that used by the Emirates 
Mars Mission) as well as mission management and op-
erations. The Canadian Space Agency (CSA) contrib-
utes CROME based on Earth-orbiting heritage through 
industry partner MDA Corporation. The Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL) provides AMCS and WAVE based on 
heritage instruments in orbit around Mars and Earth re-
spectively. The Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) pro-
vides a MAVRIC based on existing Mars systems.  Our 
diverse science team is comprised of leaders in the field 
from throughout the US, Canada and Europe. 

References: [1] Byrne et al. (2009) Ann. Rev. Earth 
Planet. Sci. [2] Jakoksky and Haberle (1992), In: Mars, 
Arizona Press [3] Schorghofer and Aharonson (2005), 
JGR [4] Malin et al. (2001) JGR [5] Thomas et al. 
(2009) Icarus [6] Phillips et al. (2011) Science [7] 
Leighton and Murray (1966) Science [8] Head et al. 
(2003), Nature [9] McCleese et al. (2016), International 
Mars Polar Conference, Iceland. [10] Kleinböhl et al. 
(2016) 3rd Int. Workshop on Inst. for Planetary Mis-
sions. [11] Read et al. (20018) Plan. Space Sci.  
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EVOLUTION OF SEASONAL ICE IN REYNOLDS CRATER AND PROMETHEI RUPES FROM CTX 
AND CRISM.  W. M. Calvin1, K. D. Seelos2,  1Dept. of Geological Sciences and Engineering, University of Nevada, 
Reno, 1664 N. Virginia St., MS 172, Reno, NV 89557 (wcalvin@unr.edu), 2Johns Hopkins University Applied Phys-
ics Laboratory, 11100 Johns Hopkins Road, Laurel, MD 20723, (kim.seelos@jhuapl.edu). 

 
Introduction:  The “cryptic region” is a large area 

in the retreating southern seasonal cap of Mars that de-
velops a low albedo, but retains the cold temperature of 
CO2 ice in equilibrium with the atmosphere [1]. Calvin 
et al. [2] observed the seasonal retreat in four Mars 
Years (MY 28 to 31) using MARCI and found the large-
scale boundary of this area was similar in all MY, with 
many small scale variations from year to year. Why the 
cryptic area occurs where it does and not throughout the 
retreating seasonal cap remains puzzling and not easily 
explained by elevation, deposition, or topography and 
may depend on subsurface or surface properties. 

While there have been a number of coordinated 
campaigns by MRO imaging and spectral instruments 
to observed small, localized regions as they evolve with 
season [3-8], we noticed several regional scale phenom-
ena in MARCI mosaics at ~2 km/pixel that we wished 
to explore at higher spatial resolution using CTX (~6 
m/pix) and CRISM (up to 18 m/pix).  The hemisphere 
opposite the cryptic region (“anti-cryptic”) develops 
redder-hued material as compared to the classic low al-
bedo cryptic region.  Near the margins of the cryptic 
area there is a complex interplay of dark (presumably 
sand), red (dust), and retreating frost. MARCI data show 
clear defrosting of crater rims well within the seasonal 
cap boundary over Reynolds Crater (Figure 1).  

 
Observations: Based on the MARCI seasonal 

views, new CTX and CRISM acquisitions were re-
quested for Reynolds and a second nearby crater (Figure 
2; 74ºS, 160ºW and 73ºS 156ºW), Main crater (75ºS, 
312ºW), the boundary of Promethei Rupes (79ºS, 
304ºW), and regions in Dorsa Argentea over the “anti-
cryptic” area that retains seasonal frost very late. CTX 
observations of these 6 regions were acquired in MY 34 
approximately every 5° of Ls from 180º to 280º, fol-
lowed by every 10° to 20° of Ls up to 360º in order to 
monitor seasonal changes in color, albedo and terrain 
evolution. These observations for Reynolds crater are 
summarized in Table 1. CRISM color observations were 
made at the same time, primarily multi-spectral visible 
data (MSV; 90 channels at ~ 90 m/pix) to relate color 
evolution to changes seen in CTX. In addition to MSV 
data acquired in coordination with the CTX images in 
Table 1, there are an additional 20 observations in both 
MSV and FRS (full spectral resolution ~ 18 m/pixel) 
modes. 

 

 
Figure 1: Close up of a MARCI mosaic at Ls 208º. The 
arrow points to Reynolds crater. Note the difference in 
color from the crater rim and areas below the crater to 
interior deposits and terrain above and right that has 
the characteristic low albedo associated with the “cryp-
tic” terrain.  Seasonal ice is also apparent throughout 
the scene and the region is well within the seasonal cap 
boundary. 
 

 
Figure 2: Approximate CTX footprints selected for sea-
sonal repeat coverage over Reynolds and an adjacent 
crater at 74ºS 160ºW and 73ºS 156ºW. 
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Analysis:  Unexpectedly, a large, planet-encircling 
dust storm began in early June, 2018, just at the begin-
ning of this imaging campaign. This flattened contrast 
in CTX images, but most were clear enough to observe 
the evolution of seasonal frost patterns.  As noted by [9], 
the dust storm did not cause enhanced or early retreat of 
the seasonal cap. Instead, as observed in CTX data, the 
MY 34 dust storm appears to have increased CO2 depo-
sition over Reynolds crater perhaps due to surface cool-
ing from increased opacity that lead to deposition as 
frost sublimated from lower latitudes.  We also observe 
that steep scarps or slopes retain seasonal frost the long-
est. Local equator-facing slopes initiate venting, and al-
bedo feedback propagates seasonal frost retreat which 
allows dark covered material to sublimate faster, as also 
noted by Schmidt et al.  [10]. Late season brightening is 
observed over Reynolds and Promethei Rupes, as also 
seen over other sites [7].  It has been suggested that solar 
heating will cause the surficial dust grains to sink into 
the remaining seasonal ice [6]; however removal of a 
surface layer of dust by local winds also seems likely, 
based on processes observed in the north [11]. 

Figure 3 illustrates albedo evolution in Reynolds 
crater from Ls 180º, before the dust storm, to Ls 307º, 
with no seasonal ice present. We have noted many large 
bright-dark boundaries and patterns are preserved and 
new jet events occur in the regions that were brightest 
at Ls 180º [12].  We will present the evolution of these 
regions and comparison to concurrent CRISM data.  
Through analysis of additional imagery we hope to bet-
ter constrain local effects on seasonal cap sublimation 
and processes that contribute to development of the 

cryptic terrain in one location, rather than throughout 
the south seasonal cap. 

References: [1] Kieffer et al. JGR-Planets, 105, p. 
9653, 2000. [2] Calvin et al., Icarus, 292, p. 144, 2017. 
[3] Kieffer et al. Nature, 442, p. 793, 2006. [4] Hansen 
et al. Icarus, 205, p. 283, 2010. [5] Thomas et al. Icarus, 
205, p. 296, 2010. [6] Portyankina Icarus, 205, p. 311, 
2010. [7] Pommerol et al. JGR, 116, E08007, 
2010JE003790, 2011. [8] Pilorget et al. JGR 118, p. 
2520, 2013. [9] Calvin et al. AGU, P43J-3860, 2018. 
[10] Schmidt et al. Icarus, 200 p. 374, 2009. [ [11] Cal-
vin et al. 49th LPSC, #2455, 2018. [12] Calvin and See-
los, 50th LPSC, #2913, 2019. 
 

Table 1: CTX Observations over Reynolds Crater 

 

 
Figure 3: CTX images of albedo pattern evolution in Reynolds crater from Ls 180º, 205º, and 307º (left to right, 
portions of K05..180523, K07..180705, and K12..181215). Calibrated 8-bit data with a linear stretch on each. The 
right most panel is completely devoid of seasonal ice and shows relative topographic features associated with longer 
seasonal ice retention or earlier ice removal. 

Cryptic terrain monitoring in Reynolds Crater Ls
K05_055418_1054_XI_74S159W_180523 180
K05_055484_1054_XI_74S159W_180528 183
K06_055629_1054_XI_74S159W_180609 190
K06_055695_1054_XI_74S159W_180614 193
K06_055840_1047_XI_75S159W_180625 199
K06_055906_1066_XI_73S160W_180630 202
K07_055972_1042_XI_75S158W_180705 205
K07_056051_1054_XI_74S159W_180712 210
K07_056117_1065_XI_73S160W_180717 213
K08_056460_1066_XI_73S160W_180812 229
K08_056671_1057_XI_74S159W_180829 239
K09_056882_1064_XI_73S160W_180914 250
K09_057014_1054_XI_74S159W_180925 257
K10_057159_1054_XI_74S159W_181006 264
K11_057779_1054_XI_74S159W_181123 293
K12_058056_1052_XI_74S159W_181215 307
K13_058346_1054_XI_74S159W_190106 319
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Abstract:  We present our research on hyperspec-

tral characterization of the Martian South Polar Resid-
ual Cap (SPRC), with a focus on the search for organic 
signatures within the dust content of the ice. The SPRC 
exhibits unique CO2 ice sublimation features known 
colloquially as ‘Swiss Cheese Terrain’ (SCT). These 
flat floored, circular depressions are highly dynamic, 
and may expose dust particles previously trapped with-
in the ice in the depression walls and partially on the 
floors.  

Here we identify suitable regions for potential dust 
exposure on the SPRC, and utilise data from the Com-
pact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars 
(CRISM) on board NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter (MRO) satellite to examine shortwave infrared 
spectra of dark regions to establish their mineral com-
position and evolution over time, compare the results 
to laboratory analogues, and assess whether there 
might be any spectral signatures indicative of Polycy-
clic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs).  

Laboratory experiments have generated new spec-
tra for PAHs relevant to Mars, and established their 
detectability limits within SPRC analogues. Whilst no 
conclusive evidence for PAHs has been found, depres-
sion rims are shown to have a higher water content 
than regions of featureless ice, to exhibit changes in 
dust content as they evolve, and there are indications 
of magnesium carbonate within the dark, dusty re-
gions.  

Introduction:  Dynamic features have increasingly 
been observed on Mars; repeat observations starting 
with the Mariner missions of the 1960s [1] have indi-
cated the Martian Surface exhibits a range of interest-
ing changing surface processes. In particular, the polar 
caps exhibit significant change over time in addition to 
seasonal changes in ice coverage. On board MRO is an 
imaging spectrometer, CRISM [2] attaining spatial 
resolutions of ~20m and spectral resolutions of 6nm, 
which can be employed to analyse compositional prop-
erties of the Martian surface. The south polar cap of 
Mars consists of a permanent 400km diameter layer of 
solid CO2, around 8m thick, overlaying water ice [3]. 

Swiss Cheese Terrain (SCT) is an unique surface 
feature found only in the SPRC. Its characteristic ap-
pearance (shown in Figure 1) is thought to be caused 
by seasonal differences in the sublimation rates of wa-
ter and CO2 ice [4]; scarp retreat through sublimation 

may expose dust particles previously trapped in the 
SPRC which can then be analysed using CRISM.  

 

 
Figure 1: SCT sublimation features (CTX: 

B08_012572_0943_XI) 

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons:  PAHs are a 
group of chemical compounds consisting of benzene 
rings of hydrogen and carbon [5] and are considered to 
be important in theories of abiogenesis; the search for 
organic molecules on Mars is important in ascertaining 
Mars’ past conditions, and current habitability [6]. 

PAHs are abundant throughout the universe, and 
have been found to coalesce in space within dust 
clouds, [7] and have been detected on two of Saturn’s 
icy moons, Iapetus and Phoebe as well as on comets 
[8]. The delivery of complex organic compounds to 
established, habitable planets via bolide impact is a 
very important concept in astrobiology. The ability to 
identify PAHs could provide a critical tool in the 
search for putative locations for extra-terrestrial organ-
isms. 

To date, the hypothesised connection of Martian 
Swiss Cheese Terrain and the presence of PAHs has 
not been systematically examined. 

Methods: Initially, only Full Targeted Resolution 
(FRT) CRISM products have been considered for 
study to try to maximise spatial resolution 
(~20m/pixel) of small-scale SCT features. The CRISM 
Analysis Tool (CAT) plugin for ENVI software was 
used to process the CRISM scenes with corrections for 
photometry, atmosphere, image artefacts, and to gener-
ate summary products. Spectral summary products 
based on multispectral parameters are derived from 
reflectances for each CRISM observation that can be 
used as a targeting tool to identify areas of mineralogi-
cal interest for further analysis [9]. Region of Interest 
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(ROI) band thresholds were used to identify the 
strongest 10% of CO2 and H2O ice signatures from 
each scene (Figure 2, left), and then ROIs of a mini-
mum of 25 pixels chosen from the same across-track 
region of the scene as the dark-rim features to provide 
local ‘pure’ ice spectra. These samples were then used 
to carry out correction to remove the overwhelming 
effects of ice spectral signals on dust rim spectra. 
summary products [9] were utilized to create RGB 
composite images of regions of interest to identify 
spectral differences around dust rims (figure 2, right). 
Spectra for specific rim features with strong carbonate 
overtone responses, corrected for ices, were then ana-
lysed and compared to laboratory spectra for Martian 
mineralogy and PAH signatures.  

 

 
Figure 2: Left: ‘True colour’ visualisation of Site 1 from 

CRISM bands R = 230 G = 75 B = 10.  Strongest 10% spec-
tral responses for ices shown in red (CO2) and blue (H2O). 

Right: False colour visualisation of Site 1 using Pelkey 
(2007) summary products R = 1435 (CO2 ice) G = 1500 

(H2O ice) B = BDCARB (carbonate overtones) 

Laboratory experiments were performed to con-
strain the detectability limit of PAHs, and to establish 
PAH spectral features at wavelengths other than the 
well-known absorption feature at 3.29 µm. There is 
currently no existing published evidence of PAH de-
tection within CO2 ice features. The site of the labora-
tory experiments was the “Cold Surface Spectroscopy” 
facility (CSS) at the Institut de Planétologie et Astro-
physique de Grenoble (IPAG) Grenoble, France using 
the spectro-gonio radiometer and its CarboN-IR envi-
ronmental cell, which have been specifically developed 
for studying planetary analogues. 

In addition, both unsupervised classification and 
comparison with laboratory analogue spectra is used to 
ascertain end member ratios and look at compositional 
changes over time, and the relationship between SCT 
morphology and dust content. 

Results: The detectability limit of PAHs was estab-
lished within SPRC analogues, end member spectra 
have been established for all components of interest, 
and new diagnostic absorption features for PAHs have 
been recorded at a number of wavelengths. 

There are clear spectral differences between dust 
rims and non-rim regions, with indications that the 
initial stages of SCT pit formation result in lower dust 

content on pit rims as the scrap walls collapse, with an 
increase in dust content as the fully formed pits be-
come more circular and retreat laterally, leaving be-
hind concentrations of dust. No in-situ evidence of 
PAHs has been observed, but this work provides the 
necessary baseline spectra, detectability limits and 
understanding of pit formation relating to dust content, 
to improve interpretation of orbital data, and will form 
the basis for continuing research of dynamic features 
on Mars in order to detect organic material, and con-
tribute to the search for habitable environments on 
Mars. 

References:  
[1] NASA (2015) 

http://science.nasa.gov/missions/marinermissions [2] 
Murchie et al. (2007) JGR, doi:10.1029/2006JE002682 
[3] Vita-Finzi, C. (2005) Planetary Geology, 146-159. 
[4] Tokar et al., (2003) GRL, 30, 1677, 13. [5] Carey, 
F.A. Organic Chemistry, 398-423 [7] Vita-Finzi, C. 
(2005) Planetary Geology, 146-159. [6] Benner, S.A. 
et al. (1998) PNAS, 96,6,2425-2430 [7] Allamandola, 
L.J. (2011) EAS, 46,305-317 [8] Cruikshank. D.P. et 
al. (2008) Icarus, 193, 334-343 [9] Pelkey, S.M.et al. 
(2007) JGR, doi:10.1029/ 2006JE002831 
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Introduction: The south polar layered deposits      

(SLPD) of Mars constitute a ~4 km high dome of dusty           
water ice layers that have long been thought to         
represent a record of past climatic variation [1]. The         
portion of the SPLD that sits above an elevation of          
~2 km retains a bright, meter to tens-of-meters deposit        
of CO2 ice throughout the year (Fig 1). In addition to a            
number of unique erosional features on its surface [2],         
small exposures of water ice have been observed        
around the margins of the SPLD’s CO2 ice veneer,         
though it is unclear whether they constitute an        
uppermost layer of the SPLD or annealed seasonal        
water ice [3, 4]. Determining the detailed compositions        
and grain sizes of ice and dust mixtures that make up           
the upper portion of the SPLD may illuminate the         
formation mechanisms of those erosional features and,       
more broadly, the climate record of the SPLD. 

The best equipped dataset to help constrain those        
attributes are the targeted observations of the Compact        
Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars     
(CRISM) [5], which has captured hundreds of       
hyperspectral visible-to-near-infrared observations of    
the SPLD at spatial resolutions up to 18 m/px. Here we           
use four such observations (Fig. 1, Table 1) to compare          
the distribution of CO2 and water ice at early and late           
solar longitude (Ls) in Mars Years 28 and 29 in          
preparation for detailed spectral modeling of grain size        
and composition.  
 

 
Figure 1: Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) albedo map of         
the south polar region, overlaid with CRISM image        
footprints colored by Ls. The study region covered by         
observations in Table 1 is centered at 85.6° S, 6.3° E           
and outlined within the inset. 

Table 1: Observational metadata for the four CRISM        
observations used in this work. 

Observation Ls (°) Mars Year Ref. Code 
FRT00006EC9 288.82 28 E28 
FRT00008354 330.68 28 L28 
FRT00011936 227.06 29 E29 
FRT00014639 321.78 29 L29 
 

Methods: The four CRISM targeted observations      
were processed using the CRISM Analysis Toolkit       
(CAT) 7.4 plugin for Harris Geospatial ENVI 5.5        
image analysis software [6]. Targeted Reduced      
Records (TRR3) downloaded from the Planetary Data       
System were converted to CAT file format before        
Lambertian photometric and volcano scan atmospheric      
corrections were applied. The resulting spectral cubes       
were then map-projected and georeferenced to      
FRT00006EC9 using 15 tie points distributed across       
the scene.  

Due to its clear differentiation of several apparent        
units, FRT00008354 was used to define a collection of         
33 regions of interest (ROIs) in and around the study          
region’s residual CO2 ice-covered mesas (Fig. 2).       
These ROIs capture dark and light portions of        
erosional pit floors and the light halos that surround         
them, different portions of the mesas themselves, and        
dark and light ice exposures elsewhere in the scene,         
including a reticulated debris field.  

 

 
Figure 2: FRT00008354 (RGB = 2.52, 1.50, 1.07 μm)         
overlaid with ROIs color-coded by type. Note the flat         
mesas eroded into “swiss cheese terrain” by a number         
of pits. Numbers reference ROIs compared in Figure 3. 
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Averaged spectra of the ~20–50 pixels comprising       
each ROI were calculated for each of the four images,          
allowing for a direct comparison of spectral differences        
not only across distinct units in the study region, but          
also across two seasons in two Mars Years. These         
first-order evaluations of compositional difference will      
be used to guide further investigation with unmixing        
models by Kieffer and others [7, 8] that will constrain          
differences in grain size and dust/ice abundance. 

Initial Results: Inter-annual comparisons:    
Averaged spectra for ROIs covering light pit floors,        
mesa tops, and other light exposures in late Ls         
observations show strong CO2 ice signatures varying       
only in relative albedo (Fig. 3A), with a significant         
10% increase being found in L29 (see Table 1 for          
corresponding observation ID for this and other       
reference codes). ROIs covering dark exposures      
outside the mesas in both late Ls observations show a          
marked difference in average spectra: while L28 shows        
a consistent strong water ice signature, in L29 those         
ROIs display varying degrees of apparent water ice        
with CO2 (Fig. 3B). 

Intra-annual comparisons: ROIs for light pit floors       
show elevated water ice content compared to early Ls         
observations in each year, as evidenced by broadening        
of the absorption at 1.5 μm. Similarly, there is a          
pronounced difference between dark exposures in early       
and late Ls, with dark exposures in pit floors and          
elsewhere shifting from strong CO2 ice signatures in        
E28 to water ice in L28 (Fig 3C). 

ROI spectra in mesa tops show greater depth of         
CO2 absorption features compared to ROIs capturing       
the higher albedo halos that surround erosional pits,        
indicating a possible difference in grain size. Spectral        
signatures of the large ROIs covering the reticulated        
debris field in the lower portion of the study region          
(Fig. 2) indicate slight differences in water content        
between early and late Ls in both years.  

Discussion: The observed intra-annual differences     
between early and late Ls observations are as expected:         
seasonal CO2 frost present in southern spring obscures        
water ice signatures that may be visible by the time          
frost has been removed in late southern summer (e.g.,         
Fig. 3C). This frost cover is expected to persist up to           
Ls = 320–340°, meaning the observed inter-annual       
differences between L28 and L29 (Fig. 3A, B) may         
hint at processes shifting that cutoff, such as enhanced         
removal following the MY 28 dust storm and/or        
increased deposition during the winter of MY 29        
[9, 10]. Comparison of spectral modeling results across       
additional study areas and Ls values (Fig. 1) will help          
constrain the thickness and yearly retreat of seasonal        
CO2 ice, allowing the nature of underlying water ice         
deposits to be more accurately characterized.  

 
Figure 3: Plots of averaged ROI spectra showing        
comparisons between A) various light-toned exposures      
in late Ls observations for MY 28 and 29, B) dark           
exposures outside mesas in late Ls observations for        
MY 28 and 29, and C) dark pit floors in mesa interiors            
and dark exposures elsewhere in early and late Ls for          
MY 28. Line color links ROIs while opacity        
differentiates timeframes. See Table 1 for observation       
IDs corresponding to shorthand reference codes and       
Figure 2 for the location of numbered ROIs. 
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Introduction:  Combined observational data from 

CaSSIS and experimental work in our IceLab facilities 

would lead to a better understanding of  CO2 driven 

processes in Martian polar regions. A previous CaSSIS 

acquisition was thought to be odd compared to similar 

observations, showing yellow and green spots, the 

reflectance profiles over these features display 

variations in the PAN filter consistent with each other, 

NIR and RED filters differ in trends with the spots 

colours [1]. At first, time evolution and light scattering 

effects were believed to be producing this range of 

colours, composition was of course another candidate. 

Lately, several images with yellow and green 

colouring have been found in CaSSIS database and it is 

thought to be due to a specific filter combination 

(PAN-NIR-RED) but the origin of the reflectance 

variations is yet to be discover. Our goal is to  

experimentally identify the processes behind the 

reflectance variations which may be linked in some 

ways to the temporal evolution of spots. 

 

Motivations: The self-cleaning process, showed in 

figure 4a and 4b of [2], is one of the main theory 

behind spots’ evolution. The spots are first deposited 

after jets have erupted from overpressure at the base of 

the slab - leaving spiders as remnant on the surface [3], 

they then sink slowly into the slab, gets covered by 

fresh CO2 frost/snow until fully covered (fig.1). A few 

experiments on dust ejection from CO2 ice caps have 

been done [4], we are aiming to experiment on the 

consequences of such events. Moreover a study of 

Richardson crater [5] showed the presence of water 

content in small quantities but still with significant 

changes in reflectance, this might be also the case in 

the region we are focusing on and induce those yellow 

and green colouring (fig.2), although this water content 

might be difficult to reproduce in the laboratory since 

it is the order of a few ppm. 

 

Experimental Setup:  Using the SCITEAS 

chamber setup [6], we designed a simple experiment 

involving CO2 ice and the newest Martian analogue 

MGS-1. The analogue is powdered arbitrarily on top of 

an industrial CO2 Slab which is then illuminated with a 

Sun simulator with a power range up to 300W. A CCD 

Camera records, in the visible range, the sublimating 

ice and the sinking grains (Fig.3).  

For comparison purposes, CaSSIS filters can be 

added physically on the camera and/or virtually into 

the acquired images. To obtain more significant 

results, we use the Optical Coherence Tomography 

Planetary Ultra-cold Samples (OCTOPUS), which is a 

system to image sample surfaces in 2D or 3D, to get a 

quantitative overview of the sinking grains – such as 

the sinking rate and the depth.  

 

Results and Discussion:  Our first test runs have 

been successful so far, the data acquired is still 

qualitative. We clearly see the grain sinking into the 

CO2 slab while it sublimate. The goal is to quantify 

this process in a reproducible way and with various 

setups, including spot shapes, analogue distribution 

and illumination conditions. Further results will be 

presented at the conference.  

 

References: [1] Cesar C. et al. (2019) 9th ICM, 

Abstract #6253. [2] Kieffer H. et al. (2006) Nature, 

442, 793-796. [3] Hansen et al. (2010) Icarus 205, 

283–295. [4] Kauffman E., and Hagermann A. (2017) 

Icarus 282, 118–126. [5] Gardin E. et al. (2010) JGR 

115-E6. [6] Pommerol A. et al. (2015) PSS 109-110, 

106-122. 

 

 
Figure 1 : Sketch of self-cleaning process. (a) Top 

View and Side View of a full spot on CO2 ice slab. 

(b) On the TV of a partially covered spot, the 

central part appears darker with a “light halo” 

surrounding it. (c) Remnant halo  from a 

completely covered spot.    
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Figure 2 : CaSSIS stereo acquisition 2073_266 taken on May 11th 2018 at 18:56:54. (Top) stereo 1 with  PAN 

RED BLU filters showing mostly dark blue spots, a few light blue, and small red ones, and what seem to be a 

cloudy feature . (Bottom)  stereo 2 with PAN RED NIR showing respectively dark, grey and yellow spots, the 

cloudy feature seem faded and is present only in the PAN filter. 

 
 

 
Figure 3 : (Left) Top view of the CO2 slab during the test run. (Right) Side view of sinking areas after the 

experiment. 
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Introduction: The north polar region of Mars dis-

plays a range of ongoing seasonal and annual surface 
processes that constantly reshape the local landscape. 
Recognized in the last decade as a prominent region for 
active bedform movement (1–3), dunes surrounding the 
polar layered deposits (PLD) and residual cap also dis-
play the greatest migration rates and fluxes - ~50% 
greater than on average for Mars (11.4 vs. 7.8 m3 m-1 yr-

1)(4). These higher values are despite a limited sediment 
state caused by seasonal autumn/winter CO2/H2O ice ac-
cumulation that restricts dune migration for most of the 
year by reducing interaction with wind. Sand becomes 
ice-cemented while winter-time CO2 ice buries dunes 
and then slowly sublimes through the Northern 
spring/summer until bedforms are “frost free” and mo-
bile by summer (2, 5). Some ice-cemented bedforms do 
not appear to regain mobility and are deposited into the 
geologic record.  

The purpose of this work is to quantify and charac-
terize major elements of polar landform evolution, such 
as sand dune formation, bedform dynamics, and deposi-
tion of sand into the polar sedimentary record.  

Datasets and methods: The main dataset utilized to 
assess aeolian activity at a global scale consists of im-
ages acquired by the High Resolution Imaging Science 
Experiment (HiRISE) camera (0.25–0.5 m/pix)(6). Bed-
form dynamics were assessed with image orthorectifi-
cation from stereo-photogrammetry (4, 7).  

Sand sources through proto-dune development: 
The steep (>30°), heavily fractured PLD cliffs com-
monly avalanche in Spring (Ls 8 - 48°), as observed by 
HiRISE (8). Variably sized (10-70 m) blocks of the PLD 
and basal unit, liberated by thermally-driven expansion 
and contraction, cascade onto lower slopes (9, 10). With 
greater frequency in the spring and summer, smaller 
mass-wasting events of the basal unit (BU) occur - a 
major source of dune and ripple-forming sand (10).  

BU sand sources emanate from the cliffs and travel 
downwind in several forms (Fig. 1d). Sand may develop 
into ripple patches or larger nascent proto-dunes (e.g., 
dome dunes, sand streamers) then migrate downwind 
until sand supply is sufficient to form fully-developed 
dunes or broad sand sheets (Fig. 1b). These proto-dunes 
can migrate up to 2-4X faster (~2 m/Earth year) than 
mature dunes in similar locations, due to their smaller 
sizes and the relatively unencumbered atmospheric flow 
that drives them. Alternatively, we see evidence that 
suggests large amounts of sand saltates across bedrock 
surfaces downwind of BU sources without forming 

bedforms until entering the erg system (Fig. 1d). Proto-
dunes which are variable in width (20-100 m) have sed-
iment fluxes on the order of 10 m3 m-1 yr-1. These values 
are generally higher than the estimated erosion rates of 
some polar scarps (~0.3 m3 per Mars year per meter 
along one scarp) (11). 

Circumpolar sand dune activity and sediment 
fluxes: The most active dune regions on Mars occur 
within ergs of Olympia, Abalos, Siton, and Hyperborea 
Undae (Fig. 1a). Sand fluxes are greatest at: 1) the up-
wind edge adjacent to some of the steepest (>30°) 
PLD/BU scarp exposures, and 2) in mid-erg locations 
where >50 m-tall mega-dunes migrate. Numerous 20-30 
m-tall dunes translate at relatively high rates (~1 m/yr) 
tangentially away from the poles and steered zonally by 
Coriolis-force directed winds (12). Moderate sand 
fluxes are observed along distal locations of the south-
ern erg margin where multiple wind regimes converge 
(4, 5, 12). 

A variety of atmospheric and geologic processes in-
teract and modify polar dunes. Mesoscale model simu-
lations indicated that spring and summer katabatic 
winds are driven by the retreat of the seasonal CO2 and 
increasingly large thermal and albedo (15-25%), along 
with topographic variations between the ergs and polar 
cap (12, 4). Periods of frost-free sand (late spring – end 
of summer) also coincide with the timing of peak of wa-
ter vapor (13, 14) and dust-laden storm frontal events 
(15). The apparent correlation of these processes with 
periods of highest sand movement is being investigated. 
Seasonal CO2 ice appears to contribute to up to 20% of 
the local sand movement by forming large slipface al-
coves that develop as the result of overburden along 
dune crests (Fig. 1c)(4, 16). This apparently unique 
martian process occurs in the autumn or winter possibly 
related to CO2 snowfall (16).  

Aeolian deposition into the polar stratigraphic 
record: The deposition and storage of sandy materials 
take a variety of forms and in numerous polar locations. 
Sand pathways adjacent to PLD lower flanks show sta-
bilized mature duneforms under meters of water ice de-
posits (1, 5, 17). Other central erg sites show dunes with 
limited mobility and subdued lee faces, indicating a lack 
of sand transport. These trends are due to restrictive 
boundary conditions (e.g., lower winds, greater frost), 
that may lead to further deposition and sand storage. For 
example, inter-dune areas of Hyperborea and Olympia 
Undae show aeolian cross-strata under migrating bar-
chans (5, 18). Craters on the southern edges of the polar 
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erg also show evidence for aeolian deposition. Louth 
crater, for example, has migrating dunes where active 
sand-ice deposition is occurring (Fig. 1e), although wa-
ter-ice mounds appear to be in equilibrium (19). Over 
~6 Mars years of observations ice-cemented aeolian 
strata can be observed at Louth to be deposited at 0.18 
m/yr - if stacked vertically these rates over time would 
result in nearly ~200 m per kyr. These examples form-
ing under the modern climate may be similar to the large 
deposits of water ice and sand beneath Olympia Planum 
which formed under past climates (17).  

Conclusion and future direction: The north polar 
circumpolar erg shows the highest rates of sand dune 
formation, migration, deposition, and sediment fluxes 
on Mars indicating the current polar climate is quite 
conducive to a very active sedimentary cycle. Future ef-
forts will utilize additional constraints from the Mars 
Polar Climate Database and seasonal trends obtained 
from various MRO data (12, 20). This will include de-
termining the predominant sand flux orientation(s) from 

dunes to be compared with mesoscale modeling and bet-
ter constrain the dominant wind direction(s) per season. 
Acknowledgments: This research effort for M.C. was sup-
ported in part by NASA MDAP Grant NNH14ZDA001N.  
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Bridges, M. (2011) Geology. 40, 31–34. [4] Chojnacki M. et 
al. (2019) Geology, 10.1130/G45793.1. [5] Ewing R. et al. 
(2010) JGR Plant. 115, E08005 (2010). [6] McEwen A. et al. 
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Figure 1. a) Sand flux measurements of polar dune fields (graduated circles) and their distribution (red polygons). Average dune 
migration vectors are represented by black arrows for each dune field. Inset HiRISE images are ~2-km-wide. b) Proto-dunes and 
sand sheets near sand sources in Olympia Undae. c) Alcoves that form on steep lee-faces. d) Oblique view of polar scarps where 
basal units layers source proto-dunes (inset upper right), which eventually develop into dunes (1b). Scene is ~1.1-km-wide. e) 
Louth crater where dunes slowly migrate and deposit sands and ice into the crater floor units. Insets are ~170-m-wide.  
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Summary: The aim of this work is to investigate 

whether there are significant topographical differences 
in the locations of flowing versus non-flowing deposits 
of ice in the Nereidum Montes. These results have 
implications for understanding Martian paleoclimate, as 
flowing deposits of ice should have formed in 
preferential locations for ice to accumulate, where 
deposits reach the required thicknesses to be able to 
flow.  

Introduction: An abundance of features exist in the 
mid-latitudes of Mars (30°-60°) [1] that appear to be 
primarily composed of water ice [2]. Surface ice on 
Mars is currently unstable at the surface below 60° 
latitude [3], so the persistence of ice in the mid-latitudes 
indicates the climate must have been significantly 
different from today when these deposits were emplaced 
within the last few hundreds of millions of years [4-5]. 
This climatic shift might have been driven by an 
increase in Mars’s mean obliquity [5], mobilizing ice 
from the polar regions to the mid-latitudes.  

A subset of these mid-latitude icy deposits display 
morphological characteristics typical of downslope 
flow of ice on Earth, such as diverting around obstacles, 
lobate termini and arcuate surface ridges [6]. These 
flowing landforms are collectively known as Viscous 
Flow Features (VFF), [6] and are theorized to have 
developed during one or multiple high obliquity 
periods, possibly as layers of icy mantling materials 
built up to sufficient thicknesses to begin to flow [6]. 
Therefore, VFF should be located in more preferential 
areas for ice to form and survive than non-flowing icy 
deposits.  

Determining which factors control the accumulation 
of enough ice to begin to flow and form a VFF is crucial 
to understanding the paleoclimate of Mars and how it is 
impacted by orbital excursions [7].  

In this work, we compare the distribution of VFF 
and non-flowing icy material across several topographic 
variables that influence the development of glacier ice 
on Earth. These are: latitude, longitude, elevation, 
surface slope, relative relief and aspect.  

Study Area: The Nereidum Montes mountain 
range, which forms the northern rim of the Argyre 
Impact Basin, is particularly well suited for this study 
[8]. This site has a relatively low latitude (34°S to 50°S), 
close to the latitudinal limit of surface ice deposits. The 
climate at these latitudes is harsh for ice deposits to exist 
in, due to greater insolation compared to higher 

latitudes. Therefore any ice deposits in the Nereidum 
Montes are located in the most favorable locations for 
ice, so areas with VFF should have more easily 
distinguishable characteristics than areas with non-
flowing ice. The Nereidum Montes also possesses a 
large range in longitude (~40°), elevation (~8500 m), 
surface slope (0° to 49°), relative relief (~3500 m) and 
aspect, which is crucial for an analysis how these factors 
may control where VFF features form rather than non-
flowing ice deposits.  

Methods: We mapped all VFF in the Nereidum 
Montes at a scale of 1:25,000 using ConTeXt Camera 
(CTX) [9] imagery. Deposits with surface textures 
similar to VFF but lacking indications of flow, were 
mapped as Non-Flowing Icy Bodies (NFIB). The 
elevation, slope, relative relief and aspect of VFF and 
NFIB were then extracted from MOLA DEM [10] data.  

 
Figure 1: THEMIS Daytime Infrared imagery 

overlain with the mapped VFF and NFIB. Also 
highlighted is the location of two mountainous regions 
exhibiting large concentrations of VFF and NFIB, the 
Eastern Mountain Cluster (EMC) and the Western 
Mountain Cluster WMC). 
 
       Results & Discussion:  Our mapping reveals that 
more VFF and NFIB is located at higher latitudes in 
Nereidum Montes than lower ones (Fig. 1). NFIB is 
more prevalent than VFF at almost all latitudes (Fig. 1), 
so increased ice survival at higher latitudes does not 
appear to promote the formation of VFF over NFIB. 
There are longitudinal patterns in the distribution of 
VFF and NFIB, with both types being the most 
prevalent in two regions of the Nereidum Montes that 
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we term the Eastern Mountain Cluster (EMC) and 
Western Mountain Cluster (WMC) (Fig. 1). However, 
VFF are much more common in the WMC than the 
EMC (Fig. 1).  
      The clearest differences between non-flowing and 
flowing icy material are in surface slope (Fig. 2). NFIB 
deposits tend to have lower surface slopes than VFF do, 
with a clear peak in abundance at 12°. The surface slope 
distribution of VFF material is more consistent across 
the range of surface slope values than NFIB, and almost 
all of the mapped material with a surface slope of over 
30° is VFF material.  This may reflect a difference in 
internal dynamics between VFF and NFIB deposits. 
 

 
Figure 2: The surface slope distribution of VFF and 
NFIB in 1° bins.  
 
    Increasing relative relief promotes greater surface 
coverage by icy material overall, with no icy material 
found in locations with less than 300 m of relief. 
However, NFIB material is more common than VFF in 
the majority of relative relief bins present at the study 
site (Fig. 3). Though VFF coverage at 3500 m to 3600 
m of relative relief is 100%, this bin is composed of one 
pixel and may not be representative of the actual 
relationship. Therefore, increasing relief does not 
appear to promote the development of VFF over NFIB.  
    Aspect also influences the distribution of icy material 
(Fig. 4). Icy material has a clear preference for southerly 
aspects, with very little material facing northwards. This 
is anticipated, as south facing aspects reduce direct 
insolation in the southern hemisphere of Mars. Though 
southerly aspects appear to be the most preferential for 
the formation or survivability of ice, this factor does not 
appear to drive the formation of more VFF than NFIB, 
as NFIB covers more of the Nereidum Montes than VFF 
in every aspect direction. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: The relative relief distribution of VFF and 
NFIB in 100 m bins. 
 

 
Figure 4: The aspect distribution of VFF and NFIB in 
1° bins. 
 
    Overall, topography influences the presence of VFF 
and NFIB in similar ways, supporting the idea that VFF 
are formed or preserved by the same conditions that 
NFIB deposits are. The broadly similar distribution of 
VFF and NFIB also suggests that VFF are composed of 
the same material as NFIB. However, while topography 
plays a role in determining where icy material survives 
overall, the formation of VFF over NFIB is likely due 
to other factors. An example may be wind patterns, 
driving the deposition of more ice in certain locations.  
 
    References: [1] Brough et al (2019), EPSL, 507, 10-
20 [2] Holt et al., (2008) Science, 322, E5905, 1235-
1238 [3] Head et al., (2005) Nature, 434, E7031, 346-
351 [4] Levy et al., (2010) Icarus, 209, I2, 390-404 [5] 
Forget et al., (2006), Science, 311, E5759, 368-371 [6] 
Milliken et al., (2003), JGR; Planets, 108, I6, 1-11 [7] 
Levy et al., (2014) JGR: Planets, 119, I10,2188-2196 [8] 
Banks et al., (2008) JGR:Planets, 113, I12, 1-20 [9] Malin et 
al., (2007) JGR: Planets, 112, I5, 1-25 [10] Smith et al., 
(2001) JGR: Planets, 106, I10, 23689-23722. 
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Introduction: The detection of biosignatures on a 
planetary surface is of significant scientific interest. 
Martian ice deposits (especially long-lived ice in the 
South Polar region) may preserve biosignatures by 
shielding them from UV radiation and slowing the rate 
of oxidative reactions common in the martian regolith 
[1]. High enantiomeric excesses are one such biosigna-
ture that a future mission that excavates subsurface ice 
could test for. Enantiomers are each of the two non-su-
perimposable mirror image configurations of chiral 
molecules. In biological materials on Earth, the ratio of 
the L enantiomer to the D enantiomer of amino acids is 
high, while in abiotic materials, the two are found in ap-
proximately equal amounts [2]. 

High enantiomeric excesses in samples can be de-
tected by their polarizing effects on transmitted light. 
The optical rotation of a molecule is the angle by which 
plane-polarized light is rotated when it passes through a 
sample of the molecule in solution. The two enantio-
mers of a chiral molecule will have optical rotations 
with equal magnitude and opposite sign. For abiotic 
mixtures of two enantiomers, the optical rotations will 
roughly cancel out.  However, in biogenic samples, a net 
change in optical rotation may be imparted. Polarimetry 
has thus been proposed as a biosignature detection 
method [3-5] .  

Here, we assess the potential of polarization meas-
urements, specifically optical rotation, to quantify enan-
tiomeric abundances. We determine the minimum con-
centration of amino acids that can be detected using this 
approach. Given that in-situ samples would likely in-
clude mixtures of several amino acids and other com-
pounds such as salts, we also determine the effect of 
mixtures of amino acids and salts on the optical rotation. 

 
Figure 1: Picture and diagram of the optical set-up. 
From left to right: PolarCam, cuvette, aperture, colli-
mator and polarizer with aperture on the end, LED. 

 
Methods:  The experimental set-up is shown in 

Figure 1. An LED light source is collimated and di-
rected through a polarizer to create plane-polarized 
light, followed by a cuvette holding the sample, and the 
collimated beam is analyzed by a polarization camera 
(4D Technology’s PolarCam Snapshot Micropolarizer 
Camera).  

PolarCam uses a wiregrid polarizer array which 
contains a pattern of polarizers with 0, 45, 90, and 135 
degree polarizations that together form a super pixel that 
is repeated over the array (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: Diagram of a portion of the polarizer  array 
and the arrangement of a single super pixel, based on 
[6].  

 
We investigated two amino acids: serine (with a spe-

cific optical rotation at 590 nm of -6.83° [7]) and phe-
nylalanine (with a specific optical rotation at 590 nm of 
-35.1° [8]). At shorter wavelengths, the specific optical 
rotation is higher [9] so we measured the optical rotation 
at 490 nm in addition to some measurements at 590 nm. 
Solutions of a single amino acid were measured for a 
range of enantiomeric abundances. In addition, some 
measurements were made with mixtures of serine and 
phenylalanine, with varying enantiomeric abundances. 
To determine the effect of salts on the optical rotation, 
measurements were also made with sodium chloride 
(NaCl) or magnesium sulfate heptahydrate (MgSO4 • 
7H2O) added to the amino acids. In each case, the stock 
solution with the amino acid(s) dissolved in water was 
serially diluted to produce solutions for a range of con-
centrations. Control measurements of pure water were 
taken before and after sample measurements.  

For each sample and control measurement, we found 
the Angle of Linear Polarization (AoLP) by combining 
elements of each super pixel, then the average AoLP 
over all super pixels on the detector. We mitigated sys-
tematic errors which caused the AoLP to drift over time, 
by linearly interpolating between the AoLP for the 
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controls taken before and after the sample measurement 
to find what the control AoLP would be at the time the 
sample measurement was taken. We then subtracted the 
AoLP of the sample from this control AoLP to get the 
optical rotation of the sample. Figure 3 shows an exam-
ple of the optical rotations obtained in this way for phe-
nylalanine. 

As concentration is reduced, the optical rotation 
shrinks to the detection limit and subsequently becomes 
noise with as many positive as negative results.  Simi-
larly as enantiomeric excess is reduced, larger concen-
trations are required for detection until the abundance of 
L-enantiomers is 50% (at which point these amino acids 
are undetectable with this method regardless of their 
concentration). We take the detection limit for optical 
rotation as the lowest measured concentration for which 
1) the optical rotation plus or minus its error bars never 
crosses zero, 2) the optical rotation has the expected 
sign, and 3) every higher-concentration measurement 
satisfies conditions 1 and 2. 

 
Figure 3: Absolute value of optical rotation of phenyl-
alanine for various L-enantiomer abundances and con-
centrations. Curves shown are linear fits to the data 
points, passing through (0,0). 

 
We also measured the optical rotations of three bac-

teria samples: Marinobacter gelidimuriae isolated from 
subglacial brine from Blood Falls, Antarctica [10], as 
well as a sample we denote Schw_1, from the glacial 
surface at Blood Falls, Antarctica, and a sample we de-
note Easton_1, isolated from snowpack on Easton Glac-
ier, WA, USA. 

Results:  The detection limit for serine for 100% L 
is 0.005 M (moles/liter), decreasing to 0.05 M for 45% 
L. For phenylalanine, the detection limit for 100% L is 
0.0005 M, decreasing to 0.01 M for 45% L.  

As expected, the concentration detection limit for 
lower enantiomeric abundances is higher. In addition, 
detection limits for solutions with some L-enantiomer 
abundance and the equivalent D-enantiomer abundance 
are generally the same, as expected.  

The optical rotations of the mixed amino acids are 

consistent with a linear combination of the optical rota-
tions of the components. As expected, because phenyl-
alanine has a higher specific optical rotation, the solu-
tions with a higher proportion of phenylalanine have a 
higher optical rotation and lower detection limit. Add-
ing salts does not significantly affect the optical rota-
tion. 

For concentrations >106 cells/mL, the optical rota-
tion of Marinobacter gelidimuriae is detectable and 
negative, as one would expect for bacteria containing a 
majority of amino acids with negative optical rotations. 
Schw_1 and Easton_1 were detectable at ~108 cells/mL, 
but unusual results were found at lower concentrations, 
possibly indicating that the errors were large and the 
method was not effective at lower concentrations. 

Discussion: Using this instrument, solutions with 
enantiomeric abundances 5% apart (corresponding to 
enantiomeric excesses 10% apart) are rarely distin-
guishable through their polarization effects. Even when 
they are, the concentrations at which they are distin-
guishable are more than an order of magnitude higher 
than the detection limits, meaning that even if an amino 
acid were detected at the detection limits that we found, 
the enantiomeric excess could not necessarily be deter-
mined to a high accuracy.  

Biosignature detection via its polarizing effect on 
transmitted light offers a convenient and fast method to 
evaluate icy samples for more detailed analysis. How-
ever its detection thresholds are relatively high com-
pared to other methods such as gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry with chirality analysis. 
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Proxy records of frost: Frost-driven geomorphic changes on martian sandy slopes.  Serina Diniega1, Candice J. 
Hansen2, Ganna Portyankina3. 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA 
(serina.diniega@jpl.nasa.gov), 4Planetary Science Institute, 3LASP, University of Colorado, Boulder. 

 
Introduction: Over the last ~decade, many small-scale 
geomorphological changes within martian sandy slopes 
have been identified and studied, occurring on ~annual 
timescales. In some sites where the timing of activity 
has been constrained to a portion of a Mars year, the 
formation of features has been tied to periods when 
frost is accumulating or sublimating. This, together 
with other data such as spatial distribution of the fea-
tures, strongly suggests that martian CO2 frost and ice, 
especially when interacting with a granular surface, is 
an effective and primary geomorphic agent (at least 
during the present and recent Amazonian) and should 
be considered, with wind and impacts, when interpret-
ing martian geomorphology. 

This work will summarize current results and ongo-
ing studies of martian landforms observed to be active 
over seasonal-to-decadal-timescales and hypothesized 
to have activity connected to the accumulation and/or 
sublimation of seasonal frost (updated since the 2018 
Amazonian Climate Wkshp). These types of studies are 
vital if we are to improve our ability to interpret these 
landforms as proxy markers of specific environmental 
conditions and thus use them to learn more about the 
Amazonian and present-day martian climate. 
The landforms: 
• Active martian gullies (Fig. 1) were first observed 

within the southern mid-latitudes, on both dune 
and rocky slopes [1-3], with present-day changes 
in alcove, channels, and aprons. The activity tim-
ing within the southern mid-latitudes has been 
constrained to late winter/early springtime, sug-
gesting a connection to springtime sublimation-
driven or initiated processes [4-6].  

• Superficially similar features have been observed 
in the northern polar [7-10] and mid-latitude [11] 
dune fields. However, alcove formation within the 
north polar erg occurs before spring sublimation 
begins [13-15], possibly during early autumn [15]. 
Additional differences from the southern gully ac-
tivities are found in the feature sizes and shapes, 
and locations of activity in subsequent winters, 
suggesting that the north polar alcoves may form 
through a different process [12]. 

• Linear gullies are long (up to 2 km), narrow 
channels that run downslope and are relatively 
uniform in width, ending in circular depressions 
referred to as terminal pits. Activity is tied to early 
spring, their location on pole-facing sandy slopes, 
and their general morphology [13,14] is consistent 

with a model of subliming CO2 ice blocks sliding 
down the sandy slopes [14]. 

• New meters-scale dendritic troughs, carved into 
the surface, have been found in some polar, sandy 
regions and have been observed to be growing an-
nually, likely due to scouring from sand [15]. The 
formation process is consistent with erosion by 
sublimation-induced gas jets fed by sub-ice gas 
flow [16,17]. Over time, this type of activity may 
form the araneiform terrain (AKA spiders) in the 
south polar region [18,19], with longer timescales 
not necessarily requiring the presence of sand. 

• New furrows appear annually along the crests and 
margins of many dunes when the seasonal frost 
disappears [20]. Erosion of these features is also 
thought to be driven by cryoventing, with vents 
occurring where thermal and slope conditions 
change, leading to a weaker ice layer [21]. 

 
Figure 1. Active dune gullies extend downslope on this 
megabarchan at the edge of Kaiser Crater dune field 
(46.8°S, 20.1°E). These are massive features (on a very 
large dune – 750 m tall), and some exhibit repeat ac-
tivity over multiple Mars years. DTM was generated 
from PSP_006899_1330 and PSP_006965_1330. 
The drivers: 
In this and many previous works, we have focused on 
CO2 frost and ice as this volatile makes up 96% of the 
martian atmosphere [22]; accumulates on the martian 
surface in significantly greater amounts than water 
frost/ice (e.g., compare [23] with [24]); and – when 
information is available – coincides better with the 
timing of surface landform activity. Solid CO2 can in-
teract with the martian surface via these forms: 
• As the autumn season cools, transient (diurnal) 

frost can condense on the martian surface. Such 
frost has been observed in low latitudes [25] and 
laboratory experiments have shown it can induce 
at least small-scale mass-wasting within granular 
material at or below the angle of repose [26]. 
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• Seasonal frost accumulates within latitudes pole-
ward of ~30d [27], with depths increasing up to 
tens of centimeters in the polar regions [23].  

• As winter progresses, the CO2 frost anneals into 
denser slab ice [28]. 

• In the spring, blocks of CO2 ice are cold-trapped in 
alcoves while ice on the slipface sublimes. If these 
ice blocks break free, they slide over the warmer 
exposed dark sand. Such blocks have been ob-
served on the martian surface [e.g., 4]; terrestrial 
field experiments have shown that such blocks can 
easily ‘hovercraft’ down dune slopes, carving out a 
track [14,29]; and laboratory experiments under 
martian winter-time conditions show that station-
ary subliming blocks can create pits [20]. 

• Snowfall also occurs in the polar regions [30] and 
may influence some large-scale mass-wasting ac-
tivity observed on north polar dunes [31]. 

Several CO2-frost driven mechanisms have been pro-
posed as possibilities for this present-day martian sur-
face activity [e.g., 6,14,18,31-6], but the exact driv-
ers/process(es) are still under investigation.  
Implications for the martian landscape: Features 
such as martian gullies, linear gullies, and spi-
ders/troughs/furrows are found over a range of latitudes 
[20,37-8] and are likely to reflect current or recent lo-
cal-scale environmental conditions. Examining where 
different landforms are found may indicate where dif-
ferent types of solid CO2 can be found on Mars, and 
what this implies about the martian volatile cycle. 
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 Locations Timing Type of frost Mechanism 

Dune-
gullies 

S mid-lats After spring sub-
limation starts 

Seasonal frost Sublimation leading to destabilization 
of the slope 

Dune-
alcoves 

N polar and mid-
lats 

Early autumn, just 
after first frost? 

Diurnal/early season-
al frost? Early snow-
fall? 

Deposition on/within top layer and 
destabilization? 

Linear 
gullies 

S mid-lats After spring sub-
limation starts  

CO2 ice blocks Sublimation exposing slope and break-
ing ice layer, block sliding down 

Dune 
furrows 

N polar + S polar 
and mid-lats 

After sunrise in 
early spring? 

Seasonal slab ice layer Cryoventing due to solid-state green-
house effect, and related CO2 gas flux 
erosion under the ice slab 

Aranei-
forms 

70S-90S excl. 
perm. SPC 

After sunrise in 
early spring 
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FREQUENCY AND MORPHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF MARTIAN GULLY ACTIVITY.  C. M. 
Dundas1, 1U.S. Geological Survey, 2255 N. Gemini Dr., Flagstaff, AZ 86001, USA (cdundas@usgs.gov).  

 
 
Introduction:  The origin of recent gully landforms 

has been one of the key debates in Mars science over the 
last two decades, with important implications for habit-
ability and climate. At the time of discovery, gullies 
were interpreted as evidence for groundwater release 
[e.g. 1-4]. Subsequent analysis favored melting of snow 
or near-surface ground ice [e.g. 5-9]. Either of these hy-
potheses implies the frequent occurrence of near-sur-
face liquid water in geologically recent time, although 
they markedly diverge in their climate implications: reg-
ular melting and runoff implies surface conditions much 
wetter than the present cold desert.  

However, the discovery of ongoing activity in gul-
lies [10] has significantly changed this picture. Early ob-
servations of seasonality [11-13] have developed into 
strong evidence that seasonal CO2 frost is the major 
driver of current flows in gullies [14]. This has lent new 
support to the hypothesis that CO2 frost-driven flows are 
not merely a secondary process, but are in fact the pri-
mary and perhaps the only cause of gully formation [e.g. 
15-17]. Distinguishing between these three hypotheses 
is thus fundamental for Mars climate science and habit-
ability: CO2-driven gully formation points to a cold, dry 
recent climate with limited scope for near-surface hab-
itability. By contrast, wet models are more promising 
for life, and melting of snow or ice would have strong 
implications for recent climate.    

Survey of Gully Activity: Extensive repeat image 
coverage from the High Resolution Imaging Science 
Experiment (HiRISE) enables the detection of new 
flows in gullies. Previous surveys have demonstrated 
widespread activity, including formation of many of the 
morphologies once attributed to liquid water [16-17]. 
This work presents an extension of that survey for non-
dune gullies encompassing additional data. This accom-
plishes several objectives: detection of new examples 
provides more case studies of the largest, rarest events 
which have the greatest geomorphic impact, and ex-
pands the set of gullies empirically shown to be active. 
It also provides a stronger data set for comparison with 
models for the distribution and properties of gully activ-
ity under various scenarios.  

Results: At the time of writing, activity has been 
documented at 22% of 514 southern-hemisphere moni-
toring sites with long-baseline HiRISE coverage, in 
most cases with before-and-after HiRISE images. (For 
these purposes, one site is treated as one set of overlap-
ping HiRISE images. Sites may be adjacent and include 
variable numbers of gullies.) Among the subset of sites 
examined by [17], the portion with observed activity has 

risen from 20% to 25% with the addition of more mon-
itoring data. Many sites, and some individual gullies, 
have been active repeatedly.  

 
Figure 1: Example of a gully flow event with significant 
incision of multiple channel segments (arrows). HiRISE 
images PSP_003094_1430 and ESP_050538_1430. 
North is up and illumination is from the left.  

The properties of individual flow events are highly 
varied. Their deposits can be brighter or darker than the 
surroundings, and roughly half have minimal albedo 
contrast. Most (>80%) reshape the morphology within 
the channel at scales visible to HiRISE, although the 
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extent varies greatly, ranging up to debris-flow-like de-
posits that transport boulders and are likely >1 m thick. 
Morphology within channels is commonly reworked, 
with local incision and deposition of lumpy bar-like de-
posits. Less commonly, the outer edges of sinuous 
curves are modified, altering the channel sinuosity.  

 
Figure 2: Multiple flow events have occurred in this 
gully system. At left, note movement of a ~5 meter boul-
der. At right, deposition has infilled part of the channel 
system (arrow), while erosion occurred up-slope. 
HiRISE images ESP_013941_1420 (top) and 
ESP_057839_1420 (bottom). North is up and illumina-
tion is from the left. 

Discussion: The geomorphic effect of current activ-
ity in gullies is significant. As channel extension and 
burial is not uncommon, and flows frequently rework 

the interior morphology of channels, the fine-scale fea-
tures of gullies represent the effects of modern pro-
cesses in most cases.  

The increase in percentage of active sites at previ-
ously surveyed locations is due to two factors: longer 
time baselines, and the acquisition of more monitoring 
images that closely match the lighting and viewing ge-
ometry of older data. This both improves detections in 
new images and permits recognition of changes that 
were present in older data but not readily observable; 
only events considered definite are included, and man-
ual surveys of poorly matched images can miss subtle 
changes. Both of these factors indicate that the observed 
activity rate is a lower bound. The substantial increase 
in activity detected at the sites from [17] demonstrates 
that these effects are important. This has both scientific 
and operational implications: further acquisition of 
well-matched data is productive, and over a long time 
baseline, it is likely that a large fraction of gully sites 
will show activity. This supports the hypothesis that 
gully formation is ongoing via CO2 frost processes, as 
the process is occurring under the cold dry modern cli-
mate. While the Martian climate system has varied over 
time, gullies should not be used as evidence for past liq-
uid water, and variations in gully activity over time may 
reflect variations in the CO2 cycle.   

Complete results from the survey will be presented 
at the conference. In future work, these results will be 
used in conjunction with topographic data to constrain 
the fluidization of gully flows and compare the new 
flow slopes with the overall topography of gullies [cf. 
18-19].  
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Geologic Investigation of a Debris-covered Mountain Glacier in Argyre Basin, Mars: Implications for Past 
Climate and History of Non-Polar Ice. M.R. El-Maarry1,2, X. Diot3, 1Birkbeck, University of London, Malet 
Street, department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, WC1E 7HX, London, UK, 2University College London (UCL), 
London, UK. 3Sogetrel Telecommunications, Nancy, France. 

Introduction:  Glacier-like forms (GLFs) are a 
particular class of ice-rich landforms that occupies the 
mid-latitudes of Mars [e.g., 1–4]. They appear to be 
concentrated around the 40º–55º latitude range in both 
hemispheres [3,4]. Within these latitudinal bands, 
GLFs are observed to occur primarily in regional clus-
ters including the fretted terrain in Arabia, NE Tharsis 
and NE Elysium, circum Argyre (particularly northern 
Argyre), and circum Hellas (particularly east and west 
of the basin) [3]. Here we present results from an on-
going geological investigation of what we interpret to 
be a debris-covered mountain glacier in the Argyre 
basin. The glacier system displays 1) multi piedmont-
like terminal lobes, 2) gullied cirque-like source re-
gions, 3) flows reaching ~35 km with an elevation 
drop reaching nearly 2 km from source to terminus, 
and 4) periglacial modification of surface materials 
indicative of near-surface ice. A better characterization 
of this landform may provide clues regarding the for-
mation and evolution of non-polar ice on Mars, partic-
ularly during periods of high obliquity. 

Geologic Setting:  The glacier is located along the 
inner eastern rim of Argyre basin, which suggests that 
the hosting mountain is an erosional remnant of the 
basin’s rim materials [e.g., 5]. The mountain has an 
elevation of ~3250 m and rises ~4250 m above the 
surrounding terrains to the east, and more than 6000 m 
above the Argyre floor to the west. It displays a wide 
mesa-like flat top more than 20 km across along its 
longest axis with steep (22–30°) sides that have devel-
oped into cirque-like alcoves. Two prominent alcoves 
face NE and NW and their walls are highly dissected 
by narrow depressions resembling gullies. The moun-
tain displays 3 distinct lobes that appear to flow from 
the base of the cirques trending NE, NW, and SW, 
among other minor flows, while a lobate debris apron 
extends to the SE. The lobes travel for tens of km gen-
tly sloping (generally 2–4°) downhill where they ter-
minate with sharp lobate boundaries. 

Observations:  We created a CTX mosaic for the 
study region and georeferenced it to an HRSC DTM to 
extract morphometric information on flow directions 
and influence of surrounding topography. In addition, 
the glacier system is covered by a number of HiRISE 
images, which provide a spatial resolution of 0.25–0.5 
cm/pixel. Below we present a number of notable ob-
servations. 

Paleo-accumulation regions: The source region for 
many of the flows appears to be the central mountain. 

Near the top, large cirque-like structures are visible 
that show extensive networks of gullies of variable 
widths and cross cutting relationships suggesting mul-
tiple, and varying, erosion cycles through time. Many 
of the drainage systems appear to originate from quasi-

Fig. 1. Glacier-like landform (GLF) in Eastern Argyre. 
[A] Context view using THEMIS Day IR map with 
colorized MOLA elevation of Argyre basin overlaid. 
The study region is enclosed in a white box. [B] 
THEMIS Day IR mosaic of the GLF . Yellow arrow 
points to one of the prominent lobes as well as the 
approximate direction of the perspective view shown 
in panel C. [C] Perspective view from the east with a 
vertical exaggeration of 3. Yellow arrow points to the 
prominent eastern lobe while the black arrow points to 
the large eastern cirque-like alcove with multiple nar-
row dissected depressions interpreted as gullies, and 
shown in Fig. 2 in more detail. 
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linear ridges, which are closely aligned with each other 
at the top of the mound (Fig. 2). We interpret these 
ridges to be the paleo-boundaries (possibly ancient till 
deposits) between the drainage systems and past ice 
deposits at the mountain top,  which contributed to the 
drainage systems. 

Fractures and gullies: On the western slopes of the 
central mountain, a number of distinctive gullies show 
deep alcoves, terminal fan-shaped deposits, and trans-
verse fractures that cut through the gully system (Fig. 
3). This type of transverse fractures that are quasi nor-
mal to the general slope suggest long-term modifica-
tion following the gullies formation, which could be a 
result of periglacial modification, volatile loss, slowly 
flowing ice, or a combination of these processes.  

Surface periglacial modification: High resolution 
images covering multiple locations in the glacier sys-
tem show that the surface is pervasively modified 
showing patterned grounds, which we interpret to be 
seasonal thermal contraction polygons. In areas of pro-
nounced slopes, surface patterns appear to be addition-

ally aligned with these slopes with fractures that are 
transverse to the slope direction showing preferential 
widening. Such locations are likely preferential zones 
for volatile loss. In certain cases, the fractures widen to 
create wide troughs (Fig. 4). We plan to present these 
findings, among others, in the meeting in more detail 
and discuss implications to past climates and history of 
non-polar ice on Mars. 
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(2012). Icarus, 217, 243–255. [4] Hubbard, B. et al. 
(2014), Cryosphere, 8, 2047–2061. [5] Dohm, J.M. et 
al. (2015), Icarus, 253, 66–98.

Fig. 3. Part of a HiRISE image showing a well-defined 
gully system with wide alcoves, fan shaped deposits, 
and transverse fractures dissecting the system.  

Fig. 2. [Top] HiRISE image covering the top of the 
eastern cirque shown in Fig. 1c. Extensive gullies are 
visible in this image with many appearing to originate  
from narrow linear ridges (arrows). Yellow arrows 
point to a prominent set shown in perspective view in 
the bottom panel. Green arrow point to other isolated 
examples. [Bottom] Perspective view covering the top 
of the eastern cirque (no vertical exaggeration). Yellow 
arrows show the ridges shown in the top panel that are 
aligned with the cliff top and mark the regions where 
many of the gullies in the eastern alcove appear to 
originate from. 

Fig. 4. Part of a HiRISE image covering the surface of 
one of the western lobes of the glacier system showing 
the pervasive patterned ground indicative of near sur-
face ice. Note the preferred orientation of the surface 
pattens in response to the local slopes. White arrow 
shows the direction of the regional downslope. Yellow 
arrows show examples of widening troughs. 
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Figure 1: Five-year evolution of the polar water ice 

and dust deposits under 25
o
 obliq., zero eccen., polar 

cap source and middle latitude source conditions.  
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Introduction:  The polar layered deposits (PLD) 

are ~3 km-thick surface deposits in Mars’ North and 

South polar regions comprised of layers of water ice 

and dust in various mixtures, which are thought to rec-

ord astronomically-forced climate variations over the 

past 1’s–10’s of Myrs [3]. Understanding the for-

mation mechanisms of layers is critical to the interpre-

tation of this climate record. 

 

Methods:  Models. We utilize the NASA/Ames Lega-

cy Mars Global Climate Model (MGCM) [2] to inves-

tigate the sensitivity of annual rates of water ice and 

dust surface deposition in the polar regions to various 

obliquity parameters and surface water ice distribu-

tions plausibly characteristic of the past ~5 Myrs (the 

inferred age of the NPLD) [3]. The MGCM utilizes 

fully interactive dust lifting schemes [2], infinite global 

sourcing of dust, and infinite sourcing of water where 

surface water ice reservoirs are specified. The radiative 

effects of water vapor and suspended dust are consid-

ered, but are currently neglected for water ice. 

MGCM-derived polar deposition rates produced 

under specified obliquity and water source locations 

are then ingested into a time-marching integration 

model to simulate layer formation during a recent low-

eccentricity epoch spanning ~1.7-1 Myrs ago [3]. 

MGCM Simulations. Paleoclimate simulations em-

ploy obliquities ranging from 15
o
-35

o
 and initial sur-

face water ice source locations consisting of various 

combinations of polar ice caps and middle latitude 

surface water ice reservoirs (glaciers). We here focus 

upon two surface water ice source prescriptions: Sim-

ultaneous north and south ice caps poleward of 77.5
o
 

N/S (representing a post-low-obliquity epoch charac-

terized by polar accumulation [5]), and surface water 

ice between 37.5-42.5 N and S (representing a post-

moderate obliquity epoch characterized by middle lati-

tude glaciation [5]). 

To investigate polar processes under present-day 

climate conditions, a simulation utilizing present orbit 

parameters and a source distribution defined by the 

morphology of the present-day NRC was analyzed. 

 

      Results:  Paleoclimate Simulations. Zero eccen-

tricity simulations that employ simultaneous north and 

south polar ice caps generally predict an annual north-

to-south exchange of water ice. Annual loss/gain in the 

north/south results from polar summertime surface 

pressure-temperature conditions favoring greater sub-

limation in the north. The 15
o
 and 30

o
 obliquity scenar-

ios exhibit a south-to-north exchange. At 15
o
, this is 

due to the presence of perennial CO2 ice caps and the 

relatively late recession of the north’s CO2 cap edge 

(late exposure of water ice). At 30
o
, this is due to a 

southern summer dust event that enhances total down-

ward radiative flux upon the south cap in that season. 

The magnitude of the annual cap-to-cap water ice ex-

change increases with increased obliquity from ~1e-5 

cm/yr (15
o
) to ~0.1 cm/yr (35

o
). The polar surfaces 

accumulate dust at all obliquities, primarily as dust 
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Figure 2: Results of an integration model simulation initialized with 1.5 km-thick north and south polar ice caps 

yielding a time averaged simulated NPLD accumulation rate of 0.35 mm/yr (left) Simulated net water ice and 

dust deposition rates vs time (solid = NPLD, dashed = SPLD) with superimposed obliquity history (gray).  

(right) Resulting simulated NPLD stratigraphy. Pink/Blue strips highlight the two described layer types. 

 

cores nucleated by snow particles. Polar dust deposi-

tion increases with increased obliquity from ~1e-4 

cm/yr (15
o
) to ~1e-2 cm/yr (35

o
) due to increased wind 

stress lifting (increased temp. gradient) along the more 

latitudinally-extensive seasonal CO2 cap edges. 

Zero eccentricity simulations that employ simulta-

neous north and south middle latitude glacial deposits 

predict rapid annual polar water ice accumulation at 

the expense of the middle latitude ice. Polar accumula-

tion (and middle latitude loss) of water ice increases 

with increased obliquity from ~1 cm/yr (15
o
) to ~3 

cm/yr (35
o
). The polar surfaces accumulate dust at all 

obliquities, primarily as dust cores. Polar dust deposi-

tion rates decrease from ~3e-3 cm/yr (15
o
) to ~1e-3 

cm/yr (35
o
) as increasing overlap between the exten-

sive seasonal CO2 caps and the middle latitude surface 

water ice deposits reduces cap-edge wind stress lifting. 

Present-Day Simulation. The present-day simula-

tion predicts an annual migration of water ice from the 

periphery of the modern north residual water ice cap 

towards the cap interior (poleward of 77.5
o
 N) at ~0.01 

cm/yr but no annual water ice accumulation in the 

south. Both polar regions accumulate dust at 0.001 

cm/yr, resulting in ~15% dust northward of 77.5
o
 N. 

A Model of PLD Growth and Layer Formation at 

Low-Eccentricity. Over the period spanning 1.7-1 

Myrs ago,  a subset of integration model simulations 

are capable of accumulating a northern surface deposit 

at a time-averaged rate close to that estimated for the 

NPLD’s recent and long-term accumulation history 

(~0.5 mm/yr) [4]. Such integration model simulations:  
 

● Are characterized by persistent north and south polar 

caps, and exhibit a long-term transfer of water from 

the south cap to the north cap. 

 ● Like [1], accumulate two types of dust-rich layers 

per obliquity cycle in the north:  

1) A ~30 m-thick layer containing ~20% dust forms at 

high obliquity when both NPLD water ice deposi-

tion and dust deposition are high. 

2) A 2 cm-thick dust lag deposit forms at low obliquity 

when water ice is annually removed from the 

NPLD (and transferred to the SPLD). 
 

Discussion:  Integration model results suggest that 

a south cap-to-north cap exchange of water could sus-

tain NPLD accumulation at ~0.5 mm/yr under low-

eccentricity conditions, and produce ~30 m layers rem-

iniscent of observed NPLD stratigraphy [3]. 

The inability of these zero eccentricity GCM mod-

els to form or retain middle latitude glacial deposits at 

any obliquity suggests, like [4], that excursions to low-

eccentricity epochs may act as interglacial periods.  

This work predicts instability of the SPLD under 

present-day conditions but has identified plausible 

paleoclimate scenarios conducive to annual accumula-

tion of SPLD water ice, providing possible insight into 

its estimated >10 Myr age. 

The polar deposition of dust primarily in the form 

of snow nuclei suggests that the microphysical cou-

pling of water ice and dust may have a considerable 

impact on PLD formation processes and composition. 
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A DUAL ARCHITECTURE FOR SUBSURFACE ACCESS TO MARS VOLATILES DEPOSITS.   B. Glass1, 
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Center, Moffett Field, CA 94305, USA (brian.glass@nasa.gov), 2University of Guelph, Guelph, ON N1G2W1, Ca-
nada, 3Centro de Astrobiología (CSIC-INTA), 28850, Torrejón de Ardoz, Spain, 4Honeybee Robotics, Altadena, CA 
91001, USA, 5NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA. 

 
Introduction:  Building upon our increased 

knowledge and understanding on Mars polar regions, 
including the structure of volatiles deposits, direct in-
situ access and drilling into Mars polar regions in the 
near surface and subsurface will be necessary to better 
understand Mars polar environmental processes, cli-
mate history, and potential astrobiology.  Characterizing 
surface polar layers while searching for any biomarkers 
preserved in Mars polar volatiles is the focus of the Ice-
breaker follow-on to Phoenix, currently proposed to 
NASA’s Discovery program [1].  In mid- and lower-lat-
itude regions with non-polar ice deposits, in situ subsur-
face exploration also will be desirable for both astrobi-
ology and in the search for accessible resources for fur-
ther exploration.   

Sampling and drilling in situ near-surface volatiles 
and near-surface stratigraphy and soil composition at 
the Martian polar and other volatile-bearing regions will 
allow us to address issues of past climate history, study 
volatile reservoirs and replenishment, and present-day 
surface processes.  ExoMars in 2020-21 will sample to 
2m, but is not designed to drill icy materials and will go 
to lower latitudes [2]. Phoenix in 2007 attempted to ex-
plore the Mars polar near-subsurface, but its arm and 
scoop were only able to scratch the surface as they were 
not able to penetrate the harder ice-cemented layers 

found at 20-30cm depth [3].  The proposed Icebreaker 
Discovery mission would return to the Phoenix region 
but would go deeper, with a 1m rotary-percussive drill 
as well as an arm and scoop for sample transfer and sur-
face studies [4].   

Past NASA-supported drill technology prototypes 
have over the past 15 years developed robotic software 
and hardware capable of hands-off remote drilling and 
sample acquisition, tested both at terrestrial analog sites 
and in thermal vacuum chambers, with the Honeybee 
Trident drill design under current consideration for both 
Icebreaker and lunar prospecting [5].  This and prior 
prototypes have been tested within NASA’s PSTAR 
program for in situ drilling and exploration for astrobi-
ology and hence the search for near subsurface bi-
omarkers.  The current Atacama Rover Astrobiology 
Drilling Studies (ARADS) project has demonstrated in 
Chile a robotic Trident drill and sample transfer arm on 
a rover, acquiring samples from depths to 1m and trans-
ferring these to other instruments onboard the rover [6]. 

Approach:  Practically, however, in recent years we 
have seen from both Curiosity and from the Mars 2020 
Rover designs that, even on a large rover chassis, it is 
difficult to accommodate and support an array of in-situ 
instruments with suitable resolution in addition to mate-
rials acquisition and processing. And outside Mars polar 
regions, an immobile Phoenix/InSight or Icebreaker-
class lander runs an additional mission-critical risk of 
landing on a no-ice dry spot, given the patchiness in sub-
surface ice believed to exist at Mars mid- and lower lat-
itude sites.  And constraining all Mars astrobiology or 
volatile-reservoirs studies to Phoenix (polar) latitudes 
(viz. Icebreaker) does not provide enough data points 
from diverse Mars locations, including the lower and 
mid-latitude regions most likely to host eventual human 
explorers.  

An issue with robotic sample return to Earth is that 
it requires multiple Mars launch cycle opportunities.  In 
typical terrestrial field science, field samples are gath-
ered and classified in the field, but then brought back to 
a laboratory facility for detailed analysis. Likewise, re-
source industries prospecting on Earth typically take 
borehole samples, but return these to a lab for detailed 
analysis, rather than cart around a mobile facility.  

A recent NASA white paper on accessing subsurface 
ice [7] addresses these polar science architectural issues 
regarding studying ices, biomarkers and life detection 
(both for their own sake and as a precursor to human 

 
Figure 1. Concept sketch of dual-platform 
field operations for volatiles exploration. 
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exploration of Mars) and advocates (in parallel with 
sample return to Earth) a dual in-situ architecture with a 
highly-capable in-situ stationary “laboratory lander” 
platform for sample processing and analysis tended by 
a mobile, drilling “prospecting rover.” The prospecting 
rover, similar in some respects to the lunar VIPER or 
Resource Prospector concepts, would locate subsurface 
ice, drill and capture volatile samples, then return these 
to the “lab-lander” for handoff for analysis and pro-
cessing.  As shown in Fig. 1, this smaller "ice prospect-
ing rover" would locate, sample, image and retrieve ice-
bearing samples, bringing them to a stationary base -- a 
"lab lander" platform where the detailed analysis or pro-
cessing would be done. Sample transfer from a “fetch” 
rover to a lander is similarly an issue for Mars Sample 
Return.  Developing mission simulations using both a 
rover and a static platform allows side-by-side testing to 
find which operations are optimized by use on which 
platform.  

Proposed Project and Polar Analog Site: The pro-
posed Mars Analog Research Architecture Combining 
Acquisition, Delivery and Analysis (MARACADA) 
project would develop an example of this dual rover-
lander ice-sampling architecture.  This project approach 
will bring together an existing PHX/InSight lander 
mockup (Fig. 2a) as its “lab lander” together with an 
existing rover/drill from ARADS (Fig. 2b).  The “lab 
lander” will host and integrate current mission-capable 
instruments to demonstrate the science and exploration 
architecture.  

These would be deployed and tested at the Haughton 
impact structure (75.4N, 89.8W),  a Mars-analog field 
site in the Canadian Arctic.  Haughton contains contin-
uous permafrost developed on a variety of impact-re-
lated outcrops i.e., massive melt breccia deposits, intra-
crater paleolacustrine deposits, and fluvioglacial depos-
its [8]. Haughton Crater’s “Drill Hill” is located on a 
150m-thick deposit of this impact fallback breccia, with 
evident periglacial structures and intermittent clear sub-
surface ice layers found typically within 1m of the sur-
face [9].  MARACADA will develop the white paper’s 
dual-platform exploration architecture by doing actual 

sampling and science operations with the lab-lander and 
prospecting rover at locations of interest within the 
Haughton Crater region.   

Early Testing: Prior to MARACADA or similar 
tests at analog sites, the existing ARADS drilling rover 
together with local in-situ processing was demonstrated 
in September 2019 during the ARADS field tests in the 
Atacama Desert. While this was not a polar analog site, 

it allowed for field experimentation with the drilling, ac-
quisition and onboard caching (see Fig. 3) of subsurface 
samples, then used in local in-situ analysis (chromatog-
raphy and the LDCHIP immunoassay instrument) not 
on the ARADS rover, as it traversed.  Adding sample 
caching to the nominal onboard instrument sample dis-
tribution forced repetitive cleaning after every manual 
cache transfer from the rover (Fig. 3), to avoid contam-
ination of the onboard instruments and drill by humans 
manually retrieving samples from the rover. Implemen-
tation of MARACADA’s automated sample cache 
transfer (rover to lab-lander) would obviate this need in 
future tests.   

Conclusions: A dual robotic architecture for in-situ 
prospecting and analysis of subsurface samples holds 
promise for future exploration of polar volatiles and 
other shallow subsurface deposits on Mars, as well as 
potentially supporting the study and exploitation of vol-
atile reservoirs at mid-latitude sites. Following a an in-
ternal NASA near-surface volatiles exploration study,  
work has begun to implement and test this dual ap-
proach at Mars analogs.  Technology development is-
sues (such as autonomous surface docking and robotic 
cache transfer) developed in support of a dual volatiles-
exploration mission architecture will also be relevant to 
similar issues associated with Mars sample return. 

References:  [1] McKay, C. et al. (2013) Astrobiol-
ogy, 334-353. [2] Vago, J. et al. (2015) SSR, 518-528. 
[3] Arvidson, R.E. et al. (2009) JGR Planets, 114(E1). 
[4] Glass, B. et al. (2013) JFR, 192-205. [5] Bergman, 
D. et al. (2016) ASCE Earth & Space. [6] Glass, B. et 
al. (2019) AbSciCon. [7] Eigenbrode, J. et al. (2017) un-
published SMD white paper. [8] Osinski, G.R. and Lee, 
P. (2005) Meteoritics & Planet. Sci., 1887-1899. [9] 
Glass, B., et al. (2016) 6th Mars Polar Sci. Conf. 

 
Figure 2. (a) PHX/InSight lander mockup with Ice-

breaker drill in June 2017 tests (b) ARADS rover/drill. 

 
Figure 3. Drilled sample caching for later transfer for 

off-rover “lander” analysis, in Sept. 2019 Atacama tests. 
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ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED BY OMEGA/MEX OVER HIGH LATITUDES.  B. Gondet, 
J.-P. Bibring, Y. Langevin, Institut d'Astrophysique Spatiale, Université Paris-Sud, Orsay, France,  
(Brigitte.gondet@ias.u-psud.fr), 
 

 
Introduction:  Since the beginning of the mission 
(January 2004) OMEGA, the VIS-NIR hyperspectral 
imager onboard Mars Express has acquired regular 
high latitudes observations in conjunction with others 
instruments (HRSC, PFS, SPICAM and VMC) in na-
dir and limbs modes. Atmospheric phenomena are 
observed detected at different Ls, altitude, locations 
and local time,. This constitutes an important database 
largely unexploited at this point. We will present ex-
amples of detections concerning clouds, dust and 
emissions, and identify themes of potential collabora-
tions. 
H2O and CO2 ices evolution will be also discuted in 
this meeting by Yves Langevin. 
 
Examples of available observations:   
 
All observations of the spatial distribution of clouds and 
dust, either lateral of vertical, come with compositional 
spectral measurments covering the 0.4 to 5.1 microns range 
for most observations. All the pictures below are RG 
(500nm, 700nm and 900nm) with the same normalisation 
 
Gravity waves [1], [2] are observed at 2 periods: 
Ls~310° (fig1) and LS~35° fig (3,4).  

 

 
 

Fig 1: Gravity waves observed at Ls 310°(2019). The 
altitude of the clouds are ~80 kms  (Thanks to the 
shadow of the clouds) 
 

  
 
Fig 2 and Fig 3 Gravity waves obsersed at LS 35° ( 2019 and 
2005). 
 

 
 

Fig 4: double Vortex (2018). This vortex as been also 
observed by VMC and HRSC ([3]) 
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Fig 4 and fig 5: dust storms at high altitude 
 
References:  
[1] Hauchecorne, A.. Geophys. Res. Lett., 14, 933– 936 

[2] Spiga, A. GRL Volume 39, issue 2, [3] Sánchez-Lavega, 
A. Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, Volume 123,  
 
Discussion and Conclusion:  
OMEGA measurements gathered over more than 16 years 
offer an opportunity to explore the yearly variability of the 
Martian atmosphere over the north latitudes, with sufficient 
time sampling or spatial coverage to put constrains on sever-
al aspects of the atmospheric dynamic. OMEGA still pro-
vides unique aerosols compositional characterization capa-
bilities that enable detailed analyses of CO2 clouds and other 
poorly known high altitude aerosols layers. Ongoing and 
upcoming collaborations with the Martian atmospheric 
community will further reveal the richness of this dataset for 
atmospheric studies.  
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Introduction: Large-scale continental glaciations on 

Earth, such as the ones occurred during the last glacial max-
imum 20,000 years ago, modified extensively the landscape 
of the mid and high latitudes. Upon retreat, ice sheets ex-
posed a scoured landscape sculpted by glaciation, with land-
forms such as lineations, striae, drumlins, moraines, water 
pockets, eskers and sinous channels (Figure 1). Most of the 
terrestrial ice was generally wet-based (basal ice is at or very 
close to the melting point), with the possible exception of the 
very high latitudes where ice was frozen to the ground (cold-
based) for much of its history.  The Canadian Arctic pre-
serves an exceptionally rare  landscape that is result of ex-
tensive, mostly cold-based glaciation, with episodes of melt-
ing [2].   
 

 
Fig 1. Fingerprints of continental glaciation on Earth. (1) mega-scale 
lineations (Quebec). (2) Scouring marks and striae (Finland).  (3) 
Esker (Labrador). (4) Subglacial channels (Nunavut).  
 
Whereas during its history Mars has also been extensively 
glaciated [3,4, 5, 6], the record of extensive interaction be-
tween ice and landscape is much more limited. This prob-
lematic lack of glacial erosion signs, particularly those at-
tributed to erosion by wet-based glacial masses in analogy to 
terrestrial large-scale glaciation, has historically led to the 
hypothesis that Martian glaciation was largely cold-based 
[5,7]. However, the discovery of extensive eskers and esker 
fields around the southern polar cap [4,8] as well as exam-
ples dating from the Amazonian period [9,10] in the mid 
latitudes challenge the hypothesis that Martian ice masses 
were always frozen to the ground.  
 

Objective: We interrogate the dynamics of wet-based 
glaciers on Mars using the framework of terrestrial glaciolo-
gy [11], and consider the different mechanisms of drainage 
of a wet-based ice sheet [11,12]. We field observations from 

the Canadian high Arctic (Axel Heiberg Island [12]) to justi-
fy that the localized melting of mostly cold-based ice sheets 
results in channels and eskers, not in scouring patterns, linea-
tions, and moraines  (Figure 1). We present preliminary re-
sults that show that under lower temperature and gravity 
conditions, glacial masses adapt their basal water drainage to 
develop efficient, dendritic systems of subglacial channels, 
of which eskers are sedimentary remnants. The fingerprints 
of Martian wet-based glaciation may have been fundamental-
ly different than in terrestrial ice sheets. 

 
Theory framework: Water accumulated under thick ice 

is confined under large pressures and strong gradients, which 
tend to drive it away from thicker ice regions and towards 
the ice margin. When basal meltwater cannot drain efficient-
ly, it tends to accumulate in poorly connected pockets of 
water (cavities), where water pressure builds up, partially 
opposing the weight of the ice itself and leading to lubrica-
tion of the ice mass. This process results in the acceleration 
of the glacier or ice sheet, which now slides as a block under 
its own weight (Figure 2). The process of glacial sliding is 
the most common response on Earth to water accumulation 
at the base, and leads to landscapes sculpted by the abrasion 
of ice sliding and scouring the ground (Figure 1).  

 

 
Fig. 2. The drainage of wet-based ice sheets. Upper line shows 

the formation of subglacial channels and efficient drainage, and 
effect on the landscape. Bottom line shows inefficient drainage 
(poorly connected cavities) and its effects on the landscape.  

 
The other scenario occurs when water accumulated un-

der the ice can drain efficiently. This is the case when chan-
nels form beneath the ice (subglacial), establishing a well-
connected network of drainage pathways. The establishment 
of these channels drains the pressurized water before lubrica-
tion effects can happen, slowing or halting the sliding of ice. 
The landscape attributed to a scenario where subglacial 
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channels dominate over sliding consists on subglacial chan-
nels etched on the ground, sometimes intertwined with  dep-
ositional landforms such as eskers, with no signs of sliding, 
scouring, moraines, etc [1,2] (Figure 1).  

 
Preliminary results: We interrogate the effects of the 

lower Martian gravity on the glacial sliding velocity of Mar-
tian ice masses  (keeping all other parameters the same for 
comparison with terrestrial glaciers) and present the prelimi-
nary results in figure 3. Comparing Earth (blue line) and 
Mars (red line), we can see how sliding rates are a factor ten 
slower on Mars than Earth, before taking into account glacial 
hydrology.  

 
Fig. 3: Preliminary results showing glacial sliding velocity on 

Earth (blue curve) and Mars (red curve) before considering the effect 
of the lower gravity on drainage efficiency (work in progress) 

 
Field observations: We present fieldwork results from a 

campaign in Axel Heiberg island to support the theoretical 
remarks and model results. Axel Heiberg is located in the 
Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Figure 4), and preserves two 
ice caps: the Muller ice cap (north) and the Stacie ice cap 
(south). The island topography is steep and rugged at the 
western side, where extensive alpine and piedmont-style 
glaciers terminate in deeply incised U-shaped valleys and 
fjords. The eastern side, on the contrary, displays shallower 
slopes and outwash plains (Figure 4). Whereas it is impossi-
ble to scale for the Martian gravity using terrestrial ana-
logues, this effect can be captures in the slope: steeper slopes 
will have a stronger downhill gravitational stress component, 
shallower slopes will see a smaller effect. Axel Heiberg of-
fers an ideal, dynamic analogue scenario that allows us to 
visualize the effects of ‘gravity’ on ice landscape evolution.  

 

Fig.4. Context for the field observations site in Axel Heiberg Island, 
showing the western and eastern sides and glacial terminations. 
Bottom left: Push moraine (western terminus of Stacie ice cap). 
Bottom right: Orthoimage showing subglacial channels (eastern 
terminus of Stacie ice cap) 

 
As expected from the theory summarized before, steeper 

slopes (as a proxy for higher gravity) lead to the onset of 
faster sliding. On the western side of the island, the typical 
glacial landscapes form, including scouring marks, moraines, 
and outlet glaciers. On the eastern side, ice sheets terminate 
in lobes with no evidence for push moraines. Channels 
emerge from underneath the ice sheets carrying meltwater.  

 
Conclusions: Preliminary results from applying the 

framework developed for terrestrial glacial sliding and gla-
cial hydrology show that sliding may be heavily inhibited on 
Mars owing to its lower gravity. Preliminary analysis from 
field observations suggest that the same ice sheet in shallow-
er slopes (proxy for lower gravity)  displays differences on 
the basal drainage system,  yielding sliding and typical signs 
of wet-based glaciation to the west of the Stacie and Muller 
ice caps, Axel Heiberg Island, and subglacial channels on the 
east of these ice caps. The search for the same large-scale 
glacial landforms that formed on Earth under continental-
scale wet-based ice sheets may be unjustified for Mars.  
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Introduction: NASA’s Phoenix lander provided a 

unique insight into the regolith of the North Polar 

Region of Mars through its Wet Chemistry Lab (WCL) 

analysis. Ions in solution were measured by a sensor 

array of electrochemically based ion-selective 

electrodes (ISE). WCL detected a variety of ions, in 

particular chloride (Cl-) and perchlorate (ClO4
-) [1-3]. It 

is also possible that chlorate (ClO3
-) was present but 

masked by the signal of perchlorate [4].  

Chlorine salts may also play a role in the 

mechanical properties of the regolith, as well as the 

stability of subsurface water. High soil cohesion was 

encountered at the Phoenix landing site making sample 

analysis challenging; such cohesion may result from 

hydrated salts and eutectic brines bonding grains 

together at their contacts by wetting, or from dehydrated 

salts crystallizing at grain contacts. Changes in 

hydration state with time (such as diurnally or 

seasonally) may then result in correlated changes in 

cohesive properties with time [5].  

The presence of chlorine salts at the Phoenix 

landing site is important for understanding the 

geological and chemical history of the North Polar 

Region, as the presence of chlorine salts can help us 

infer the chemistry and stability of any water/ice that 

may be or has been present. This is because chloride, 

perchlorate, and chlorate salts can all suppress the 

freezing temperature of water significantly, in some 

cases with a eutectic temperature down to ~204 K [4, 6, 

7]. They also slow down the evaporation rate, extending 

the lifetime of the liquid water solution. Positively 

identifying the various chlorine salts, especially their 

cation-anion pair and hydration state, will allow us to 

further understand the results from the WCL 

experiment, and more importantly to assess the stability 

of water (whether liquid or solid) at the Phoenix landing 

site. Previous detections of perchlorate and chlorate 

hydrates in Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL) [8] have been 

suggested to be instrument artifacts [9, 10]. Here we 

present strategies and discuss limitations for detecting 

chlorine salts through VNIR remote sensing 

spectroscopy. 

Methods: Although we know that chlorine salts 

exist on the surface at the Phoenix landing site, we do 

not know what their original hydration state or cation-

anion pair was (e.g. Ca(ClO4)2.4H2O vs NaClO4 

anhydrous vs Mg(ClO3)2.6H2O vs NaCl, etc.). The 

biggest challenge to positively identifying and 

distinguishing these salts through remote sensing is that 

many hydrated salts look very similar in the near-

infrared, even when comparing to sulfate salts [11]. We 

have developed routines specifically for identification 

and mapping of variations in the wavelength locations 

of absorption band minima in CRISM spectra [12]. We 

have begun to apply these routines in order to identify 

chlorine salts in our specified CRISM images [13]. 

The majority of CRISM analyses use spectral 

indices, however, these indices are not able to 

differentiate between spectrally similar minerals. For 

example, the SINDEX measures the convexity at 2.3 μm 

due to sulfate absorptions at 1.9/2.1 μm (poly/mono-

hydrated sulfates) and 2.4 μm. This index, though, will 

also be positive for any hydrated mineral with a fall off 

toward 2.5 μm, like kaolinite. Likewise, hydrated 

minerals are often identified using the CRISM 

BD1900R parameter, which finds the average depth of 

absorption between 1.91-1.94 μm relative to ~1.86/2.12 

μm; yet, this parameter is non-specific to a particular 

hydrated mineral.  

To aid in identification of oxychlorine salts, we 

created a rubric of VNIR spectral parameters that can be 

used to help tell the salts apart from other common 

Martian minerals. Lab spectra of 33 common Martian 

minerals [14] were compared to spectra collected by 

[11] of oxychlorine salts to determine the best 

combination of spectral parameters to most uniquely  

 

 
Table 1. Newly created spectral parameters. Formulation is based off of Viviano-Beck et al. [14]. R#### is the 

reflectance at given wavelength, kernel width is the number of channels over which the median of the reflectance 

was taken in order to reduce residual noise when applied to CRISM data.  
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detect oxychlorine salts. Two new spectral parameters, 

BD2130 and BD2220, were created to calculate band 

depths of spectral features specifically found in 

oxychlorine salts. Band depths were calculated using 

the process described in [14] and are shown in Table 1.  

The common minerals and the oxychlorine salts 

were run through selected existing parameters 

(BD1400, BD1435, BD1750_2, BD1900_2, BD1900-

R2, BD2100_2, BD2210_2, BD2300, MIN2250 & 

SINDEX2) as well as the two newly created parameters 

in order to see which of the old parameters highlighted 

(passed a threshold value of > 0.01) the oxychlorine 

salts and which common minerals were highlighted by 

the new parameters. With this data we were able to 

create a rubric for which combination of parameters 

could be turned into a browse product like those in [14] 

capable of separating out oxychlorine salts: Hydrated 

Perchlorate (HPC) and a new Hydrated (HYD2). Our 

test sites have been Columbus Crater and the Phoenix 

landing site.  
 

 

 
Figure 1. Top: CRISM spectra of potential salts taken 

from various images in Columbus Crater, Mars. 

Bottom: Reference laboratory spectra [11] with similar 

features as potential salts from (top).  
 

Results: The new parameters we used in this study, 

BD2130 and BD2220 did not detect regions with 

definite absorptions at the desired wavelengths. Using 

PHS in ENVI helped by locating phyllosilicates which 

have similar absorption features to the feature 

highlighted by BD2220. Areas could be found where 

only BD2220 was highlighted in PHS and most 

parameters in HPC and HYD2. BD2130 did not 

highlight many areas in many of the CRISM images. 

There was a large amount of noise in the BD2130 

image, which made finding regions that were actually 

highlighted difficult. BD2130 would often be darkest in 

the brightest areas of HYD2 and HPC.  

Despite their flaws, these parameters did lead to the 

identification of many spectra that have features 

suggestive of chlorine salts (Figure 1). Some spectra, 

including those in FRT_13D1F and HRL_62B6, had 

absorption features close to 2.22 microns. While it is 

uncertain whether they are due to chlorine salts, clays, 

or other minerals, finding this feature is an important 

step. We will continue to test BD2130 in other locations, 

as other images in Columbus Crater and beyond could 

show chlorine salts through the use of this parameter.  

Implications: Our new parameters aim to improve 

our ability to identify chlorine salts and differentiate 

between hydrated and anhydrous phases. [6] discovered 

an artifact that appears in CRISM data due to improper 

atmospheric corrections near 1.9 and 2.1 μm. This 

artifact could have caused false positives for perchlorate 

bands, and may be responsible for previous detections 

of perchlorates. Since our method of detection does not 

rely on the 2.1 μm band alone, it should be able to 

compensate for issues with this region of the spectrum. 

Proper identification of these salts would give insight to 

the history of brines on Mars. Salts present could lower 

the freezing point of a liquid they are interacting with 

such that liquid water could persist under present day 

Martian conditions. This would increase the possibility 

for life to persist in near-surface environments on Mars. 

If these salts are in the presence of near-surface ice, 

they will serve to suppress the sublimation rate, as well 

as encourage liquid formation by lowering the freezing 

temperature. In the polar summer, the temperatures 

were such that a eutectic liquid solution of Mg(ClO4)2 

could exist for most of the day. This has implications for 

the long term stability of liquid water and ice in the polar 

regions of Mars.  
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Introduction:  The activities associated with sea-

sons on Mars are arguably the most dynamic processes 
in Mars’ current climate. Multiple investigations are 
underway, enabled by multi-year datasets. We will 
highlight the status of a few of these polar areas of 
research. 

The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has been 
in orbit for 7 Mars years observing the changes in the 
seasons, and inter-annual variability.  With the High 
Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) on 
MRO we have the advantage of routinely pointing off-
nadir to get repeat imaging of dynamic processes, and 
a high signal-to-noise ratio that enables imaging when 
the sun is low on the horizon [1].  The MRO Mars 
Climate Sounder (MCS) retrieves atmospheric tem-
perature profiles and detects snowfall by combining 
limb observations which detect clouds, with measure-
ments of the brightness temperature [2], which reveals 
ongoing or recent snowfalls [3]. 

 Spring sublimation and surface modification: In 
the fall snowstorms and direct condensation deposit a 
layer of seasonal CO2 frost on the surface [3, 4].  Over 
the winter the frost anneals to ice [5] setting the stage 
for action in the spring.  The Kieffer model [described 
in detail in 6] postulates that when the sun rises in the 
spring sunlight penetrates the impermeable translucent 
ice and warms the ground below.  The ice sublimates 
from the bottom and gas is trapped under increasing 
pressure, eventually rupturing the ice and escaping.  
Entrained particulates fall onto the top surface of the 
ice in fan-shaped deposits.  Throughout the Mars year 
the transport of CO2 into and out of the atmosphere 
drives winds, and the seasonal fans, like windsocks, 
mark its direction as spring progresses.   

 Gas escaping from under the seasonal ice layer en-
trains surface material, eroding channels into the sur-
face [8].  The nature of the surface erosion is in part 
controlled by the friability of the surface.  Furrows on 
dunes form in one Mars spring [9, 10].  Erosion, aided 
by sand, has been observed to form “spiders” (aranei-
form) in just a few Mars years [11].  Mature aranei-
form terrain development may take thousands of years 
[12].   A wide variety of configurations of troughs has 
been observed – the escaping CO2 gas will find the 
path of least resistance [13, 14], as shown in Figure 1.  

The Planet Four citizen science project 
(www.terrains.planetfour.org) is using MRO Context 
Imager (CTX) images to map out where araneiform 

terrain has been carved in the south polar region to 
improve our correlation of terrain-types with its forma-
tion [15].   Why don’t we see araneiform terrain in the 
north polar regions, (other than furrows on dunes)?  Is 
it due to the nature of the surface, or that the winter 
conditions are different due to Mars’ elliptical orbit? 

 
Figure 1.  Image ESP_055604_0930, taken at 

86.9S / 170.5E, Ls 188.9, shows araneiform terrain 
under a conformal coating of CO2 ice with seasonal 
fans on top.  

 
Fall frost condensation and alcove formation:  

HiRISE images of the north polar erg in the fall and 
spring show the development of new alcoves on the 
dunes [15].  Comparison of our standard sites in differ-
ent Mars years shows considerable variability in how 
many new alcoves form over one Mars winter and how 
large they are (see Figure 2).    

A single MY32 image taken in the fall after the 
first bright frost appears shows that the formation of 
the alcoves appears to be connected to the onset of 
frost condensation.  It is difficult to image the dark 
dunes as polar night falls and the polar hood forms so 
we have just a few images to compare to the MCS 
data.  The MCS data show that there is inter-annual 
variability in exactly when the CO2 begins to con-
dense, the amount of time between condensation and 
the first snowfall, and how great the first snowfall is at 
a given site.  These are factors that could influence the 
stability of the dune brink – for example, a significant 
amount of ice build-up would armor the dune against 
fierce autumn winds and may stabilize it against a later 
mass loading of snowfall that otherwise could over-
steepen the slope.  New images of alcove formation in 
MY33-MY34 are being analyzed for three sites, 
planned after the discovery from the single MY32 im-
age that fall was the important timeframe.  We are also 
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collecting data at more sites, but it will take a few 
Mars years to develop a record for alcove formation at 
the new sites. 

 
Figure 2.  A large new alcove was  observed at a 

site known informally as “Buzzel” in ice-free image 
ESP_036387_2640 at 84N / 233E acquired in MY32. 
There were more large new alcoves in this Mars year 
than other years, at the same site.   

 
Interannual Variability:  Atmospheric conditions 

appear to influence alcove formation on the north polar 
erg.  In the southern hemisphere dust storms are impli-
cated in the timing, number and size of the seasonal 
fans that appear on the seasonal cap.     

The Planet Four citizen science fans project volun-
teers outline fans in HiRISE image cutouts 
(http://www.planetfour.org).  We now have a catalog 
of seasonal fans for multiple Mars years [16].   The 
catalog allows us to quantify differences in Mars years 
with metrics as a function of time such as numbers of 
fans, sizes of fans, area covered, and orientation 
(which tells us about the local wind direction). 

In years with preceding dust storms (both global 
and regional) fans emerge earlier in spring.  As shown 
in Fig. 3 they are smaller and there are more of them.  
Global dust storms do not occur every Mars year but 
regional dust storms do.  These storms are categorized 
as “A”, “B”, and “C”-type storms, differentiated pri-
marily by when they begin and their latitudinal extent 
[16].  Pronounced regional “A”-type dust storms took 
place in late spring in MY 29 and MY32 [16], suggest-
ing that regional storms could also play a role in loft-
ing dust into the atmosphere that in turn influences the 
seasonal activity in the subsequent spring.  With the 
hypothesis that both global and Type A regional dust 
storms affect seasonal activity, we would expect an 
increase in the number of fans in MY29, following the 
global dust storm of MY28; in MY30 following the 
intense type A storm in MY29; and in MY33 following 
the Type A storm in MY32 [17]. 

 
Figure 3.  Early in spring the number of fans in 

MY29 and MY30 are clearly higher than other Mars 
years.  

 
     Summary:  Multi-year datasets are enabling inves-
tigations of dynamic processes that go beyond being a 
snapshot in time. While combining datasets that pro-
vide different points of view to the same phenomena 
are important for short-term studies, this is crucial for 
understanding long-term relationships between short-, 
long-term and transient phenomena. These correlation 
studies with the use of extended datasets are instru-
mental for understanding the physics behind dynamic 
processes that repeat yearly for decades.  
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Introduction:  The High Resolution Imaging 

Science Experiment (HiRISE) on the Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has observed the north 
polar region of Mars during 8 summer seasons.  Here 
we summarize analyses of the north polar data, focusing 
on active and recent processes including evolution of 
steep scarps in the north polar layered deposits (NPLD), 
bright and dark crossing streaks, and the north polar 
residual cap (NPRC). 

Full-resolution HiRISE images are up to 20,000 
monochrome pixels (~6 km) wide with color data in the 
central 4000 pixels [1].  Such HiRISE images of the 
north polar region at scales of ~30 cm/pixel show 
morphologic details and reflectance variations 
indicative of currently- or recently-active processes.  
The observations discussed here highlight the 
importance of both long- and short-term monitoring of 
north polar targets to further our understanding of time-
variable phenomena in this region.   

Steep Scarps:  Initially recognized in Mars Global 
Surveyor data, steep scarps in the NPLD have been 
repeatedly observed by HiRISE.  These scarps occur 
where the dark, basal unit is exposed to erosion, 
undercutting the more competent, overlying NPLD and 
causing mass wasting.  Previous studies found that such 
rock falls occur primarily during late summer through 
early winter, and that the volume of wasted material is 
difficult to estimate [2].  Thermoelastic modeling 
indicates that extensional stresses are greatest in winter 
[3], generally consistent with the HiRISE observations.   

Determination of the NPLD erosion rate at these 
steep scarps is complicated by differences in 
illumination and viewing geometry between HiRISE 
images of the rock falls.  Planning repeat observations 
with nearly-identical observational geometry was 
difficult until we developed software to identify future 
opportunities for imaging targets with lighting and 
viewing geometry that is similar to a previously-
acquired image.  This new tool was used during the 
northern summer of Mars Year (MY) 34 to acquire 
images that, when paired with images taken earlier in 
the MRO mission with similar observational geometry, 
are better suited to measuring changes due to mass 
wasting.  An example of such an “exact-match” image 
pair that includes clear evidence for wasting along a 
steep NPLD scarp is shown in Figure 1.  The binned MY 
28 (2006) image shows blocks at the base of the scarp 
that fell before the image was acquired; many of these 

blocks do not appear to have changed significantly in 
the 6 Mars years before the unbinned MY 34 (2018) 
image was taken, but blocks disappear in other areas. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Subframes of red HiRISE images of a steep scarp 
in the north polar layered deposits at 85.1°N, 237°E.  
Illumination from upper right, area shown is about 147 m 
square.  Top:  PSP_001628_2650, acquired on 1 December 
2006 (Mars Year 28, binned 2x2), Ls = 143.6°.  Bottom:  
ESP_054663_2650, acquired on 25 March 2018 (Mars Year 
34), Ls = 149.0°.   
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Another image of this scarp, ESP_019284_2650, 
was acquired in MY 30 at Ls = 144.6° and shows that a 
section of the scarp had already failed by that time.  
Blocks that appear near the base of the scarp in the MY 
28 image were marked using ArcMap so that new 
blocks could be easily recognized in the later images: 
some of the older blocks have disappeared, as seen at 
other NPLD block falls.  New blocks were outlined in 
each of the MY 30 and 34 images and their area 
measured.  The lengths of shadows cast by 6 large 
blocks were measured in ESP_054663_2650 (solar 
incidence = 72.7°) and used to estimate the height of 
each block.  The heights are similar to the radii of 
spheres having the same cross-sectional area as the 
blocks (standard deviation = 45 cm or 1.4 pixels), so we 
calculated the volume of each block as that of a half-
sphere with the same radius as a circle having the same 
area as the block.  The 0.02 to 37 m3 range of block 
volumes derived using this approach is similar to that 
found along a similar NPLD scarp [4].  Ignoring 
unresolved blocks, the minimum volume of new blocks 
measured in ESP_019284_2650 is 538 m3 and that of 
new blocks in ESP_054663_2650 is 1468 m3.  These 
volumes correspond to mass wasting rates of 0.08 and 
0.1 m3 per MY per meter along the NPLD scarp or 0.09 
m3 per MY over the 6 Mars Year span of these 
observations, somewhat less than the 0.3 m3 per MY per 
meter rate found at another NPLD scarp [4].  We plan 
to make similar measurements at other locations where 
NPLD block falls have been observed in order to better 
constrain the average NPLD erosion rate. 

 
Figure 2:  Subframe of red HiRISE image PSP_009273_2610, 
acquired at Ls = 100.3 in MY 29, showing complex streak 
superposition at 80.8°N, 330.6°E. 

North Polar Streaks:  Bright and dark streaks have 
been observed at the periphery of the north polar 
residual cap (NPRC) by previous Mars orbiters and 
were the target of repeated HiRISE observations.  The 
complex interactions between overlapping bright and 
dark streaks in some of these HiRISE images (Fig. 2) 
indicate that formation of the streaks involves processes 
more complex than simply the emplacement of dark 

veneers.  Bright and dark streaks are seen to evolve 
during the northern summer, evidence for active eolian 
redistribution of frost and perhaps darker (non-volatile) 
dust or sand.  HiRISE color images do not include the 
area shown in Figure 2, but part of this area was imaged 
in color during MY 30.  This and other color images of 
similar streaks show the red/blue ratio of the bright 
streaks is consistent with partial frost cover.  While the 
color and albedo of the streaks are observed to change 
during the summer season and interannually, the surface 
texture does not, suggesting that mobility of dark, non-
volatile material has a negligible effect on the 
underlying topography.  The sharp boundaries of the 
streaks are similar to those seen along slope streaks in 
dust [5], perhaps formed by advancing clouds of 
saltating particles.   

Residual Ice Cap:  The NPRC on Mars has long 
been known to be composed of water ice [6].  Relatively 
dark patches observed within the NPRC during the 
summer indicate that the cap is thin or transparent in 
places.  Counts of craters in MRO Context Camera 
(CTX) and HiRISE images indicate that the NPRC is 
accumulating at a rate that might result in observable 
changes in crater morphology during the MRO mission 
[7].  HiRISE and CTX images of the NPRC show few 
fresh craters.  Therefore, a campaign of HiRISE 
observations of four NPRC targets near 87°N latitude 
(the maximum latitude of the MRO ground track) was 
initiated during the Martian northern summer of MY 29 
(2008) and continued through the summer of MY 34.  
The images acquired during this campaign, with nearly 
nadir viewing geometry and similar solar azimuth, have 
been searched for evidence of current redistribution of 
NPRC material.  Only minor albedo changes (no 
topographic changes) are observed in these areas.  
MY35 imaging is planned to continue to search for 
significant changes. 

Summary:  HiRISE and other MRO data show 
evidence for multiple types of ongoing activity in the 
north polar region, consistent with the apparent youth of 
the NPRC surface [7].  The latest HiRISE images of 
recently-active features will be shown and discussed at 
the conference.   
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Introduction:  The transport of ice by wind plays a 
major role in the surface mass balance of polar caps [1, 
2]. Ice can be redistributed by wind due to (1) transport 
of ice particles and/or (2) transport of water vapour 
associated with sublimation/condensation. On Mars, 
although the low atmospheric density is less favorable 
for the transport of particles than on Earth, both dust 
and sand have been observed to be transported by wind 
[3,4]. Despite ice Aeolian landforms have been ob-
served at the surface of the North Polar Cap of Mars 
[2, 5, 6], ice particle transport has not been directly 
observed on the Martian surface. Similarly, no labora-
tory studies of snow/ice particle transport under Mar-
tian-like conditions (even at pressure lower than 1000 
mbar) have been attempted thus far due to the com-
plexity of the material. In this study we performed ex-
periments of ice particle transport in a wind-flow under 
low temperatures and low pressures. From the experi-
ments, threshold shear velocity of water ice particle 
transport is retrieved for different pressures and parti-
cle shapes and sizes in order to evaluate the plausibility 
of ice particle wind-driven transportation at the surface 
of Mars. 
The North Polar Cap of Mars:  The Martian atmos-
phere is thin (7 mbar), cold (220 K) and dry (< 80 μm-
pr) [7]. These conditions favored ice sublima-
tion/condensation processes. The polar caps are made 
of a mixture of ice and dust. Spectral analyses [8, 9] 
suggested the optical grain sizes to vary between 10 
μm to about 2000 μm for the seasonal frost and surface 
of the perennial North polar cap. But, the mechanisms 
of ice deposition are not well established. It can poten-
tially come from vapour condensation directly onto the 
surface [9] or from snow fall [10]. This will affect the 
shape and size of ice particles and degree of ice sinter-
ing, which all influence the shear velocity threshold. 
The North polar cap experiences a permanent katabatic 
wind regime [11] with a typical friction shear velocity 
u* about 0.2 m.s-1. The complex interactions between 
the cryosphere and the wind leads to the formation of 
Aeolian features at different scales [2, 5, 6]. 

Wind tunnel experiments:  We performed exper-
iments using the environmental wind tunnel AWTSII at 
Aarhus University. It is a cylindrical vacuum chamber, 
housing a recirculating wind tunnel about 8 m long, 2 

m wide and 1 m high [12]. The facility can achieve a 
turbulent boundary layer flow at both low temperature 
and low pressure. The ice samples were produced by 
crushing ice blocks (irregular and angular shape parti-
cles) and by using the Setup for production of Icy 
Planetary Analogues (SPIPA, spherical shape particles) 
[13]. The ice samples were sieved (125 - 250 μm, 250 - 
500 μm, 500 - 2000 μm) as a monolayer on a sample 
plate (20 cm x 20 cm) cover with volcanic regolith 
(125 μm). The fan speed was increased by steps (shear 
velocity u* = 0 to 2 m.s-1) and the wind flow character-
ized by laser Doppler anemometry. The removal of ice 
particles was monitored by webcam. We performed the 
experiments for the different particle shapes and sizes 
for 4 different air pressures; 40, 100, 500 and 1000 
mbar. The air temperature was maintained low (~-
25°C) close to the sample plate to prevent the ice melt-
ing, sublimating and sintering.  
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Figure 1:  Images of the ice samples (SPIPA) evolution 
from u* = 0 m.s-1 (up left, beginning of the experiment) 
to u* = 1 m.s-1 (up right, end of the experiment). Two 
ice samples, with different particles sizes (125 – 250 
μm and 250 – 500 μm respectively on the right and on 
the left) are observed side by side. For both grain sizes, 
ice particles have been removed by wind. The wind 
comes from the top to the bottom of the images. The 
experiment is performed at P = 500 mbar and T ~-
25°C. A color bar is placed near the sample plate to 
calibrate the reflectance of the regions of interest de-
fined on the ice samples (green and red boxes). The 
reflectance decreases as the shear velocity increases for 
both ice particles sizes (lower plot). The estimated 
threshold shear velocity in both case is about 0.4 m.s-1. 
 

Threshold shear velocity calculation: The thresh-
old shear velocity was determined from analysis of 
acquired images. When bright ice particles are re-
moved from the dark volcanic regolith sample plate, 
the reflectance of the surface decreases (Fig. 1). Black 
and white reference targets are placed close to the 
sample plate in the field of view of the webcam. The 
reflectance evolution of a region of interest (ROI) on 
the sample plate is calculated as follow: 

 
reflectance = (ROI – black target)/ 

(white target – black target) 
 

The reflectance serve as a proxy for ice mass removal. 
For each image the reflectance is linked to the corre-
sponding shear velocity. In the case of Fig. 1, the re-
flectance is constant until a certain wind speed and then 
decreases. To determine the threshold shear velocity 
uth, we set the threshold reflectance at 10% decrease 
from the first image at u* = 0 m.s-1.  
 

 
Figure 2: Threshold shear velocity evolution with wind 
tunnel air pressure for different ice particles production 
and sizes. 
 

Results: Figure 2 shows preliminary results of the 
threshold shear velocity evolution with air pressure for 

different grain sizes and shapes. The averaged value 
obtained at 1000 mbar, uth = 0.4 m.s-1, is consistent 
with theoretical and experimental calculation of 
ice/snow at terrestrial condition [14, 15], from 0.3 m.s-1 
to 0.6 m.s-1 for range of ice particles sizes selected, 
supporting our set-up reliability. The shear velocity 
increases significantly as the pressure decreases. The 
ice grain shapes and sizes appear to have a influence at 
lower pressure while no significant effect is highlighted 
at terrestrial pressure. However more replicates should 
be perform at low pressures to better characterized uth. 
 

Conclusion and future work:  We have per-
formed for the 1st time experiments of ice particles 
transportation at low pressure in a planetary wind tun-
nel. These preliminary results show an increase of 
threshold shear velocity as the pressure decreases. The 
conclusions should be reinforced with additional meas-
urements and then be scaled to Martian gravity in order 
to conclude about the likeliness of transport of ice par-
ticles by wind at the surface of Mars. In case results 
reveal that the transport of ice particles under Martian 
condition is unlikely, we plan to experimentally ex-
plore the second hypothesis of ice mass redistribution 
which is the transport of water vapour associated with 
sublimation/condensation that is also thought to have a 
strong influence on the polar caps of Mars [16, 17]. 
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Introduction:  Periglacial features, such as polyg-

onally patterned ground and brain terrain, are widely 

distributed across the mid-latitudes of Mars [e.g. 1-5]. 

The origin of polygonally patterned ground and its 

relationship to ice on both Earth and on Mars remains 

debated, although a wide range of possible terrestrial 

analogues have been documented [e.g. 2]. However, 

very little is known about the origin of so-called brain 

terrain and suitable Earth analogues have not been 

identified. 

Brain terrain occurs in the mid-latitudes of Mars 

and is characterized by an anastomosing complex of 

ridges and troughs arranged in a “brain-like” pattern 

(Fig. 1). There have been only a handful of studies on 

brain terrain; most workers suggest it is periglacial in 

origin [1,5,6] but its relationship with ice is unknown. 

The leading hypothesis suggests dry periglacial pro-

cesses cause localized sublimation of the ice-bearing 

latitude dependent mantle (LDM) [1]. 

We recently identified a landform, referred to here 

as terrestrial brain terrain (TBT), in the Canadian High 

Arctic [7]. In this study, we report on further occur-

rences of TBT documented in summer 2019 that may 

provide insight into brain terrain formation mecha-

nisms on Mars. 

 
Figure 1: Example of brain terrain on gently sloping 

lobate debris apron (LDA) moraine in Protonilus Men-

saeat 40°N. HiRISE image ESP_045507_2200. 

Terrestrial Brain Terrain:  Since our first identi-

fication of a possible terrestrial analogue for martian 

brain terrain at Dundas Harbor on Devon Island, 

Nunuvut, Canada [7], we have discovered several other 

sites on Axel Heiberg Island in our 2019 field season 

(Fig. 2). These landforms have strikingly similar mor-

phological characteristics to Martian brain terrain. TBT 

is characterized by a sinuous network of ridges and 

troughs that form amorphous to well-defined open or 

closed circles (Fig. 2). We are now continuing our 

search across the Canadian Arctic by mapping out their 

distribution using high resolution World Imagery 

(down to 30 cm resolution).  

 

 
Figure 2: Top: Example of terrestrial brain terrain 

(TBT) on gently sloping glacial till moraine in Dundas 

Harbor, Devon Island. Amorphous (white arrow) to 

well-defined (red arrow) open and closed circular fea-

tures. Bottom: TBT field view on Axel Heiberg Island 

on gently sloping glacio-fluvial plains material. 

Field Methods. We collected a combination of 

drone imagery (Using DJI Phantom 3 and DJI Mavic 

Pro), sediment samples, ground penetrating radar 

(GPR; using Sensors and Software 250 Noggin) and 

laser scanning (using AkhkaR4DW Backpack mobile 

laser scanning system) of TBT in the Arctic 2018 [7] 

and 2019 field seasons. 

Observations.  Initial observations made by [7] in-

cluded TBT in an active periglacial environment form-

ing in cobbley glacial till on a gentle slope of ≤ 9°. The 

presence of relatively fresh axial cracks on ridges, min-

imal grain sorting, and absence of massive ice are also 

notable observations. 

We have found similarities in scale, morphology, 

grain size and depositional environment in the addi-

tional 4 sites identified in the 2019 field season. All 
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sites have similar ridge width (1–2 m) and height (< 2 

m). In some cases, open or closed ridges are much 

more localized or isolated (Fig. 3c). TBT consistently 

occurs in larger grained, cobbley material either in 

glacial till or glacio-fluvial deposits. All TBT occur-

rences are on gentle slopes less than 10°. Multiple sites 

also show thermal contraction cracks of polygons cross 

cutting TBT (Fig. 3) suggesting TBT formation may 

predate polygon formation. 

 
Figure 3: Aerial image examples of terrestrial brain 

terrain on Axel Heiberg Island (a, b) and Devon Island 

(c). Thermal contraction polygons (arrows). 

Possible Formation Mechanisms. As we continue 

to process data from the 2019 field season, we are cur-

rently exploring two potential end-member hypotheses 

for the formation of TBT: 

(1) TBT formed periglacially through stone circle 

sorting and solifluction processes [cf., 7]. The 

presence of relatively fresh cracks in the ridges 

of TBT suggests differential uplift in the ridges 

and a possible mechanism for post-

depositional sorting. Thermal cracking cross 

cutting TBT may indicate more than one peri-

glacial process is occurring. This would indi-

cate that TBT is a currently active periglacial 

phenomenon. More field experiments can be 

done to test hypothesis. The installation of 

long term rods to measure ground uplift across 

a series of ridges and troughs could give us 

rate and direction of uplift [e.g. 8].  

(2) TBT formed due to glacial processes, such as 

differential melting of an ice-cored moraine or 

a type of kettle and kame topography. Polygo-

nal cracking would then have come later dur-

ing the present-day periglacial-dominant con-

ditions overprinting any glacial deposits. This 

would suggest TBT formed in the past when 

conditions were icier.  

A combination of these two processes is also being 

considered. 

Implications for Mars: Brain terrain can be found 

across the LDM in the mid-latitudes of Mars. It can be 

found on concentric crater fill [1], at the base of LDA 

(Fig. 1), and on flat-lying plains [5]. Two hypotheses 

for brain terrain formation have been proposed both of 

which are periglacial in nature. (1) Frost heave mecha-

nisms similar to stone circle sorting processes [6], and 

(2) Differential interstitial ice sublimation of LDM 

material [1,5]. These hypotheses suggest brain terrain 

forms under either strictly wet or dry periglacial pro-

cesses.  

Although TBT is not fully understood, it is mor-

phologically similar to Martian brain terrain and occurs 

in the cold polar desert environment in the Canadian 

High Arctic. If TBT is a presently active periglacial 

landform, then it is forming under wet periglacial con-

ditions, suggesting brain terrain on Mars may be a rel-

ict landform.  

TBT may be the first appropriate terrestrial ana-

logue and continued studies on TBT may help us better 

understand brain terrain on Mars. 
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Introduction:  Current theory holds that Mars once 

had abundant water flowing on its surface, but now 

there is a general perception that this surface is com-

pletely dry [1]. Several lines of research have shown 

that there are sources of potentially large quantities of 

water ice at many locations, including regions consid-

ered as candidates for future human missions [2]. Re-

cent discovery of exposed water ice scarps in Martian 

mid-latitudes [3] has bolstered the evidence for mas-

sive amounts of almost pure water ice in some of these 

regions. 

These favorable indications of massive quantities of 

water have initiated studies of potential changes to hu-

man Mars missions if a means can be devised to make 

this water available to these crews [4]. One such ap-

proach relies on mechanical drills to access the water 

ice through overlying debris and then using a technique 

known as a Rodriguez Well to melt the ice, store the 

resulting water in a subsurface ice cavity until needed, 

and then pump the water to the surface for use [5]. The 

Rodriguez Well technique has been used in terrestrial 

polar regions since the early 1960’s and has been sup-

plying fresh water to the Amundsen-Scott South Pole 

Station since 1995. 

 
Figure 1. 1960’s era Rodriguez Well [5]. 

 

Previous planning work in this area utilized a com-

puter simulation to predict the performance of the Ro-

driguez Well [5]. While the basic approach used in this 

model is appropriate for a similar well on Mars, several 

parameters must be changed to correctly model the 

Martian environment. Parameters used in this model 

that are related to heat transfer between water and the 

atmosphere as well as between ice and the atmosphere 

are empirically derived. Consequently, experiments 

simulating a pool of water in the Martian environment 

are required to determine appropriate heat transfer val-

ues if this simulation is to be used in support of future 

Mars missions. 

Simulated Mars Environment: An experiment 

was set up at the NASA Johnson Space Center, with 

the assistance of the U.S. Army’s Cold Regions Re-

search and Engineering Laboratory, to measure these 

heat transfer coefficients under Mars surface environ-

mental conditions.  These tests were carried out in a 

small bell jar, with a chamber measuring roughly 2 feet 

(61 cm) in diameter and 2 feet (61 cm) tall.  An inter-

nal cooling shroud connected to a Julabo™ chiller al-

lowed gas temperatures as low as -40 C. 

 
Figure 2: NASA JSC Two-Foot Bell Jar [NASA] 

 

The experiment used a pool of water in an insulated 

dewar ensuring that heat loss would only be from the 

top of the water pool. A resistance heater was held in 

the water pool and was connected to a resistance tem-

perature detector (RTD), also in the water pool, in a 

feedback loop to maintain a specified water tempera-

ture: either 1° C or 2° C. The power used by the heater 

was a measure of the heat transferred from the water to 

the gas. A load cell under the dewar measured the mass 
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loss of water due to evaporation.  The interior of the 

chamber was instrumented with RTDs and thermocou-

ples at various locations, heat flux sensors at the cham-

ber wall, a pressure transducer for gas pressure, and a 

relative humidity sensor. A camera and LED light 

source were used to monitor for ice formation on or in 

the dewar. 

 
Figure 3. Experiment Setup 

 

Experiment Test Points: Natural convection, driv-

en by evaporation and heat flow from the pool, governs 

the flow regime inside a Rodriguez Well. The experi-

ment was operated at several test points to gather data 

from which heat transfer coefficients and water evapo-

ration rates could be derived. For all tests, the chamber 

was filled with essentially pure CO2. Two insulated 

hemispherical dewars, one 11.4 cm (4.5 in) in diameter 

and the other 15.2 cm (6.0 in) in diameter, were used to 

hold the water pool, allowing tests at two different wa-

ter-pool surface areas. Two gas temperature points      

(-20° C and -40° C) and several gas pressures, ranging 

from 1000 mbar (750 torr) to 8 mbar (6 torr) were used 

to gather these data. Test conditions were chosen to 

learn whether the experimental work of Bower and 

Saylor [6] that related natural-convection flow proper-

ties to evaporation rates in terrestrial conditions, via 

dimensionless Rayleigh and Sherwood numbers, could 

be extended to Mars surface conditions. In all, 12 

combinations of pressure, temperature, and water pool 

diameter were used in this experiment. 

Initial results:  Tests at all 12 test points have been 

completed and data are being evaluated.  Quantitative 

results for convective mass and heat transfer and the 

degree of correlation with Bower and Saylor will be an 

outcome of these evaluations. However, one clear out-

come from the tests is that a water pool representative 

of a Rodriguez Well can be created and maintained at 

1° C to 2° C under Mars surface pressure and tempera-

ture conditions. 

Conclusion:  Favorable indications of massive 

quantities of water on Mars have initiated studies of 

potential changes to human Mars missions. Using a 

technique known as a Rodriguez Well to melt the ice, 

store the resulting water in a subsurface ice cavity until 

needed, and then pump water to the surface for use is 

one potential means to effect these changes. A comput-

er simulation of the Rodriguez Well in a terrestrial en-

vironment is one of the engineering tools being used to 

characterize the performance of this type of well on 

Mars. An experiment at the NASA Johnson Space Cen-

ter is gathering data for convective heat transfer and 

evaporation rates at Mars surface conditions so that 

this computer simulation can be properly modified to 

predict performance on Mars. While quantitative re-

sults await processing, tests have indicated that a pool 

of water can be maintained at 1°C to 2° C while at 

Mars surface temperatures and pressures. 

 
Figure 4. Anticipated Results Plotted With Bower 

and Saylor Results. 
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Introduction:  Our understanding of the composi-

tion and geologic history of Planum Boreum (PB), 
Mars has grown extensively due to a wealth of data 
from recent and ongoing missions including Mars Re-
connaissance Orbiter (MRO) and Mars Express 
(MEX), building on an extensive compilation of previ-
ous studies [1].  In particular, radar stratigraphy ob-
tained by the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) [2] on MRO 
has provided a new context for interpreting high-
resolution imagery, morphology, and spectral data. 
This review synthesizes our current understanding of 
the long-term evolution of Planum Boreum, starting 
with the cavi portion of the basal unit (BU) and mov-
ing through the overlying north polar layered deposits 
(NPLD), with significant updates since a review at the 
Sixth Mars Polar Science Conference [3].  Since then, 
advances have been made in constraining the composi-
tion and structure of the cavi, its relationship to earliest 
NPLD deposition, and the dust content of layers in the 
NPLD that give rise to radar reflections.   

Cavi: The BU, an informal designation, consists of 
the Rupēs unit overlain by the aeolian cavi unit [1].  
The cavi, long considered to be a roughly 50/50 mix-
ture of sand and ice with aeolian cross-bedding, has 
been shown to contain transitional aeolian parase-
quences that stack towards a pure water–ice deoposi-
tional environment, allowing the cavi and NPLD to be 
interpreted as a single, orbitally-forced sequence [4].  
New SHARAD mapping and analyses have deter-
mined that cavi internal structure at the highest lati-
tudes likely consists of thick (tens of meters) layers 
that alternate between nearly pure ice and more con-
centrated sand, likely dune fields that preserved the ice 
through periods of higher insolation [5].  The ice layers 
are interpreted as remnants of former polar caps pre-
dating the NPLD [5].  Furthermore, both the extent of 
cavi and its bulk ice content are both larger than previ-
ously thought, ranging from nearly 90% water ice at 
the highest latitudes observed, to approximately 60% 
in Olympia Planum based on SHARAD analyses [5], 
with bulk ice content confirmed by MRO gravity stud-
ies [6]. 

Cavi to NPLD:  The transition from cavi to NPLD 
is gradational [1], and new mapping with SHARAD 
shows that the uppermost cavi and lowermost NPLD 
were in fact contemporaneous at different locations 
within PB [7], supporting an earlier interpretation 
based on outcrops alone [1].  This cavi-to-NPLD tran-
sition took place on a surface that was highly nonuni-
form and asymmetric about the pole [8,9], although 
BU morphology and structure are contiguous with that 

of Olympia Undae.  Earliest accumulation of NPLD 
was likewise nonuniform, with a separate accumula-
tion center forming a proto Gemina Lingula [7]. 

Composition: While bulk composition of the 
NPLD has been constrained by radar to be ~95% water 
ice [10], subhorizontal radar reflectors within the 
NPLD have long been assumed to arise from strati-
graphic variations in dust content that modulate the 
dielectric properties of the layers [11,12].  Recent re-
sults combining SHARAD data with modeling have 
shown that this is a reasonable assumption, and reflec-
tion strength is highly sensitive to layer thickness.  
Observed reflectors in the uppermost NPLD are con-
sistent with so-called “marker beds” that are meters 
thick [13].  Furthermore, constraints on dust content 
and thickness for individual layers can be obtained 
from SHARAD using this methodology [14], with ver-
tical profiles and geographic distributions possible.  
Typical layer thicknesses resulting from this analysis 
are 2 - 4 m, and dust contents lie the 10% - 50% range 
[14].  This provides a new way to test paleoclimate 
models that grow NPLD with dust incorporated into 
the dynamics [e.g., 15]. 

Flow and Melt: Although ice flow has previously 
been proposed as a significant factor in shaping the 
gross morphology of Gemina Lingula [16-17], the 
analysis of internal radar stratigraphy including a 3-
dimensional flow model [18] does not support that 
interpretation, nor does the presence of buried troughs 
within Gemina Lingula [19]. Likewise, there is no evi-
dence yet identified in radar stratigraphy to support 
basal melting of NPLD from enhanced geothermal 
flux, or brittle deformation on large scales. Further-
more, sedimentary structures indicate that aeolian pro-
cesses have played a dominant role throughout NPLD 
history, both within the basal unit [4] and in the up-
permost NPLD during the onset and evolution of the 
spiral troughs [20-22].  

Spiral Troughs: The spiral troughs of the NPLD 
are unique windows into surface/atmosphere interac-
tions that exert strong controls on the morphology of 
Planum Boreum. Stratigraphic structures indicate the 
first appearance of the spiral troughs out halfway 
through NPLD accumulation, and their subsequent 
migration concurrent with new deposition [20]. This 
finding and the unique inter-trough stratigraphy sup-
ports an origin with katabatic winds as a critical driver 
[21]. All major characteristics of the troughs can be 
explained in the context of repeating katabatic jumps, 
otherwise known as cyclic steps [22], wherein lateral 
transport of material is an important process.  
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Accumulation History: Stratigraphy within the 
NPLD indicates the dominance of processes that are 
sedimentary in nature; therefore we use large-scale 
stratigraphic unconformities to define the major depo-
sitional sequence boundaries. At least three large-scale 
depositional sequences are preserved, each of which is 
bounded by an erosional event. The lower of these de- 
positional units was mapped across Planum Boreum to 
reveal the early appearance of Chasma Boreale [23]. A 
higher unconformity found in the saddle region east of 
Chasma Boreale indicates a later period of regional 
erosion. In both instances, the lateral extension of re-
flectors bounding these unconformities are conformal 
under the main lobe of Planum Boreum, indicating that 
these erosional epochs may have been relatively short- 
lived and limited in extent. Evidence does, however, 
exist for significant retreat of the NPLD margin in the 
region of Gemini Scopuli prior to the most recent epi-
sode of deposition.  

Overall, the stratigraphy indicates a relatively sim-
ple accumulation history, with continuous deposition 
in the center of the deposits and either two or three 
large- scale (but relatively brief) hiatuses interrupting 
deposition and creating erosional surfaces in the lower 
latitudes of Planum Boreum. The youngest spiral 
troughs initiated above the upper unconformity, but 
some are older, indicating that conditions required for 
trough formation are not necessarily connected to ero-
sion events or sudden changes in accumulation.  

Links to climate modeling: Paleoclimate model-
ing can link changes in orbital parameters to atmos-
pheric conditions and surface temperatures in order to 
predict the temporal and spatial patterns of ice accu-
mulation. One such model, (MAIC-2; [24]), estimates 
global surface-ice mass balance for the past 10 Myr. 
This model uses as input the periodic changes in inso-
lation derived from predictions of Mars’ orbital param-
eters [25]. Due to mean obliquities higher than ~35° 
prior to ~5 Ma, large polar ice deposits do not accumu-
late prior to ~4 Ma in this model. The model was mod-
ified to include only the volume of NPLD as mapped 
using SHARAD data. Significantly, the model predicts 
three large-scale erosional events that interrupt rela-
tively continuous accumulation in the past 4 Ma, large-
ly consistent with the accumulation and erosional 
events observed in the radar stratigraphy.  

The most recent of these events was further studied 
by mapping a stratigraphic unconformity in the upper-
most NPLD [26]. Following a depositional hiatus (and 
possible erosion), an increase in accumulation is evi-
dent from steeper trough migration paths [20] and lay-
ering that drapes the entire surface. This event is most 
confidently tied to the most recent shift in obliquity at 
370 ka [25, 27]. The quantity of ice accumulated after 

this unconformity (including an equivalent package at 
the south pole) is within a factor of two of that predict-
ed to have moved from the mid-latitudes to the poles 
poles [26], so for the first time we are beginning to 
match observations of ice accumulation to global cli-
mate models for specific periods in Mars’ past.   

Conclusions: The stratigraphy of Planum Boreum 
contains a rich record of deposition, erosion, aeolian 
processes and compositional variations. Significant 
challenges remain to fully link the observations to cli-
mate modeling, but the observed radar stratigraphy is 
consistent with a simple model predicting northern 
polar ice growth since 4 Ma. Aeolian processes have 
exerted a strong role in shaping the surface, from the 
cavi/NPLD transition until the present day where we 
can observe surface/atmosphere interactions at work.  

The dynamics of dust entrainment, transport, and 
deposition are important areas of future work to further 
refine the correlation between modeled ice deposition 
and observed layer stratigraphy at the outcrop level 
[15, 28]. Accumulation patterns observed with radar 
can provide further constraints for mesoscale climate 
modeling of ice deposition and ablation in the north 
polar region [29] and may allow for the interpretation 
of radar reflectors throughout the NPLD as a climate 
signal linked to orbital forcing, which could yield the 
next leap in our understanding of polar processes on 
Mars.  
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Summary: The regolith on Mars exchanges water 

with the atmosphere on a diurnal basis and this process 
causes significant variation in the abundance of water 
vapor at the surface. While previous studies of rego-
lith-atmosphere exchange focus on the abundance 
[1,2,3], recent in-situ experiments and remote sensing 
observations measure the isotopic composition of the 
atmospheric water [4,5,6]. We are therefore motivated 
to investigate isotopic water exchange between the 
atmosphere and the regolith and determine its effect on 
the deuterium to hydrogen ratio (D/H) of the atmos-
phere. We model transport of water in the regolith and 
regolith-atmosphere exchange by solving a transport 
equation including regolith adsorption, condensation, 
and diffusion. The model calculates equilibrium frac-
tionation between HDO and H2O in each of these pro-
cesses. The fractionation in adsorption is caused by the 
difference in the latent heat of adsorption, and that of 
condensation is caused by the difference in the vapor 
pressure. Together with a simple, bulk-aerodynamic 
boundary layer model, we simulate the diurnal varia-
tion of the D/H near the planetary surface. We find that 
the D/H can vary by 300 – 1400‰ diurnally in the 
equatorial and polar locations, and the magnitude is 
greater at a colder location or season. The variability is 
mainly driven by adsorption and desorption of regolith 
particles, and its diurnal trend features a drop in the 
early morning, a rise to the peak value during the day-
time, and a second drop in the late afternoon and even-
ing, tracing the water vapor flow into and out of the 
regolith. The predicted D/H variation can be tested 
with in-situ measurements. As such, our calculations 
suggest that stable isotope analysis is a powerful tool 
in pinpointing regolith-atmosphere exchange of water 
on Mars. 

Model: We construct a one-dimensional model to 
simulate transport of isotopic water in the Martian reg-
olith and boundary layer. It has a thermal diffusion 
module, a water transport module, and a boundary lay-
er module. The model includes the isotope fractiona-
tion effects of adsorption, condensation, and molecular 
diffusion. The water transport module includes water 
vapor, adsorbed water, and condensed water in the 
regolith. Adsorption and condensation are assumed to 
be in equilibrium [2]. The diffusion equation for water 
includes the effects of soil porosity, tortuosity, and 
both molecular and Knudsen diffusion regimes [7]. For 
the eddy diffusion coefficient and the rate of mass 

transfer between the atmosphere and the soil, we use 
the bulk aerodynamic method [8], with the surface 
temperature, the near-surface atmospheric temperature, 
and the wind speed as input parameters. These parame-
ters are either measured in situ, or calculated by global 
circulation models. We use typical values for the ther-
mal inertia, the particle size, the specific surface area, 
the adsorption isotherm, and the surface roughness 
length in the model, and explore sensitivity of the re-
sults to these parameters. 

Regolith adsorption fractionates water because the 
latent heat of adsorption of HDO is higher than that of 
H2O. Ref. [9] conducted experiments of water 
transport in JSC Mars-1, a commonly used Martian 
regolith analog, and measured the effective diffusivi-
ties of H2O and HDO under temperatures, pressures, 
and the background atmosphere corresponding to 
Mars. Because the ratio between the effective diffu-
sivity is the inversed ratio between the adsorption coef-
ficient, we fit the effective diffusivity data of Ref. [9] 
to an Arrhenius form for use in the model. We also 
include the fractionation factor between vapor and ice 
caused by the vapor pressure isotope effect [10]. 

Model Testing. We test the water transport model 
and compare model results with the relative humidity 
measurements made in situ by Curiosity’s REMS in-
strument [11]. In particular, we obtain the REMS re-
calibrated data of relative humidity, air temperature, 
surface temperature, and wind speed from the Plane-
tary Data System (PDS) for two 10-day periods. We 
pick an initial amount of water so that the resulting 
water column in the atmosphere matches the value 
measured by Curiosity’s ChemCam instrument in each 
season [12]. 

We confirm that the model results are consistent 
with the measured relative humidity and absolute hu-
midity. Most of the variation in the relative humidity is 
caused by the variation of the temperature; however, 
the measured absolute humidity features a rise by a 
factor of 2 – 3 after sunrise. This feature is well cap-
tured by the model. We consider this exercise a bona 
fide test because for a fixed water column, should there 
be major errors in the model, the nighttime humidity 
would depart substantially from the data. The modeled 
variation of the surface water abundance is also con-
sistent with the existing 1D and mesoscale 3D models 
[13,14], and follows the typical patterns of diurnal wa-
ter exchange on Mars [2]. 
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Result: The modeled D/H diurnal variation in a po-
lar location (i.e., the Phoenix landing site) is shown in 
Fig. 1. We use the Mars General Circulation Model 
(MGCM) outputs [15] for the surface temperatures and 
the wind speed, and choose the starting atmospheric 
D/H so that the resulting dD matched with telescopic 
measurements [5]. The D/H variation is mainly driven 
by the regolith-atmosphere exchange coupled with the 
fractionation in regolith adsorption. Surface condensa-
tion causes an additional variation. Since the fractiona-
tion factor is larger at a lower temperature, the magni-
tude of the variation is larger for a colder season. The 
D/H variation is ~1400‰ at the surface during the sea-
son of aphelion. The magnitude of the D/H variation is 
sensitive to the fractionation factor of adsorption. The 
uncertainty in the fractionation factor causes to the 
D/H variation’s magnitude to change by ~50%. 

To study more generally the diurnal variation of 
D/H at various latitudes and seasons, we model equato-
rial and mid-latitude locations, and the results are 
shown in Fig. 2. The diurnal variation follows a similar 
trend as the driving forces for the variation are regolith 
adsorption and desorption, and their coupling with the 
boundary layer. The adsorbed water is enriched in 
HDO compared to the water vapor. As a result, when 
there is a flux from the regolith to the atmosphere, we 
see an increase of the near-surface D/H (i.e., the mid-
day rise), and when there is a flux from the atmosphere 
to the regolith, we see a decrease of the near-surface 
D/H (i.e., the morning and evening drop). In the even-
ing when regolith-atmosphere exchange is weak, the 
near-surface D/H gradually returns to the diurnal aver-
age due to mixing in the atmosphere. 

In all, the results indicate that the D/H variation 
traces the exchange flux. Measuring the diurnal varia-
tion of D/H in water on Mars’s surface with sufficient 
precision will thus provide a new indicator for the reg-
olith-atmosphere exchange of water. 
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Fig. 2. Modeled diurnal D/H variations at the equato-
rial and mid-latitude locations of Mars. Labels show 
the mean surface temperature and the atmospheric 
water column, which we make to match with orbital 
remote sensing [16] by adjusting the initial water 
loading. The magnitude of the D/H variation is great-
er for a lower surface temperature, except when con-
densation occurs. 
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Fig. 1. Modeled diurnal variations of D/H in the province 
of the Phoenix landing site. The variation at the surface 
is up to ~1400‰ at the season of aphelion. The LS=120° 
model has surface condensation that causes a small dip in 
the D/H curve. 
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Introduction:  The vast interior areas of the large 

terrestrial ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica ac-
cumulates snow all year. The high-elevation plateaus in 
the interior of these ice sheets are continuously ob-
served from space by visual imagery and radar altime-
try. Snow accumulation, snow drifts and other ice-
atmosphere interactions are imprinted into these data, 
but direct observations are sparse and thereby limiting 
the ability to link these data to actual weather condi-
tions. Here, we present some examples and discuss the 
potential to infer ice-atmosphere interactions from the 
remotely sensed surface morphology of terrestrial ice 
sheets with potential applications for Mars.  

Surface patterns and weather: We observe an ar-
ea in interior NE Greenland through May 2016 (Fig. 
1). Dark shadows are consistently visible on all the 
images and indicate large scale surface undulations due 
to the ice flow over bedrock topography and with a 
sharp boundary along the southeastern SE side of the 
flow stream. The ice thickness is approximately 2500m 
thick in this area and the flow velocity is in the order of 
5-60m/yr (ice flows towards NE).  

On May 5 (Fig. 1a), extensive, geometric wind 
streaks are visible. The weather on May 4 was reported 
to be “sunny and clear”, temperatures -22C to -34C, 
wind 5-10 kt from WSW, visibility to the horizon, and 
following a long period of similar, stable weather. On 
May 12 (Fig. 1b), the surface is smooth with a very 
small-scale pitted terrain, apart from the shadows relat-
ed to the ice flow. The weather on May 11 was report-
ed to by “mostly clear”, temperatures -19C to -30C, 
wind 10 kt from W to SW, visibility to horizon, but 
following two days with overcast and 2 km visibility on 
May 9-10. On May 28 (Fig. 1c), the surface has linear 
wind streaks, pitted terrain, particularly in the upper 
left corner, and the skiway is barely distinguishable. 
The weather on May 27 was reported to by “overcast, 
snow and wind all day”, temperatures -16C to -23C, 
wind 10 kt from N turning to E, visibility 0.5-1 km.  

Discussion: The weather conditions prior to the 
images clearly influence the surface pattern and con-
trasts. Accumulation events create linear wind streaks 
and pitted terrain, while dry periods create smooth sur-
faces with geometrically shaped wind streaks. A sys-
tematic investigation of the relationship between these 
surface patterns and the weather conditions can poten-
tially help inform the interpretation of ice-atmosphere 

interactions of Martian icy terrains, e.g. [1]. In-situ data 
from weather stations, rovers, drones and ice cores can 
constrain the satellite data. We will discuss how to use 
the data and show examples. 

References: [1] Howard, A. D. (2000) Icarus, 144, 
267-288.  

 

a)    

b)  

c)  
 
Fig. 1. Landsat 8 images (band 8 (panchromatic) in 15m 
resolution) from the EastGRIP location, NE Greenland 
(75°38’N, 35°60’W, 2700 masl) in May 2016. The images 
are 20x20km and contrast enhanced. The skiway (3658m) 
and camp is visible near the image centers. a) May 5, b) May 
12, c) May 28. 
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Introduction: While the martian regolith predomi-

nates its geography, the permafrost has been receiving 
growing attention with the speculation of an abundance 
of subsurface ice. Permafrost is ubiquitous across lati-
tudes on Mars. Viking Mission data indicates the per-
mafrost thicknesses range from 3.5 km at the equator 
to 8 km at the polar caps. Similar to terrestrial condi-
tions, Ice-I comprises the predominant subsurface ice 
and is thought to be the predominant water source in 
permafrost.  

Presence of shrouded permafrost ice-water: 
Spectroscopic data obtained from the Mariner Mis-
sions as well as the Viking Landers 1 and 2 [1], which 
has shown that the absorption spectra of the polar caps 
were not significantly different from the spectra ob-
served for ordinary ice on earth, has been used to con-
jecture the presence of water-ice on Mars. In addition, 
Martian temperatures are cool enough to provide the 
necessary stability for the permanent presence of wa-
ter-ice. The gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer data 
[1] further suggested the presence of water in the soil 
materials sampled from the Martian surface while the 
video evidence of the episodic appearance of frost and 
snow were captured. While a substantial proportion of 
water remains in an unfrozen state that is distributed 
throughout the pore space in terrestrial conditions, the 
proportion of ice to unfrozen water is likely higher due 
to its dependence on temperature and solute concentra-
tion. Considering the tight correlation between the 
search for water and the search for extraterrestrial life, 
the drilling, collection, and cultivation of permafrost 
microorganisms in Mars represents an interesting ave-
nue of exploration.  

Microorganism Sampling: While the survival of 
microorganisms over extended time periods may be 
curbed by ionizing radiation-induced damage to chro-
mosomal DNA, studies completed in Siberian perma-
frost on microbial strains of Psychrobacter cryohalo-
lentis and Psychrobacter arcticus have revealed that 
this may not be the case on Mars. The presence of per-
chlorates in the regolith, silicates in Martian dust, and 
heavy radiation make the discovery of organisms high-
ly unlikely. Nevertheless, ancient permafrost could still 
represent a historical sink for micro-organic life. If so, 
sampling areas such as the cratered southern highlands 
between 60 and 80°S at about 180°W indicates an area 

considered to be the oldest, best preserved ice-rich 
permafrost on Mars.	  

Model for Permafrost Sampling Tool: While 
Smith and McKay (2005) have extensively described 
models for aseptic drilling, this is described with the 
outdated assumption that the organisms that may have 
once existed are dead by radiation. However, suppos-
ing that life still exists, we propose a novel way to de-
tect signatures of life that have been developed for the 
regolith that could be extended to these areas.   

A series of sensors have been used for microorgan-
ism detection. Coupled with traditional chemicals em-
ployed for the detection of signatures of life, Kasas et 
al. has designed sensors to detect the nano-vibrations 
created by the metabolic activities of microorganisms. 
While operations based on core drilling are essential 
noting the pure depth of theses caps, more precision-
based excavation requires more controllable, maneu-
verable tools that incorporates such sensors. Here, we 
propose the development of a robotic arm that can in-
tegrate these sensors and be used in conjunction with 
the drill. This can enable excavators to tap into various 
other methodologies for sampling including borings, 
test pits, and natural exposure sampling.  

The basic specifications for the robotic appendage 
would be similar to other remote manipulation systems 
such as the Canadarm. Specifications for the sensor 
terminus include 1) a cantilever array that contains 
several different sensors paired with corresponding 
linker molecules; 2) a suitable sample loading mecha-
nism and preservation capsule; 3) matched physical 
properties of the cantilever (i.e. spring constants) to 
match the gravitational field of Mars.  
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Introduction:  The possibility of life on Mars is a  

largely explored field of space research. A promising 
area of interest are the polar ice caps along with re-
gions characterized by surface frost and water ice glac-
iers, particularly because the presence of water in it-
self, is known to be key to life, although there are sev-
eral hypotheses suggesting the feasibility of extrater-
restrial extant life with a source of energy and stable 
environmental conditions alone. We hereby describe a 
novel remote-sensing probe and design considerations 
for its use in Martian topography and climate condi-
tions. 

 
Remote sensing probe: Traditionally, remote-

sensing techniques rely primarily on elemental compo-
sition analyses for identification of biomarkers that can 
discriminate the presence of microorganisms. One 
concern is that the use of Earth’s signature of life crite-
ria for Mars is limited. We have previously described 
the use of soil sampling with nano-scale vibration sen-
sors for remote sensing and on-site detection of micro-
organisms [1]. This technology utilizes nano-vibrations 
created by the metabolic activities of microorganisms 
to detect the presence of life. It additionally allows for 
the combination of dynamic and chemical information 
to identify and characterize life. Moreover, its applica-
tion extends from regolith and rocks to ice and perma-
frost, which means it has the potential to identify life in 
close proximities and within the polar regions of Mars.  

 
Design considerations: With the geographical dis-

tinctions characterizing the polar ice caps and glaciers 
however, it is essential for us to make several modifi-
cations to the existing technology. First and foremost, 
the technology should be resistant to malfunction in 
colder temperatures. This can be achieved through the 
use of thermally protective material in design. Rein-
forced carbon-carbon, LI-900 silica ceramic coating, 
and insulation tiles are examples of materials which 
can be utilized for this thermal protection.  Our group 
has also previously examined design considerations for 
motor units of space probes and unmanned aerial vehi-
cles for use in Mars missions [2]. We would like to 
extend these considerations for remote-sensing probes 
as well. These considerations include: (i) power con-
siderations, (ii) high climb and loiter speed, (iii) data-
link bandwidth capabilities. (iv) navigation, (v) rotor 
use in Mars’ gravitational field, and (vi) emergency 

considerations including loss of contact with ground 
control.  

 
References: [1] Johnson J.C. et al. (2019) Soil sam-
pling with nanoscale vibration sensors for on-site de-
tection of microorganisms. Mars Extant Life: What's 
Next?. Abstract #5079  [2] Johnson J.C. et al. (2019) 
Design considerations to tailor unmanned aerial vehi-
cles for martian geoclimatic condition. American Re-
search Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences, 
5(1), 1-2. 
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Introduction:  Several global climate modeling 

studies have now shown that water ice clouds can warm 
the surface 10s of K at moderate obliquities [1,2,3].  Sig-
nificant greenhouse warming occurs because the pre-
dicted clouds are optically thick, the cloud particles are 
large enough to efficiently interact with infrared radia-
tion, and the clouds either form at or are transported to 
high altitudes where the atmosphere is cold.  Radiative-
dynamic feedbacks play a critical role in producing the 
conditions needed for a strong cloud greenhouse.  Two 
feedbacks have been identified: one involves atmos-
pheric warming by clouds aloft at lower latitudes. 
These clouds are generally associated with the global 
Hadley circulation. The second feedback involves 
clouds that form over the North Polar Residual Cap 
(NPRC) during summer. These clouds are more closely 
associated with the regional polar circulation. We focus 
here on the second of these feedbacks with the goal of 
understanding the details of the interactions between 
sublimation, cloud formation and transport in the north 
polar region.  We show that these feedbacks strongly 
control the wetness of the atmosphere and the strength 
of the cloud greenhouse at moderate obliquity. 

 
Methods:  We use the NASA Ames Legacy Mars 

Global Climate Model [4], which is supported by the 
Agency’s Mars Climate Modeling Center, to investigate 
radiative-dynamic feedbacks by water ice clouds in the 
north polar region at moderate obliquity.  We present 
two simulations at 30° obliquity: one with radiatively 
active clouds and one with radiatively inert clouds.  
With the exception of modifying the obliquity, the ver-
sion of the model used here is identical to that presented 
in [4].  We note that the dust forcing in both of these 
simulations is based on observations from MY 24 [5].  
In these simulations, permanent ice reservoirs do not 
form outside of the north polar region, indicating that 
the North Polar Residual Cap (NPRC) is stable and the 
water cycle is closed. 

 
Results and Discussion:  As summarized in Table 

1, clouds significantly impact the climate at 30° obliq-
uity.  While radiatively active clouds increase the plan-
etary albedo over the case with inert clouds, they also 
increase the annual mean surface temperature by 15 K.   

 
 
 

 Ap Te (K) Tse (K) Te-Tse (K) Tg (K) 
Active 0.34 202 226 24 219 
Inert 0.26 208 216 8 204 
A-1 .08 -6 10 16 15 

Table 1: Planetary Albedo (Ap), effective temperature at the top of the 
atmosphere (Te), effective surface temperature, greenhouse power (Te-
Tse), and surface temperature (Tg) for the case with radiatively active 
clouds and the case with radiatively inert clouds. 
 

During NH summer, the radiatively active cloud 
case produces clouds that grow thick, warm the surface, 
and enhance sublimation relative to the simulation with 
radiatively inert clouds (Figure 1).  This occurs because 
clouds extend to high altitudes over the NPRC (Figure 
2) and radiate to space at a cold temperature, forcing the 
surface to warm.  The sublimation flux increases due to 
the warmer surface, which in turn increases the wetness 
and the cloudiness of the polar atmosphere.  Feedbacks 
with the circulation in the polar region help transport 
vapor and  clouds up high (not shown).   

 
It is notable that the strongly positive feedback be-

tween cloud formation and sublimation results in a sig-
nificantly wetter and cloudier atmosphere (Figure 3), 
which in turn drives a strong cloud greenhouse.  The at-
mosphere nearly an order of magnitude wetter due to 
radiative-dynamic feedbacks associated with water ice 
clouds. 
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Figure 1: North polar 10-sol average cloud optical depths (top panels), 
surface temperatures (middle panels) and sublimation rates (bottom 
panels) at Ls 90 for the inert cloud case (left panels) and the radiatively 
active cloud case (right panels).   

 
 

          
 
Figure 2:   10-sol zonal average water ice cloud mass mixing ratio (10-

6 kg kg-1) at Ls 90.  The dashed line denotes where the cumulative top-
down optical depth is unity. 

 
Figure 3: Global mean water vapor (solid lines) and water ice (dashed 
lines) for the case with radiatively active clouds (orange lines) and the 
case with radiatively inert clouds (black lines). 

 
 
Summary and Conclusions:  We have drawn atten-

tion to the clouds that form over the north residual cap 
during summer and their importance to the character of 
the water cycle. In our simulations they warm the sur-
face and increase the water sublimation rates, which en-
hances the cloudiness over the cap and changes the cir-
culation and the transport of water from the high lati-
tudes.  This strongly positive feedback significantly in-
creases the cloudiness of the atmosphere and thus the 
effectiveness of the cloud greenhouse.  A key aspect of 
this feedback is the ability of the polar circulation to 
transport moisture to high altitudes. A preliminary anal-
ysis of our model suggests that the regional polar circu-
lation is complicated and that several of its components 
are involved.  This highlights the importance of realisti-
cally simulating clouds over the NPRC, which has been 
challenging for modeling groups for current day Mars.   
Future modeling efforts will involve utilizing the 
NOAA/GFDL cubed-sphere dynamical core, which will 
allow for higher resolution simulations with a grid that 
does not have the converging meridian problem that all 
latitude/longitude grids exhibit.  This should allow us to 
better diagnose the nature of the polar feedback and its 
ability to influence the global water cycle. 

 
References:  [1] Haberle R. M. et al. (2012) LPSC.  

[2] Kahre M. A. et al. (2018) COSPAR. [3] Madeleine 
J-B. et al., (2014) GRL, 41, 4873-4879. [4] Haberle R. 
M. et al. (2019) Icarus, 333, 130-164. [5] Montabone, 
L. et al. (2015) Icarus, 251, 65-95. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL SETUP TO STUDY CO2 ICE IN A SIMULATED MARTIAN ENVIRONMENT. 

R. Karimova1 and I. B. Smith1,2, (rushana@yorku.ca) York University, 4700 Keele St, Toronto, ON M3J 1P3 Canada, 
2Planetary Science Institute, Denver, Colorado 80401. 

 

Introduction:  CO2 constitutes the North and South 

Polar Seasonal ice caps [1] and the perennial South 

Polar Residual Cap (SPRC) [2]. Massive deposits of 

CO2 ice were also found buried in the South Polar 

Layered Deposits using SHARAD data [3, 4]. CO2 

processes are closely related to major 

geomorphological features at extreme latitudes, such 

as pits, fingerprint terrain, jets, dunes, and polygonal 

throughs [5, 6, 7, 8]. There are numerous observations 

of the ice from remote sensing instruments; however, 

there is not sufficient data under laboratory conditions 

in order to unambiguously interpret the remotely-

sensed data [9]. Better constraints of the CO2 ice 

optical, mechanical, and crystalline properties under 

Martian conditions could help answer the questions 

regarding its role in the past and current climate, it's 

role in affecting the surface features we observe, and 

the ice's long-term unexpected stability in the SPRC.  

We have created an experimental setup to investigate 

the formation, behavior and optical properties of CO2 

ice under such conditions at York University. We 

create CO2 ice and record some variability of textures 

similar to ones reported by [9] and are further 

expanding our capabilities to conduct experiments 

under more precise pressure-temperature conditions, 

and time-scales for ice deposition more realistic for 

Mars. 

Current experimental setup:  The setup consists of a 

50-liter cylindrical stainless-steel vacuum chamber, 

evacuated by a dual-stage rotary vane vacuum pump 

to pressures of on the order of magnitude of 1 torr. CO2 

gas is then introduced into the chamber, where an 

aluminum plate is simultaneously cooled by liquid 

nitrogen (LN2) flowing in copper tubing. The 

formation of the ice on the plate is recorded using a 

generic USB camera and a USB digital microscope 

under 50 to 100 times magnification. 

We created CO2 ice during 10 to 20-minute runs and 

observe surface and interior changes. 

During the entire experiment, as ice deposits, the 

pressure within the chamber continues to decrease. 

Our setup is not yet sensitive enough to monitor the 

pressure closely, but this capability is being installed 

presently. 

Preliminary results:  During each run, a transparent, 

approximately five-millimeter-thick layer of CO2 ice 

grew within 2-10 minutes (Fig. 1a). During growth, 

the ice rapidly fractured in polygonal patterns (Fig. 

1b). The numerous fractures annealed within seconds, 

healing the ice to be transparent again, while more, 

new fractures continued to form each second (Fig. 2). 

The process of fracture, heal, fracture, heal takes <5 

seconds and repeats numerous times in the 

experiment. 

After reaching a steady state with no more slab ice 

growth, the surface accumulates very small grains that 

are highly reflective and not transparent (Fig. 1c). This 

ice has a different texture that appears more porous, 

with finer crystal size. In some instances, instead of 

this uniform frost layer, separate larger crystals form 

on the transparent ice. This texture was also reported 

by [9]. A thin non-transparent layer drapes over these 

crystals, within 15 to 20 seconds, while still preserving 

their distinct shape (Fig. 3).  

Upon completion of the experiment, in some runs we 

see “bubbling” during venting the chamber before the 

sublimation of the ice. Another type of recorded 

activity was the formation of singular pits in the top 

frost layer, potentially, due to the escape of sublimated 

CO2 gas from the bottom layer. 
 

Figure 1 (a) Transparent CO2 ice; (b) Fracturing of ice; time 

interval between photos is one second (c) fine non-

transparent frost, image taken 108 seconds later. 
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Interpretation: The prominent fracturing during slab 

ice deposition is likely caused by strong thermal 

gradients between the cooled plate and the ambient 

atmosphere in the chamber, where temperatures are 

not yet modulated. CO2 ice healing has been reported 

previously [9, 10], but the mechanism isn't fully 

understood. 

The different textures of the created CO2 ice are likely 

the result of different formation conditions.  These 

texture variations occur as the CO2 gas pressure drops 

with time and the temperature increases as the ice 

surface increases in distance from the plate. 

Figure 2 Annealing of fractures on transparent CO2 ice. 

Orange: areas of healed fractures; blue: area of new 

fractures. Time interval between pictures is 2 seconds 

Further steps: We continue to improve the setup to 

better approximate Martian conditions and monitor 

temperature and pressure. The improvements include 

more precise gas independent pressure measurement, 

automated CO2 gas flow control for creating precise 

constant pressure, temperature regulation in the form 

of a cooling shroud and platen system to reduce 

temperature gradients by cooling the gas above the 

forming ice. These would allow a slow-rate ice 

accumulation at larger thicknesses. A further step is to 

incorporate UV and IR spectrometers to record the 

surface reflectance of the ice, since there are gaps in 

laboratory measurements of spectral characteristics of 

CO2 ice [11]. One of our main goals is conducting a 

quantitative analysis of the behavior of the CO2 ice 

under various insolation conditions, which could shed 

light on some current phenomena on Mars, such as the 

possible differences between visibly dark and bright 

CO2 ice areas, as well as the relationship between the 

formation and persistence of the ice and its albedo. 

Acknowledgements: We thank Adrianna van 

Brennen for her work in assembling the experimental 

system, which made this work possible. 
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Figure 3  CO2 ice crystals described by [9] form and then 

are covered by frost growth. Time interval: 22 seconds
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Figure 1: Retrieved temperature profiles from 

MCS observations in the south polar region on the 

nighttime (left) and daytime (right) parts of the 

MRO orbit between 90°S and 85°S in Mars Year 

33. The dashed line indicates the CO2 frost point. 

INTERHEMISPHERIC DIFFERENCES IN CO2 SUPERSATURATION AND CO2 GAS DEPLETION IN 

MARS’ POLAR WINTER ATMOSPHERE FROM MARS CLIMATE SOUNDER OBSERVATIONS. 

A. Kleinböhl1, D. M. Kass1, S. Piqueux1, P. O. Hayne2, and K. Noguchi3, 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California In-

stitute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 2Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of Colorado, 

Boulder, CO, 3Nara Women’s University, Nara, Japan. (Armin.Kleinboehl@jpl.nasa.gov) 

 

 

 

Introduction:  Temperatures in the martian lower 

atmosphere commonly reach the frost point of CO2 in 

polar winter conditions [1,2]. Temperature retrievals 

using data from the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) re-

veal that temperatures in the south winter polar region 

repeatedly drop several K below the frost point of CO2. 

In contrast, temperatures in the north polar winter re-

gion tend to be very close to the CO2 frost point. Tem-

peratures below the CO2 frost point indicate supersatu-

ration of the atmosphere with respect ot CO2. This can 

occur due to a lack of condensation nuclei, or due to 

condensation nuclei being very small, leading to large 

contact angles and low nucleation efficiencies [3]. De-

pressed temperatures in polar winter can be caused by 

the removal of CO2 from the atmosphere through con-

densation, resulting in an atmosphere that is depleted in 

gaseous CO2 and enhanced in non-condensables like 

N2 and Ar. The reduced CO2 mixing ratio reduces the 

condensation temperature and requires a colder atmos-

pehre for a given degree of supersaturation. We evalu-

ate differences in the temperature structure between the 

north and south polar winter atmospheres with respect 

to CO2 supersaturation and CO2 gas depletion. 

MCS Instrument and Retrievals:  The Mars Cli-

mate Sounder [6] is a passive infrared radiometer 

onboard Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), which 

views the martian atmosphere in limb and on-planet 

geometries. It has five mid-infrared, three far infrared, 

and one broadband visible/near-infrared channels. 

Each spectral channel uses a linear detector array con-

sisting of 21 elements, which provides -10 to 90 km 

altitude coverage with 5 km vertical sampling when 

pointed at the Mars limb. 

Profile retrievals from MCS radiance measurements 

use a modified Chahine method together with a Curtis-

Godson approximation in the radiative transfer [7] and 

employ a single-scattering approximation to account 

for scattering in the limb radiative transfer [8]. 

This study is enabled by retrievals with a 2D radia-

tive transfer scheme for orbital limb emission meas-

urements in the infrared [9], which describes horizontal 

gradients using consecutive limb measurements by 

MCS in the forward direction along the orbit track. The 

lines-of-sight of these limb views overlap significantly, 

allowing the characterization of horizontal gradients 

for a particular measurement through information from 

its neighboring measurements.  

Retrievals of temperature use the MCS mid-

infrared channels A1, A2, and A3 that cover frequen-

cies within the 15 μm gaseous absorption band of CO2. 

Aerosol extinction retrievals are based on limb meas-

urements in channel A4, centered on a water ice ab-

sorption feature at 12 μm, and channel A5, covering an 

absorption feature of Mars dust around 22 μm. We 

note that channel A5 is also sensitive to CO2 ice occur-

ring in the lower atmosphere of the winter polar re-

gions. Atmospheric CO2 ice in these regions is charac-

terized by large particle sizes, leading to an extinction 

spectrum that is comparatively flat over a large range 

of infrared wavelengths [10]. For this analysis dust 

spectroscopic parameters are used [8]. Comparisons 

indicate that the use of dust vs. CO2 ice spectroscopic 

parameters has virtually no influence on the result of 

the temperature retrieval. 

Results:  Figure 1 shows examples of profile re-

trievals of temperature in the core of the southern polar 

vortex at Ls=130°-135°. Temperatures at pressures 

over ~20 Pa (below ~20 km altitude) are consistently 

below the CO2 frost point calculated for a 95% mixing 

ratio of CO2 (black dashed line). On average the tem-

perature profiles in the lower atmosphere parallel the 

frost point with a separation of about 4 K. 

Figure 2 shows the temperature development in the 

south polar region over the course of the winter. The 

temperature rapidly drops below the CO2 frost point. 

Aerosol measurements suggest that CO2 ice forms al-
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Figure 2: Averages of retrieved temperatures with 

respect the CO2 frost point (top), carbon dioxide 

ice extinction (retrieved as dust extinction, center) 

and water ice extinction (bottom) vs. Ls from MCS 

measurements at a pressure level of 82 Pa (~12 km 

altitude) between 90°S and 85°S in Mars Year 33. 

Colors indicate measurements on the nightside 

(blue) and dayside (red) parts of the orbit. 

Figure 3: As in Figure 2 but between 85°N and 

90°N in Mars Year 32. 

most immediately at the beginning of the winter, likely 

aided by water ice as condensation nuclei, which is 

present at extinction levels around 10-3 km-1. The tem-

perature depression below the frost point is about 4 K 

at the beginning of the winter. It is unlikely that wide-

spread depletion of CO2 has taken place already at the 

beginning of the winter, suggesting that the tempera-

ture effect is caused by supersaturation. The observed 

temperature depression corresponds to a supersatura-

tions in the order of 1.8. This is somewhat higher than 

suggested by model calculations and laboratory meas-

urements [11,12] but in family with reanalyses of radio 

science temperature measurements [13]. 

Towards the end of the winter the temperature dips 

up to ~5 K below the frost point. After Ls=160° only 

little CO2 ice opacity is observed anymore (Figure 2). 

We assume that part of this temperature depression is 

caused by the depletion of CO2 gas due to CO2 frost 

formation on the surface [14] and CO2 ice formation in 

the atmosphere followed by sedimentation. It is unlike-

ly that the temperature depression is solely caused by 

this effect as this would suggest unrealistically low CO2 

mixing ratios in comparison to previous measurements 

[4,5]. Assuming a supersaturation at the same levels as 

observed in the beginning of the winter, the observed 

additional temperature depression can be explained by 

CO2 depletion corresponding to about a six-fold en-

hancement in N2 and Ar, in family with the enhance-

ment derived from γ-ray spectroscopy [4,5]. 

Figure 3 shows the same information as Figure 2 

but for the north polar winter in Mars Year 33. In con-

trast to the south polar region, temperatures in the north 

stay very close to the CO2 frost point, and only dip 

below by 1-2 K towards the end of the winter. This 

indicates that neither widespread supersaturation nor 

CO2 depletion of significant magnitude were present, 

suggesting that the polar vortex in the north is less iso-

lated than in the south. Water ice extinctions in the 

north polar region are with 2-310-3 km-1 somewhat 

higher than in the south. The higher availability of wa-

ter ice particles as condensation nuclei likely contrib-

utes to the lack of supersaturation in the north polar 

region. In terms of CO2 depletion, the observed behav-

ior is consistent with results from γ-ray spectroscopy, 

which finds little enhancement of non-condensables at 

northern high latitudes [4,5]. 
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MICROMORPHOLOGY OF RELIC  TERRESTRIAL PATTERNED GROUND AS A MARS ANALOG
J.P. Knightly1, J. Tullis1, J. Dixon1, V.F. Chevrier1,  1Space and Planetary Sciences, University of Arkansas, 1 Uni-
versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701, jknightl@uark.edu

Introduction: Patterned ground and polygonal fea-
tures  identified across  the  Martian  mid-  to  high-lati-
tudes share similarities in surface and subsurface mor-
phology to terrestrial patterned ground [1, 2, 3]. While
subsurface water ice was detected by Phoenix, freeze-
thaw processes as seen on Earth were not observed. It
has been  hypothesized that under  a  warmer environ-
ment  during  periods  of  high  obliquity,  freeze-thaw
may be possible, which carries important implications
regarding the nature of liquid water on Mars in the re-
cent past [4, 5, 6]. Thermal contraction is thought to be
possible  under  present  Mars  surface  conditions,  al-
though there are few accessible terrestrial analogs [7]. 

Determining  if  patterned  ground  on  Mars  is
presently active or relic will help to constrain the dom-
inant formation mechanism. This can be accomplished
in part by working with existing HiRISE data in con-
junction with terrestrial  photogrammetry of  patterned
ground, incorporating both active and relic sites with-
out present-day active layers. 

Description: Two field sites were selected to study
the  micromorphological  characteristics  of  relic  pat-
terned  ground:  a  previously  characterized  relic  pat-
terned ground site in the Uinta Mountains in Utah [8]
and an uncharacterized patterned ground site located in
the Westfjords of Iceland (Fig. 1). 

The  genesis  of  hummocky  patterned  ground  in
Utah  is  estimated  to  have  occurred  during  the  Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM) [8]. The selected survey lo-
cations are in an alpine tundra on a 3720 m elevation
plateau that was surrounded by valley glaciers but re-
mained  ice-free  during  the  LGM.  While  alpine  per-
mafrost is predicted to exist in the Uinta Mountains to-
day, none has been observed at the site. 

Alpine patterned ground in the Westfjords consists
of sorted circles and hummocky terrain at 600 m eleva-
tion. In-situ measurements revealed a similar tempera-
ture profile as observed in the Utah patterned ground
(Table 1). As with the Utah site, patterned ground in
the Westfjords is situated on a mountain plateau that
would have been surrounded but not covered by valley
glaciers during the LGM. The subarctic location, pres-
ence of  nearby  active patterned ground at  elevations
above 800-900 m [9], and the proximity of the site to
the Drangajökull ice cap 60 km away suggests that the
relative inactivity of the site is a more recent condition.

A DJI MavicPro unmanned aerial  vehicle (UAV)
was used to rapidly image each site at altitudes ranging
from  7.6  to  85  m  above  ground  surface  along  pro-
grammed  transects.  A  series  of  7  flights  were  con-

ducted at  different  locations across the Uinta Moun-
tains  site  and  14  flights  were  conducted  across  the
Westfjords site. Flight locations were chosen to collect
a  representative  sample  of  the  types  of  patterned
ground observed at each site. 

Agisoft  Metashape/PhotoScan  was  then  used  to
generate  orthoimagery  and  digital  terrain  models
(DTM) that were imported into ESRI ArcGIS and used
to  further  characterize  the  micromophology  of  each
site. Results were compared to DTM’s of the Phoenix
landing site to make predictions regarding the present
activity of Martian patterned ground.

Figure  1:  UAS-acquired  orthoimagery  of  patterned
ground in (a) Iceland, (b) Utah, and (c) HiRISE image of pat-
terned ground at Phoenix landing site.

Table 1: Selected characteristics of patterned ground in
Iceland, Utah, and the Phoenix landing site. Characteristics
of active patterned ground on Devon Island [10] for refer-
ence.

Results:  The  micromorphology of  terrestrial  and
Martian patterned ground sites were compared by ex-
amining their  average dimensions,  slope,  aspect,  and
surface roughness.  Slope and aspect were derived us-
ing the respective spatial analyst tools in ArcGIS. Sur-
face roughness was derived by calculating the standard
deviation of height in the raster DTM for each site. 

Selected physical characteristics are detailed in Ta-
ble 1. The average slope of the Iceland and Utah sites

 a  c

 b

Patterned Ground Characteristics

Site Sorting

NA 5.47 9.11

NA 4.37 70.6

23.54

NA 50.67

NA = Not available or not applicable

Depth to 
Water Ice (m)

0.5m 
Temp 
(°C)

Avg. Feature 
Area (m2)

Westfjords, 
Iceland

Well 
sorted

Uinta Mountains, 
Utah

Poorly 
sorted

Devon Island, 
Canada

0.610 1.2510 Well 
sorted

Phoenix Landing 
Site

0.053 Well 
sorted
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are similar at around 16 degrees and the Phoenix land-
ing site has an average slope of 2 degrees. The aspect
of all sites lies between 183-199 degrees (to the south-
southwest),  demonstrating a strong solar influence in
patterned ground evolution among all possible modes
of formation. Surface roughness is tabulated in Table 2
and visualized in Fig. 2. The surface roughness across
all sites averages between 1.0x10-4 m and 2.0x10-4  m,
with  the  Phoenix  landing  site  trending  closer  to  the
roughness of the Utah site.

Table 2: Summary of surface roughness of height in me-
ters  between  relic  terrestrial  patterned  ground  and  the
Phoenix landing site.

Discussion: The  work  conducted  through  this
scope is the first step in developing a litmus test that
can determine patterned ground activity using morpho-
logical  indicators  derived  from  existing  and  future
HiRISE imagery in tandem with higher resolution ter-
restrial  data  collected via UAV of  previously under-
studied relic sites. The collection of very high resolu-
tion terrestrial datasets allows for the establishment of
baseline  metrics  across  the  spectrum  of  patterned
ground types. These terrestrial baselines can be com-
pared to  lower resolution HiRISE data by converting
terrestrial data to spatial resolutions that better corre-
late with HiRISE products from which predictions can
be made regarding Martian patterned ground. 

The results suggest there are some similarities be-
tween  terrestrial  relic  patterned  ground  and  the
Phoenix landing site, however a larger survey of sites
is needed. In order for this litmus test to be the most ef-
fective, additional field work will be conducted at ter-
restrial field sites where permafrost and seasonal active
layers  are  present.  Although  they  are  remote,  sites
where thermal contraction is possible are desirable in
the long term.
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GCM SIMULATIONS OF THE MARTIAN WINTER POLAR ATMOSPHERE AND CO2 SNOWFALLS: 

DEPENDENCE OF HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION AND RADIATIVE EFFECTS OF CO2 ICE CLOUDS. 

T. Kuroda1, 1Department of Geophysics, Tohoku University (6-3 Aramaki-aza-Aoba, Aoba, Sendai 980-8578 Japan,
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Introduction: In the winter polar atmosphere of 

Mars, the warming of upper atmosphere occurs due to 

the adiabatic heading enhanced by the Hadley cell 

[1,2]. With a solstitial global dust storm, the warming 

becomes even stronger [3]. Also, the seasonal CO2 

polar cap is formed by the CO2 ice particles which are 

formed in the atmosphere and falls on the surface, as 

well as the CO2 ice condensed directly on the surface. 

We have reproduced that the CO2 snowfalls in north-

ern winter polar atmosphere were strongly modulated 

by the cold phases of transient baroclinic waves, mak-

ing the snowfalls rather periodic, and also that the ac-

cumulation of the snowfalls had spatial dependences 

using a Mars Global Climate Model (MGCM) [4]. In 

this presentation, further MGCM investigations about 

the properties of the winter polar atmosphere and CO2 

snowfalls on Mars, especially about the dependence of 

horizontal resolution and radiative effects of CO2 ice 

clouds, will be shown. 

Model description: The DRAMATIC (Dynamics, 

RAdiation, MAterial Transport and their mutual Inter-

aCtions) MGCM used in this study has been developed 

on the dynamical core of CCSR/NIES/FRCGC 

MIROC with a spectral solver for the three-

dimensional primitive equations [5]. For the applica-

tion to Mars, radiative effects of gaseous CO2 and air-

borne dust has been implemented as well as realistic 

surface parameters (topography, albedo, thermal iner-

tia and roughness) [6].  

A simple scheme representing the formation and 

sedimentation of CO2 ice clouds has been implemented 

into the MGCM, in which we assume the particle size 

of CO2 ice clouds to be ~50 μm near the surface [4]. 

The formed clouds can be transported also by advec-

tion. The definition of the spatial dust distribution is 

based on the MY26 dust scenario [7] and traditional 

assumption of vertical profile [8]. The non-LTE effect 

is not considered in the radiative effects of CO2 mole-

cules. 

Three kinds of horizontal resolution are set for the 

MGCM simulation; T21 (or 5.6° × 5.6° grid interval), 

T63 (1.9° × 1.9°) and T106 (1.1° × 1.1°). The vertical 

grid consists of 53 σ-levels with the top of the model at 

~90 km.  

Sensitivity of the horizontal resolution: Figure 1 

shows the 30-sols (Ls=270°-289°)-averaged zonal-

mean temperature and CO2 ice cloud mixing ratio for 

T21, T63 and T106 simulations. As seen, the polar 

warming becomes stronger with higher resolution, due 

to the enhancement of northward wind velocity by the 

resolved gravity waves in the model [9]. The distribu-

tions of the mean amount of CO2 ice clouds differ be-

tween T21 and T63, while they are similar between 

T63 and T106, possibly due to the change of the mean 

structure of temperature. Note that the quantitative 

cloud amount in the upper atmosphere might not real-

istic because the model does not include a non-LTE 

parameterization of the cooling by CO2 molecules, 

which should result in the overestimation of cooling. 

Figure 1: Latitude-altitude cross-sections of zonal-

mean temperature (in K, contour) and mixing ratio of 

CO2 ice clouds (in ppm of mass, shades) averaged in 

Ls=270°-289° (30 sols) for (a) T21, (b) T63 and (c) 

T106 simulations. 

Figure 2 shows the north polar projections of mean 

CO2 ice cloud mixing ratio at 50 Pa (~25 km altitude) 

and accumulation rate of surface CO2 ice in winter (for 

the same period as in Figure 1). Signals of CO2 ice 

clouds are seen only in the north of ~70°N, while the 

CO2 ice accumulation is seen in the north of ~55°N, 

which shows that the formation of seasonal CO2 ice 

cap in 55°-70°N is mostly due to the direct condensa-

tion on the surface. The amount of CO2 ice clouds and 

surface CO2 ice accumulation are larger in T21, in 

comparison with T63 and T106 simulations. In the 

polar atmosphere the kinetic and potential energy due 

to the harmonics of total wavenumber 21≤s≤60, which 

are resolved in T63 but not resolved in T21, tend to 

dominate [10]. It is a possible reason for the discrep-

ancy, and further investigations about the effects of 

those harmonics would be shown in the presentation.  

In the T63 and T106 simulations, the distribution 

of mean CO2 ice clouds at 50 Pa has the structure of 
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zonal wavenumber 1 with the peak of ~120°E (as indi-

cated also in Fig.2a of [4]). The peak longitudes of the 

surface accumulation differ from that, possibly due to 

the vertical differences of peak temperature induced by 

stationary planetary waves (see also Fig.3 of [4]). The 

simulated structures in T63 and T106 are similar, but 

T106 reproduces also smaller features. In the presenta-

tion, results of the southern winter polar region and 

comparisons with those of the northern polar region 

(displayed here) will also be shown.  

Figure 2: Polar projections (0° longitude at the bottom) 

of CO2 ice distributions for the northern polar region 

averaged in Ls=270°-289° (30 sols). The left (a,d), 

center (b,e) and right (c,f) columns show the results of 

T21, T63 and T106 simulations, respectively. Shades 

represent (a-c) the mixing ratio of CO2 ice clouds (in 

ppm of mass) and (d-f) the accumulation rate of sur-

face CO2 ice (in kg m-2 sol-1). Dotted contours repre-

sent the topography. The edge latitudes of the plots are 

60°N for (a-c) and 40°N for (d-f). 

Sensitivity of the radiative effects of CO2 ice 

clouds: Figure 3 shows the preliminary results of the 

longitude-altitude cross-sections of 3-sols-averaged 

temperature and CO2 ice cloud mixing ratio at ~80°N 

and Ls~280° in T21, comparing between the results of 

radiatively-passive and active CO2 ice clouds. The 

refractive index of CO2 ice clouds is taken from [11] 

for the radiatively-active calculation. Note that only 

the infrared radiation should be effective because of 

the polar night. 

As seen, with the radiatively-active clouds, the at-

mospheric temperature decreases in a few Kelvins, and 

correspondingly the cloud thickness becomes ~10 

times larger than the radiatively-passive cloud case. 

Note that the results are still preliminary, so further 

investigations and updated results would be shown in 

the presentation. 

(a)

(b) 

Figure 3: Longitude-altitude cross-sections of 3-sols-

averaged temperature (in K, contour) and mass mixing 

ratio of CO2 ice clouds (shades) at ~80°N and Ls~280° 

with T21 horizontal resolution, for (a) radiatively-

passive and (b) radiatively-active CO2 ice clouds. 
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Introduction:  The North Polar Layered Deposits 

(NPLD) are a formation of nearly pure water ice layers 
[1] up to 2 km thick and 1000 km across roughly cen-
tered on the north pole of Mars, in the Planum Boreum 
region.  Although their precise age is unknown, it is 
likely no more than four million years old based on or-
bitally forced climate models [2, 3]. In addition to lay-
ering visible in outcrop imagery, the Shallow Radar 
(SHARAD) instrument on the Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter (MRO) has detected many subparallel reflectors 
within the NPLD [4]. Reflectors are organized into four 
groups or “packets,” separated by reflection-free zones. 
The exact source of these reflectors is a matter of debate, 
but they are generally thought to result from variations 
in dust content with depth [4, 5]. Previous work linked 
layers and reflectors to orbitally-forced insolation cy-
cles, implying that reflectors could act as a climate 
proxy for late Amazonian Mars [6, 7, 8, 9]. 

One hypothesis for the source of radar reflectors is 
that they are caused by the so-called “marker beds” 
identified in outcrop stratigraphy [8, 10]. Marker beds 
are thin layers characterized primarily by their relative 
resistance to erosion, which implies that they have a dif-
ferent composition than the surrounding ice. Previous 
research has failed to conclusively link specific marker 
beds to radar reflectors, but has shown that some genetic 
link is likely [10].  

By assuming SHARAD reflectors are caused by an 
enhancement in dust content within marker bed layers, 
Lalich et al. [11] were able to use reflectivity measure-
ments to place constraints on layer composition. How-
ever, they were forced to make a number of simplifying 
assumptions and limited their analysis to ten small study 
sites around the NPLD. In this work we seek to extend 
that analysis through a combination of more extensive 
reflector mapping, the consideration of other types of 
reflector-causing stratigraphy, and the application of re-
cently developed SHARAD processing techniques. 

Data and Study Area: Radar data were acquired 
using the SHARAD instrument on MRO. SHARAD is 
an orbital radar sounder that uses an 85 μs chirped pulse 
centered at 20 MHz with a 10 MHz bandwidth. 
SHARAD has a cross-track resolution of 3-6 km and an 
along-track resolution of 0.3-1 km achieved using syn-
thetic aperture processing [12]. It has a nominal range 
resolution of 8.4 meters in water ice.  

In addition to standard radargrams, we also make 
use of data produced using a processing technique 
known as “super resolution,” which has recently been 

adapted for SHARAD [13]. Combined with targeted in-
terference suppression, we are able to enhance the range 
resolution of SHARAD by a factor of three, and in-
crease the signal-to-noise ratio by ~3 dB [13]. Previ-
ously, uncertainty in subsurface layer thickness hin-
dered efforts to use SHARAD reflectivity as a proxy for 
ice composition [11], and analysis of “split chirp” radar-
grams suggested that what appeared as single reflectors 
in SHARAD data might instead be the result of multiple 
thin layers [14]. Using super resolution radargrams, we 
can place tighter constraints on layer thickness and more 
accurately discriminate between individual reflectors, 
dramatically increasing our ability to interpret reflectiv-
ity measurements. 

For this work we have selected the “saddle region” 
of the NPLD as our study area. The region’s flat topog-
raphy virtually eliminates lateral clutter which can 
sometimes make SHARAD radargrams difficult to in-
terpret. Our selection also facilitates comparisons to 
previous studies, which also focused on the saddle re-
gion [11, 15]. Unlike those previous studies, we aim to 
extend our analysis beyond the top packet of reflectors 
(~500 m depth) and therefore explore a longer period of 
time.  

 

 
Figure 1: Top: Standard SHARAD radargram over the saddle 
region. Bottom: Same observation with super resolution pro-
cessing.  
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Measuring SHARAD Reflectivity:  Reflectivity 

for each mapped reflector is measured using a modified 
version of the method from Lauro et al. [16]. Assuming 
equal surface and subsurface roughness and negligible 
slope, reflectivity can be calculated using the ratio of the 
power reflected by a subsurface reflector (Pss) to the 
power reflected at the surface (Ps): 

 

R"" =
$%%
$%

&%'()*+

(-.&%)(
              (1) 

 
Where Rs is the surface reflectivity, δ is the loss 

tangent, k is the wavenumber, and z is the depth to the 
subsurface reflector. In keeping with previous work 
[11], surface reflectivity is not assumed to be constant 
over the mapped area. Instead, we will use a previously 
generated map of SHARAD surface reflectivity to de-
termine the local surface reflectivity at each radargram 
trace [17]. For δ we adopt the bulk value calculated by 
Grima et al. [1]. 

Using Reflectivity to Constrain Composition: To 
first order, the radar reflectivity of a material is depend-
ent on its permittivity. In practice, however, SHARAD 
is not able to resolve individual layer interfaces, and 
thus observed reflectivity is also dependent on layer 
thickness and/or the total number of layers responsible 
for a single resolvable reflector. In order to use 
SHARAD to estimate layer composition, Lalich et al. 
[11] assumed that reflectors were caused by single 
marker beds, modeled reflectivity as a function of 
marker bed thickness and dust content, and then com-
pared measured reflectivities to their model. We will 
follow the same basic procedure for this study. How-
ever, while there is some evidence linking marker beds 
and SHARAD reflectors, it is still possible that at least 
some reflectors are caused by multiple layers too thin to 
resolve even using super resolution processing [14]. 

To account for this, we will use a new model for es-
timating subsurface reflectivity (and thus composition) 
that allows for multi-layer scenarios [18]. While it 
would normally be unrealistic to consider every possi-
ble permutation of reflector-causing layer sets, the super 
resolution data discussed earlier will allow us to limit 
the likely scenarios to a manageable number. 

Future Work: While the saddle region makes for an 
ideal first study area, reflectivity can vary substantially 
over the NPLD [11, 15]. In the future, expanded radar 
mapping could help disentangle the effects of local and 
mesoscale climate conditions from the global signal pre-
sent in the polar cap. Layered ice deposits are also pre-
sent outside the PLD themselves, notably in Korolev 
crater. Similar reflectivity analyses of these deposits 

could reveal much about the Martian polar and global 
climate systems. 

Integrating radar and visible stratigraphy could also 
enhance scientific returns from each dataset. Previous 
efforts to match reflectors with specific outcrop layers 
were unsuccessful [10], but it is possible that a similar 
effort may yield better results with the advent of super 
resolution processing.  
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Introduction:  Mars’ Polar Layered Deposits 
(PLDs) contain tantalizing clues to deciphering Mars’ 
climate history. Previous studies have detected recur-
ring patterns in the alternating layers of ice and dust 
[e.g., 1, 2] and made estimates of the accumulation 
rates required to replicate them [e.g., 3, 4]. Orbital 
data from several Mars years have made significant 
progress in constraining the inter-annual variations in 
the seasonal CO2 ice and other key controls on the 
mass balance of the PLDs [e.g., 5]. From thermal 
modeling and martian obliquity models, it appears 
unlikely that the current North PLD (NPLD) could 
have survived beyond 5 Myr before the present [6-8], 
though crater age estimates for the South PLD  
(SPLD) surface are >>5 Myr [9-11].   

Multiple lines of evidence indicate the SPLD 
formed in large depositional events with long erosion-
al hiatuses. These include stratigraphic relationships 
from geologic mapping [12] and scarp protrusion 
analysis [13], and the higher bulk dust content than 
the NPLD, as inferred from gravity [14]. Characteriz-
ing the upper meters of the SPLD will help determine 
the depth and composition of the SPLD sublimation 
lag, and therefore the length of the SPLD’s current 
accumulation hiatus (and support the orders of magni-
tude older surface age than the NPLD).  

We report inferred SPLD surface properties from 
an observed new impact crater, ~18 m in diameter, 
detected between Context Camera (CTX) observa-
tions acquired in July and September 2018 at ~81.5º 
S, 41º E. We infer a minimum ~3 m deep buried sub-
limation lag deposit at this location.   

SPLD impact crater features:  While the detec-
tion of dated (e.g., a before and after impact image, 
usually from CTX, constraining the formation time) 
impact events has been common in the dusty regions 
of Mars [15, 16], this is the first documented detection 
of a new, dated impact on the SPLD. This ~18 m im-
pact was imaged by HiRISE in October 2018 (Figure 
1) after detection by CTX in September.  

The first HiRISE observation of the crater oc-
curred while CO2 frost was still present (Figure 1, left 
panel). Lighter patches can be seen adjacent to dark 
ejecta which could be caused by ejecta material 
scouring the surface. Overall, the crater ejecta resem-
bles that of impacts into ice-free targets in the equato-
rial regions of Mars [16-18].   

 
Figure 1. The ~18m diameter new impact crater in two 
HiRISE images (ESP_057152_0985 & ESP_057970_0985), 
one with (left) and without (right) seasonal frost coverage.  

The PLDs are ice-rich, and at a temperature where 
the effective yield strength may cause systematically 
larger diameter craters compared to impacts into only 
lithic material [e.g., 19].  The ~18 m diameter of this 
crater is within range of the diameters of ice-exposing 
mid-latitude craters (~2-24 m individual craters) [17] 
and new, dated craters (~2-34 m) [18]. While there is 
only one current example, the dated SPLD impact 
diameter is not significantly larger than others into 
lithic targets and does yet indicate that the SPLD tar-
get strength varies dramatically from the mid-latitudes 
regions of Mars.  

 The elevation profiles from a HiRISE digital ter-
rain model (DTM) (Figure 2) show that this crater has 
a simple bowl-shape, and lacks topographic features 
suggestive of an effective strength difference in the 
upper few meters of the surface [e.g., 20]. The crater 
has a depth-to-diameter ratio (d/D) of ~0.15-0.18. The 
mean d/D of dated impacts (all primary craters or 
primary crater clusters) into lithic targets is ~0.23, 
with a large range [18]. Daubar et al. [18] calculated 
the maximum d/D ratio for a parabolic crater with 
walls at a dynamic angle of repose of ~35º would be 
~0.175. The new SPLD impact d/D ratio and interior 
morphology are consistent with a primary impact 
crater into single effective strength target.  

Persistent dark ejecta and implications for 
grain size: Even after the surrounding terrain had 
defrosted (Figure 1), the inner, continuous ejecta of 
this crater remained dark compared to the defrosted 
SPLD surface. This could be caused by a grain size 
difference between the ejecta blanket and the sur-
rounding terrain. While other factors like surface 
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roughness or compaction could contribute to this, here 
we primarily explore grain size as a cause.  

In order to estimate the grain size difference be-
tween ejecta and surroundings, we first calculated an 
average I/F value from the HiRISE images in repre-
sentative sections of the dark ejecta and surrounding, 
unaffected SPLD surface (Figure 3). To interpret 
these I/F results in terms of grain size, we used a radi-
ative transfer model from [21], optical constants for 
Mars dust from [22] and Mie scattering theory. We 
assume the particle size-distribution follows a modi-
fied gamma distribution [23]. The model I/F vs. mode 
radius is plotted in Figure 3.  In order to replicate the 
differences in  measured I/F, the ejecta would have to 
contain slightly larger dust particles than the sur-
rounding defrosted SPLD surface. This suggests that 
larger-grained dust was preferentially preserved, pos-
sibly as smaller particles were removed by winds.  

 
Figure 2. a) The HiRISE DTM (north is up) and b) depth 
profiles showing the calculated depth/diameter ratio for the 
new, dated SPLD impact. 

Could there have been water ice in the ejecta 
blanket?: We know that the bulk PLD are rich in 
water ice, the ice stability models indicates it should 
be present at shallow depths near the poles [e.g., 24]. 
Though early summer color images show a small, 
bluer area, this crater does not have a bright ejecta 
blanket like those at mid-latitudes [17]. We estimated 
the water sublimation rate to determine if a water ice 
ejecta layer could have sublimated between crater 

formation and imaging by CTX (max. ~2 months) and 
HiRISE (max. ~3 months). During this time, CO2 frost 
was present and likely fixed the surface temperature 
at ~150 K. A maximum of ~50-80 !m m-2 of water ice 
could have sublimated before the crater was imaged 
by CTX and HiRISE. Therefore, sublimation would 
have only effectively removed little water ice from 
the ejecta.  

We will refine these estimates using Mars Climate 
Sounder (MCS) data and estimate the resulting 
ice/regolith mixing ratio for the upper few meters of 
the SPLD. Regardless of uncertainties in this sublima-
tion, however, this crater exposed far less water ice 
than those at the mid-latitudes [17].  

 
Figure 3. I/F calculated in the HiRISE red filter wavelength 
range for different particle sizes. Statistical uncertainties in 
the I/F measurement are small compared to uncertainties in 
the model, and are smaller than the symbols plotted above.  
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE POLAR CAPS OF MARS BY OMEGA/MEX IN THE VISIBLE RANGE.   
Y. Langevin1 and B. Gondet1, 1 Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale, Univ. Paris Saclay / CNRS (yves.langevin@ias.u-
psud.fr) 

 
Introduction:  The OMEGA imaging spectrometer 

on board Mars Express has been observing the Martian 
surface and atmosphere since January 2004. The 
observations so far cover 16 years, more than 8 
Martian years. Observations of polar caps can only be 
performed by OMEGA when the sun is high enough 
above the horizon, during local spring and summer. 
The orbit of Mars Express is highly elliptical (300 km 
x 10500 km), with a precession motion of the line 
apsides by 360° every 1.6 years. The local time 
decreases by ~ 1 hour / month due to the combined 
effects orbit plane precession and Mars orbital motion. 
Contrary to sun-synchronous orbiters (e.g. MRO), this 
means that observations at the same Ls for successive 
Martian years are obtained at quite different spatial 
resolutions (from 300 m to 11 km/pixel) and local 
times (secondary to Ls for lighting at high latitudes). 
 
The OMEGA image cubes initially covered a 
wavelength range from 0.37 µm to 5.09 µm with three 
channels: “VIS” channel (96 spectral bands from 0.36 
- 1.05 µm); “C” channel (128 spectral bands from 0.93 
µm - 2.7 µm); “L” channel (128 spectral bands from 
2.53 µm - 5.09 µm). The “C” and “L” channels rely on 
a cryo-cooler for bringing the temperature of the 
detector down to its operational range (~ 80 K). The 
“C” cooler became non-operational in June 2010, far 
beyond its expected lifetime. In January 2016, 
functional issues were encountered when operating the 
“L” channel, so that most recent OMEGA observations 
have been implemented with the “VIS” channel alone.   

 
Fig. 1: signatures of H2O frost and CO2 ice observed 
by OMEGA in 2010 with the “C” and “L” channel. 

Evolution of instrumental capabilities: The three 
successive configurations of OMEGA (all three 
channels until June 2010, then “VIS” + “L” until 
January 2016 then “VIS”) have a major impact on the 
capability for identifying ice-covered areas, for 
discriminating between CO2 ice and H2O ice and for 
obtaining information on particle size. As shown in 
Fig. 1, CO2 ice and H2O ice present major absorption 
bands in the “C” and “L” channels (contrary to the 
“VIS” channel). One can still rely on “VIS” albedo for 
identifying ice-covered areas as most have reflectance 
higher than 50%, to be compared to ~ 45% for dust-
covered areas. Observations of ice-covered areas with 
all three channels are available during more than 3 
Martian years, and seasonal cap processes are 
relatively stable from Martian year to Martian year. 
This made it possible to identify spectral ratios in the 
“VIS” range with diagnostic capabilities between 
bright dust, H2O ice and CO2 ice, in particular the ratio 
between 0.506 µm and 0.618 µm (see Fig. 2).  
 

 
Fig. 2 profiles of the 0.506 µm / 0.618 µm ratio across 
the south cap (dominated by CO2 ice) and North cap 
(dominated by H2O ice). Bluer regions correspond to 
ice covered regions as identified from absorption 
features in the “C” and “L” channels.  
  

Caution is however needed when using “VIS” 
spectral ratios as there can be a major impact of 
aerosols in this spectral range. Furthermore, one also 
needs to check for high albedo as dark terrains can be 
much bluer than dust-covered bright terrains. While 
the initial capabilities cannot be restored, an extended 
time coverage is of interest for investigating the 
stability of polar processes and the impact of specific 
global dust storms (2007, 2018) on polar processes. 
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Fig. 3, left: albedo at 1.3 µm (“C” channel) of the South seasonal cap shortly before the summer solstice in 2005 
(from [1]); center: albedo at 0.615 µm (“VIS” channel) in the same Ls range (266 -269°) in 2018; right: ratio 
0.508 µm / 0.618 µm (from redder to bluer) in 2018. Slight mismatches in overlap result from different incidences. 
 

Results: Retreat of the South seasonal cap;          
6 “VIS” cubes obtained from October 10 to October 
15, 2018 made it possible to obtain a near 
comprehensive map of “VIS” albedo and spectral 
slope shortly before the summer equinox with a 
resolution of 2.5 km/pixel. The center and right panels 
show the consistency between albedo and slope for 
identifying ice (CO2 ice in that Ls range). The extent of 
the south seasonal cap is remarkably similar to that 
observed at a higher resolution (1 km/pixel) in 2005 
(left panel) both for the main cap and for outliers, with 
a few minor discrepancies (e.g. more extended frost 
deposits in 2018 at 90°E and 120°E). This is of interest 
as the 2018 observations were obtained a few months 
after a major global dust storm, while there was no 
global dust storm in 2005. The last stages of the retreat 
are also quite similar in 2005 and 2018 (Fig. 4). The 
impact of such events in terms of high latitude dust 
deposition (which would promote sublimation) seems 
to be minimal.  

  

  
 
Fig. 4: last stages of the retreat (Ls 300-305°) in 2005 
(left, 1.3 µm) and in 2018 (right, 0.615 µm) 
 

Observations of the North perennial cap: cubes 
obtained from high altitude in December 2017 (Ls 
101°) provide extended coverage at low resolution (8 

km/pixel) shortly after the sublimation of seasonal 
frost. They demonstrate that combining albedo and 
slope information is required when dark terrains are 
present, as they are nearly as blue as large-grained 
water ice. The low albedo and reddish “VIS” spectral 
slope of the region at 60°E, 80° - 85° N indicates that 
it is significantly more contaminated by dust end of 
2017 than in 2005 ([2],[3]) 
 

  
 
Fig. 5: albedo at 0.615 µm (left) and “VIS” spectral 
slope of the North cap at Ls 101° end of 2017. 
 
      Conclusion: The “VIS” channel observations can 
be used for extending time coverage over more than 8 
Martian years, using earlier OMEGA observations 
with more extended spectral coverage for confirmation 
of the validity of the selected spectral criteria in the 
“VIS” range. Several 100 cubes are available per 
Martian year at N and S high latitudes, which make it 
is possible to compare evolutions with or without 
major dust storms. 
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PHLEGRA MONTES: CANDIDATE LANDING SITE WITH SHALLOW ICE FOR HUMAN 
EXPLORATION.  A.S. McEwen1 S.S. Sutton1, A.M. Bramson1, S. Byrne1, E.I. Petersen1, J.S. Levy2, M.P. 
Golombek3, N.R. Williams3, N.E. Putzig4 1LPL, Univ. Arizona, 2Colgate Univ., 3JPL, Caltech, 4PSI. 

 
Introduction:  Human exploration and settlement 

of Mars is of interest to SpaceX [1] as well as NASA, 
ESA, and CNSA (China). H2O is essential for drink-
ing, growing food, and producing oxygen and hydro-
gen, but avoiding polar regions is important to keep 
temperatures moderate and for solar power. 
MRO/HiRISE working with JPL has been imaging 
candidate landing sites for SpaceX. This effort is fo-
cused on the northern mid-latitudes because of low 
altitudes, the known presence of shallow ice down to 
39°N [2], and milder winters than the southern middle 
latitudes. Human Mars landers will likely target flat 
landing sites (slopes <5°) that are relatively free of 
large boulders and dust.   

Based on topographic data and HiRISE images, 
two regions stand out as most promising: Arcadia 
Planitia and Phlegra Montes (Fig. 1).  Arcadia Planitia 
is especially flat and has extensive apparently boul-
der-free areas. Phlegra Montes probably also has doz-
ens of acceptable areas (>200 m diameter) plus other 
advantages. In the Phlegra Montes there are Noachian 
and Hesperian terrains likely to provide diverse mate-
rials in addition to regolith and ice, and there are hills 
that provide north- and south-facing slopes.  Shallow 
ice is stable down to lower latitudes on pole-facing 
slopes [3], and surface temperatures are higher on 
equator-facing slopes. A landing site on a flat area 
near north- and south-facing slopes might be ideal.  

 
Figure 1.  Location map on color-coded altimetry 
from 20–60º N, 140–200º E. Yellow diamonds indicate 
ice-exposing impacts [2]. Locations of Figs. 3 and 4 
are marked with white stars. 
 

Geology of Phlegra Montes:  This 1,400 km long 
set of elevated features extends from 30-52° N and 
160-170° E. The large-scale topography is that of 
asymmetric linear-to-arcuate ridges interpreted as 
nine major and several minor thrust-fault structures 

[4]. The hills are heavily modified by glacial flow 
landforms, some of which have radar-sounding re-
turns interpreted as nearly pure ice under a debris 
layer [5–8]. The bedrock composition is poorly 
known because of Amazonian modification, but ba-
saltic compositions have been detected in nearby Ere-
bus Montes [9].  

 
Figure 2:  HRSC perspective view of a portion of 
southern Phlegra Montes.  ESA/DLR/FU Berlin. 
(http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2011/12/P
hlegra_Montes_in_perspective2 
 

Evidence for Shallow Ice:  Icy flow geomorphol-
gies are ubiquitous in Phlegra Montes [10] (Fig. 2).  
One location has been interpreted to have had over 1 
km ice thickness [11]. Remnant debris-covered glaci-
ers in the Phlegra Montes have been estimated to con-
tain tens to hundreds of km3 of ice today [12].  Inter-
pretation of eskers suggests wet-based glaciation oc-
curred in southern Phlegra Montes [13]. The mid-
latitude flow features are presently covered by at least 
a few meters and perhaps tens of meters of rocky de-
bris [14].  However, there are recent impact sites ex-
posing clean ice from <1 m depth near here [2], in-
cluding one example at 39.1°N latitude (Fig. 3). 
Thermokarst features in this region have been identi-
fied equatorward of 30N [15] and are also interpreted 
as contemporary presence of ice. A recent study [16] 
has found a high consistency of ice across the 
Phlegra-Arcadia area using various datasets. Ice-
exposing craters in the Phlegra-Arcadia region of 
Mars are typically found on terrain with ubiquitous 
polygonal pattern, few boulders and sometime near 
thermokarst landforms. Polygons of this size (£10 m) 
form by thermal contraction cracking of ice beneath a 
thin layer of regolith [17]. Our working hypothesis is 
that nearby terrains with ~10 m scale polygons, or 
thermokarst landforms, have shallow ice today.  
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Boulders:  The “Golombek rule” is that an ac-
ceptable landing site has zero boulders detected in 
full-resolution HiRISE images [18].  This rule is 
based on the fact that HiRISE boulder detection is 
complete at >1.5 m diameter, and given exponential 
extrapolation to 1-m diameter (typically 0.5 m high), 
even a single boulder detection could result in >1% 
chance of the lander failing due to a boulder.  The 
SpaceX Starship is a very different landing system 
from past NASA landers, and the tolerance for boul-
ders may differ, but are still best avoided.  

 
Figure 3: New ice-exposing impact crater cluster east 
of Phlegra Montes (HiRISE ESP_029467_2195). 

 
There are now >100 HiRISE images from 30-40° 

N and 160-166° E, about half at full resolution. (We 
are assuming that above 40°N is unacceptable due to 
low winter temperatures and the polar hood). Alt-
hough this is extremely sparse coverage (<5%), there 
are at least 7 images showing large areas (>200 m) 
with no boulders and with polygons that may indicate 
shallow ice (Fig. 4). These areas have moderate to 
moderately-low thermal inertia [19], high albedo [20], 
and a low dust cover index [21] suggesting near sur-
face materials are dominantly dry sandy soils with a 
thin coating of dust.  

Slopes: MOLA data indicates regional (35-km) 
slopes range from 0-20° over Phlegra Montes; rough-
ness mapping shows relatively low small-scale rough-
ness typical of the middle to high latitudes [22]. Po-
lygonal terrain at the Phoenix landing site is relatively 
smooth [17]. There are currently 5 good HiRISE ste-
reo pairs over promising locations (that appear flat 
and are nearly boulder free); at least one digital ter-
rain model (DTM) will be completed by the time of 
the conference.   

Future Data Needs:  Waiting for new impact 
events to confirm shallow ice at new sites from 30-
40° N could take decades.  A recent study [23] con-
cluded that Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar on 
a future Mars orbiter is needed to map the distribution 
of ice within the top few 10s of meters.  Additional 
HiRISE-class images are needed in potential landing 
sites, including stereo coverage. 

 
Figure 4. 300-m wide area with polygons and no re-
solved boulders, located at 38.7 N, 163.88 E.  A DTM 
will be produced here to determine small-scale slopes.  
Portion of ESP_035362_2190.   
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Introduction:  The Martian surface is host to a 

diverse array of surface features that are widely 

attributed to the sublimation of volatiles – either in the 

present day or recent geological past. Atmospheric 

conditions even in the coldest environments on Earth 

are orders of magnitude different to those on 

contemporary Mars. Additionally, many sublimation-

driven features on Mars are unlike anything seen on 

Earth. Therefore, understanding how sublimation drives 

the evolution of the Martian surface has until recently, 

relied heavily on remote-sensing and modelling efforts. 

A new advent of laboratory experiments have 

offered an empirical perspective on the formation of 

Mars polar features, by simulating all but acceleration 

due to gravity on Mars. However, scaling issues 

introduce limitations that necessitate a multi-faceted 

approach. We review the laboratory and field analog 

work conducted to date in relation to Martian 

sublimation features, planned future experiments and 

we invite discussion on how else our understanding of 

the evolution of the Martian surface might benefit from 

laboratory and field analog approaches used to date. In 

addition, we review potentially sublimation-driven 

features on other planetary bodies and invite discussion 

on whether we can use analogs on Mars or Earth as 

natural laboratories. 

 

Field Work:  We review Terrestrial field campaigns 

conducted to explore analog processes of a putatively 

sublimation-driven nature. For example; a series of field 

campaigns in Utah and Arizona conducted to investigate 

the Sliding CO2 Block Hypothesis in relation to linear 

dune gullies [1] were necessary to investigate whether 

sliding sublimating CO2 blocks could erode channel 

morphologies and deposit lateral levées. We also 

discuss analog-based research using Terrestrial gullies 

(e.g. [2-5]) which provide a resource to investigate wet-

based mass-wasting processes and highlight the need for 

Mars condition laboratory experiments to explore slope-

destabilising sublimation feature formation under 

Martian conditions, of which only few campaigns have 

begun to investigate [e.g. 6, 7]. 

Laboratory Experiments:  Laboratory 

experiments under Martian atmospheric pressure and 

polar temperature ranges have been integral to 

understanding the conditions under which active 

sublimation features on Mars form. For example, 

experiments investigating the nature of condensed ice 

morphologies are key to understanding the 

environments under which active dendritic troughs form 

in the present day on Mars [8]. Experiments simulating 

cryoventing under Mars conditions have provided a 

proof-of-concept of Kieffer’s Hypothesis for 

araneiform formation [9]. Experiments under Earth 

conditions have even allowed us to provide a rough 

estimate of how much linear dune gully pits should 

widen with a given volume block of CO2 [10]. 

Moreover, laboratory experiments under Mars 

conditions have revealed new exotic processes such as 

those instigated by metastable liquid water, which now 

must be considered in the context of Martian mass-

wasting features [11, 6]. 

 

Conclusion:  This abstract provides a non-

exhaustive summary of recent empirical studies of 

extant processes on Mars and the advances made by this 

work in our understanding of the contemporary 

modification of the Martian surface. We present 

proposed next-step experiments on insolation-driven 

CO2 sublimation in the context of araneiform 

development and we welcome and invite feedback on 

potential constraints – particularly from modellers. We 

collate key insights provided by laboratory and field 

studies of Martian sublimation processes, as well as 

related analog work on non-sublimation processes, with 

a view to inviting discussion among the community on 

how we can improve upon and utilize these 

methodologies going forward.  
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LACK OF MELTWATER MAY PREVENT RADAR SOUNDING MEASUREMENTS OF 
SUPRAGLACIAL DEBRIS THICKNESS IN THE MARTIAN MIDLATITUDES.  T. M. Meng, E. I. Petersen, 
M. S. Christoffersen, B. S. Tober, and J. W. Holt, 1Lunar & Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona 
(tmeng@email.arizona.edu)  

 
Introduction:  Lobate debris aprons (LDA) are 

among the purest reservoirs of water ice in Mars’ mid-
latitudes. Furrow and ridge morphology suggests vis-
cous deformation akin to compressional features ob-
served on terrestrial rock/debris-covered glaciers, 
where ice ablation is prevented due to an insulating 
debris layer[1-3]. Depth-corrected orbital radar sound-
ing detections of LDA bases consistently constrain 
their bulk dielectric properties to that of cold, high-
purity water ice with thicknesses on the order of hun-
dreds of meters [4-6]. Due to their relatively low lati-
tude, high purity, and large volume, LDA may be 
among the strongest candidates for targeting martian 
water and life resources for future exploration. 

A significant challenge in targeting sites with low 
risk and high scientific return for mission planning is 
understanding the distribution of supraglacial debris 
thickness in relation to ice concentration. To date, no 
near-subsurface radar returns have been interpreted as 
reflections from a debris-ice contact; either the dielec-
tric contrast is negligible or the contact is too shallow 
to distinguish from the side-lobes of the compressed 
pulse [7]. While the theoretical vertical resolution of 
SHARD is approximately 10 m for the dielectric per-
mittivity of ice [8] and the lack of an internal reflection 
could signify relatively thin debris, a graded contact or 
surface scattering could also contribute to the non-
detection of a debris layer upwards of 30 m thick.  

 
 
Figure 1: Rock glaciers observed on Mars with 
HiRISE (left) and in Alaska with airborne photo-
grammetry (right), showing analogous furrow/ridge 
morphology. 
 

CTX and HiRISE imagery provide important in-
formation regarding the surface morphology of LDA, 
but terrestrial debris-covered glaciers are also active 
and accessible laboratories to study the processes that 
govern debris-layer evolution on Earth which can be 
used to infer the contributions of similar processes 
under Mars midlatitude conditions (Figure 1).   

North American Analog Sites:  We visited four 
ice-cemented/ice-cored rock glaciers (Gilpin Peak, 
Colorado; Galena & Sulphur Creek, Wyoming; Sour-
dough, Alaska) with the objective of using a Sensors & 
Software PulseEKKO ground-penetrating radar (GPR) 
to image glacier geometry and structure. These rock 
glaciers range from 34°N to 62°N latitude, and the 
minimum elevation decreases with increasing latitude 
from 3400 m to 500 m a.s.l. Although the interpreted 
origins of these rock glaciers range from glacial to 
periglacial [9, 10], we detected distinct near-surface 
reflectors which were interpreted as debris-ice contact 
at each site, both with winter snow cover and during 
the summer melt season. The upper bound on meas-
ured debris thickness from GPR is 5 m, and for all of 
the sites the mean thickness is approximately 2 m.  

 
Figure 2: Map view of Sulphur Creek rock glacier 
showing locations of GPR surveys and directly 
sampled debris thicknesses along with subaerial ice 
exposures. Field data collected August 2019, aerial 
image acquired September 2016 .  
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Sulphur Creek Tie Point:  The upper cirque of 
Sulphur Creek Rock Glacier provided the thinnest de-
bris cover, which allowed for direct observation of the 
debris layer (Figure 2). We dug a trench near the loca-
tion of a near-surface reflector truncation in the GPR 
data with the objective of tying the reflection to a 
physical contact (Figure 3). We excavated 90 cm be-
fore reaching glacial ice, and we split the section into 
four units depicted in Figure 4. This depth to ice, along 
with the two-way radio wave travel time of 17 ns, sug-
gests a dielectric permittivity of 9, consistent with the 
observed wet sand. This estimate can constrain our 
other GPR measurements of debris thickness. 

 
Figure 3: 200 MHz radargram showing the shallow 
debris-ice reflection that was investigated at the 
excavation site.  

We observed inverse grading in the debris layer, 
and a notable characteristic of this section was the 
presence of meltwater and a layer of ice-cemented de-
bris between the graded debris and glacial ice. Other 
shallow debris measurement sites showed consistent 
grading and a film of meltwater at the debris-ice con-
tact. While mechanical grading that sorts smaller parti-
cles to the bottom of the debris layer could be accom-
plished by the movement of debris following viscous 
glacier deformation, the thin layer of ice-cemented 
debris and the film of liquid water could not have 
formed without invoking melt, which is an obvious 
difference between Earth and Mars surface conditions.  

Challenges for Orbital Radar Sounding of 
Mars: Our observations of the debris layers on four 
North American rock glaciers provide constraints on 
the debris variability on local and regional scales, but 
they also warn of issues that may be encountered when 
exploring their martian analogs. The presence of liquid 
water in the active layer may be required to create the 

sharp dielectric contrast observed at the terrestrial 
sites, so with present-day conditions on Mars, we 
would not expect to see a strong near-surface reflec-
tion, but rather a dielectric gradient. Future radars with 
higher center frequency or larger bandwidth would aid 
in further investigation of debris thickness and stratig-
raphy by increasing spatial resolution.  

 

 
 
Figure 4: Stratigraphic column interpreted from the Sul-
phur Creek excavation site. Note the saturated film and 
ice-cemented debris providing a high-reflectivity contact. 
 

As a corollary, if strong near-surface reflectors are 
observed on Mars in future missions, this could serve 
as an indicator that liquid water may have played a role 
in martian landscape evolution within the time scale of 
the extant glaciers. With currently available instrumen-
tation, further study of debris layer variability should 
explore water vapor diffusion and model depths to ice 
stability for varying slope aspects, insolation, and grain 
size assemblages in tandem with morphological analy-
sis of compressional ridges and furrows.  
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Introduction: Corroborating  evidences  in
geomorphology  and  modeling  has  unveiled  the
presence  of  a  subsurface  latitude-dependent  mantle
(LDM) of water-ice-rich deposits down to 30° latitude
in both martian hemispheres [1]. These layers appear to
be  less  than ~ 2Myr and were possibly deposited as
snowfall in response to climate change driven by shift
in obliquity, similar to Earth glacial/interglacial periods
[2].

However, martian climate models usually struggle
to  reproduce  environmental  conditions  required  to
form LDM under recent paleoclimatic orbital forcing. 

We  present  a  new  parametrization  of  ice/frost
albedo which, along with radiatively active water-ice
clouds (RAC), predicts ice accumulation rates in mid-
latitudes  compatible  with  deposition  of  a  tens  of
meters-thick  LDM  under  recent  obliquities  (several
incursions to 35°).

Evolution  of  water  stability  regions  with
obliquity:  Remnant glacial and periglacial geological
features are observed at equatorial and mid-latitudes on
Mars, a few tens of million years old. These landforms
likely  result  from  equatorward  shift  of  water-ice
stability   with  rising  obliquity  [3].  This  tropical  ice
becomes unstable during low obliquity phases, and ice
has  been  modeled  to  accumulates  in  high  latitudes
[4,5].  Yet, these former ice reservoirs are millions of
years older than the LDM, likely formed during higher
obliquity phases (~45°). The water source of the LDM
is therefore not thought to be of low-latitude origin, but
may be remobilized polar water-ice.

Water-ice clouds in recent paleoclimates:  Water-
ice clouds effects have a small effect on the present-day
martian  climate  [6],  corresponding  to  a  ~25.2°
obliquity. When obliquity shifts up to 35°, atmospheric
humidity is enhanced by polar warming and water-ice
cloud become a key element of martian climate [7,8].

Their  radiative  effect  strongly  warms  the
atmosphere, amplifies meridional circulation and water
transport  toward  tropical  latitudes.  [7]  showed  that
taking into account radiatively active clouds allow for
mid-latitude ice deposits considering only polar caps as
a water source in this obliquity regime. However, the
accumulation  of  these  ice  deposits  required  the
prescription of high atmospheric dust content to ensure
its persistence during summer.

Frost  and  ice  albedo:  During  recent  high
obliquity episodes up to ~35°, ice accumulates in mid-
latitudes  as  frost.  Frost  should  have  a  much  higher
albedo than perennial ice [9]. This was not taken into
account in [7]. We improve the parametrization of ice
albedo by decoupling older ice,with a canonical albedo
of 0.35, and frost, whose albedo can reach 0.7. We find
that  it  has  a  compelling  influence  regarding  surface
water  stability  and  persistence  over  the  years.  High
albedo  inhibits  sublimation  in  summer  by  lowering
surface heating. 

Paleoclimatic  simulations:   Using  this  refined
parametrization,  we  perform  climatic  simulations  at
35° obliquity with null eccentricity. The corresponding
accumulation  rates  of  ice  are  compatible  with  the
setting of hundreds of meters of LDM down to ~45°
latitude in both hemispheres and its persistence year by
year (Figure 1).  In the last ~2 Myr on Mars, obliquity
has  reached  ~35°  a  dozen  times,  for  approximately
1000  years  each  time  [10].  Assuming  an  efficient
preservation process, the accumulation rate is sufficient
to form a hundreds of meters thick latitude-dependent
mantle of ice-rich deposits. The latitudinal extension of
the  LDM  down  to  30°  isn’t  represented  in  these
simulations, but many orbital configurations remain to
be explored with our model.

Future studies:  These preliminary results are part
of  the  “Mars  Through  Time”  program.  Scientific
perspectives  include  understanding  the  formation  of
LDM,  and  more  generally  investigating  recent
paleoenvironments  leading  to  the  formation  of
geologically young glacial and periglacial landforms on
Mars.
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Figure 1 : Net accumulation of surface water ice (mm per year) at obliquity 35° and eccentricty 0 predicted by the
LMD GCM assuming an ice frost albedo of 0.7. The model takes into account radiatively active clouds as in [8], and
assumes a clear atmosphere all year long (dust opacity at 610 Pa set to 0.2).
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Introduction:  The Planum Boreum of Mars is com-

posed of two main units: the North Polar Layered De-

posits (NPLD), and the underlying basal unit (BU). The 

rich stratigraphic record of the NPLD is regarded as the 

key for understanding climate evolution of Mars in the 

last 4 My [1] and its dependency on periodical varia-

tions of Mars’ orbital parameters (i.e., orbital forcing) 

[2-4]. Their initial emplacement represent one of the 

most significant global-scale migrations of water in the 

recent history of Mars, likely driven by climate change, 

yet its dynamics and time scale are still poorly under-

stood. Recent studies revealed the composition, stratig-

raphy and morphology of the lowermost NPLD and the 

underlying BU (Fig. 1, 2; [5,6]). These findings depict 

a history of intertwined polar ice and sediment accumu-

lation in the Middle to Late Amazonian, thus opening a 

new window into Mars’ past global climate. 

Here we present a summary of the latest findings on 

the climate-driven evolution of Planum Boreum, their 

significance in advancing the exploration of Mars, and 

new outstanding questions on Mars polar science. These 

studies are based on the integration of radar profiles and 

images acquired by the Shallow Radar (SHARAD, [7]) 

and the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 

(HiRISE, [8]) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, and 

the General Circulation Model (GCM [9]) developed by 

the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD). 

Former ice caps preserved with the cavi unit: The 

cavi unit is an aeolian deposit of basalt sand and water 

ice making up large portions of the BU. SHARAD sig-

nals penetrate through this unit revealing internal and 

basal reflectors. We use these detections to reconstruct 

the general stratigraphic structure of the unit, and obtain 

its bulk composition. Our exercise reveals substantial 

spatial variability in composition, with average water 

ice volume fractions comprised between 62% in Olym-

pia Planum and 88% in its northern reaches beneath the 

NPLD. Similarly, internal reflectors occur more fre-

quently closer to the pole and gradually disappear mov-

ing south. We hypothesize that the cavi unit is made of 

alternating ice and sand sheets, with water ice becoming 

prevalent towards the north pole (Fig. 2). Water ice ac-

cumulation models predict substantial ice growth during 

periods of low spin axis obliquity before the onset of 

NPLD deposition [10,11], with the thickest accumula-

tion close to the north pole. In the models, this is soon 

followed by complete loss through sublimation; how-

ever, models do not include a protection mechanism 

against sublimation. We hypothesize that aeolian sand 

sheets migrated from the margins of paleo-Planum Bo-

reum, burying portions of the remnant ice sheet and thus 

preventing its complete sublimation. This hypothesis is 

supported by observations of sand mantles extending for 

10s of km on top of thick water ice along visible out-

crops and radar profiles of the lowermost NPLD [5,6]. 

Therefore, we argue that ice caps dating to Middle to 

Late Amazonian are not necessarily lost due to instabil-

ity during high obliquity periods, but can be partially or 

wholly preserved within sand sheets underneath the 

NPLD. These ice deposits are detected by SHARAD 

and can be delineated in their spatial extent. Moreover, 

the high water ice fraction makes the cavi unit an im-

portant water ice reservoir, potentially the third largest 

on Mars after the two PLDs. 

Newly mapped extent, stratigraphy, and mor-

phology of the BU: Analysis of SHARAD profiles in-

dicates that the BU extends over a larger area than pre-

viously thought. In particular, we detect the presence of 

cavi unit material extending underneath the NPLD from 

Figure 1: Topographic 

map of the BU and sur-

rounding terrains re-

vealed by SHARAD [6,7], 

with superimposed 

shaded relief of the pre-

sent day Planum Boreum 

topography. The white 

line delineates the loca-

tion of the SHARAD pro-

file in Fig. 2. 

Figure 2: (A) SHARAD profile 1294501 depth corrected as-

suming bulk water ice composition (e=3.1 [10]), and (B) in-

terpretation thereof [6]. The putative basal surface of the cavi 

unit is represented in red. 
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the western edge of Gemina Lingula to a visible expo-

sure in the eastern end of Olympia Undae, covering an 

area of over 120,000 km2 (Fig. 1). HiRISE images taken 

over the outcrop location reveal sub-horizontal strata 

forming terraces and characterized by sinuous forms 

and cross strata. We interpret this as a cavi unit outcrop, 

that we can now place into the broader stratigraphic con-

text of Planum Boreum based on SHARAD profiles. 

Similarly, we combined radar observations and 

HiRISE-based stratigraphic mapping of visible outcrops 

along the margins of Planum Boreum to delineate the 

extent and thickness of the Rupēs and cavi units. 

Our radar-based topographic mapping also reveals a 

series of elongated depressions tens to hundreds of me-

ters deep along the edge of the cavi unit. In some cases, 

the base of these depressions are flat and appear to con-

tinue as internal reflectors for hundreds of kilometers. 

We interpret these findings as further confirmation of 

the presence of alternating ice and sand sheets within 

the cavi unit, delineating sequences that exhibit differ-

ent resistance to erosion. The location of the elongated 

depressions coincides with the presence and shape of 

the buried chasma observed by ref. [12], suggesting that 

the cavi unit was eroded in the same event that shaped 

the chasma. We detect similar features at other locations 

of the BU, suggesting that many other erosional events 

are recorded by the unit’s surface morphology. 

Reconstructing the initial NPLD accumulation: 

SHARAD-based analysis of the lowermost NPLD stra-

tigraphy reveals that initial water ice accumulation was 

not uniform, but limited in extent and confined into two 

areas centered around the north pole and in the present 

Gemina Lingula region, confirming the existence of a 

proto-Gemina Lingula [12]. Likewise, subsequent ice 

accumulation was variable in extent. We use the newly 

acquired information on BU composition, topography 

and lateral extent to accurately constrain the initial con-

ditions and parameter space for sensitivity experiments 

with the LMD GCM aimed at understanding the driving 

forces responsible of the initial accumulation of the 

NPLD, and its temporal evolution. In particular, we de-

fined parameter sets of spin axis obliquity (15-40°, 5° 

steps), orbital eccentricity (0-0.12, 0.03 steps), perihe-

lion precession (0-270°, 90° steps), and atmospheric 

pressure (current, +106% based on ref. [13]). 

The GCM output reveals that both obliquity and ec-

centricity play key roles in driving the amount of water 

ice accumulation in Planum Boreum, with low obliquity 

and high eccentricity scenarios resulting in the largest 

ice growth. Obliquity also appears to control the latitude 

of ice accumulation, with low obliquity driving thick ice 

growth at ~60°N. Local topography appears to control 

longitudinal patterns of ice growth in all our simula-

tions. We find a strong similarity of the latest GCM out-

puts with the isolated proto-Gemina Lingula deposit 

(Fig. 3) and present-day icy outliers of Olympia Men-

sae. This suggests that Olympia Mensae may be rem-

nant of the migration of water ice from low to polar lat-

itudes that resulted in the initial accumulation of the 

NPLD. Moreover, the formation of proto-Gemina Lin-

gula may predate the accumulation of other NPLD units 

closer to the north pole. 

Outstanding questions: Based on our latest find-

ings in Planum Boreum, we delineate the following out-

standing questions. How many episodes of past ice ac-

cumulation are recorded within the cavi unit? What is 

their precise age? What is the nature of western half of 

the BU, which is dominated by the Rupēs unit? Does 

this unit also record past polar ice accumulation events? 

Do younger unconformities in the NPLD follow a simi-

lar pattern of erosion/deposition, indicating long-term 

regional climate patterns? 
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Figure 3: Earliest NPLD water ice accumulation in Planum 

Boreum as mapped by SHARAD [6]. 
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Introduction:  Understanding the martian climate 

and how it has changed over its geologic history will 
contribute to our understanding of climate change on 
all terrestrial planets. The North Polar Layered Depos-
its (NPLD) are a multi-kilometer thick sequence of 
dusty-ice layers thought to contain a record of past 
states. Deciphering this polar record has been, and re-
mains today, a major goal of Mars research [1]. 

We know that the dust-content of the NPLD is less 
than a few percent and that internal layers are contigu-
ous across the entire deposit [2,3]. Sulfate and perchlo-
rate salts have been detected within the PLD and are 
presumably co-deposited with silicate dust [4-6]. Inter-
nal layering has been imaged at high-resolution by 
MRO’s High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 
(HiRISE) where it is exposed in the many troughs and 
scarps within the NPLD [7] and at low resolution by 
the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) instrument [3,8,9]. 

However, the resolutions of layer observations 
from remote sensing are too coarse and lack the detail 
needed to detail layer properties and infer climatic in-
formation. Fully deciphering the martian climatic rec-
ord will require in situ high-resolution measurements 
at the surface that can resolve the properties such as 
such as dust content and distribution and porosity that 
may vary temporally and climatically. 

Our current understanding of NPLD layers sug-
gests that completely resolving annual layers over most 
of NPLD history will require 0.1mm vertical resolu-
tion. As most NPLD ice could be quite clean, charac-
terizing the dustiness of polar layers requires much 
greater sensitivity than a few percent. We require dust 
detectability of 100 ppm by volume with a measure-
ment accuracy of 100 ppm to characterize annual vari-
ations in periods of low dust activity. Porosity has im-
portant implications for layer deposition mechanism 
and is substantially preserved in terrestrial ice-sheets 
down to depths of decameters. Bramson et al. (2017) 
[10] recently found that substantial porosity can be 
preserved in mid-latitude martian ice over 10s of Myr 
– more than the expected age of the NPLD. Measure-
ment of porosity vs. depth can constrain martian densi-
fication rates and climatic conditions at the time of 
deposition [11]. 

MicroCT is the most comprehensive technique to 
analyze the NPLD because it can provide high resolu-
tion (micron scale) information on densification, layer 
thickness and morphology, as well as particle size and 
type. A lander-mounted microCT system could provide 
much of the microstructural data we would seek from a 
PLD ice-sediment core, while avoiding the significant 
hurdles posed by bringing samples back to Earth. 
 
Micro Computed Tomography.   

Micro Computed Tomography (microCT) is a non-
destructive technique for analyzing micron-scale inter-
nal features of a solid sample that could otherwise only 
be revealed by physically sectioning the material.  Se-
ries of high-resolution radiographic images are collect-
ed at small angular steps, and a 3-dimensional model 
of the sample is computed.   

Layering can be examined by particle size, shape, 
and relative atomic weight. MicroCT has been used 
extensively in the study of depositional processes in 
sedimentary rock [12] and ice [13,14]. 

 
Mars In Situ Tomography (MIST) System.   

The Mars In Situ Tomography System is a minia-
turized micro computed tomography (CT) instrument 
concept intended for deployment to the Mars North 
Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD) on a lander or rover. 
MISTS will provide in-situ 3D-reconstructions of ice 
cores, enabling the study of sediment distribution. The 
system consists of two subsystems, the CT instrument 
and a coring auger that interfaces with Honeybee Ro-
botics’ drilling system. The CT system is based on a 
cone-beam geometry with a simple architecture com-
bining a microfocused X-ray tube, an X-ray image 
sensor and a core scanning stage. 

Our objective is to design a miniaturized microCT 
system and associated X-ray transparent coring and 
breakoff tube for the TRIDENT drill and to devel-
op/build and test prototype MIST components in a 
laboratory cold environment. 

We have designed, developed and tested a func-
tional breadboard tomography instrument and an ice-
coring tool. The breadboard system was used to collect 
data from simulants and samples of manmade ice and 
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the resulting tomographs reconstructed with software 
that is being developed to accommodate the unique 
conditions imposed by the miniaturized system and its 
intended use. 

Figure 1 shows a lander-based MIST system. The 
cone-beam geometry and simple architecture is shown 
in Figure 2.  The breadboard system is based on opto-
mechanical hardware, a commercial 60 micron focused 
X-ray tube and a power supply, a custom sample stage 
based on a stepper motor, and a customized DSLR 
camera for X-ray detection. 

Figure 3 compares a slice of the reconstructed wax 
core sample scanned and reconstructed with our 25 kV 
system (left) to a slice from nominally the same height 
in the sample acquired with a commercial desktop in-
strument.  Source energy, placement of the sample 
relative to the axis of rotation, and volume scanned 
were different, hence the differences in the background 
(and ring artifacts). Note, however, that the same fea-
tures are visible in both images, including two Al balls 
(white) and the voids in the wax (darker gray left, 
black right). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. A CAD image of the Lander-based MISTS 
 

 
Figure 2. Rough schematic of the analytical head of 
MIST microCT subsystem based on flight subcompo-
nents developed or under development at NASA ARC 
(derivation of MSL CheMin CCD, flight CCD elec-
tronics, micro-focused ceramic-metal tube, +25kV 
HVPS), dimensions in mm. 

 

 
Figure 3. 3D reconstruction slice of a wax core with Al 
balls (0.8 mm diameter). A. MIST data at 25kV. B. 
same sample in commercial X-ray microCT. 
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Introduction:  While radar data has been able to 
provide a compositional constraint on the north polar 
layered deposits (NPLD) [e.g., 1], the bulk composition 
of the underlying basal unit (BU) has been difficult to 
ascertain. The BU is a low-albedo, sand-rich ice deposit 
lying stratigraphically between the NPLD and the 
underlying Late Hesperian aged Vastitas Borealis 
Interior Unit [2]. The BU represents a time before 
formation of the modern ice cap, therefore, 
understanding its composition may provide insights into 
more ancient epochs of Martian climate history.  

Here, we utilize the available Martian gravity and 
topography data to constrain the bulk density of the 
north polar ice cap. We then combine the gravity-
derived bulk density estimates with previously 
published radar data [3] to isolate the bulk density and 
composition of the BU. The density estimate of the 
north polar cap also allows us to estimate the stress 
imposed by the weight of the polar cap on the 
underlying lithosphere. We model the response of the 
lithosphere to the stress imposed by the north polar cap 
and estimate of the present-day mantle heat flow in the 
north polar regions of Mars. Mantle convection 
influences crustal tectonics and volcanism, thus, 
constraining the thermal state of a planet’s mantle is 
important for understanding planetary thermal 
evolution. 
Methods: (Density of the polar cap) The gravity field 
of a planet can be used to invert for geophysical 
properties such as the density of a surface load and 
elastic thickness of the lithosphere. This is typically 
done by examining the transfer function between 
gravity and topography (called admittance) in the 
spectral or spatial domain. In this work, we first 
localized the gravity and topography signature of the 
north polar ice cap by multiplying the global gravity and 
topography fields [4] of Mars by a localization window 
in the spatial domain. Localized admittance functions 
from our region of interest are compared with forward 
models to constrain the density of the north polar cap. 
The forward models were constructed by assuming that 
the lithosphere is a thin shell that deforms elastically in 
response to surface loads. By combining the results 
from gravity inversion with radar derived thickness 
maps, it is possible to estimate the density/composition 
of the BU. Previously, similar techniques have been 
used to constrain the density of the south polar cap of 
Mars [5]. 

(Mantle heat flow) The lack of appreciable 

lithospheric deflection in the north polar region of Mars 
by the weight of the polar ice cap is suggestive of low 
heat flow [6]. Here, we place an upper limit on the local 
mantle heat flow in the north polar region of Mars by 
modeling the flexural response of the Martian 
lithosphere to the stress imposed by the weight of the 
north polar cap using state-of-the-art finite element 
techniques. We  use the commercially available Marc-
Mentat finite element package 
(http://www.mscsoftware.com) to model the flexure of 
the lithosphere under various thermal and mechanical 
conditions. We treat Planum Boreum (PB) and Gemina 
Lingula (GL) as axisymmetric distributed loads 
emplaced on top of the Martian crust. We input the 2D 
stress profiles from PB and GL into finite element 
models to constrain the heat flow required to produce 
the roughly 100 – 200 meters of deflection observed in 
radar data [6]. The finite element modeling consists of 
three parts: i) building a finite element mesh, ii) running 
a thermal simulation, and, iii) running a mechanical 
simulation. All three aspects of the model are run in 
Marc-Mentat finite element package/ .                                                                           

Results: (Density of the polar cap) We found two 
windows within the north polar ice cap with sufficient 
gravity-topography correlation to allow density 
estimation. For each location, we ensured that over 99% 
of the gravity and topography signals was from within 
our region of interest. Figure-1 shows an example of one 
such location where we used angular radius of 7° and a 
harmonic bandwidth of 37. Here, the comparison 
between observed and the synthetic admittance was 
conducted over the spherical harmonic degree of 46 and 
59, where correlation is above 0.7 (Fig. 1 (b)). The best 
fit load-density within 1-σ of the observed admittance 
corresponds to 1205 + 145 kg m-3 for any Te greater than 
75 km. To ensure that our estimates are devoid of biases 
from gravity models and regional gravity setting, we use 
multiple localization windows, techniques, and gravity 
models. The results from different datasets, locations, 
and gravity models do not vary significantly and yield 
an average bulk density of 1,126 + 38 kg m-3 [7]. 
Combining the bulk density estimates with radar-
derived thickness maps of the polar units, we find the 
density of the BU to be 2,050 + 450 kg m-3 [7].  
(Mantle heat flow) We first consider a scenario in 
which we set the crustal heat flow (qc) and lithospheric 
mantle heat flow (qm) to zero and only vary the heat flow 
provided by the lower mantle to the base of the 
lithosphere (qb). This is a non-physical scenario as both 
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the crust and lithospheric mantle can be large sources of 
planetary heat. However, this scenario enables us to 
place an upper limit on qb. Using hydrous  rheology, 
crustal thickness of 35 km, and thermal conductivity of 
3 and 4 W m-1 K-1 for the crust and mantle respectively, 

 
our models show that qb higher than 7 mW m-2 leads to 
lithospheric deflection larger than 100 m at Gemina 
Lingula and 200 m at Planum Boreum (Fig. 2). For a 
thick (>350 km) stagnant lid such as expected in 
present-day Mars, the heat produced in a thin crust (~35 
km), as expected in the north polar region from gravity 
data [8], has a minor influence on the magnitude of the 
lithospheric deflection (Fig. 2). To verify this, we set qc 
to 13 mW m-2 and found the crustal heat flow to have a 
negligible influence on the magnitude of the 
lithospheric deflection (Fig. 2). There are several 
different parameters involved in our models such as 
conductivity, density, rheology, and thickness of the 
crust and mantle, however, reasonable variations in 
these parameters do not significantly affect our upper 
limit of the mantle heat flow. A comprehensive 

discussion of the various parameters and their effect on 
our mantle heat flow will be presented at the meeting.  
Discussion: The relatively higher density of the BU 
compared to the overlying NPLD confirms the findings 
of previous studies in that the two units have remarkably 

different compositions [2]. 
The relatively lower density 
of the BU compared to 
basaltic dust (~3200 kg m-3) 
suggests the BU to either 
contain a large amount of air 
or ice within its pore space. 
Assuming the density of 
H2O ice and lithics to be 930 
kg m-3 and 3200 kg m-3 
respectively, our best-fit 
density estimate (2050 + 450 
kg m-3) requires the BU to be 
composed of 31 – 71 % H2O 

ice.  The bulk dielectric constant of the basal unit in 
Olympia Planum is equivalent to a mixture of 38% 
basalt and 62% water ice, whereas, in the main lobe of 
Planum Boreum, water ice is the dominant fraction 
(80% - 90%) of the basal unit [3]. Our average density 
of the BU is thus in general agreement with the radar 
results.  

We find that the mantle heat flow likely does not 
exceed 7 mW m-2 in the northern polar region of Mars. 
The mantle heat flow constraints from our models are 
lower than values predicted by numerical thermal 
evolution models that assume the abundances of the 
heat producing elements in the Martian interior to be 
relatively proportional to the chondritic values. This 
implies that either the bulk abundance of the heat 
producing elements on Mars is lower than expected 
from the chondritic model, that  a larger proportion of 
the bulk HPE has been fractionated into the crust, that 
there are large-scale spatial heterogeneity in mantle heat 
flow, or any combination thereof.  If the tentative upper 
limit on the mantle heat flow from our work is globally 
representative of Mars, then the strong fractionation 
between the crust and mantle on Mars may have 
precluded the mantle from undergoing late-stage 
widespread melting, significantly affecting the 
geological history of Mars. Future gravity investigation 
of the polar caps, thus, has the potential to significantly 
advance our understanding of the ancient Martian 
climate and geophysical evolution.  
References: [1] Grima et al. Geophys. Res. Lett. 36, 
(2009). [2] Byrne &  Murray. Geophys. Res. 107, 1–13 
(2002).[3] Nerozzi & Holt, Geophys. Res. Lett. 46, 
7278-7286 (2019). [4] Konopliv et al.  Icarus 274, 253–
260 (2016). [5] Wieczorek. Icarus 196, 506-517 (2008). 
[6] Phillips et al. Science 320, 5580 (2008). [7] Ojha et 
al. Geophys. Res. Lett. 46, 8671-8679 (2019). [8] 
Neumann et al. JGR-Planets, 109.E8 (2004).  

Fig. 1. (a) A single taper of Lwin of 37, localized within the geographical boundary of the north polar 
ice cap centered at 85°N and 20°E. The color scale shows the magnitude of the taper. (b) Admittance 
spectrum and correlation spectrum of the region shown in (a). The admittance is plotted in gray where 
the correlation spectrum is below 0.7 (S/N < 1). The vertical bars show error associated with the 
admittance estimates.  

Fig. 2. Lithospheric deflection expected from the weight 
of Gemina Lingula for various values of qb and qc.  
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Introduction:  Mars today is a frozen planet. With 

the exception of the warmest near-surface regions 
during the warmest times of day/year, Mars is in a 
completely frozen state at all latitudes to kilometer 
depths.  The cold state of the current Martian climate 
is fundamentally due to Mars’ average distance from 
the sun, and the absence of sufficient atmospheric 
greenhouse gasses to warm the surface.  Here I exam-
ine the current partitioning of carbon dioxide between 
the Martian polar caps and atmosphere and suggest 
that this current state is not coincidental, but the pre-
dictable consequence of a nearly perpetually frozen 
planet. 

Snowball Earth: The current state of the Martian 
climate resembles the hypothesized state of the 
Earth’s climate system 500-800 million years ago, 
when the surface of the Earth repeatedly became en-
tirely or nearly entirely frozen [1]. “Snowball Earth” 
episodes are believed to have been initiated when 
cooling events resulted in runaway ice-albedo-
temperature feedback processes that cooled the Earth 
from the poles to the equator.  It has been proposed 
that Earth was able to escape from snowball states 
because of the accumulation of carbon-dioxide gas in 
the atmosphere. Earth maintains an approximate bal-
ance of greenhouse gasses over million-year time-
scales via feedbacks involving the aqueous weather-
ing reaction silicate rocks, which remove CO2 from 
the atmosphere, and volcanic activity, which add CO2 
to the atmosphere [2]. The cold dry climate that exist-
ed during Snowball Earth episodes drastically reduced 
the rates of aqueous weathering, while the emission of 
reconstituted carbon-dioxide from volcanos driven by 
plate tectonics continued unabated. The resulting 
spikes in CO2 concentrations were apparently suffi-
cient to warm the atmosphere to melt of the global 
surface ice layer, and to also deposit widespread “cap 
carbonates” which are observed to overly Snowball 
Earth glacial deposits [3].  Earth’s geologic record 
includes evidence multiple earlier extreme glacial 
periods extending back >2.4 billion years [4]. The 
fact that the young sun’s luminosity was only 80% of 
its current value during this period probably contrib-
uted to Earth’s protozoic snowball tendencies.  

Kahn’s Hypothesis: Mars today is not covered 
with high albedo ice, but it’s generally cold tempera-
tures and 6 mbar CO2-dominated atmosphere is very 
close to the triple point of water, and thus permits the 
ephemeral stability of pure liquid water only in low 
altitude regions during the warmest daytime periods 

[5]. This potential coincidence between Mars’ atmos-
pheric pressure and the triple point was noted by 
Kahn in 1985, and this led him to propose (which at 
the time was) an extremely bold hypothesis, which is 
that the Martian atmosphere had evolved to this state 
by draw-down of atmospheric CO2 by aqueous weath-
ering of igneous rocks [6]. In Kahn’s model, if CO2 
concentrations in the Martian atmosphere were to 
increase and become more favorable for the wide-
spread stability of near-surface liquid water, then 
aqueous weathering reactions such as the formation of 
carbonates would draw down the CO2 concentration 
in the atmosphere to the point where surface liquid 
water would no longer be stable.  In the intervening 
35 years, a variety of new observational data has 
emerged that appears to support the general scenario 
outlined in Kahn’s original paper. 

Carbonates and Organics: Martian carbonates 
have now been definitively detected in a range of con-
texts, including: orbital remote sensing observations 
of sedimentary rock outcrops and Martian dust, land-
ed compositional measurements in Martian soil and 
rocks, as well as alteration products in Martian mete-
orites [7].  It has also been proposed that a CO2 can be 
drawn out of the Martian atmosphere to form organic 
carbon phases and perchlorates through the corrosion 
of igneous minerals in the presence of brines [8] .The 
products of these reactions are observed in Martian 
meteorites, and similar chemistry may be mirrored in 
the sedimentary rocks analyzed by the MSL SAM 
instrument at Gale Crater [8].  The quantities of car-
bonates and organics that have been acquired to date 
do not support the weathering of a dense CO2-
dominated Noachian atmosphere [7], but instead sug-
gest low levels of carbonate formation in transient 
aqueous environments with limited water availability. 
The presence of  abundant un-weathered olivine on 
Mars today also supports this conclusion [7].  

Mars’ Small South Residual Polar Cap is No 
Coincidence: Through orbital and infrared and radar 
observations, we now know that Mars’ south residual 
polar cap contains remnant surface CO2 deposits that 
are in approximate solid-vapor equilibrium with the 
Martian atmosphere [9],  as well as a thick buried 
CO2 ice deposit that contains the equivalent of 6 mbar 
of gaseous CO2 [10].  

The small masses of Mars’ present surface and 
subsurface remnant CO2 reservoirs could also be in-
terpreted as coincidental. In Leighton and Murray’s 
original model, if there is enough CO2 in Mars’ cap-
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atmosphere reservoir to support a permanent frozen 
CO2 deposit at one of the Martian poles, then the par-
tial pressure of CO2 in the Martian atmosphere would 
be determined by the vapor pressure of the permanent 
CO2 deposit, which is in turn determined by its annual 
heat balance [11]. In their 1973 paper, Murry and 
Malin [12] postulated that a large permanent reservoir 
of excess solid CO2 must exist today on Mars, and 
proposed (erroneously) that it is located within larger 
north residual polar cap. The perennial CO2 deposit at 
Mars’ south residual polar cap would appear to satisfy 
the need for a permanent excess CO2 reservoir, but 
such a small reservoir would appear be sufficient to 
survive warming episodes due to decreases in its sur-
face albedo or increases in insolation during periods 
of higher obliquity.  

It is easy to envision how long-term draw-down of 
atmospheric CO2 by weathering will inevitably dimin-
ish the mass of a residual polar CO2 deposit. In a sce-
nario in which the heat balance of the residual CO2 
polar cap is forced by periodic obliquity variations, or 
any other climate forcing parameter, CO2 added to the 
atmosphere will inevitably be lost to the cap-
atmosphere system due to draw-down by weathering.  
The end result of the process is an atmospheric pres-
sure “ceiling” that just barely permits the formation of 
aqueous weathering products (i.e. Kahn’s original 
hypotheses), but also the near complete loss of residu-
al polar CO2. The existence of only a small CO2 de-
posit at the south residual cap today suggests that pre-
sent-day global aqueous weathering rates are suffi-
ciently small as to have negligible long-term effects. 
Near-surface aqueous weathering environments will 
only become widespread on Mars when atmospheric 
pressures are roughly double their present-day values. 
One data point that confirms that the present state of 
the Martian climate may be  “typical” comes from 
analyses of gas trapped in impact glass  from the 180-
million-year-old Mars meteorite EETA79001. The 
chemical and isotopic composition of the gas in 
EETA79001 is a perfect match for the Mars atmos-
phere as measured by Viking, and show CO2 concen-
trations that are between one and two times the pre-
sent Martian value [13].  

Implications for Long-Term Climate: It has 
long been recognized that the draw-down of atmos-
pheric CO2 by weathering has important potential 
climatic implications [14]. While the rates at which 
weathering processes take place are highly uncertain, 
we can expect that they would accelerate with in-
creasing temperature, CO2 concentration, and liquid 
water availability. Given that weathering processes 
appear to be active in Mars’ current climatic state, it 
seems reasonable to conclude that they would become 

even more active earlier in Mars’ history when a con-
siderable body of geologic evidence has been inter-
preted to suggest that  Mars had a warmer and wetter 
climate [15]. Previous authors have suggested that 
past weathering sinks for atmospheric CO2 on Mars 
could have been balanced by the release CO2 via the 
thermal decomposition of weathering products by 
volcanism [14] or impacts [16]. However, even if 
Mars’ past inventory of CO2 was sufficient to some-
how maintain long-term or ephemeral warm wet 
greenhouse conditions, the inability of Mars to recon-
stitute weathered CO2 products appears to have sealed 
its ultimate snowball fate.   
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Introduction:  Seasonal Polar Caps (SPC) form on 

Mars from condensing atmospheric CO2 each winter 

and recede during spring. A small patch of CO2 ice 

dubbed Southern Polar Residual Cap (SPRC) is present 

year-round near the south pole. The temperature of the 

surface CO2 ice in equilibrium with atmosphere is 

maintained near 140 K. Early observations from orbit-

ing spacecraft revealed brightness temperatures signifi-

cantly below the equilibrium temperature over portions 

of the SPC [1]. Later analysis [2, 3] suggested that this 

‘cold spots’ are due to low surface emissivity associat-

ed with the presence of fine-grained CO2 ice on the 

ground. This work presents the first systematic retriev-

als of SPC surface emissivity during southern spring 

(Ls=180270) using data collected by Mars Global 

Surveyor (MGS) Thermal Emission Spectrometer 

(TES) [4] in Mars Years (MY) 24, 25 and 26. Evolu-

tion of the SPC in the Southern Polar region (SPR) was 

analyzed in [5] using TES data from the pre-mapping 

aero-braking phase of the mission (MY23 

Ls=180360 MY24 Ls=024). This work expands 

this analysis to data collected during the mapping 

phase of the mission and uses a different retrieval ap-

proach. MY24 and MY26 were ‘typical’ Mars year 

with relatively low dust opacities over southern SPC 

during spring, while in MY25 a Global Dust Storm 

(GDS) developed in the early spring (at Ls~185) sig-

nificantly increasing dust opacities over SPC until late 

spring.  

Retrieval methodology:  Retrievals of surface 

emissivity and atmospheric dust opacity over Martian 

SPCs is a difficult problem. Low surface and atmos-

pheric temperatures result in a low thermal contrast 

between atmosphere and surface, and a weak spectral 

signal for surface emissivity and atmospheric dust (see 

Figure 1 for examples of TES spectra over southern 

SPC). In addition, TES spectra of cold targets are sig-

nificantly affected by a radiometric error at wave-

numbers larger than ~800 cm
-1

, which produces an 

upward slope  or very low radiances at this spectral 

range [6]. To alleviate these problems, the dust opacity 

 and surface emissivity  are retrieved using TES radi-

ances observed at wavenumbers 264 cm
-1

 and 508 cm
-1

 

(corresponding to wavelengths of ~40 μm and ~20 μm, 

respectively). At these wavenumbers the dust extinc-

tion differs by a factor of ~2, while the CO2 frost emis-

sivity is similar for a wide range of ice grain sizes [5]. 

This allows distinguishing the effects of atmospheric 

dust from surface effects in the TES spectra. The sur-

face temperature was fixed to the condensation temper-

ature of the CO2 ice over the SPC. To improve the 

quality of the data, 10 consecutive spectra were aver-

aged. To improve retrieval accuracy, only the data col-

lected between local times of 8 am and 8 pm, and only 

when the sun is above the horizon, were used in the 

retrieval. Figure 1 shows examples of TES spectra and 

retrievals over southern SPC in MY24. 

 
Figure 1. Examples of TES MY24 spectra and re-

trievals, with retrieved dust opacity values  and 

CO2 frost emissivity  shown on the plots. A) Spec-

trum over SPC, low dust opacity, low CO2 frost 

emissivity. B) Spectrum over SPC, high dust opaci-

ty, low CO2 frost emissivity. 

Results:  Figure 2 shows polar maps of retrieved 

thermal reflectance (1-) at 20 μm at selected time pe-

riods during southern hemisphere spring (results for 

atmospheric dust retrieval will be presented elsewhere). 

CO2 emissivity varies across the SPC and with time. At 

the beginning of spring high reflectance (low emissivi-

ty) areas are found near the outer edge of the SPC be-

tween longitudes 22536045 E. After Ls~245 

high reflectance area occupies most of the area of the 

receding SPC. The spatial and temporal evolution of 

CO2 emissivity is remarkably similar in the observed 

years (MY24MY26) and also consistent with the evo-

lution observed in MY23 [5]. The areas of high reflec-

tance (low emissivity) were previously interpreted 

[2,3,5] as areas with small CO2 ice grains. From com-

parison with emissivity estimates based on Mie model-

ing [7] the CO2 particles in these areas have sizes be-

tween 1 mm and 1 cm with possible admixture of H2O 
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ice and/or dust. The areas of high emissivity are inter-

preted as CO
2
 grains larger than 1 cm and slab ice.   

 
Figure 2. Polar maps of retrieved surface thermal 

reflectance (1-) at 20 μm in the SPR for Ls=195-

260 in MY2426. Outer edge of the map is at lati-

tude -50. East longitudes increase clockwise from 

top. Light contours are MOLA topography, heavy 

contour is approximate edge of the SPC. 

The peculiar asymmetry in  distribution of CO2 

grain sizes across SPC was previously interpreted as 

being due to two different deposition regimes arising 

from atmospheric circulation modified at the SPR by 

the large-scale topography of the Hellas impact basin 

(centered on 25 S and 65 E, upper right on maps in 

Figure 2) [8]. Over areas west of the Hellas, where low 

CO2 emissivity areas are found, atmospheric precipita-

tion dominates over surface deposition, forming small-

er grains. East of the Hellas frost is accumulated by 

direct deposition, forming larger grains and dark CO2 

slab ice. 
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Introduction:  The topography and albedo of the 

martian north polar cap (Planum Boreum) strongly in-
fluence present-day and past exchange of water vapor 
between the planet's surface and atmosphere. In this 
study, we begin to investigate the role that the spiral 
troughs, which dissect the north polar layered deposits 
(NPLD), play in the total amount of water vapor subli-
mated from the Planum Boreum region.  

We are interested in whether there is a measurable 
lateral difference in the amount of water ice sublimating 
along the trough walls. Our goal is to answer the follow-
ing question: do local heterogeneities along a trough 
wall (i.e., trough wall slope, azimuth, and dust veneers) 
affect the amount of ice being sublimated over 100's to 
1,000-year timescales that is measurable today? An-
swering this question is needed in order to construct a 
better understanding of the local scale aeolian removal 
and depositional processes of ice and dust that have 
shaped the polar cap in the very recent past. This ab-
stract establishes the problem and tasks that lie ahead.  

Motivation: Spiral troughs. To interpret the envi-
ronmental records preserved within the troughs, includ-
ing the NPLD, the processes behind the formation and 
modification need to be better characterized. Here, we 
would like to focus attention to the modification pro-
cesses at the present-day surface. The evidence of spiral 
trough migration through time from radar data [1] and 
modeling [2] plus the detections of low altitude spring-
summer clouds within troughs suggest that the sublima-
tion and ablation of ice from the troughs via slope winds 
plays a vital role in the evolution and shape of the polar 
ice cap [1,3–6]. Understanding how and why recent past 
and present-day sublimation varies spatially at the pole 
can be used to help unravel the record of past climate 
variability in the Amazonian. 

Not every trough behaves the same. Regional and 
local conditions can cause in situ trough ablation and 
sublimation rate to vary spatially [4]. Spatial variability 
in the intermediate to long-term sublimation rate could 
result from the combined variation in topography of the 
trough wall, albedo (e.g., dust cover or grain size), and 
thermal inertia (surface material, grain size, porosity). 
The effects of these surface characteristics on the local 
trough evolution are not well understood.  

Geologic Context: The equatorial-facing (high 
side) of the trough walls expose the upper and lower 
sections of the quasi-alternating bright- and dark-toned 
layers of the NPLD. [7,8] characterized the stratigraphy 

of an exceptional NPLD trough exposure, designated as 
site N0 [9], which showed in HiRISE detail the morpho-
logic differences in the NPLD layering both vertically 
and laterally. Vertically, the layering alternated between 
rougher dark-toned marker beds [10,8] to smoother 
brighter toned layers. [9,11] used the rough versus 
smooth layer characteristics as a proxy for  erosional re-
sistance. Using HiRISE digital terrain models (DTM), 
[9,11] made protrusion profiles of the layers and 
matched the marker beds to the most protruding later as 
identified by [8]. 

At N0, there is lateral variability in the surface char-
acteristics of the equatorial-facing trough wall. These 
characteristics are the slope and direction of the wall, as 
well as the amount of dark mantling debris blanketing 
the exposed NPLD. This observation is common among 
other troughs as well [12–14]. Tracking westward along 
high-side of the trough we see the wall changes its ori-
entation from south to south-east before return to south 
again (Fig. 1). The wall curves outward away from the 
pole at this section in the trough  (Fig. 1 region B). The 
slope of region B is 5° shallower than the slope of region 
A (8° average). Following the curvature of the trough 
we see an increase in the amount of dark debris mantling 
and slightly obscuring the NPLD textures. The albedo 
change due to the veneer continues westward along the 
trough outside of the HiRISE observation (visible in 
CTX images). We looked at various overlapping CTX 

Fig 1. HiRISE DTM (colored) and HiRISE greyscale over-
lying CTX greyscale image of trough site N0 (87°N 
92.8°E). Region A is free mantling dust and debris com-
pared to Region B. Region B is marked by the change in 
trough direction, shallower slope, and thicker more exten-
sive debris mantle that continues west off of the fig.. 
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observations and HiRISE images from other mars years 
and found the mantling debris immobile from year-to-
year. However, the distribution and extent were likely 
different 10's and 100's of years in the past.  

Why does the trough wall suddenly curve (as do 
many others)? The answer to this question is likely cou-
pled in understanding the processes the drive the onset 
of trough formation, which is yet to be fully understood. 
Has there been a long-term difference in ice sublimation 
rate between region A and region B (Fig. 1)? Has region 
A been migrating northward at a faster rate than region 
B, and why? Can we measure this difference and narrow 
down the processes responsible?  

Methodology:  The goal in this work will be to cal-
culate the amount of relative layer protrusion and reces-
sion between the erosionally resistant-rough-marker 
beds and the recessive-smoother-icier layers, which 
sandwich the marker beds. For this, we focus on trough 
site N0. We want to see if there is a significant change 
in the amount that the layers are recessed (via sublima-
tion/ablation) relative to their corresponding protruding 
marker beds as you move laterally across the trough 
from region A to B. To do this, we will use the orthorec-
tified HiRISE DTMs [15,16] and take elevation profiles 
in sets separated by ~100 m. Each profile set will consist 
of 5 elevation profiles spaced ~10 m apart. This method 
ensures an average measurement of the protrusion for a 
given 50 m segment as we move along the trough wall 
(Fig. 1). Elevation profiles will be drawn near perpen-
dicular to the orientation of the layering.  

The elevation profiles will be used to calculate the 
average protrusion of each 50m segment using methods 
described by [9,11] as illustrated in Fig. 2a. This method 
detrends the elevation profile in order to produce a pro-
trusion profile (protrusion in meters vs. elevation) (Fig. 
2). Once the protrusion profiles are calculated, the pro-
trusion peaks are identified and matched to their 
marker-bed as identified by [8,9]. Protrusion measure-
ments are calculated for each marker bed by subtracting 
the peak protrusion value from the minimum adjacent 

recessive values connected by a continuum (Fig. 2b). 
The protrusion calculations for each sandwiched marker 
bed will be plotted against the trough wall slope, azi-
muth, and photometrically corrected albedo. We will 
determine if there is a measurable difference in the lat-
eral in-situ trough ice sublimation and whether any of 
the following scenarios are possible explanations.  

Sublimation Scenarios: If there is a measurable dif-
ference between regions A and B, we propose the fol-
lowing scenarios to explain spatial water ice sublima-
tion variability along the high-side of the trough. It is 
likely a combination of the slope and debris cover cases 
proposed below.  Case 1) thin dust layer would enhance 
sublimation of ice underneath, which would result in the 
dust-covered trough to result in more ice being subli-
mated normal to region B relative to a veneer free region 
A. Case 2) thick dust cover (>cm) would inhibit subli-
mation of underlying ice, which would result in region 
B having lesser difference in the amount of ice subli-
mated relative to a region A. Case 3) the slope of the 
trough is shallow, which means seasonal katabatic 
winds are weaker leading to less ice sublimation relative 
to adjacent steeper region A. Case 4) the slope of the 
trough is steep, which means seasonal katabatic winds 
are stronger, leading to more ice sublimation relative to 
adjacent shallower sloped wall of region B.  

References: [1] Smith, I. B. and Holt, J. W. (2010) Nature, 
465, 450–453; [2] Bramson, A. M. et al. (2019) JGRP, 124, 1020 
1043; [3] Smith, I. B. et al. (2013) JGRP, 118, 1835–1857; [4] Smith, 
I. B. and Holt, J. W. (2015) JGRP, 120, 362–387; [5] Smith, I. B. and 
Spiga, A. (2018) Icarus, 308, 188–196; [6] Spiga, A. and Smith, I. 
(2018) Icarus, 308, 197–208; [7] Fishbaugh, K. E. et al. (2010) Icarus, 
205, 269–282; [8] Fishbaugh, K. E. et al. (2010) GRL, 37; [9] Becerra, 
P. et al. (2016) JGRP, 121, 1445–1471; [10] Malin, M. C. and Edgett, 
K. S. (2001) JGRP, 106, 23429–23570; [11] Becerra, P. et al. (2017) 
GRL, 44, 2016GL071197; [12] Squyres, S. W. (1979) Icarus, 40, 244–
261; [13] Rodriguez, J. a. P. et al. (2007) Mars Journal, 3; [14] Milko-
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Fig 2. (a) Elevation profile 
from region A. (b) Protrusion 
profile made from subtract-
ing the linear fit of the eleva-
tion file to the elevation pro-
file. Pink star is the protru-
sion peak for the marker bed 
in (a). Pink circles are the 
minima from the adjacent re-
cessive layers. The pink lines 
show how protrusion meas-
urements will be calculated 
for each marker bed using 
the local minima to create a 
continuum.  
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) ice does not remain stable at the 
surface of Mars for long periods of time over the 
obliquity cycle. We use the UK version of the LMD 
Mars Global Circulation Model (MGCM) [1] with a 
newly integrated subsurface scheme to investigate how 
the timescales for the stability of CO2 ice are affected 
by overlying regolith at different obliquities within the 
range expected for Mars over the last 4 Myrs [2]. 

Introduction:  Martian subsurface ice studies 
have focused on the distribution of water ice, because 
the amount of subsurface CO2 ice present has been 
considered insignificant. This is because present day 
surface and subsurface temperatures are only tempo-
rarily low enough for the presence of CO2 ice. 

The large variability of martian obliquity signifi-
cantly impacts surface and subsurface temperatures 
[3], affecting the timescale and distribution of CO2 ice 
stability at the surface. At low obliquities, mean sur-
face temperatures drop and the perennial CO2 polar 
caps extend equatorward [e.g. 4, 5]. Conversely, at 
high obliquities, higher surface temperatures mean the 
CO2 polar cap sublimates, revealing the water ice be-
low which migrates equatorwards [e.g. 5, 6]. In all 
obliquity cases, it has been assumed CO2 only occurs 
as either surface ice at the poles, vapour within the 
atmosphere or adsorbed in the regolith, ignoring the 
potential for subsurface CO2 ice. 

Investigations into the South Polar Layered De-
posits (SPLD) using data from the Shallow Radar 
(SHARAD) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter re-
vealed the presence of buried CO2 ice deposits inter-
spersed with layers of water ice [7]. The amount of 
CO2 ice stored within these deposits has been estimat-
ed to be enough to nearly double the present day at-
mospheric pressure if released [7, 8]. 

One suggested mechanism for the formation of 
the SPLD is that surface CO2 ice slabs form during 
obliquity minima and are then buried under a water ice 
layer that accumulates in the south when perihelion 
occurs during northern summer and while the obliquity 
is still low enough for the CO2 ice to remain stable [9]. 
Another possibility is the CO2 ice deposits could form 
within the subsurface, and when the obliquity changes, 
these deposits would persist for longer due to the effect 
of the overlying regolith reducing the sublimation rate, 
as has been demonstrated for water ice [e.g. 10]. We 
investigate how the stability of CO2 ice is affected by a 
thin layer of regolith compared to at the surface 
boundary layer that exchanges with the atmosphere 
over a range of obliquities. 

Method:  The subsurface scheme integrated into 
the MGCM comprises of three sets of interdependent 

calculations (temperature, water and CO2). The equa-
tions used throughout the subsurface scheme are from 
experimental work at Mars relevant temperatures and 
pressures. 

The thermal scheme uses a  finite volume dis-
cretization of the heat conduction equation, with a 
thermal conductivity that varies with depth and both 
water and CO2 ice content. The thermal conductivity of 
the empty regolith uses the method of [11], the water 
ice thermal conductivity is from [12] and CO2 ice 
thermal conductivity is from [13]. 

The water scheme was developed using mostly 
the same water properties as in the previous subsurface 
scheme of the MGCM [14]. The main differences be-
tween the two schemes are a  finite volume method is 
used to discretise the vapour diffusion equation and 
different equations of state have been used [from 15]. 
Adsorption effects have also been ignored in the new 
scheme because the inclusion of an adsorption iso-
therm has been shown to have a negligible effect on 
long term ice accumulation [16]. 

The CO2 scheme uses the same methods as the 
water scheme, but with equations appropriate for CO2. 
The diffusion coefficient used is from [17], the equa-
tions of state are from [18] and a variable density of 
CO2 ice is used [19]. 

Preliminary Results and Discussion: We pre-
sent results from a series of simulations with different 
initial amounts of both water and CO2 at three different 
obliquities (15º, 25º and 35º). Figures 1 and 2 show 
examples of the results from these simulations, using 
an initial condition of 50% of the pore space  filled 
with water ice and 50% with CO2 ice. The initial glob-
al coverage of both ices gives an idea of where CO2 ice 
could survive in the subsurface at each obliquity if 
already present. This is useful because the exact 
amount and distribution of subsurface CO2 ice in the 
present day is unknown and has never been investigat-
ed, so the results from this study will be used to inform 
where CO2 could be present for the initial conditions 
for future investigations. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the number of sols CO2 ice 
is stable for in the surface layer and at a depth of   
0.012 m, respectively. The CO2 ice in the surface layer 
equilibrates with the atmosphere near instantaneously 
from the changes in temperature associated with a 
change in obliquity, whereas CO2 ice in the subsurface 
would take longer to respond to this change. The long-
er response time is because subsurface ice is not in 
direct contact with the atmosphere and vapour needs to 
diffuse through the overlying regolith before equili-
brating with the atmosphere. The diffusion coefficient 
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[16] controls the rate of this diffusion and has a range 
of 0.00018 m/s to 0.11 m/s when the porosity ranges 
from 0.01 (when ice nearly fills the pore space) to 0.5 
(with no ice) at 150 K. 

The observed effect of the overlying regolith on 
the rate of sublimation in these simulations demon-
strates that subsurface CO2 ice could remain stable for 
longer periods than surface ice after a change in obliq-
uity. This allows enough time for a water ice layer to 
deposit over the CO2 ice, trapping it within the subsur-
face. Future investigations will involve running simu-
lations with more realistic initial CO2 ice distributions, 
such as using the resulting distribution at one obliquity 
as an initial condition for a different obliquity 
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Introduction: Large, extensive debris-covered 

glaciers are found in the mid-latitudes of Mars at the ba-
ses of escarpments, in valley systems, and filling craters 
[1-6]. They likely preserve ice deposited during previ-
ous high spin-axis obliquity “ice ages,” and are thus a 
record of ice transport between the polar and mid-lati-
tude regions of Mars [7-8]. Understanding the processes 
by which debris-covered glaciers accumulate and are 
preserved will help us decode Martian climate history. 

A terrestrial analog for Martian debris-covered 
glaciers are ice-cored rock glaciers, which contain bur-
ied ice covered entirely by talus debris. Many, such as 
Galena Creek Rock Glacier in the Absaroka Moun-
tains, Wyoming, are known to preserve cores of pure 
ice from past alpine glaciation [9,10]. However, few 
studies examine the process of transition from alpine 
glacier to rock glacier [11]. We examine this transition 
by presenting a case study comparing Galena Creek 
Rock Glacier with the complex glacial system at Sul-
phur Creek ~3 km distance away. 

Methods: This work integrates field observations 
with geomorphic mapping of a 24 cm/px orthophoto and 
DEMs produced from airborne photography acquired in 
September, 2016 and October, 2019. 

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) at 100 MHz and 50 
MHz was also acquired at select locations across the 
features, in order to measure the thickness and purity of 
buried ice as well as image internal structure. 

Results: Site Geomorphology: Galena Creek Rock 
Glacier has been previously mapped into a number of 
rock glacier lobes by [12] (Figure 1a). The upper 2/3 of 
the system is known to be cored by up to 20 m of pure 
glacier ice under 0.8-1.0 m of continuous debris cover, 
while the lower 1/3 of the system is composed of ice-
cemented rock beneath 2-3 m of surface debris [9]. 

At the Sulphur Creek system we mapped the follow-
ing three geomorphic regimes (shown in Figure 2a) 
based on traits seen in the photogrammetric products, as 
well as ground-based observations: 

(1) A partly debris-covered alpine glacieret extend-
ing ~300-600 m from the headwall, ~3120-3500 
m.a.s.l., exhibiting crevasses, debris-covered hillocks, 
and ending in a raised moraine. A snow pit dug in Au-
gust, 2019 measured 138 cm of seasonal snow. Debris 
thickness increases towards the terminal moraine, from 
discontinuous ~10 cm debris in the lower accumulation 
zone to 20 cm continuous debris 110 m from the mo-
raine to > 50 cm within 20 m of the moraine. 

 
Figure 1: (a) Map displaying orthophoto of Galena 
Creek Rock Glacier with gross geomorphic regimes 
and GPR surveys displayed. Inset indicates location in 
western USA. (b) GPR data across the rock glacier 
mid-section; 20-25 m thick core of glacier ice along 
with underlying nested spoons architecture is revealed. 
Note the convex-up surface topography. 
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Figure 2: (a) Map displaying an orthophoto of the Sul-
phur Creek system with gross geomorphic regimes and 
GPR surveys displayed. (b) GPR data across the mid-
section of the valley; thin (< 10 m thick) ice deposits 
are revealed. Note the v-shaped surface topography. 
 

(2) A debris-covered stagnant ice zone ~1.1 km 
long at ~2880-3120 m.a.s.l. with highly deflated topog-
raphy and abundant active thermokarst features. This 
region is cut off dynamically from the glacieret above. 
Ice exposures are abundant. Debris thickness is highly 
variable, ranging between 20 cm and ~1 m.  

(3) A rock glacier tongue ~900 m long at ~2660-
2880 m.a.s.l. with abundant compressional fold mor-
phology, some thermokarst scars and ponds, ending in 
an oversteepened toe ~50-60 m high. Surface debris is 
up to 1.8 m thick. 

Ground-Penetrating Radar: The results of a 50 
MHz radar transect across the mid-section of Galena 
Creek Rock Glacier are shown in Figure 1b. A debris-
covered ice core 20-25 m thick was imaged over a set 
of reflectors forming a nested spoons architecture. 

The results of a 100 MHz radar transect across the 
stagnant ice mid-section of Sulphur Creek are shown 
in Figure 2b, displaying localized ice deposits < 10 m 
thick. The upper glacieret was measured locally at up 
to 18 m, thickening upslope, while the lower rock glac-
ier was measured at ~30 m thickness. 

60 diffraction hyperbolae were measured in radar 
data on Sulphur Creek, providing statistics on the die-
lectric constant and composition of measured deposits. 
The glacieret and stagnant ice zones yielded results 
that were statistically the same, with mean e’ = 3.7±0.2 
for an ice content of >77%. The rock glacier yielded 
mean e’ = 5.8±0.6 for an ice content of ~26-50%.  

Discussion: At both Galena and Sulphur Creek we 
find high ice purity in the deposits in the upper 2/3 of 
the valley in contrast to a more ice-poor lower rock 
glacier body. At Sulphur Creek the ice deposits are sig-
nificantly thinner, more localized, and buried by sur-
face debris up to 4-5 times thinner than the surface de-
bris at Galena Creek.  

We hypothesize that both valleys previously con-
sisted of active alpine glaciers overrunning more an-
cient rock glaciers. At Galena Creek, sufficient debris 
cover allowed the glacier to be preserved in the form 
of the 20-25 m thick ice core observed in Figure 1b. 
However, at Sulphur Creek the debris cover was insuf-
ficient to preserve a significant amount of ice; the glac-
ier retreated to its current glacieret state, leaving be-
hind the stagnant ice deposits. 

This study highlights the influence of debris availa-
bility on the preservation of glacier ice in otherwise 
very similar geologic settings. We will use these sites 
to quantify the debris-availability threshold for pre-
serving glaciers and extrapolate our findings to Mar-
tian debris-covered glaciers. 
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Introduction: The yearly waning and waxing of 

the seasonal polar caps represents one of the most 
dramatic expression of the CO2 cycle on Mars, with 
massive amounts of carbon dioxide cyclically ex-
changed between the atmosphere and the surface [1]. 
As CO2 condenses on the surface in the local Fall and 
Winter, non-condensable species remain and accumu-
late in the atmospheric column, resulting in a decrease 
of the CO2 partial pressure and thus a lowering of the 
CO2 frost point temperature TCO2 [2]. We determine the 
lowering of TCO2, and discuss its impact on the polar 
energy budget and regional circulation.  

Methods:  To determine TCO2, we bin Mars Cli-
mate Sounder (MCS) on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
[3] retrieved surface temperatures acquired near 22 
(T22) and 12 µm (T12) over the Polar Regions (10° in 
latitude and 10° Ls). In order to obtain kinetic surface 
temperatures, we perform a necessary emissivity cor-
rection [4] because CO2 ice emissivity depends strong-
ly on crytal size. The emissivity correction relies on 
the unique spectral properties of CO2 ice at 12 and 22 
µm (Fig. 1), resulting in a quasi linear relationship 
between T12 and T12 – T22 (see [4], and Fig. 2). When 
T12 = T22 (intercept of the regression line), the surface 
emissivity must approach 1, and the brightness tem-
perature equals the kinetic temperature TCO2. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Modeled CO2 ice emissivity as a function of 
crystal size and wavelength (emission angle of 70°, 
typical of MCS). MCS Channels A4 (T12) and A5 (T22) 
are indicated in white. 

 
Fig. 2: Example of derivation for TCO2 for data at 
110°<Ls<120°, -90°<Latitude<-80°. Where T12 = T22, 
the surface emissivity is 1 and T12 = TCO2. In this ex-
ample, the 95% confidence is very small, < 0.1K 
 

Surface CO2 ice contamination by dust and H2O ice 
do not measurably interfere with a successful deriva-
tion of TCO2 because they yield emissivities around 1 at 
22 and 12 µm. Uncertainties are determined by fitting 
95% confidence regression lines (Fig. 2). We then 
compare TCO2 with the theoretical surface frost point 
temperature calculated using the output of a General 
Circulation Model and Clapeyron’s law [5], and con-
vert the temperature depression to an equivalent CO2 
partial pressure. From here, we calculate the enrich-
ment in non-condensable gases, expressed here as the 
Ar enhancement factor EFAr (Fig. 3 and 4). 

Results: In the South (Fig. 3), near-surface non-
condensable gasses enhancement peaks at ~5.5 
(Ls~90°) a value indicative of static instability and 
likely vertical mixing of the entire atmospheric column 
[6]. Indeed, column integrated Ar concentrations dis-
play similar values, e.g, 5<EFAr<6 based on data anal-
ysis from the Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer 
(GRS) [7], confirming the expected vertical diffusion. 
Surface depletion poleward of 50°S are homogenous, 
in contrast with GRS data that found modest depletion 
in the 75°S to 60°S latitude band, and no detectable 
depletion equatorward of 60°S. 
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Fig. 3: Surface CO2 depletion expressed as the equiva-
lent Ar enhancement factor (EFAr) over the South sea-
sonal cap. Error bars are not shown for clarity, but 
generally correspond to ± 1 EFAr unit.  
 

In the North, we find even higher enrichment val-
ues  (Fig. 5, up to ~7 near Ls~240°) in contrast with 
the quasi-absence of noticeable Ar enrichment reported 
[7] or modeled [8], e.g., 0<EFAr<2derived from a ~3K 
depression of the frost point.. This difference suggests 
a depleted layer confined near the ground by an un-
modeled atmospheric configuration, for example the 
presence of a near-surface inversion layer. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Same as Fig. 3, but for the North. 
 

Conclusions: The kinetic temperature of the North 
and South seasonal ice caps is derived, and shown to 
be depressed by up to ~3 K. This depression is inter-
preted as an enrichment of non-condensable gasses by 
factors up ~7 EFAr. While surface enrichments are sim-
ilar to column integrated concentrations in the South 
[7], a strong near-surface depletion in the North is con-
sistent with confinement near the ground. A simplistic 
two layer atmospheric model shows that the depleted 
surface layer cannot exceed a few km in thickness 
(Fig. 5) without driving the column integrated deple-
tion values above observed numbers [7]. The presence 
of an un-modeled lower atmosphere phenome-
non/configuration prevents buoyant depleted gas from 
rising away from the surface layer. 

The measured ~3 K surface temperature decrease 
due to non-condensable enrichment has a modest effect 
on the CO2 frost radiative balance, only decreasing the 
emission by ~9%. Other factors affecting the cooling 
to space (e.g., low CO2 ice emissivity associated with 
snowfalls, clouds, etc.) will have a larger impact. 
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Fig. 5: Near-surface depleted layer thickness vs. col-
umn integrated (GRS-simulated, i.e., well mixed en-
richment) EFAr for a 2 layer atmosphere model, three 
upper layer enhancement cases (EFAr =.5, 1., 1.4). 
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TOPOGRAPHIC, COMPOSITIONAL AND TEXTURAL VARIATIONS IN BASAL INTERFACES 
BENEATH THE SOUTH POLAR PLATEAU OF MARS FROM MARSIS RADAR SOUNDING. J.J. Plaut, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109, 
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Introduction:  Subsurface radar sounding by the 

MARSIS (Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and 
Ionospheric Sounding) and SHARAD (Shallow Ra-
dar) has allowed views inside the martian polar depos-
its that reveal their gross properties (volume, compo-
sition), details of internal structure (layer continuity, 
unconformities) and relationships to underlying and 
surrounding terrains. A key target for MARSIS has 
been the "basal interface" of the south polar layered 
deposits (SPLD, or Planum Australe), which is the 
contact of the icy sediments with the underlying, pre-
sumably lithic, substrate. Detection of this interface 
allows measurements of the the thickness and volume 
of the overlying deposits, and characterization of the 
pre-depositional landscape morphology. Beneath the 
south polar plateau, unusually strong basal reflections 
have been detected by MARSIS [1-2]. Modeling of 
the propagation of the radar signals suggests that a 
highly reflective material, possibly including liquid 
water, occurs in certain limited areas of the basal in-
terface [2]. In this paper, three-dimensional radar 
sounding image compilations of MARSIS data for 
south polar region are used to examine the variable 
properties of the basal interface. 

Data sets:  MARSIS has been collecting subsur-
face sounding data since 2005. It operates simultane-
ously at 2 of 4 frequency bands (1.8, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 
MHz) with a 1 MHz bandwidth. The compiled polar 
data sets consist of about 2000 orbits at each pole, 
taken in the 3 higher frequency bands. Key features of 
the 3D radar imaging volumes are: voxel (volume 
pixel) dimensions 1.5 km x 1.5 km (horizontal) x 50 
m (depth); depth correction is applied in the subsur-
face using a wave speed in pure water ice; overlap-
ping echo frames from different orbits are averaged; 
empty voxels are filled with horizontally applied 
nearest neighbor interpolation; volumes are construct-
ed for bands at 3, 4 and 5 MHz separately, and as 
combined products; slices are extracted for all vertical 
and horizontal planes in each volume for individual 
study and animations. 

Discussion:  The 3D volumes of the south polar 
region provide new insights on the deepest structure 

below the layered deposits of Planum Australe. Sev-
eral distinct regions of the basal interface display 
widespread, unusually bright reflections. These in-
clude areas under the thickest sections of the SPLD, at 
depths >3.5 km. Moreover, this reflective surface ex-
tends to the margin of the SPLD, where shallow ther-
mal conditions should be similar to the surface in this, 
one of the coldest regions of Mars. The area identified 
in [2] is generally bright, but the regional signature 
does not distinguish this area from the others. The 
small (~30 km) highly reflective patch was only de-
tected with high resolution raw echo data [2] which 
are not used in the 3D volume compilations due to 
limited coverage. The patch and its surroundings seem 
to be responsible for a rarely observed (in MARSIS) 
"multiple," in which a ghost image of the reflector 
appears at twice its depth due to a secondary round-
trip ray path from the base to the surface and back. 
Analysis of early MARSIS data Planum Australe [1] 
suggested the presence of discontinuous reflectors at 
surprisingly great depths, as much as 1 km beneath 
the generally planar basal interface. These deeper 
reflectors are well-delineated in the 3D volumes; 
some are detected strongly only in the lowest fre-
quency (3 MHz) of the studied bands. Many deep 
reflectors are associated with the Cavi Angusti "pit-
ted" terrain, which implies that intervals of debris 
deposition and erosion occurred prior to the deposi-
tion of the Planum Boreum SPLD. Characterization of 
the south polar basal interface provides insight into 
the geological and climatic evolution that has affected 
the region. Further analysis of MARSIS data should 
better constrain the origin of the enigmatic highly 
reflective signatures. 
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Introduction:  We used a catalog of seasonal fans 

and blotches measured by citizen scientists participating 
in the project Planet Four to analyze the spring evolution 
of deposits from CO2 jets in the southern polar regions 
of Mars.  

Martian polar areas in spring display a broad diver-
sity of surface changes. Interplay between sublimation 
and re-condensation of water and CO2 ices, occasional 
snowfall and subsequent transformation between differ-
ent ice forms, dust lifting and sedimentation, wind ero-
sion of icy surfaces and of permanent substrate or dunes 
– all these processes happen during spring in the Mar-
tian polar regions. Paired with varying atmospheric con-
ditions, they pose a complex riddle to the occasional re-
mote observer. 

The High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 
(HiRISE) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) 
monitored the selected set of regions of interest (ROIs) 
in the southern polar regions every spring over 6 martian 
years. This dataset provides abundant information on 
seasonal and inter-annual development of transient sur-
face features – fans and blotches – considered to be de-
posits from CO2 jet eruptions [1, 2, 3]. For the purpose 
of this study it is important that the deposits are from 
material that has been aloft in the atmosphere and thus 
their directions and sizes retain information about erup-
tion physics as well as about the state of the martian at-
mosphere at the time of eruption. 

Method: A given HiRISE image can have hundreds 
to thousands of fans and blotches or none at all. Every 
ROI has up to a dozen HiRISE images per year. To an-
alyze this dataset numerically we have created the citi-
zen science project Planet Four (P4). Participants of P4 
mark seasonal deposits in sub-frames of HiRISE images 
with online geometric tools. Locations, directions, and 
sizes of the markings are stored in a database. A pro-
cessing pipeline is used to remove mistaken markings 
and to reduce multiple markings of the same object to 
one composite marking per object. The complete de-
scription of P4 and the pipeline is in [4]. 

The result of the pipeline is a catalog of fan and 
blotch markings with their coordinates, directions and 
sizes linked to HiRISE images (and thus time) during 
the spring season. The catalog provides a means to sta-
tistically study development of the seasonal activity. 
The P4-derived values that will be discussed below are 
averages over a given HiRISE image. For example, 
when wind direction is reported for a given image (and 

thus a corresponding  Ls)  this is a number that averages 
directions of all existing fan markings recorded for that 
image. The deviations from the mean in this case repre-
sent the spread of orientations of multiple markings in-
side that image and not the error in citizen science mark-
ings or pipeline processing [4]. 

Results: Using assumptions about CO2 jet eruption 
physics based on models (such as [5]), we are able to 
convert fan lengths to near-surface wind speeds. Wind 
directions are estimated from orientation of fan mark-
ings. Both of these are derived in relation to time in mul-
tiple ROIs monitored by HiRISE.  

Wind directions: An example of simultaneous wind 
speed and direction development in ROI Giza is shown 
in Fig. 1. We can be confident that in subsequent images 
we measure newly developed deposits because their di-
rection shifts continuously towards east. Thus we can 
state that the near-surface wind direction in this ROI has 
shifted by over 60 degrees between Ls 180° and Ls 230°. 
At the same time the wind speed decreased. After Ls 
240° the direction of wind shift has reversed and wind 
speed has increased. This indicates a switch between at-
mospheric regimes between Ls 230° and Ls 240°, most 

 
Figure 1 Near-surface wind speeds (top) and direc-
tions (bottom; clockwise from N) vs Ls, derived 
from P4 results in ROI Giza (84.8°S, 65.8°E).  
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probably associated with sublimation of surface CO2 
ice. 

On the larger scale, ROIs located between longi-
tudes 60°E and 150°E show a consistent shift in the 
most probable wind direction towards the east. ROIs 
outside this longitudinal bin either do not show this 
trend (e.g., Buenos Aires at 4.8°E, Ithaca at 180.7°E, 
Portsmouth at 167.8°E, Inca City at 295.8°E) or have an 
insufficient number of seasonal images (i.e., Wellington 
at 225.2°E).  

Wind speeds: Caution must be used when interpret-
ing wind speed data from this dataset because the esti-
mates depend on a number of assumptions such as the 
size distribution of mineral grains lifted by the CO2 jet 
eruptions, static stability of the near-surface atmos-
phere, jet eruption strength, etc. Whenever possible we 
stayed with the most conservative assumptions and thus 
the wind speeds discussed here are lower estimates. The 
strongest winds were detected in the longitude band 
60°E–150°E, where (considering all ROIs during all of 
spring) the wind speed peaks at ~9 m/s at earlier Ls (< 
220°). Winds outside that longitude band stay below 5 
m/s for the whole season. We have not detected signifi-
cant inter-annual variability between the 2 MYs that we 
have so far analyzed (MY 29 and MY 30). 

Comparison to atmospheric models: We have run 
the Mars Regional Atmospheric Modeling System 
(MRAMS; [6]) at the same ROIs and season to compare 
its estimated winds to values derived from P4. An ex-
ample of such a comparison is shown in Fig. 2. 

A major complication of comparing observed and 
modeled results comes from the fact that we do not 
know at what exact time(s) of day CO2 eruptions hap-
pened, creating the deposits. According to MRAMS 
simulations, near-surface winds may significantly 
change through the martian day (as can be seen in Fig. 
2 where each dot represents wind during a 10 Mars-mi-
nute window). The amount and amplitude of variations 
depends on the exact location of the ROI, with topo-
graphic forcing playing a major role.  

Conclusions: P4 data provide us with a new way to 
investigate seasonal processes on Mars, with potential 
for quantitative analysis. The significant degree of cor-
relation between modeled and P4-derived wind 
speed/direction strongly suggest that fan deposits do in-
deed mark the directions of changing near-surface 
winds. The directions considerably shift during spring 
(and during each sol) which reflects the volatile nature 
of weather in the southern polar regions during spring. 

References: [1] Kieffer, H. H. (2007) JGR, 112(E8) 
[2] Hansen, C. J. et al. (2013) Icarus 225, 881-897 [3] 
Portyankina et al., (2010) Icarus 205, 311–320 [4] Aye, 
K. M. et al. (2019) Icarus 319, 558–598 [5] Thomas, N. 
et al. (2011), GRL 38, L08203 [6] Rafkin, S. C. R. et al. 
(2001) Icarus 151, 228–256 
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Figure 2 Comparison of P4-derived wind speeds and directions (red lines) to MRAMS output (dots; colorized by nor-
malized daily time-integrated insolation, with cool colors in the morning and warm colors in the later afternoon) at ROI 
Giza (84.8°S, 65.8°E). Each dot represents a local time slot of 10 Mars-minutes.  
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Introduction. The significant effects of water and 

ice on the surface of Mars throughout its history is well 
documented [e.g., 1]. Geomorphic features show evi-
dence for abundant liquid water on early Mars, but 
whether the climate was warm and wet or cold and icy 
with punctuated periods of melting is not well under-
stood. Some atmospheric models for early Mars pre-
dict a cold, icy climate [e.g., 2], but any model for the 
early climate on Mars must be reconciled with the ob-
served chemical record, which strongly indicates aque-
ous alteration [e.g., 3]. Climate models for the Amazo-
nian era also predict periodic ice ages [4, 5], and the 
mineralogical record on these surfaces supports these 
models, with sulfates and high-silica surfaces modeled 
in high latitudes [e.g., 6-8]. However, alteration miner-
alogy formed in snow and ice-dominated conditions is 
poorly understood compared to that of warmer cli-
mates, and it is unclear whether or not cold climate 
weathering could form the aqueous weathering prod-
ucts preserved on ancient martian surfaces [3]. To ad-
dress this knowledge gap, we synthesize results from 
glacial Mars analog sites at the Three Sisters, OR, 
USA, and mafic regions of the Antarctic ice sheet, and 
compare them to the surface mineralogy of Mars. 
These sites provide the opportunity to characterize 
weathering in environments analogous to glacial envi-
ronments on Mars throughout geologic time, including 
small warm-based glaciers and perennial snowfields 
[9, 10] as well as the proposed extensive ice sheets of 
the late Noachian icy highlands model [e.g., 2]. 

Alpine glacial and periglacial alteration. The 
Three Sisters volcanic complex in the Cascade Volcan-
ic Arc is the most mafic glaciated terrain in the contig-
uous U.S. [11], and recent ice retreat has made freshly 
deglaciated materials accessible. We collected rocks, 
sediments, and water samples, and made in situ meas-
urements (temperature, pH, dissolved O2) in two major 
glacial valleys in order to characterize weathering 
products and infer chemical reactions in this cold and 
wet environment. We analyzed water samples for ma-
jor and minor dissolved ions (IC, ICP-MS), and deter-
mined the chemistry and mineralogy of rocks and sed-
iments with VNIR/TIR spectroscopy, XRD, and elec-
tron microscopy (SEM, TEM, EDS). 

The predominant form of chemical weathering in 
these mafic glacier-dominated systems is dissolution of 
feldspar and volcanic glass by carbonic acid, which 
releases relatively large quantities of silica into solu-
tion compared to other ions [12]. When these reactions 

occur under the glacier, silica is precipitated at the ice-
rock contact, resulting in extensive hydrated silica 
coatings on glacially striated bedrock. These rock coat-
ings exhibit silica signatures in VNIR and TIR spectra, 
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows that 
the <1 mm thick coatings are composed of glacial flour 
cemented by a high-silica phase [12]. Glacially pol-
ished bedrock shows the same signature as these coat-
ings in VNIR and TIR, indicating that silica is also 
present as widespread optically thin coatings under the 
glacier. 

Where alteration occurs due to diurnal and seasonal 
snowfield melt in the proglacial plain, silica is precipi-
tated on glacially derived sediments as silica-rich poor-
ly crystalline phases. In sediments from the glacier 
terminus, moraines, and proglacial lakes, we found no 
evidence for authigenic formation of crystalline altera-
tion phases, but XRD and TIR spectra indicate that, on 
average, sediments contain greater abundances (by 
~10-20 wt.%) of X-ray amorphous materials compared 
to local bedrock [13]. TEM-EDS (transmission elec-
tron microscopy with energy dispersive spectroscopy) 
of the <2 µm and <150 µm size fractions of glacial 
sediments indicates that the amorphous component 
includes bedrock-sourced volcanic glass alongside a 
variety of secondary amorphous silicates and clay min-
eral precursors [14-16]. These particles have variable 
Fe-Al-Si compositions and are consistent with weath-
ering observed in other cold, icy mafic environments 
[e.g., 17]. By comparing predicted bulk crystalline 
chemistry from XRD models to actual measured bulk 
chemistry [18], we also observed that the bulk compo-
sition of these amorphous materials are enriched in 
silica relative to the parent material [18]. Based on 
these observations, X-ray amorphous, hydrated silica-
rich materials appear to be the predominant weathering 
product deposited in alpine glacial and perennial snow-
field ice/snowmelt-driven systems on mafic bedrock. 

Chemical weathering under large ice sheets. In 
small glaciers and perennial snowfields, water and 
sediment move through the system very quickly and 
alteration occurs rapidly during daily melt cycles. 
These conditions favor the formation of poorly crystal-
line phases, which form where kinetic effects dominate 
over thermodynamic reactions [19]. Water and sedi-
ments can remain under large ice sheets for orders of 
magnitude longer: in Antarctica, typical ice streams 
discharge water over decades, and the largest subgla-
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cial lakes have residence times of ~105 years [20]. We 
hypothesize that while initial weathering reactions un-
der large ice sheets might be similar to those under 
small glaciers, the persistence of water and sediments 
over longer timescales may lead to more crystalline 
alteration phases. To test this hypothesis, we used 
VNIR and TIR spectroscopy, XRD, and XRF to char-
acterize a suite of sediment samples from warm- and 
cold-based locations across the Antarctic ice sheet 
where mafic, Mars-relevant basal bedrock dominates. 

Basal sediments from warm-based portions of the 
Antarctic ice sheets remain in contact with liquid gla-
cial meltwater longer (sediment flux rate: ~100 
m3/m/yr) than sediments from cold-based ice (~5 
m3/m/yr) [21]. VNIR/TIR spectra confirm that mafic 
subglacial sediments from warm-based sites like Mt. 
Achrenar contain significant Al-clays. The source 
rocks contain some Fe/Mg-phyllosilicates but not Al-, 
suggesting that the Al-clay minerals were formed dur-
ing subglacial alteration. 

Under cold-based portions of the ice sheet, temper-
atures at the base are below the freezing point of water 
such that the base is frozen to the rock or sediment 
below. Here subglacial sediment can still come in con-
tact with liquid water and be moved [22] but we expect 
chemical alteration rates to be far slower than those in 
warm-based zones [23]. Indeed, sediments from the 
cold-based glacial/periglacial site Basen Nunatuk ex-
hibit no clear evidence for crystalline alteration phases 
in TIR or XRD. Rather, these sediments contain high 
abundances of high-silica amorphous materials [24], 
perhaps analogous to the poorly crystalline silicates at 
our alpine glacier Cascades field site. 

Implications for Mars. Results from these two 
glacial Mars analog sites show that alteration product 
crystallinity is most likely an important indicator of 
past climatic conditions. Our study predicts that transi-
ent ice/snowmelt-driven weathering on a cold and icy 
Mars, whether during the Amazonian in widespread 
periglacial terrains and at small alpine glaciers, or in 
the Noachian/Hesperian under large cold-based ice-
sheets, should have produced high abundances of poor-
ly crystalline materials (Table 1). In contrast, sedi-
ments from warm-based portions of ice sheets with 
persistent liquid water are enriched in crystalline clay 
minerals, which we hypothesize form due to longer 
residence times under the ice sheet. Localized regions 
of warm-based ice may have existed on ancient Mars 
due to top-down melting induced by insolation and/or 
volcanic eruptions [2, 25], and we suggest that crystal-
line clay mineral formation in these locations as well 
as poorly crystalline phases from elsewhere in the ice 
sheet could have contributed to downstream lacustrine 
sediments. 

Silica-rich, poorly crystalline phases are a signifi-
cant component of Amazonian and Hesperian sedi-
ments on Mars, consistent with melt-driven gla-
cial/periglacial weathering under cold climates. Silica 
has been detected in Amazonian periglacial sediments 
[26], and glacially-derived rock coatings could be 
analogous to the silica-rich rinds suggested in the Am-
azonian northern lowlands [6, 27, 28]. Poorly crystal-
line phases and clay minerals are also a major compo-
nent of Gale Crater Hesperian lake sediments [29] and 
of extensive Northern Acidalia Amazonian sediments 
[8]. However, this ice/snowmelt-driven alteration 
model cannot easily explain the abundant crystalline 
alteration minerals found across Noachian terrains [3], 
suggesting that these surface minerals did not form due 
to ice/snow melt but rather during persistent warm 
periods on early Mars. 
References: 1] B.L. Ehlmann et al (2011) Nature, 479, 53-
60. [2] Fastook & Head (2015) PSS, 106, 82-98. [3] Ehlmann 
& Edwards (2014) Ann. Rev. EPS, 42, 291-315. [4] M.I. 
Richardson & R.J. Wilson (2002) JGR, 107. [5] J.W. Head et 
al. (2003) Nature, 426, 797-802. [6] Horgan & Bell (2012) 
Geology, 40, 391–394. [7] Horgan et al. (2009) JGR, 114, 
E01005. [8] Rampe et al. (2012), Geology, 40-, 995–998. [9] 
Kite et al. (2013), Icarus, 223, 181-210. [10] Scanlon et al. 
(2015), Icarus, 250, 18-31. [11] Hildreth et al. (2012) USGS 
Map 3186. [12] Rutledge et al. (2018), GRL, 45. [13] Scud-
der et al. (2018) LPSC XLIX, #2913. [14] Rampe et al. 
(2017), AGU Fall Meeting, P33C-2892. [15] Smith & Hor-
gan (in review) Geology. [16] Smith et al. (2017) AGU, 
#216658. [17] Hausrath et al. (2008), Astrobio, 8, 1079-1092. 
[18] Smith  et al. (2018), JGR, 123. [19] Ziegler et al. (2003), 
Chem. Geol. [20] Bell et al., (2002), Nature, 416, 307. [21] 
Gollege et al. (2013) QSR, 78, 225-247. [22] Atkins et al. 
(2002), Geology, 30, 659-662. [23] Margreth et al. (2014), 
Quat. Sci. Rev., 91, 242-256. [24] Graly et al. (2019) Gold-
schmidt #868. [25] Cassanelli & Head (2015), Icarus, 253, 
243–255. [26] Sun & Milliken (2018), GRL, 45, 10,221-
10,228. [27] Kraft et al. (2010), LPSC XLI, #2600. [28] Ruff 
& Christensen (2007), GRL, 34, 6. [29] Rampe et al. (2017), 
EPSL, 471, 172-185. 

Table 1. Terrestrial analog glacial environments and 
their associated alteration mineralogy. 
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Introduction:  Understanding the microphysical 

processes occurring on the Martian seasonal cap is 

critical since their radiative properties can affect the 

Martian climate. The albedo increase of the Martian 

seasonal caps during spring is a well-documented phe-

nomenon, Fig.1 [1]. Several processes have been pro-

posed as an explanation for these observations: the 

decrease of the CO2 grain size [2], a cleaning process 

of the CO2 slab that would imply either the sinking or 

the ejection of the dust contained in the ice ([1], [2], 

[3]), a water layer accumulation on the top of the slab 

[3], the role played by aerosols [2] etc. So far, no ex-

perimental simulations have been realized to discrimi-

nate between these processes. We designed experi-

ments to investigate some of these hypotheses, as well 

as a few others: CO2 ice grain size decrease through 

thermal cracking,  dust segregation by heating ice, 

grain changes during ice sublimation, ...  

 

 
Figure 1: Albedo increase of the Northern seasonal cap 

seen by Hubble [1] 

 

Experiment protocol: To simulate Martian sea-

sonal deposits, a pure CO2 ice and an homogenous 

mixture of CO2 ice and dust have been produced over a 

layer of dust in the Carbo-NIR cell, the chamber devel-

oped at IPAG to simulate Martian environment. CO2 

ice is obtained in a granular form and then ’slabized’ 

(transformed into polycrystalline ice) in the cell using 

CO2 gas injection [4]. The entire experiment has been 

performed at a temperature of 150 K and a pressure of 

6.5 mbar, characteristic of the Martian environment 

during winter. The dust used in this experiment is a 

volcanic tuff that which is used as an analog for Mar-

tian dust in this experiment. It has been characterized 

by reflectance spectroscopy ([5], [6]). 

Reflectance spectra were acquired with the Spectro-

gonio radiometer SHINE at IPAG laboratory [7]. Our 

measurements span the 0.5-4 μm range with a spectral 

sampling of 20 nm between 0.5 and 1 μm and 10 nm 

between 1 and 4 μm. The spectral resolution varies 

along the spectrum : from 19 nm between 0.5–3 μm to 

39 nm between 3–4 μm. All the spectra were acquired 

with nadir illumination and an emergence angle of 15°. 

On Mars thermal stress induced cracking could be 

produced by a thermal gradient inside fragile slab ice. 

This thermal gradient could either be positive and in-

duced by the absorption of solar energy or, negative 

and created during atmospheric depression conditions, 

by the rapid cooling of the surface to equilibrate with 

the CO2 vapor pressure. 

 

 

Figure 2: Bidirectional reflectance spectra of the CO2 slab 

initial state (black), after thermal cracking (red) and after 

cracking only due to thermal stress (blue). 

Both situations were tested during several experi-

ments, including: illumination with a stable pressure, 

decrease of pressure, illumination with a pressure in-

crease. The first situation represent the best Martian 

analogy since we pumped into the limited volume of 

the cell to keep a stable CO2 gas pressure all along the 

experiment to simulate a stable atmosphere. In the sec-
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ond case with decreasing pressure, we investigated 

typical P experienced in Mars atmosphere with baro-

clinic waves activity (typically 0.5-1 mbar). In our 

simulations, illumination is provided by an halogen 

lamp and the flux at the sample is equal to the flux re-

ceived by seasonal deposits in early spring (around 

200W.m−2). 

 

Results: Fig.2 presents bidirectional reflectance 

spectra of the sample before and after some of the ex-

periments. The black one is a typical dirty slab spec-

trum obtained in our cell with deep CO2 bands and a 

low reflectance. The blue and red spectra are obtained 

after subjecting the slab sample to sublimation and to a 

thermal gradient with 2 different protocols : thermal 

gradient for the red spectrum was produced using illu-

mination + pumping (stable P and surface T) while the 

thermal gradient for the blue spectrum is realized with 

illumination only (i.e. the pressure increased inside the 

cell as the sample warmed up). Results associated with 

pumping only (P = 1 mbar) are not displayed since 

we didn’t observed any reflectance change using this 

method. At 1 μm, the reflectance is increased by 41% 

on the red spectrum and 58% on the blue spectrum. 

The difference of albedo increase between both cases 

is simply due to a longer illumination time for the sec-

ond case (2h instead of 1h). This albedo increase is 

comparable with the one observed on Mars (see Fig.1). 

  

 
Figure 3: Morphological evolution of CO2 ice grain. During 

sublimation the grain boundary that separate this grain from 

the others become brighter. 

 

From the side observation of the sample we first 

observed that the dust contained into slab ice don’t 

accumulate on the surface and rather ’sink’ slowly 

(2mm/day) into the slab, as proposed by some authors 

since dust preferably absorb light compared to CO2 ice, 

warm and sublimate the ice around it. However this 

produce only very limited changes in reflectance. 

Thermal cracking of CO2 slab ice also seems to be 

unable to produce a significant albedo increase as these 

mechanical cracks inside the slab are rapidly eliminat-

ed. 

 

 

Figure 4: Schematic of the evolution of the sample surface 

subjected to illumination.  

On the other hand the process that clearly produce the 

brightening of the slab is the sublimation of the ice at 

the grain boundaries of the polycrystalline ice that pro-

gressively open and deepen them (Figure 3). When the 

poorly reflecting ice/ice interfaces are replaced by a 

pair of ice-gas + gas-ice interfaces they reflect light 

more than an order of magnitude more (Figure 4). 

Conclusion: These experiments showed that dust 

sinking and thermal slab cracking are not efficient at 

increasing the reflectance but that sublimation of CO2 

slab ice can readily produce a strong increase of the 

reflectance (as high as 60%). The microphysical pro-

cess involved is the progressive opening of the grain 

boundaries. The magnitude of the measured effect is 

consistent with the increase observed on the Martian 

seasonal condensate and can mimic the photometric 

behavior during spring. 
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Introduction: Landforms characterized by gentle 

slopes, convex upward profiles with relatively steep 
edges, and radial and concentric ridge-and-furrow line-
ation have been observed in the 30°–60° latitude bands 
in both hemispheres since the Viking orbiter days. The 
distinct morphology that is representative of viscous 
flow and the strong latitudinal dependence in their oc-
currence were hypothesized to be due to the presence of 
ice in these landforms. The landforms were proposed to 
be viscous flow features (VVF) and termed lobate de-
bris aprons (LDA). Two other viscous flow features 
were also identified in the 30°–60° latitude bands – lin-
eated valley fills (LVF) and concentric crater fills 
(CCF). 

 

 
Figure 1: Lobate debris aprons and lineated valley 

fill. The image centered at 104.426° E and 41.75° S is a 
series of overlapping CTX images of the northeastern 
flank of the Hellas basin. 

 
Figure 2: Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) 

profile of the LDA in the above image showing gentle 
slopes, convex upward profiles with relatively steep 
edges.  

Even though ice has been hypothesized to have 
played a major role in the formation of these landforms, 
the volume fraction of ice has been debated since they 
were first observed. Based on the morphology of the 
landforms, seminal work favored a rock glacier hypoth-
esis with minor amounts of interstitial ice [1][2][3]. Ac-
cording to this hypothesis, when surface ice deposits are 
covered in debris, the ice enables cementation of the de-
bris forming rock glaciers. These rock glaciers propa-
gate by creep of interstitial ice. 

Recent geophysical surveys using Shallow Radar 
(SHARAD) data favor a debris-covered glacier hypoth-
esis [4][5]. According to this hypothesis, attenuation of 
radar signal and a lack of multiple reflections from the 
subsurface are indicative of massive (lacking interfaces) 
low-loss material deposits. The dielectric constant of the 
underlying material modeled based on radar data 
matches that of water ice and other low-loss materials 
like volcanic ash. Again, based on morphological evi-
dence and latitudinal dependence of the landforms, the 
hypothesis favors water ice as the more likely material. 
The propagation of the landforms in this case is due to 
creep of ice. 

Our long-term objective is to develop a physics-
based model to understand and describe the ice dynam-
ics of each of the VVF landforms on Mars. We intend 
to quantitatively characterize the similarities and differ-
ences between each of the landforms and present a ho-
listic hypothesis taking into consideration the emplace-
ment and evolution of ice in the mid-latitudes; including 
ice-atmosphere interactions, climatic forcing, and ther-
mophysical properties of the debris mantle. 

Objective: As a start, for this conference our pri-
mary focus is going to be on characterizing the ice dy-
namics of LDA landforms. We intend to develop a 
physics based zero-order ice dynamics model incorpo-
rating the theoretical framework of terrestrial glaciol-
ogy. We will then apply this model to LDA landforms 
on Mars using comparative planetology assuming the 
LDA landforms to be debris-covered glaciers.  

The goal of this work will be to model the ice flow 
of at least one LDA landform. We will describe the mass 
balance and assess the flow mechanisms to attempt to 
reproduce the observed morphology and flow profile. 
We will also attempt to discuss the effects of impurities 
(such as dust) in the ice on the ice dynamics. 

Preliminary considerations: LDAs are likely cold-
based ice bodies (i.e., the basal ice layers are frozen) that 
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deform and flow visco-plastically under their own 
weight on very long timescales. The presence of dust in 
the icy matrix likely affects ice rheology [6], which will 
lead to a different equilibrium profile and form to that 
of a terrestrial cold-based glacial body. Modelling is re-
quired to assess the details of ice deformation and dy-
namics under the cold Martian temperatures, lower 
gravity values, and dusty ice 
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The Mineralogy Of Lithic Sediments Within The North And South Polar Layered Deposits, Mars.  P. Sinha and 

B. Horgan, Purdue University (sinha37@purdue.edu). 

 

Introduction:  The south polar layered deposits 

(SPLD), nearly the size of Alaska [1], is part of the plat-

eau Planum Australe which consists of stacks of ice-rich 

sedimentary layers over 3 km thick. Based on crater sta-

tistics, the SPLD preserves pre-modern but still geolog-

ically recent (<100 Myr) climate records [2]. Total ac-

cumulation time calculated independent of crater ages 

suggests that these deposits preserve climate records 

due to orbital forcing spanning up to 15 Myr [3]. The 

SPLD, being older than its northern polar deposits pro-

vides a deeper look into Amazonian Mars. 

Characterizing the bulk composition of the sedi-

ments in the PLD is essential to interpret the nature of 

the layered deposits and associated climate signals. Ra-

dar based studies have estimated the bulk dust content 

of the PLD  to be under 15% [4-5] where individual lay-

ers can contain up to 50% of dust [6]. However, the 

composition of silicate dust/sediment in the PLD re-

mains unknown. Therefore, this study aims to constrain 

the primary composition of lithic sediments present in 

both the N/SPLD using the technique of visible and 

near-infrared (VNIR) spectroscopy from orbit. 

Method: High-resolution (~18-40 m/pixel) hyper-

spectral data (~6.55 nm spectral sampling) from Com-

pact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars 

(CRISM) onboard Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 

(MRO) is examined in VNIR wavelengths (0.35-2.65 

μm) to detect mineralogy of sediments within the SPLD. 

CRISM TRR3 Full Resolution Targeted (FRT) and Half 

Resolution Long (HRL) images are analyzed using the 

ENVI CRISM Analysis Toolkit (CAT). Images are cor-

rected for photometric and atmospheric effects before 

analyzing for spectral signatures to detect Fe-bearing 

minerals which cause a broad absorption near 1 μm and 

often also near 2 μm [7-9], and the position and shapes 

of the bands can be used to differentiate minerals like 

olivine, pyroxene, and glass. Glass absorption bands are 

resolvable only when present in high abundances 

(>~70%) but can be detected as a distortion on other 

mineral bands at moderate abundances (>~50%) [7]. 

Most previous glass detections in the north polar region 

are associated with a strong blue and concave up slope, 

interpreted as weathering of the glass surface [10]. 

Spectral summary parameters are used to generate RGB 

maps showing spectral variations which aid in identify-

ing regions for spectral analysis [11]. The corrected al-

bedo (I/F) spectra contain contributions from dust, and 

atmospheric residuals. To suppress these effects, we cal-

culate a reference spectrum from an average of pixels 

from the same detector column in the scene with high 

values of BD530 (ferric dust), low values for 

BDI1000VIS and HCPINDEX2 (mafics). To clearly see 

the broad iron bands near 1 and 2 μm, the continuum of 

each spectrum is suppressed by dividing the ratio spec-

trum by a linear convex hull [6,9,11]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Locations of CRISM images in this study, 

shown on (top) geologic map for NPLD, and (bottom) 

SPLD (in blue). 

NPLD Mineralogy: Although the layered deposits 

appear dusty and icy, applying this spectral analysis 

technique at Chasma Boreale and Olympia Cavi in 

NPLD reveals a variety of mafic signatures arising from 

mixtures of high-Ca pyroxene (HCP) and glass of vari-

ous grain sizes (Fig. 2). However, the detection of oli-

vine in unit PB1 at a trough on top of Planum Boreum 

is of special interest as olivine is not found nearby in the 

surrounding plains (over at least a 1000 km away) [12]. 

SPLD Mineralogy:  Three CRISM images pole-

ward of 72°S in the Ultima Lingula region within the 

SPLD (Fig. 1) were chosen for preliminary study as ac-

cumulation models suggested Ultima Lingula to contain 

the most consistent record suitable for paleoclimate 

analysis [3]. These images were captured during sum-

mer in the southern hemisphere of Mars at LS ~320°, 

during which the seasonal ice cap retreats poleward. 

Hence, the spectral data in the analyzed images are not 

contaminated by the presence of CO2 and water ice on 

the surface. The images studied show wind-blasted sur-

face on top of steep scarps and expose numerous con-

tinuous layers with varying degrees of degradation (i.e., 
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fracture and collapse of layers) causing sediments to 

erode and deposit at the bottom of the scarp (Fig. 3). 

 
Figure 2: True color image (top), RGB composite 

(bottom), and extracted spectra from NPLD. 

Spectrally, the layers within the SPLD appear to be 

dominated by ferric dust resulting in higher absorption 

band depth at 0.53 μm as indicated by the region in red 

on the RGB composite maps. But, the sediments on the 

floor display a strong mafic signature. Overall, the band 

centers at 1 μm absorption vary between 0.95 – 1.09 μm 

and band centers at 2 μm absorption lie between 2.12 – 

2.18 μm consistent with varying mixtures of HCP and 

iron-bearing glass. Mafic sediments are indicated by 

green and blue on the parameter map which display 

stronger absorption at 1 and 2 μm, respectively. The 

maximum observed band asymmetry at 1 μm <0.35 

which suggests that olivine, which displays higher band 

asymmetry is mostly absent at these sites. The ratio 

of absorption band areas at 1 and 2 μm classifies the 

analyzed spectra into two groups with band area ra-

tios close to 1 and between 2 – 3. Further investiga-

tion is necessary in order to associate the these spec-

tral groups to specific lithic units within SPLD. 

Discussion: Although the majority of both the 

N/S PLD appear to be spectrally dominated by ferric 

dust, clear mafic signatures confirm the presence of 

primary lithics in and around the PLD. The surficial 

sediments at the base of scarps appear to be enriched 

in mafics relative to the dusty layered deposits ex-

posed at the scarp. We interpret the difference in bulk 

composition of lithics in scarp and sediments on the 

floor due to erosion and deposition of material by kat-

abatic winds blowing away from poles. The enrich-

ment in mafics indicates that the ferrous silicates has 

a larger grain size and gets segregated from the mix-

ture of dust made of relatively finer particles, which 

are blown away by the wind. Further, the absence of 

dust on eroded sediment at the foot of the scarp sug-

gests that they are being transported actively to pre-

vent settlement of airfall martian dust.  

In comparison to the north polar layered deposits 

(NPLD) where the sedimentary layers in the northern 

summer displayed spectral signature of water ice 

[12], but the spectral signature of water or CO2 ice is 

completely absent from the spectral data captured dur-

ing the southern summer season. Also, the SPLD ap-

pears to be less dusty in comparison to its northern 

counterpart. It is also very distinct that the volume of 

sediment as sand sheets or dunes around SPLD is very 

small compared to the massive sand seas around NPLD. 

The cause of these difference at the two polar layer de-

posits (PLD) may be due to differences in its bulk com-

position, variation in intensity of its seasons, the con-

trast in their elevation, and associated wind regime. De-

tection of mafics at NPLD means that sediments are 

dateable and the age of the deposits can be constrained 

through radiometric age dating. This makes NPLD suit-

able for a future landed mission at age date ice cores and 

correlate to climate records. 
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Figure 3: Results from the SPLD. At each location (SPLD 

sites 1, 2, and 3), a true color image (top left), CRISM RGB 

composite of spectral parameters BD530/ BDI1000VIS/ 

HCPINDEX (middle left), and CTX image of the region 

within the white box, along with spectra extracted. 
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Introduction:  Most studied rock exposures on 

Mars are sedimentary [1] and mafic [2], however, it is 

not well understood how physical fractionation and 

aqueous alteration affect mafic sediments during gla-

cial, eolian, and fluvial processes [3-4], inhibiting the 

use of sediment composition to decipher martian pale-

oenvironments. Therefore, analog studies of sediment-

grain properties and mineralogy in complex mafic mix-

tures are needed to bridge this gap [6-7]. Semi-

Autonomous Navigation for Detrital Environments 

(SAND-E), a NASA-supported Planetary Science and 

Technology through Analog Research (PSTAR) pro-

ject, aims to both advance the current state of rover 

operations and science framework within a mafic detri-

tal environment by conducting Mars analog research in 

the glacio-fluvial-eolian landscapes of Iceland. This 

study investigates the material and grain-size depend-

ent effects of chemical and physical weathering on sed-

iments subjected to glacial, fluvial, and eolian process-

es in a cold and wet basaltic environment. Simultane-

ously, a rover-based semi-autonomous terrain analysis 

and an unmanned aerial system (UAS), simulating 

NASA’s 2020 Mars Helicopter, is integrated within 

science workflows to test for efficiency in navigating 

and characterizing terrains as well as selecting science 

targets. Currently, automated geologic terrain maps are 

not used extensively for science in rover operations [7-

8]. Incorporating terrain data captured by the rover into 

science operations has the potential to improve opera-

tion protocols towards greater tactical efficiency[9-11]. 

Fieldwork:  Skjaldbreidauhraun and Dyngjusandur 

are glacio-fluvial-eolian sand plains (Fig. 1A) sur-

rounding volcanic systems in the cold and wet mafic 

environment of Iceland [12-13]. Katabatic and regional 

winds drive eolian transport across sand sheets, which 

are characterized by ripples, dunes, wind-sculpted bed-

rock, wind-deflated rocky plains, and sand drifts simi-

lar to martian landscapes [13-14]. Skjaldbreidauhraun 

sands are dominated by crystalline phases, whereas 

Dyngjusandur contains abundant glass, making it di-

rectly relevant to Mars [15-16]. For initial reconnais-

sance of the site, we created false color images from 

Google Earth imagery using a Digital Correlation 

Stretch (DCS) [17], which reveal color differences that 

are largely due to variability in the composition of sed-

iments (Fig. 1C,D). The fluvial system flows across a 

glacial outwash plain from a known basaltic source, 

and was divided into three locations for field work 

(Fig. 1B) - proximal, medial, and distal.  

At each location, various science operations scenar-

ios were implemented using the Mission Control Space 

Services, Inc., (MCSS) rover Argo J-5 (Fig. 2A). The 

rover, suited for soft soil and rough terrain, is mounted 

with a stereo camera, hazard cameras, a high-resolution 

mast camera, and a computer for navigation. Besides 

providing real-time estimates of trafficability metrics 

such as wheel sinkage, skid, tilt, etc., the rover classi-

fies terrain type and predicts traversability using ma-

chine learning algorithms employed by the Autono-

mous Soil Assessment System (ASAS) [7-8,10-11]. 

Our various science-operation scenarios integrate com-

binations of automated terrain analysis, UAS images 

(3.2 cm/pixel), simulated HiRISE images (25 

cm/pixel), field-of-view rover images, science data, 

and on-site geologists (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 1: (A) Location of study sites in Iceland, (B) 

each operation scenario was tested at proximal, me-

dial, and distal sites on the sedimentary transect in 

the direction away from basaltic source, (C&D) true 

color image is compared with DCS image to highlight 

compositional variability at Skjaldbreidauhraun. 

Field work was conducted at Skjaldbreidauhraun in 

July of 2019 and is scheduled for the summer of 2020 

at Dyngjusandur. Operation scenarios were designed to 

quantify operational efficiency with and without ASAS 

and UAS in combination with other inputs. Parameters 

such as time of operation, distance travelled, band-

width, usefulness and accuracy of target, traversability 
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and terrain assessment are all considered to measure 

effectiveness of autonomy for driving and target selec-

tion in comparison to human validation. Concurrent 

science data include X-ray fluorescence (XRF), visi-

ble/near infrared (VNIR) reflectance spectra, context 

imagery, and high resolution targeted imagery, all tak-

en using portable instruments and camera by field sci-

entists to simulate the rover payload. Ground scientists 

in simulation were confined to the Ground Control 

Center (Fig. 2B) and were tasked to plan traverse maps 

and select science targets based on returned rover in-

puts. Additionally, samples were collected for laborato-

ry X-ray diffraction (XRD), thermal-IR emission spec-

troscopy, scanning and transmission electron micros-

copy (SEM and TEM), and Camsizer particle analysis 

at the end of the field season. 

Potential Impacts:  Science results from the 

SAND-E project will shed new light into the variability 

of weathering along a glacio-fluvial-eolian transect in a 

cold and wet environment, and constrain its depend-

ence on type/source of mafic materials, grain size, and 

sediment sorting. The cold and wet basalt-rich sedi-

mentary environments of Iceland may serve as analogs 

to sedimentary and geochemical processes occurring 

during ancient icy climate episodes or in more recent 

times at/around the polar layered deposits (PLD) on 

Mars (although likely at different rates and intensity). 

The PLD garners significant interest from the scientific 

community as it preserved Mars’ recent climatic rec-

ords [18]. Detrital ice-rich sediments within the PLD 

are a complex mixture of mafic minerals and weather-

ing products from multiple sources  and is continuously 

reworked [18-21]. Insights from this study may provide 

new constraints for modelling polar chemical and phys-

ical processes, mechanisms and rates of weathering for 

both crystalline and amorphous silicates in and around 

the PLD, and as such, provide new avenues to interpret 

Mars’ polar deposits in terms of climatic signals. Es-

tablishing a reliable relationship between mineralogy, 

grain size, transport pathways, water activity, and 

weathering will directly feed into our understanding of 

the processes that prevail at the PLD and other glacial 

terrains on Mars. Additionally, integrating terrame-

chanics in the science workflow of rover missions can 

make traversing longer terrains feasible (e.g., 10s of 

km across a polar trough), driving in more complex 

terrains (e.g., ice-rich sedimentary surfaces), speed up 

identification of high-quality science targets, etc., en-

suring more science returns within the lifetime of a 

putative PLD rover mission. 
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Figure 2: (A) MCSS rover Argo J-5, (B) Ground 

Control Center for science operation, (C) Simulated 

HiRISE image of a test site captured by UAS at 25 

cm/pixel, (D) Simulated Mars Helicopter image at a 

higher resolution of 3.2 cm/pixel, (E) ASAS-

generated terrain classification map, (F) pixel-wise 

hazard map from rover, (G) rover field of view for 

path planning and target selection within the work-

space. 
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A	Hypothesis	for	the	“No-Flow”	Mars’	North	Polar	Layered	Deposits	Observations	
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Introduction: Ice has been detected on Mars in 
many places, from the polar caps, to mid-latitudes. In 
the mid-latitudes, there exists strong evidence for 
glacial flow (e.g. lobate debris aprons, lineated valley 
fill, concentric crater fill, and viscous flow features [1-
5]). Most, if not all of these features exhibit primary 
and secondary features visible from the surface that are 
tell-tale signs of flow: convex-up axial profiles, arcuate 
contours, lobate toes, extended lineations - or flow 
lines, even crevasses and moraines. Questions remain 
about whether these features are flowing today or if 
they are in a flow hiatus, but there is consensus that 
they flowed to reach their current state. 

This raises the possibility of flow for the ice-rich 
polar layered deposits (PLDs). Over several decades, 
numerous researchers have hypothesized that the north 
PLD flows currently [6-13]. Each made testable pre-
dictions about flow rates and resulting stratigraphy that 
can be tested using modern observations. 

In this abstract, I compare predicted observations, 
based on models and theory with actual observations 
and show it is impossible to reconcile the two. Finally, 
I propose a new model that suggests that the NPLD 
cannot flow appreciably because vertical rheological 
heterogeneity disallows massive flow on the scale of 
the NPLD (~2,000 m thick) and restricts vertical de-
formation to individual layers that are meters thick. 

Flow scenarios: Early flow scenarios predicted that 
the surface spiral troughs on both PLDs formed due to 
the presence of flow [6], are representative of a current 
flow state [7, 8] (Figs 1a and 1b), are currently direct-
ing flow conditions [9] (Fig 1f), should close due to 
topographic relaxation [10], or have formed after flow 
stopped [11, 12] (Fig 1c). Another model tries to ex-
plain away the persistence of the spiral troughs by hav-
ing alternating local patterns and timing of bed freez-
ing [13] followed by erosion. Finally, one model rec-
ognizes that flow may be un-observably slow in some 
locations, but marginal scarps on the NPLD reach 90°, 
and the stresses there should force flow of 0.1 to 1 m/a 
[14]. Each of these cases makes testable predictions, 
and many have already been disproven. 

Evidence against bulk flow: Models that require 
the spiral troughs to form after flow completed [11-13] 
have two difficulties. First, they can’t explain evidence 
that the spiral troughs have persisted and even grown 
over accumulation of ~1/2 of the entire NPLD thick-
ness [15]. Second, bulk stratigraphy predicted by these 
models and one of purely basal flow [13] do not agree 
with observed stratigraphy at any location [16]. The 
observation of long lived spiral troughs also goes 
against topographic relaxation and vertical flow (Fig 
1f) that would close the troughs [9, 10]. 

Further, the extremely steep marginal NPLD slopes 
have been studied extensively for avalanches, and even 

with active erosion, the surface is quite stable [17]. 
Current erosion could not balance even the lower end 
of the modeled velocity flow velocity [14], weakening 
the case for flow even in the most opportune location. 

Finally, scenarios that account for trough persistence 
with alternating patterns of accumulation and ablation 
[7, 8] make very strong predictions about trough 
stratigraphy (Figs. 1a and 1b). These predictions have 
been tested by an all encompassing survey of spiral 
trough stratigraphy that found no evidence to support 
these stratigraphies [15] (Figs 1d and 1e). 

f

Figure 1: Flow predictions and observed stratigraphy. 
a) and b) Stratigraphy used to explain the persistence 
of spiral troughs while the north PLD undergoes flow 
[7,8]. c) Predicted stratigraphy of a flowing ice sheet 
with spiral troughs later cut into the surface [11]. d) 
and e) Interpreted stratigraphy near the spiral troughs. 
The troughs have persisted for extended durations, and 
their stratigraphy is incompatible with any flow 
hypothesis [5]). f) Modeled velocities that result from 
flowing ice near the spiral troughs [9]
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This disagreement between model and observations, 
has led to a general consensus that the polar ice flows 
more slowly than other processes acting on the NPLD. 
This is an acceptable interpretation for the NPLD, 
which at ~4 Ma is quite young, but the SPLD is >8-24 
times older than the entire NPLD, and the lower de-
posits may be much older. An SPLD maximum thick-
ness of >3 km, and it’s long lived history, that made it 
much warmer prior to 4 Ma, should have created con-
ditions that resulted in observed flow features. Yet, no 
flow evidence has been presented at the SPLD. 

Controversy: One sticking point is that glaciologi-
cal modeling always predicts flow, disallowing scenar-
ios in which the PLD do not flow or flow extremely 
slowly. Perhaps the models are missing something. 

To answer this question [18] conducted rheological 
experiments on impurity-laden ice, at ~5%, similar to 
the bulk composition of the NPLD. The conclusion 
was that, “small particle fractions and small particle 
sizes have a negligible effect on ice flow behavior.” In 
other words, impurities, such as dust, don’t slow down 
flow until concentrations above 5-6% are reached. 

Cause of Unobserved Flow: Here I propose a sce-
nario in which the polar layered deposits do not act as 
a single, generic ice sheet (Figs. 2a and 2b). Instead, 
they act as a stack of thin ice sheets, where each icy 
layer is separated by a layer of dust-rich ice (>6%) that 
stiffens the overall PLDs [18]. In this scenario icy lay-
ers can only flow individually (Fig 1c) because the stiff 
layers inhibit flow and sliding. Thus, the viscosity of 
the icy layers is primarily expressed through lateral 
expansion. Because of the extreme ratio of NPLD di-
ameter to individual layer thickness, almost no defor-
mation can take place. 

Experimentation has determined that weak samples 
with uniform rheological behavior (An in Fig 3) are 
overall weaker than samples that have alternating lay-
ers of weak (An) and strong (Qtz) material [19] (Fig 

3). In essence, vertically stratified materials are 
stronger than their weakest component. 

In this presentation, I plan to present the case against 
flow and simple laboratory experiments demonstrating  
the efficacy of the heterogeneously stacked flow hy-
pothesis. I will demonstrate that individual layers 
themselves flow but do not deform the entire ice sheet, 
as previously predicted. This allows for the PLD to 
retain their steep slopes and prevents many of the pre-
dicted flow features to form. 

The major component of this hypothesis is that the 
dust layers hinder flow. Thus, constraining the friction 
coefficient, viscosity, tensile strength and compress-
ibility of the dust layers becomes an important next 
step for testing the stacked, multi-layer flow scenario. 

References: [1] Sharp (1973) J. Geophys. Res., 78, 
4073-4083. [2] Squyres (1978) Icarus, 34, 600-613. [3] 
Squyres (1979) J. Geophys. Res., 84, 8087-8096. [4] 
Hubbard et al., (2014) The Cryosphere, 8, 2047-2061. 
[5] Brough et al., (2016) Icarus, 274, 37-49. [6] Wei-
jermars (1986). EPSL (ISSN 76, 227–240. [7] Fisher 
(1993). Icarus 105, 501–511. [8] Fisher (2000) Icarus 
144, 289–294. [9] Hvidberg (2003). A. of Glaciology 
37, 363–369. [10] Pathare and Paige (2005) Icarus 
174, 419–443. [11] Winebrenner et al., (2008) Icarus 
195, 90–105. [12] Nye et al., (2000) Icarus 144, 449–
455. [13] Fisher et al., (2010) JGR Planets., 115, 
E00E12 [14] Sori et al., (2016). GRL 43, 541–549. 
[15] Smith and Holt (2015) JGR Planets JE004720. 
[16] Karlsson et al., (2011). GRL 38, L24204. [17] 
Fanara et al. (2019) Icarus 113434. [18] Qi et al. 
(2018) GRL 45, 12,757-12,765. [19] Ji et al. (2000) 
JGR: Solid Earth 105, 16651–16664.

a

b

c

Figure 3: Image and quote from [21] “the bulk flow 
strength of layered composites increases with 
decreasing thickness of the layer” and “thin-layered 
rocks compressed normal to the layering are 
rheologically stronger than homogeneous, isotropic 
mixtures under the stone deformation condition”

Figure 2: Flow scenarios. a) Generic ice sheet. Flow 
spreads from center outwards. b) Long-time 
interpretation of the NPLD. The volume of ice flows 
as in (a), and the layers do not play a major role. 
Stratigraphy like in Fig 1a should occur when spiral 
troughs are present. c) Flow interpretation that 
includes a multi-layer, stacked composite ice sheet. 
Each layer flows, as would a thicker ice sheet, but 
very little vertical deformation can occur.
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Introduction:  Recent analysis of radar data from 

the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has suggested 
that the mid-latitudes of Mars contain thick (tens to over 
100 meters) sheets of buried excess ice [1, 2].  This in-
ference is supported by geomorphologic analysis [3], 
high-resolution images [4], and neutron data [5], alt-
hough alternative interpretations of the radar data may 
also be possible [6].  The presence of these ice sheets is 
important for a variety of scientific reasons, such as un-
derstanding the exchange of water between mid-latitude 
reservoirs and the larger polar deposits [7].  Addition-
ally, any near-surface mid- or low-latitude ice repre-
sents a relatively accessible inventory of water that may 
be a critical resource for future human exploration or 
habitation of Mars.  

Here, we use gravity to constrain putative buried 
mid-latitude ice sheets on Mars.  Gravity is a powerful 
tool to study subsurface crustal structure, and while it 
has been previously used to quantify polar ice on Mars 
[8–10], it has not yet been considered in the analysis of 
mid-latitude ice sheets.  We focus our study on the pro-
posed ice sheets at Arcadia Planitia [1] and Utopia Plan-
itia [2].  Water ice has substantially lower bulk density 
than the average Martian crust, and the presence of ice 
sheets should thus create a negative Bouguer gravity 
signature.  If this signature can be confidently detected 
in the regions of Arcadia and Utopia Planitia, it can be 
used to estimate the volume of subsurface ice.  Alterna-
tively, the lack of an identifiable signature would imply 
an upper limit on the volume of ice, which depends on 
the precision of the known Martian gravity field.   

Analysis: We consider the most recently published 
static gravity field of Mars, GMM-3, that has been in-
ferred by radio tracking of Mars-orbiting spacecraft 
[11].  In our regions of interest, the local degree strength 
(the maximum spherical harmonic degree in the gravity 
field which has power greater than uncertainty) is ~80.  
This degree strength corresponds to a half-wavelength 
resolution of 133 km, and the proposed buried ice sheets 
in Arcadia and Utopia Planitia have lengths between 
500–1100 km.  We therefore argue that the ice sheets 
would likely be laterally extensive enough to analyze in 
GMM-3, and any gravitational signature or lack thereof 
constrains their thicknesses.   

Gravity solutions are inherently non-unique.  In the 
absence of constraints from other datasets or reasonable 
geophysical assumptions, observed gravity anomalies 
have infinite possible mathematical interpretations. 

Mars commonly has Bouguer anomalies of order 100s 
of mGals.  Therefore, it is important to not simply inter-
pret any negative Bouguer anomalies as evidence of 
buried ice; rather, plausible evidence comes in the form 
of locally low Bouguer anomalies that are spatially cor-
related with geological, radar, or thermal evidence of 
subsurface ice sheets. 

We model the gravitational anomaly that would be 
expected from a buried ice sheet.  We model the ice as 
a rectangular prism with an upper surface at the Martian 
surface and a lower surface defined by the ice thickness 
T.  The Bouguer gravity anomaly from such an ice sheet 
is dependent upon the ice density ri and the crustal den-
sity rc, and given by equations 1–3 in [12] (although for 
this simple model, the anomaly is effectively the same 
as that given by a mass sheet approximation).  Assum-
ing ri = 917 kg/m3 and rc = 2582 ± 209 kg/m3 [13], the 
amplitude of the Bouguer gravity anomaly above the ice 
sheet is shown in Fig. 1 for various values of ice thick-
ness and the density of the underlying crust. 

 
Figure 1.  Modeled gravity anomalies from buried ice 
sheets as a function of their thickness and the Martian 
crustal density.  Overlain are the proposed thicknesses 
of ice sheets in Arcadia (30–80 m) [1, 7] and Utopia 
(80–170 m) [2] Planitia, and the uncertainty in the 
inferred Martian gravity field [11] in those regions. 
 

We do not observe any locally low Bouguer anoma-
lies in Arcadia or Utopia Planitia that are spatially cor-
related with areas of proposed subsurface ice.  However, 
the plausible gravity anomalies associated with buried 
ice sheets on Mars are relatively small.  For example, a 
pure ice sheet that is 500 m thick (which is thicker than 
expected) would create a Bouguer anomaly of -35 
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mGal, and the most likely solutions based on current 
thickness estimates yield <10 mGal signatures. Addi-
tionally, the GMM-3 field [11] has uncertainty of nearly 
20 mGal in these regions, so this result is interpreted as 
evidence that any subsurface ice is < 330 m thick (Fig. 
1).  Thicker ice sheets would have produced an observ-
able gravity anomaly. 

This result scales inversely with the difference in 
density between the putative ice and the surrounding 
crust; for example, if the ice is not pure but instead con-
tains 10% dust (that has density 2500 kg/m3) mixed in, 
the density difference between the ice and surrounding 
crust decreases, and the upper limit on the ice thickness 
is instead 370 m.  

Our methodology described above represents analy-
sis performed on gravity data in the spatial domain.  Our 
ongoing work that will be presented at this meeting in-
volves analysis performed on gravity data in the spectral 
domain [e.g., 9].  A spectral analysis of gravity reveals 
variations in the gravity anomaly at various wave-
lengths, an important property because different wave-
lengths are sensitive to different ranges of depths in the 
Martian subsurface. 

A need for more gravity data! Currently, gravity 
science at other planets in our solar system is fundamen-
tally lagging behind gravity science in the Earth-Moon 
system.  At the Moon, measurement of the static gravity 
field to extremely high resolution with spacecraft-to-
spacecraft tracking [14] has provided an unprecedented 
look at how planetary crusts form and evolve [15].  On 
Earth, similar mission architecture, plus gradiometry 
[16], have measured the time-varying gravity field to 
enable the study of dynamic processes like hydrological 
cycles and climate change.  Similar advances can be 
made at Mars with new missions that adapt these mis-
sion architectures outside the Earth-Moon system, fly at 
lower altitudes, and/or develop other technologies.   

Specific to this work, new gravity data could be used 
to support or refute the proposed water ice deposits at 
Arcadia or Utopia Planitia (or at other locations), 
thereby elucidating Martian climate change and map-
ping resources to enable human exploration.   At the mo-
ment, uncertainty in the Martian gravity field is incon-
veniently maximized in the region of the possible Arca-
dia and Utopia ice sheets (Fig. 2).  This locally high un-
certainty is the result of a combination of MRO’s polar 
orbit (more passes over high latitudes) and elliptical or-
bit (closer passes over the southern hemisphere), leav-
ing the northern mid-latitudes as the area with the least 
precise gravity field.  This deficiency can be realistically 
rectified with future missions or instruments.  Further-
more, increasing the degree strength of the Martian 
gravity field will allow planetary scientists to isolate 

anomalies in the upper crust and thereby estimate ice 
volume more robustly. 

We have compiled a list of which goals and objec-
tives could be addressed by new gravity data at Mars.  
Investigations into the proposed buried ice sheets at Ar-
cadia  and Utopia Planitia would address at least 3 goals 
and 5 objectives of Mars science as defined by the Mars 
Exploration Program Analysis Group (MEPAG), at 
least 5 questions as defined by the Ice and Climate Evo-
lution Science Analysis Group (ICESAG), and at least 
2 objectives as defined by the Next Orbiter Science 
Analysis Group (NEXAG).  Other benefits of a new 
gravity field hold similar promise for supporting Mars 
polar science.  For example, more precise gravity fields 
would allow for scientific investigations into the distri-
bution of buried carbon dioxide ice deposits, addressing 
several MEPAG and ICESAG objectives, while also 
supporting future entry/descent/landing of future ro-
botic or crewed missions.  New missions can elevate 
gravity science from only being a geophysical tool, en-
abling a multitude of other polar-science-related disci-
plines, including geomorphology, atmospheric science, 
hydrology, and human exploration.   

 

 
Figure 2. Uncertainty in the currently known Martian 
gravity field [11], with locations of proposed ice sheets 
in Arcadia [1] and Utopia [2] Planitia. 
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Introduction:  Hale crater is a large complex crater 

formed at the source region of Uzboi Vallis, along the 
northern rim of the Argyre basin within the Nereidum 
Montes region and is one of the largest martian impact 
craters presently known to have generated channels 
that radiated outward from the impact site [1]. Hale 
crater reveal lots of evidences of ice related landforms 
such as rock glaciers, moraine deposits [2,3] and gul-
lies related to ice melting processes [4]. Nevertheless, 
there is still some controversy since the lack of identi-
fication of water ice, plus some discussions in relation 
to the gullies formation and presence of water. Here we 
attempt to make a details map of landforms in Hale 
crater, describing them in the view of terrestrial ana-
logs that have a clear water ice origin. We also use 
make an insolation analysis to determine if there is a 
correlation between those features and the energy re-
ceived [5].         

Landforms mapping:  Using CTX base images 
and HIRISE we identified ice related landforms. We 
then compared each landform with a terrestrial analog, 
mainly from Iceland (Fig.1). After the identification of 
each landform, we plot in a GIS the location of each 
one. Between the landforms we recognized rock glaci-
ers in, thermokarst, solifluction lobes, polygonal pat-
terns and moraines [6]. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Comparison between ice related landforms in 
Mars and Iceland. 
 

Illumination Analysis:  For the solar flux we used 
the MarsLux code [5] for a hole Martian year making a 
calculation every half hour. With the results we gener-
ated maps of mean energy, maximum, minimum and 

number of intervals between light and darkness. Using 
this results together with derived slope maps and to-
pography we implemented machine learning technics in 
R to generate a final map with 5 classes. This five clas-
ses correspond to specific illumination parameters and 
topographic characteristics. 

Discussions:  Preliminary results from the illumina-
tion analysis with the map of the ice related landforms 
we recognized a clear correlation between areas with 
actual poor illumination conditions and ice related fea-
tures.  Moreover in areas with maximum illumination 
no distinguish ice related morphologies are observed.  

 

 
References:  
[1] El-Maarty M. R. et al. (2013) Icarus, 226, 905-

922. [2] Hauber E. et al. LPSC 41, 1922. [3] Hauber E. 
et al. Analog Sit. Mars Miss. (2011) 6011.[4] Reiss et 
al. (2009) Planet & Space Sci., 57, 958-974. [5] Spag-
nuolo et al. (2019) E&SS, 6, 146-155 [6] Ulrich M. et 
al. (2011) Geomorphology, 134, 197-216. 
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Introduction: The 2008 Phoenix Mars lander 

mission sampled ground ice at 68o N latitude. Mission 
results, considered along with climate modeling stud-
ies, suggest that the site is habitable for life during high 
obliquity periods.  The Icebreaker mission has been 
proposed to the NASA Discovery program to search 
for biosignatures produced during habitable periods. 
This paper explores its rationale and approach. 

Rationale for a Habitable Environment: The 
Phoenix lander dug into the subsurface with a robotic 
arm equipped with a digging scoop to reveal an ice 
table at 5 cm depth. The case for habitable conditions 
encountered is summarized in [1].  Briefly, 1) beneath 
a cover of dry soil, patches of pure ice was discovered 
that covered 10% of the approximately 1m2 excavated 
by the scoop[2]. The rest of the surface coverage was 
ice cemented soil. Segregated ice forms when liquid 
water films are concentrated during freezing. 2) The 
soil contained pure calcite mineral[3], which forms 
under aqueous conditions. 3) Microscopic imaging 
identified a population of soil grains showing evidence 
of solutional weathering [1]. 4) Energy sources are 
available to support autotrophic surface and chemoau-
totrophic metabolism in the ground ice. Semitranspar-
ent soil grains that could protect microbes from steri-
lizing UV radiation are present[1].  Perchlorate found 
in the soil at ~0.5% [4] is a known chemoautotrophic 
energy source used by microbes from a variety of envi-
ronments including permafrost [5]. 

While current climate conditions are too cold to 
support metabolism in the polar region, climate model-
ing studies [6] show that variations in solar insolation 
associated to obliquity variations cause climate change 
that would permit periods of growth to occur. For the 
past 5 Myr, Mars’ obliquity has oscillated around a 
value of 25° but from 5 Myr to 10 Myr ago, the mean 
obliquity was ∼35° and the maximum obliquity was 
almost 50° [7]. At high obliquities, the maximum inso-
lation is up to 2.5 times the present value, and surface 
temperatures at 68 N latitude can exceed 273 K up to 
100 days per year [8].  At obliquity of 45° the 253K 
isotherm, the measured limit for terrestrial microbial 
growth, extends to ~1 m depth for durations allowing 
microbial growth and population rebound [8].  

Terrestrial permafrost communities are an ex-
ample of possible life in the ice-rich regolith. Studies 
in permafrost have shown that microorganisms can 
function in ice-soil mixtures at temperatures as low as  
-20°C, living in thin films of interfacial water [9]. 
Ground ice can preserve living cells, biological materi-
al, and organic compounds for long periods of time. 
Microbes have been cultured from Antarctic ground 

ice that is up to 8M years old [10]. If life is present N. 
polar ground ice, growing when conditions allow, bi-
omolecular evidence of life should accumulate in the 
soils. 

Surface Age Analysis: Detecting biosignatures 
produced during episodes of high obliquity depends on 
accessing ice that has experienced growth periods so it 
is important to understand the erosional and deposi-
tional processes in the landing region. Questions rele-
vant to a sampling mission include: What has been the 
net level of deposition or erosion over time?  What is 
the thickness of the ice table and how abundant is the 
ice?  The characterization of crater morphology and 
degradation rates can help assess the presence of vola-
tiles in the regolith, while the characterization of the 
ejecta can address whether the site has seen net deposi-
tion that would bury the ejecta blocks and, by exten-
sion, make the most relevant material inaccessible. 

We inspected all HiRISE images acquired to 
date over the area including the Phoenix landing el-
lipse, covering a total contiguous area of about 4000 
km2 with the aim of cataloguing every identifiable 
crater within the ellipse on the basis of size, presence 
of ejecta, and degree of crater degradation [11]. Char-
acterization was facilitated by grouping the craters into 
size bins of 1) less than 100 m, 2)100-300m, 3) 300-
1000m and 4) greater than 1000m. The craters in bins 
(1) and (2) rarely exhibit ejecta blocks. The transition 
to craters with ejecta occurs from crater diameters of 
200 to 350 meters. The lack of ejecta in the small cra-
ters suggests that an incompetent layer of ice-rich ma-
terial is present to a depth of 20 to 35 m. Small craters 
disappear rapidly leaving no trace except a circular 
fracture highlighted by frost in spring.  Crater removal 
rates are substantial: craters less than 100 m lose relief 
within 105 years. Hence, crater infilling in the small 
craters constitutes a sedimentary process in the region, 
and potentially a method by which water ice is trapped 
into the subsurface. In contrast, ejecta blocks detecta-
ble down to 40 to 80 cm size are associated with cra-
ters in bins 3 and 4 except in the most degraded cra-
ters. This and the size frequency distribution for all 
craters larger than 500 m compared to a model crater 
frequency distribution [12] is consistent with a surface 
age of ~1 Gyr with deflation being the dominant pro-
cess. 

Discussion: In contrast to the generally static to 
slow erosional history of the region as a whole, net 
deposition occurs within small craters. The infilling 
process is likely related to annual deposition of dust 
during winter when atmospheric CO2 condenses onto 
the surface at this latitude, and then sublimates in the 
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spring, leaving the water ice and dust it brought with it 
behind. Winter images show bright deposits in the 
small fresh craters that do not fully sublimate away 
through the summer, implying a slow accumulation of 
this material within the craters.  The crater bowls may 
prevent the wind from removing the icy dust. If a suf-
ficiently large part of the landing ellipse has been re-
surfaced by impacts and subsequent crater infilling 
since the latest habitable period, the scientific viability 
of a mission seeking to target the habitable zone would 
be compromised. Since the habitable zone extends to 
no more than 1m depth, we determined the fraction of 
terrain excavated and infilled to at least that depth in 
the last 10 Myr.  Given a crater depth-to diameter ratio 
of 1:5, craters as small as 5 m in diameter forming in 
the last 10 Myr will remove the record of the most 
recent habitable period. We estimate that 1.2% of the 
area surveyed has been resurfaced by craters smaller 
than 100 meters in diameter in 10Ma. 

Icebreaker Mission Concept:  The Mars Ice-
breaker mission [13] proposes to land in high latitude 
ice rich terrain with a payload designed to address the 
following science goals: (1) search for molecular sig-
natures of life; (2) assess the habitability of the ice 
bearing soils in the context of orbital cycles.  The mis-
sion features a 1-m drill to auger subsurface icy mate-
rial to the surface where it is delivered to payload in-
struments that search for organic molecules and have 
the capability to distinguish patterns in amino acids 
and fatty acids to discriminate biotic from abiotic 
sources of organics. By drilling to 1m the full depth of 
the habitable zone can be probed. The Icebreaker pay-
load fits on the same spacecraft/ lander used by Phoe-
nix and can be accomplished within the Discovery 
mission cost profile.  The solar powered mission is 
constrained to accomplish its objectives in less than 
180 sols.  This can be accomplished only with careful 
operational planning and a highly autonomous drilling 
system.  To facilitate its maturity, the life search pay-
load and sampling system has been extensively tested 
in field experiments performed in the Chilean Atacama 
desert performed under the NASA PSTAR pro-
gram[14]. 
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Doi:10.1126/science.1172768. [4] Hecht, M. et al. 
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Doi:10.1038/nrmicro926. [6] Richardson, M. and 
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Doi:10.1029/2004JE002367. [7] Laskar et al. (2002) 
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Introduction:  Mars’ winter atmosphere is charac-

terized by a polar vortex of low temperatures around 

the winter pole, circumscribed by a strong westerly jet 

[e.g. 1]. These vortices are a key part of the atmospher-

ic circulation and impact heavily on dust and volatile 

transport. In particular, they have a complex and 

asymmetrical (north/south) relationship with atmos-

pheric dust loading [1]. Regional and global dust 

events have been shown to cause rapid vortex dis-

placement [2,3] in the northern vortex, while the south-

ern vortex appears more robust. This has implications 

for tracer transport through the zonal jets associated 

with the vortices, including the intra-vortex transport of 

dust itself [4]; a more coherent and low-latitude zonal 

jet should provide a more effective barrier against trac-

ers entering the polar regions. 

Suspended atmospheric dust aerosol is a crucial ac-

tive component of Mars’ atmosphere, with significant 

radiative-dynamical effects through its scattering and 

absorption of radiation [5]. The exact nature of these 

effects depends on a variety of factors: aerosol optical 

depth is important, as are the specific radiative proper-

ties of the aerosol particles [6,7], and the vertical dis-

tribution of the dust itself [8]. 

Mars Global Dust Storms (GDS) are spectacular, 

planet-spanning events which dramatically increase 

atmospheric dust loading. The 2018 GDS was ob-

served through its lifecycle by the Mars Climate 

Sounder (MCS) instrument aboard the Mars Recon-

naissance Orbiter [9]; using data assimilation [10] to 

integrate MCS retrievals [11] with the LMD-UK Mars 

Global Circulation Model (MGCM) [12] therefore 

offers an opportunity to examine the effects of the GDS 

on the polar vortices, and the interplay between the 

factors described above. The reanalysis contains the 

MGCM’s best possible representation of the GDS geo-

graphical, temporal, and in particular vertical structure. 

 

Model and assimilation scheme:  We use the 

LMD-UK Mars Global Circulation Model (MGCM), 

which solves the meteorological primitive equations of 

fluid dynamics, radiative and other parameterised phys-

ics to calculate the state of the martian atmosphere 

[3,8]. The UK version of the MGCM possesses a spec-

tral dynamical core and semi-Lagrangian advection 

scheme [13], and is a collaboration between the La-

boratoire de Météorologie Dynamique, The Open Uni-

versity, the University of Oxford, and the Instituto de 

Astrofisica de Andalucia. The model was run at spec-

tral spatial resolution T42 and a vertical resolution of 

50 levels, the latter spaced non-linearly. The assimila-

tion scheme used was a modified version of the Analy-

sis Correction scheme developed at the Met Office, 

adapted for use on Mars [6]. This method has the ad-

vantage of being computationally inexpensive, and its 

use of repeated insertion, weighted over a time window 

of about six hours, helps counter the issue of relaxation 

of the atmospheric state – an especially significant 

problem given the low thermal inertia of Mars’ atmos-

phere. 

Retrievals used:  The retrievals used in this study 

are from the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) instrument 

aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) [4], 

which now has amassed over five full martian years’ 

worth of data. For this study, the assimilated MCS var-

iables were temperatures, derived column dust optical 

depth (CDOD), and dust profiles. Temperature profiles 

extend from the surface to approximately 100 km, and 

dust profiles from as low as 10 km above the surface 

up to a maximum height of approximately 50 km. Re-

trieval of dust profiles allows MCS to observe the 

complex vertical dust structure in the atmosphere. The 

retrieval version used is 5.2, a re-processing using up-

dated 2D geometry [7]. This results in improved re-

trievals, especially in the polar regions. 

Results: The 2018 GDS had a large impact on dy-

namics at both poles. Figure 1 shows the impact of the 

storm in its growth stage (LS=180-210°) on the south-

ern zonal jet, “impact” here being relative to the rela-

tively quiet year MY 30. The most notable effect of the 

GDS here was to significantly reduce the strength of 

the high-altitude westerly zonal jet, effectively acceler-

ating the progression of the circulation from an equi-

noctial to a solsticial mode through diabatic dust-

related heating of the southern hemisphere. This dimin-

ished the high-low latitude temperature contrast which 

drives the polar westerly zonal jet. We present further 

results on the effects of the GDS on both southern and 

northern polar dynamics, and how this relates to 

transport of tracers (specifically dust). 
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Figure 1: Wind speeds over the southern hemi-

sphere at 50 km above the surface averaged over the 

period LS=180-210° for MYs 30 and 34. Arrows show 

the direction of the westerly jet. 

 

Discussion: Previous reanalysis studies of the polar 

vortices have used TES data [9,11]; MCS contains 

temperature profiles for higher in the atmosphere as 

well as dust vertical profiles, allowing for investigation 

of higher-altitude phenomena plus the impact of the 

dust vertical distribution on polar dynamics (and vice 

versa). Additionally, MCS dust profile retrievals are 

not restricted to areas with relatively warm surface 

temperatures (>220 K) as TES CDOD retrievals are 

[14], which excludes CDOD over the seasonal caps for 

the latter. 

In particular for this work, the 2018 GDS dataset 

allows the opportunity for investigation of the polar 

dynamical effects of that specific event, the first fully 

observed by MCS. We present results from our reanal-

ysis, and compare to free-running MGCMs, reanalyses 

of previous GDS events, and reanalyses of the older 

MCS retrieval set. We focus on the dynamics of the 

vortices themselves, zonal jet structure, and cross-

vortex dust transport. The polar vortices and associated 

zonal jets act as a barrier for cross-vortex tracer 

transport; their weakening can therefore allow dust to 

be transported onto the seasonal CO2 ice caps. Under-

standing how these barriers work is therefore important 

for, among other things, understanding the evolution of 

Mars’ past climate: the Mars’ ice caps contain a record 

of past dust deposition [e.g. 15]. 

Upcoming retrievals from the ExoMars 2016 Trace 

Gas Orbiter and its NOMAD spectrometer suite [16] 

will allow for further investigation of tracer transport 

and an opportunity to both cross-validate and jointly 

assimilate NOMAD and MCS data. NOMAD will also 

provide the crucial feature of observing over a range of 

martian local times, which will enable investigation of 

the diurnal cycles of tracer transport and atmospheric 

dynamics at the poles. 
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Introduction: Dust devils tracks (DDTs) are seen 

over much of the Martian surface [1].  They are 
thought to be caused by surface-atmosphere tempera-
ture contrast causing convective vortices that lift (typi-
cally, higher albedo) dust, leaving behind a relatively 
dark track.  A few years prior to the Phoenix north po-
lar lander mission (2008; landing location 68.22°N, 
234.25°E, [2]), the supposition was that dust devils 
would not occur at such high latitudes given the pre-
sumed smaller surface-atmosphere temperature con-
trast.  However, many dust devil tracks were seen us-
ing MGS MOC data in the 65-72N latitude band of 
Mars [3], which included the four potential landing 
sites for the Phoenix lander.  Once Phoenix landed, 
dust devils were observed nearby with the Solid State 
Imager [4] and pressure vortices consistent with pass-
ing dust devils (“dustless” devils) were observed via 
their characteristic pressure signature using Phoenix 
meteorology pressure sensor [5,6].  This study extends 
in time the catalog of dust devil tracks using more than 
500 images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s 
Context Camera (CTX,[7]), and uses the dust devil 
track orientation as a proxy for the wind direction for 
comparison of the winds detected by the Phoenix Tell-
tale wind indicator [8]. 

Data and Methods:  DDT location and orienta-
tion. MRO CTX images in the 65-72 N latitude band 
were examined to find and catalog DDTs. ArcMap, a 
geographic information system, was used to view the 
georeferenced and map-projected images, to trace 
DDTs, and determine their longitudes and directions 
(North corresponds to 0º and East corresponds to 90º). 
Most of the images that were analyzed were taken dur-
ing Mars Year 29 (2008-2009), overlapping with the 
Phoenix mission (May-November, 2008). Over 9,500 
visible dust devil tracks were individually traced.  

Wind speed and direction. It is desirable to know 
the wind direction associated with the DDTs.  How-
ever, DDTs are an ambiguous record of wind direction, 
since DDT oriented at 0º or 180º could indicate winds 
from either North or South.  Thus, wind speed and di-
rection data from the Telltale wind indicator through-
out the 151-sol Phoenix mission were examined. Hun-
dreds of wind measurements were made every sol be-
ginning on Sol 3 until Sol 151, resulting in more than a 
total of 7,000 wind measurements at various times of 
the day during the mission. 

Results:  DDT location and orientation. DDTs  
were found at all longitudes in the 65-72N band (Fig. 
1), although some octants had a higher concentration 
of DDTs than others. The octant with the largest num-
ber of DDTs was L-7 (270-315E), which had 3,403 

DDTs. The octant with the fewest DDTs was L-3 (90-
135E) with only 26. Each octant’s DDTs also in orien-
tation. For example, in L-6 (225-270E), DDTs are pri-
marily north-south and east-west oriented. But in L-7 
(270-315E), one 45-degree bin to the East, DDTs are 

primarily northwest-southeast oriented. 
Fig. 1: Polar projection of dust devil tracks found in the 65-
72N band (red circles) of Mars. Longitudes sectors are sepa-
rated into eight 45-degree bins. L-1 is 0-45º E, L-2 is 45-90º 
E, etc. CTX images are represented by dark grey rectangular 
boxes with white strips inside.  Pink shading within these 
boxes indicates DDTs.  Overlain are N-S-aligned rose dia-
grams showing the number of DDTs and their orientations for 
that octant. 
 
      Dust devil track changes.  A time series of CTX 
images that overlapped the Phoenix landing site octant 
and mission duration were studied to search for occur-
rence and disappearance of DDTs. Two CTX images 
that include the Phoenix landing site stood out: 
P22_009725_2484 and B01_009857_2484, which will 
hereafter be referred to as Image 1 and Image 2, re-
spectively (Fig. 2, left and right, respectively ).  Image 
1 was taken on 2008-08-23 (Sol 89) and had no visible 
DDTs and Image 2, taken only 9 sols later on 2008-09-
02 (Sol 98), had 109 DDTs. Dust devils formed and 
left tracks sometime between the acquisition dates of 
these two CTX images. The DDTs occur with two dis-
tinct orientations: north-northeast to south-southwest, 
and northwest to southeast (Fig. 3). 
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Comparison of DDTs to Phoenix wind data.  Us-
ing contemporaneous Phoenix Telltale wind measure-
ments, the directions of the dust devils that left tracks 
between Phoenix Sols 89-98 were determined. Phoenix 
took 726 wind measurements between Sols 89-98. On 
Sol 93, Phoenix saw an increase in dust devil activity 
[8] and measured winds coming from the southeast 
(~135º), closely matching one DDT orientation mode. 
On Sol 94, most of the wind data shows the direction 
having a value of about 20º which corresponds to 
winds coming from the north-northeast towards the 
south-southwest, closely matching the other DDT ori-
entation mode (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 2: (Left) CTX image ID P22_009725_2484 acquired on 
2008-08-23 (Sol 89). (Right) CTX image B01_009857_2484 
acquired on 2008-09-02 (Sol 98) with DDTs in purple.  Phoe-
nix landing site marked with a red ‘x’. 

 
Fig. 3 (Top) Rose 
diagram of dust 
devil track orienta-
tion from image 
B01_009857_2484. 
(Bottom-left) Wind 
direction for Sol 93 
of Phoenix mission. 
(Bottom-right) 
Wind direction for 
Sol 94 of Phoenix 
mission. 
 

Discussion: DDT location and orientation. A 
larger number of DDTs appear to occur between 225-
360º E (Fig. 1; L-6 through L-8).  This may be due to 
the fact that there are more CTX images in those oc-
tants and therefore a higher chance that a DDTs will be 
found. Alternatively, different surface materials could 
be present in this area allowing dust devil tracks to ap-
pear more easily; only 14% of dust devils may leave 
behind tracks [9]. The area within that longitude may 
also be more conducive to DDT formation as it is a 
known storm track region [10]. 

Comparison of DDTs to Phoenix wind data. The 
observed DDTs that occurred between sols 89-98 are 
most likely associated with a passing low pressure sys-

tem.  On sol 93-95, the Phoenix pressure sensor meas-
ured a pressure drop associated with such a passing 
system [11].  Examination of the Telltale wind meas-
urements for these days show that winds speeds were 
primarily > 8 m/s (Fig. 4), whereas, typically, wind 
speeds were < 8 m/s. In fact, only 84 of the 726 meas-
urements taken over sols 89-98 exceeded 8 m/s, and 82 
of these 84 measurements occurred during sols 93-94. 
This indicates that, for the Phoenix vicinity, higher ve-
locities may be necessary to drive dust devils that leave 
behind tracks. 

Conclusions: DDTs occurring in the 65-72N lati-
tude band during MY29 were cataloged using CTX 
data. DDTs were found in all longitudes, but were 
more commonly found between 225 -360º E. Although 
this region is a known storm track region which may 
be responsible for more DDTs, this may also be an ob-
servation bias due to the greater CTX coverage. Im-
ages which included the Phoenix lander and were 
taken during the Phoenix mission were examined to 
search for changes.  A significant number of DDTs 
were observed to occur between sols 89-98.  A low-p 
system passed over Phoenix on sols 93-95 and in-
creased winds (>8 m/s) were observed on sols 93-94.   
The orientations of the DDTs compare well to the 
higher-speed wind directions measured on sols 93-94.   

These results demonstrate for the first time that the 
correlation of dust devil tracks, detected from orbital 
imagery, with in-situ surface weather measurements 
can help constrain formation conditions for Martian 
dust devil tracks. 

 
Fig. 4: (Left) The number of wind measurements > 8 m/s per 
directional bin for Sol 93; total n=27. (Right) Same for Sol 94. 
Total n=55. 
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Introduction:  The ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter 
(TGO) was launched on 14 March 2016 and entered 
Mars orbit on 19 October 2016. The spacecraft reached 
its primary science orbit (360 km x 420 km; inclination 
= 74°) on 9 April 2018. TGO carries a high-resolution 
colour and stereo camera system: the Colour and Ste-
reo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS) [1]. The objec-
tives of CaSSIS are to (1) characterise sites on the 
Martian surface which have been identified as potential 
sources of trace gases, (2) investigate dynamic surface 
processes (e.g. sublimation, erosional processes, vol-
canism) that may help to constrain the atmospheric gas 
inventory, and (3) certify potential future landing sites 
by characterising local  slopes (down to ~10 m). 

The instrument capabilities include acquisition of 
images (1) at scales of ~4.5 m/px, (2) in 4 broad-band 
colours optimised for Mars photometry, (3) with 
swathes up to 9.5 km in width, and (4) with quasi-
simultaneous stereo pairs over the full swath width for 
high res. digital terrain models. A full instrument de-
scription is provided in [2], and details about the 
ground calibration in [3]. Spectral-image simulations to 
assess the colour and spatial capabilities of CaSSIS are 
in [4], with recommended colour display combinations 
given in [5]. Photometric correction of instrument data 
is presented in [6]. 

Although the spacecraft orbit inclination is only 74 
deg, this still allows observations of seasonal processes 
as well as layered terrains in, for example, the Ultima 
Lingula formation. CaSSIS observations at high lati-
tudes will be discussed. 

The European Space Agency has recently issued a 
call for “White Papers” for future mission concepts and 
ideas across the science community. Martian climate 
studies featured significantly in the responses to this 
call. The options for ESA (including the possibilities 
for collaboration with NASA) will be discussed. 

We include additional details on these two aspects. 
 

Current Polar Imaging with CaSSIS:  CaSSIS 
has acquired over 8123 images of Mars through to 12 
October 2019 (roughly 70% of the prime mission). 
Over 750 of these have been acquired southward of 66° 
S and just over 400 have been acquired northward of 
66° N. 372 of these are images of South Polar Layered 
Deposits (SPLD), or other buried layered deposits that 
have been identified as ice [7] (Figure 1). Hence, these 
images form a significant additional resource for study-
ing Mars polar terrains. 

A recent example from the northern hemisphere is 
shown in Figure 2, which shows polar dunes exhibiting 
evidence of small scale geyser activity. What is par-
ticularly interesting is that the substrate shows a set of 
linear, quasi-parallel ridges that may be related to aeo-
lian features such as longitudinal dunes with large par-
ticles sizes. 

An example from the southern hemisphere (Sisyphi 
Cavi) is shown in Figures 3 and 4 where we see residu-
al ices evident at the base of a south-facing cliff, and an 
outcrop of the SPLD exposed in the margin of Ultima 
Lingula. The image in Figure 3 (taken at Ls =287.9°) 
was acquired at 18:00 LST and illustrates that addi-
tional information may come from CaSSIS as a conse-
quence of the non-Sun synchronous orbit. 
 

Future European Contributions to Mars Polar 
Science:  The situation in Europe is one in which the 
Human and Robotic Exploration directorate is now 
leading an optional Mars programme, and should Ex-
oMars be successful, ESA (through HRE) will seek to 
participate in Mars Sample Return as a joint interna-
tional mission with NASA (and possibly other agen-
cies). This mission could be a precursor to the manned 
exploration of Mars, which would be consistent with 
the perceived aims of the HRE directorate.  

The case has been made to the Science Programme 
of ESA, that missions and instruments such as 
TGO/CaSSIS and Mars Express/MARSIS could be 
followed up by exploration of the poles and specifical-
ly the polar layered deposits within a joint programme 
with NASA. (see www.cosmos.esa.int/web/voyage-
2050/white-papers). ESA could contribute by evaluat-
ing possibilities for: 

 
• deep drilling systems, 
• rovers, 
• near-surface flight (drones), 
• surface networks, and/or 
• orbital reconnaissance  

 
Although financial limitations will restrict what 

could actually be implemented so that it is unlikely that 
ESA could lead such an endeavour. 

There are various ways in which NASA-ESA col-
laborations can occur and we shall present how this 
could be achieved with specific application to the Mars 
Polar Layered terrains. 
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Figure 1. CaSSIS stamps of icy layered deposits in 
the SPLD, and within Circumpolar Crater Filling 
Deposits and Irregular deposits as defined by [7].   
 

 
Figure 1 North polar dunes acquired at close to the 
maximum latitude observable with CaSSIS TGO.  
Note the linear, quasi-parallel ridges in the sub-
strate that may be related to longitudinal dunes. 
 

 
Figure 3 CaSSIS observation from Sisyphi Cavi 
showing residual ices at the base of south facing 
cliffs. 
 

 
Figure 4. CaSSIS Image of SPLD marginal deposits 
in Ultima Lingula. The icier units of the SPLD can 
be distinguished from more silicate-rich basal de-
posits. 
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Introduction: The H2O and CO2 cycles on Mars 

are coupled processes, and conditions in the north 
polar springtime seasonal ice cap demonstrate how 
these volatiles modify each other’s condensation and 
sublimation rates. 

Background:  Both modeling [1-3] and observa-
tions [4-9] support the theory that a sublimation lag of 
H2O ice is left behind when the edge of the seasonal 
CO2 ice cap retreats. As the surface continues to 
warm, the H2O ice lag also sublimes and some of that 
H2O vapor is transported over the CO2 ice cap edge 
where it is cold-trapped within the cap interior. This 
process acts like a conveyor belt transporting the water 
poleward until all of the CO2 ice has sublimed. 

Observations:  The retreating north polar season-
al cap has been observed by numerous spacecraft in-
struments over a wide spectral range. Mars Global 
Surveyor Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) [10], 
Mars Express  Mars Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, 
l'Eau, les Glaces et l'Activité (OMEGA) [11], Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) Compact Reconnais-
sance Infrared Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) [12] 
and the Mars Odyssey THermal EMission Imaging 
System (THEMIS) [13] are the focus for this study 
although several other instruments provide corroborat-
ing observations.  

TES. Observations of both solar (albedo) and 
thermal spectral regimes enabled the tracking of sea-
sonal ice cap edges. Temperature observations can be 
used to determine whether bright materials are CO2 
ice or are being thermally buffered by CO2 ice [5,7].  

OMEGA/CRISM.  Both OMEGA and CRISM had 
short-wave infrared (SWIR) subsystems with the abil-
ity to spectrally distinguish between volatile types. 
Unlike TES, SWIR observations only sense the top 
few micrometers of the surface, such that an optically 
thick layer of one type of volatile (even if physically 
thin), can obscure the spectral signature of underlying 
materials. It is these observations that show H2O ice is 
removed while CO2 ice is still present. 

THEMIS VIS. Observations of clouds over the ear-
ly morning seasonal cap (Fig. 1) suggest a southward 
airflow in the bottom few kilometers of the atmos-
phere [14-15]. The presence of lee clouds and cloud 
streets shows the presence of H2O vapor at a tempera-
ture near the dew point with little to no vertical mix-
ing. The afternoon observations show a lack of lee 
clouds and cloud streets, suggesting either a warmer 

or more turbulent lower atmosphere. In both times of 
day, what appears to be ice-fog is prevalent. 

The Model:  
Getting the water in: There are two theories as to 

how the water ice that is observed in the cap interior  
is transported: (1) prior to the seasonal cap formation 
[12] and (2) after the seasonal cap formation [1-3,10-
11].  

 
Figure 1: MY 33 northern spring morning clouds observed 
by THEMIS VIS. Red asterisks indicate ice-fog. Triangles 
indicate lee clouds. The arrow indicates the direction the 
cloud is moving based on a 360-degree azimuth. Diamonds 
indicate cloud streets. The red line indicates the edge of 
polar day. The blue line indicates the average CO2 cap edge 
latitude while the green line indicates the average H2O cap 
edge [16]. 

 
Figure 1: MY 33 northern spring afternoon clouds observed 
by THEMIS VIS. Legend is the same as in Fig. 1. The “+” 
signs indicate stratocumulus clouds. 
 

Theory 1 requires H2O ice to condense onto the po-
lar surfaces in early autumn, and be sufficiently rough 
that it protrudes above the seasonal CO2 ice as early as 
Ls=11°. At this season, the CO2 ice in the interior of 
the seasonal cap may exceed a meter in depth [5,17]. 
Additional modeling is needed to determine if inti-
mately mixed H2O ice that condensed with the CO2 
ice during the fall can account for this early detection 
of H2O absorption features. 
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Theory 2 (Fig. 3) requires the existence of either a 
Mars polar cell or that the baroclinic waves penetrate 
deep into the cap interior. Observations of early morn-
ing lee clouds and cloud streets favor the Theory #2 
scenario [14-15], as their formation indicates high 
concentrations of water vapor in the bottom few kilo-
meters of the atmosphere. 

 

 
Figure 2: General movement of water vapor near the cap 
edge. The water vapor that forms the low-altitude water-ice 
clouds (dark blue arrow) are from the same vapor source 
that results in the cold-trapped water ice on the surface. 

 
Getting the water out: As pointed out by Brown et 

al. [9], removing a thin cold-trapped layer of H2O ice 
that is in direct contact with CO2 ice through sublima-
tion of the top layer is not  plausible. We propose that 
the same process that has been used to explain spots 
and fans on the southern seasonal cap[18-21] and 
spots on defrosting northern dunes [22] can be scaled 
to the north polar seasonal cap. In this scenario, inso-
lation induces basal sublimation of a semi-transparent 
slab of CO2 ice, just as in the south. However, instead 
of the CO2 gas being concentrated and then released at 
vents, the escape of gas is widely distributed – more 
akin to seepage than jets. The seeping CO2 gas may 
initially levitate the optically thick, but physically 
thin, layer of cold-trapped H2O ice. The H2O ice layer 
quickly fractures where the smaller fragments are loft-
ed into suspension and the larger fragments are 
pushed aside to form ring-shaped micro-piles. The 
tops of these micro-piles are no longer in direct con-
tact with the underlying CO2 ice, possibly enhancing 
sublimation during the warmer parts of the day. (Fig. 
4) These micro-piles could also be eroded into blow-
ing H2O snow as suggested by Brown et al. [9], by 
katabatic winds. The ice fogs observed by THEMIS-
VIS could be blowing H2O snow. 

Summary: The conceptual model presented here 
explains many of the observations of the northern 
springtime seasonal cap. Water vapor is transported 
into the interior of the seasonal cap either through 
deep penetrating baroclinic waves or by a Mars polar 
cell. The vapor transported is the source for both 
clouds and observed cold-trapped water ice. Seepage 
of CO2 gas from insolation-induced basal sublimation 
fractures cold-trapped water ice on the CO2 ice sur-
face, thus removing the H2O ice from direct thermal 
contact with the underlying CO2 ice. Smaller frag-
ments can be lofted – either subliming, being carried 

away in suspension, or falling back on the surface as 
snow-like material. Larger fragments are pushed aside 
into concentric piles, which can either be eroded or 
sublimate. 

The solid greenhouse effect may be a widespread 
process on the springtime seasonal caps – the mor-
phology of the process may be determined by the pres-
sure and volume of the escaping gas, e.g. seepage vs. 
jets. 

 

 
Figure 3: Insolation induced basal sublimation causes CO2 
gas to seep through the CO2 ice slab. When the gas reaches 
the surface, the pressure fractures the H2O cold trapped 
layer, where large fragments are pushed aside into micro-
piles and small pieces are carried away in suspension. 
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AGE-DATING OF MID-LATITUDE MARTIAN THERMOKARST AND MANTLE DEPOSITS: A 

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT.  D. Viola, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA. 

 

 

Introduction:  Outside of the Mars polar caps, wa-

ter ice is abundant in the shallow subsurface of the 

planet’s mid-latitude plains [e.g., 1-6], and the deposi-

tion and removal of this ice mantle over time are 

thought to be closely linked to climate [7], particularly 

to the planet’s obliquity cycles [8-9].  

The degradation of mid-latitude ice has been in-

ferred from the presence of dissected mantle [10] and 

thermokarst-like depressions [e.g., 11-12]. On Earth, 

“thermokarst” refers to landforms that form as a result 

of the melting of ground ice in excess of the available 

pore space [13]. On Mars, mechanisms invoking thaw 

processes [14-15] or sublimation alone [16] have been 

proposed. Under current climatic conditions, however, 

it is very difficult to theoretically produce significant 

amounts of liquid water to produce thermokarst akin 

to that of Earth. It is unclear whether thermokarstic 

degradation is an ongoing process under the present 

climate (due to the slow rate of sublimation-

modification and the short time over which high-

resolution imagery is available), but crater age-dating 

of the thermokarstic depressions and the intact mantle 

that surrounds them can help to provide some tem-

poral constraints on mantle deposition and thermo-

karstic modification. 

Scalloped depressions are a common thermokarstic 

morphology found on Mars. These features are topo-

graphic depressions with steep pole-facing scarps and 

a shallow equator-facing slopes, with arcuate edges 

that sometimes contain one or more parallel ridges 

downslope of the outermost pole-facing scarp face. 

They typically range in diameter from a few hundred 

meters to ~3 km and sometimes coalesce into larger 

assemblages [12, 17-18]. Another feature interpreted 

as thermokarst in origin are “expanded” craters, with 

central crater bowls, a shallow apron to the surround-

ing surface, and a lack of crater rims such that the 

diameter of the craters appear to have widened over 

time, attributed to the removal of shallow excess ice 

and collapse of crater rims/dry dust overlying ice into 

the crater depression  [16, 19].  

Methods:  Crater age-dating is a common method 

used to approximate how long a planetary surface has 

been exposed and accumulating impact craters. Abso-

lute age-dating requires some assumptions about the 

crater production rate; lunar crater distributions can 

be linked directly to radiometric dating of returned 

samples [e,g., 20], and those production functions 

have been extrapolated to planets like Mars [21-22]. 

While there are some challenges to using this method 

for very small and/or very young surfaces [23], it can 

nevertheless provide valuable constraints on the tim-

ing of geologic processes. Key considerations include 

ensuring that craters are only counted within a single 

geologic unit and not spanning different surface types 

that could have formed at different times.  

To help accomplish separation among geologic 

sub-units, terrain mapping will be performed to delin-

eate the intact mantle from the regions that have been 

thermokarstically-altered. Superposed craters will be 

subdivided between these types of units to provide 

estimates of the surface age dates; while the subunits 

of intact mantle are geographically separate in some 

cases, they bear similar characteristics and are inter-

preted as remnants of the same topography-blanketing 

unit. Thus, the total number of superposed craters per 

total mantled area will be considered in obtaining age 

estimates. All mapping is performed using images 

from the Context Camera on the Mars Reconnaissance 

Orbiter, as this data set has near-global geographic 

coverage at fairly-high resolution (6 m/pixel) [24].    

Study Areas:  This study will focus on the north-

ern mid-latitudes of Mars, primarily within Utopia 

Planitia, as well as a small study area in Arcadia Plan-

itia (Figure 1). Utopia Planitia contains abundant scal-

loped depressions [e.g., 17], and it is thought that 

these scallops are young based on a qualitative obser-

vation that there are few impact craters observed in 

the regions where they are found. However, little 

quantitative work has been done in this regard. A re-

gion of Utopia Planitia (~60,000 sq. km) has been 

identified for preliminary mapping work (Figure 1); 

the preliminary results from a test swath within this 

region are presented here. 

In addition, a small section of Arcadia Planitia 

will be similarly analyzed. Arcadia Planitia contains 

thermokarstically-expanded secondary craters [19], 

and a dense region of thermokarstic alteration has 

been identified for more focused surface crater counts. 

The age of the secondary craters was previously ap-

proximated using crater counts superposed on the 

source primary craters and their ejecta, where they 

were found to be on the order of tens of millions of 

years old. This estimate is anomalously-high for the 

anticipated age of mantle deposits throughout the 

northern plains of Mars of 0.5-2.1 Myr [7]; additional 

age-dating of the mantle surface immediately sur-
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Figure 1: (Left) Global map of Mars showing areas of interest; blue points represent specific study area locations. 

(Right) Utopia Planitia study area; striped region represents a preliminary test-swath (results shown in Figure 2). 

rounding the thermokarstically-expanded secondary 

crater clusters may help to resolve this difference.  

Discussion: Age estimates of an early analysis of a 

test swath in the Utopia Planitia region were per-

formed. The swath is ~40 km wide; geographic loca-

tion is delineated in Figure 1, and the mapped terrains 

and age-dating results are shown in Figure 2. This 

analysis revealed age estimates for the mantle of ~1.1 

± 0.3 Myr, whereas the thermokarstically-degraded 

regions had an age estimate of 280 ± 100 kyr (Figure 

2). These results are roughly consistent with the ex-

pectation that both the mantle and thermokarstic de-

pressions are fairly young, and likely associated with 

geologically-recent climate changes. However, work is 

ongoing to obtain age estimates over a larger area, and 

these approximations are subject to change with the 

mapping of larger areas. In addition, continued work 

in Arcadia Planitia may help account for the age of 

the mantle deposit and the timing of thermokarstic 

alteration. The overall aim of this analysis is to better 

understand the history and of these non-polar shallow 

ice deposits, particularly as it pertains to the timing of 

both ice deposition and thermokarstic degradation, 

which are closely related the planet’s climate history. 
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Figure 2: (Left) Mapped terrains in the Utopia Planitia test 

swath (area shown in Figure 1), where red is intact mantle 

and blue is scalloped terrain. (Right) Age-dating results for 

the two terrain types. Red corresponds to the crater distri-

bution superposed on the intact mantle, and blue represent 

those found within scalloped depressions. 
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The Role of Mid-Latitude Ground Ice in North Polar Layered Deposits Formation. E. Vos1, O. Aharonson1,2, 
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Introduction:  
The climatic conditions which govern the formation of 
the North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD) on Mars are 
influenced by interactions with vast mid-latitude 
ground ice deposits. Deciphering the paleoclimate 
record depends on understanding the behavior of the 
water sources and how they interact with each other 
and with the NPLD  [1]. Both theoretical and 
observational work show that shallow subsurface ice 
is abundant in the mid-high latitudes  For example, 
Haberle [2] showed that subsurface ice affects the 
seasonal CO2 cycle by storing heat during summer and 
releasing it at winter, altering the seasonal cover. The 
ground ice changes the thermal inertia from ~200  
J m-2 K-1 s-0.5 without subsurface ice to ~2000  
J m-2 K-1 s-0.5 when ice is present [3] and allowing more 
heat to be stored. In this work we explore how 
subsurface ice grows and recedes as function of 
changes in orbital elements and how it, in turn, affects 
the NPLD accumulation and chemical composition. 

Methods:  
Our methods rely on linking two models that simulate 
aspects of the climate on two timescales— seasonal 
changes by a global climate model, and millennial 
changes by an ice evolution model. 
 
1. Global Climate Model (GCM): we use the LMD-
GCM to simulate and track the martian water cycle [4, 
5].  Ice can precipitate in clouds or condense directly 
on the surface. The ice cap albedo is set to 0.4 to 
reproduce TES water vapor distribution. The model’s 
spatial resolution is 64x64 (or 128x128 in select cases) 
with 28 vertical layers that span 100 km in altitude and 
18 layers in the subsurface that span to ~30 m in depth. 
The dust opacity is set 0.15. Surface ice initially 
resides in the tropics or in the pole, depending on the 
orbital configuration and the history. We allow the 
model run for 7 Mars years to reach steady state. 
 

 
Figure 1: (a) Pore ice evolution over the last million years as predicted by the MSIM model at latitude 52.5o. Note both 
the obliquity and precession timescales control the ground ice growth and retreat. (b), same as for (a), but at latitude 40o, 
near the margin the ground ice sheet at past climates. (c) Ice flux into the subsurface integrated from latitudes 40o to 80o. 
The flux is plotted in units of Polar Equivalent Layer (PEL), that is the equivalent depth of accumulation over an area 
the size of the current NPLD. For this simulation we assume 40% porosity. 
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2. Mars Subsurface Ice Model (MSIM): our 1D MSIM 
model [6] calculates the diffusive flux of vapor and ice 
deposited at the subsurface over thousands of years, 
based on near surface humidity and local properties. 
The relevant inputs are obtained from the GCM runs. 
 
Results: 
Subsurface ice can affect the NPLD physical 
stratigraphy via several mechanisms. It acts as a water 
source, as well as a heat reservoir altering the energy 
budget [2]. The subsurface ice could also affect the 
polar chemical stratigraphy by changing the times and 
hence condensation temperature at which ice 
accumulates at the pole or by supplying water 
molecules with a different isotopic value [1]. We test 
and quantify these effects as follows. To test if ground-
ice acts as a significant source we ran MSIM for the 
last 4 Myr with changing orbital elements based on 
Laskar [7].  We track the evolution of the ice (Figure 
1a,b), and integrate the subsurface flux over the 
midlatitudes that participate in the exchange (c). We 
find the magnitude of the flux to be of order mm’s 

year, comparable to the polar accumulation rates 
computed in previous work  [1, 8].  
To isolate the effect of the subsurface ice on the polar 
accumulation through changes in the thermal balance, 
we constructed the GCM to have ice in the tropical 
region and ran simulations with the following orbital 
elements 𝜖 = 25, 𝑒 = 0.093 and a range of 𝐿, values, 
where 𝐿, is the solar longitude at perihelion. We ran 
two sets of simulations, one with no subsurface ice and 
one where the thermal inertia in the subsurface was set 
to mimic the presence of an ice sheet extending from 
30° to 80° latitude in both hemispheres at a depth of 5 
cm.  Figure 2 summarizes the results from both sets of 
simulations, and shows the presence of a massive ice 
sheet close to the surface reduces the flux by ~50%. 
This effect is due to a change in the heat distribution 
preventing the high latitudes from becoming humid 
during the summer. Vos [9] showed that the 
temperature in the northern high latitude summer is a 
an important determinant of NPLD accumulation 
when vapor is available from lower latitudes. 
 
Discussion: Our results indicate that the subsurface 
ice affects the NPLD, acting both as significant vapor 
source, and altering the accumulation rates due to 
thermal effects (reduction of ~50%). As noted, the 
subsurface ice will further affect the chemical 
stratification of the polar deposits due to various 
effects  [1]. 
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Figure 2: Ice accumulation at the North Pole as a 
function of 𝐿,, for today’s orbital parameters. Note 
the ~50% decrease in polar accumulation when 
ground ice is included in the model. 
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SURFACE TEXTURES OF LINEAR ROUND-TOPPED RIDGES IN THE SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS: 
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An Yin (yin@epss.ucla.edu), Dept. of Earth, Planet., and Space Sci., UCLA, California 90095-156702, USA 

 

Introduction: Linear round-topped ridges are 

common features in the southern highlands of Mars 

(Fig. 1). They are up >500 km long and about 10s of 

km wide. The surface of the ridges are generally 

smoother than the irregularly shaped ridges and high-

elevation regions in the southern highlands (Fig. 1). 

These ridges commonly bound linear troughs radiating 

from the south polar ice cap. To our knowledge, the 

origin of the ridge morphology has not been discussed 

in the literature.   

Motivations: It has long been speculated that the 

southern highlands of Mars were once occupied by a 

single ice sheet [1]. Debate has been centered on 

whether the ice-transport process during the inferred 

glaciation event was wet-based [2] or cold-based ([3],  

[4]). The two competing models make specific predic-

tions that are testable by photogeologic mapping. Spe-

cifically, the wet-based models predict the occurrence 

of kames, drumlins, sub-glacial channels, lateral and 

frontal moraine ridges, and water-assisted soft-

sediment deformation features such as isoclinal folds 

[5]. In contrast, the cold-based ice-transport model 

predicts a pavement of angular boulders along glacial-

flow paths, poorly development or complete absence 

of lateral and frontal moraine ridges, and a lack of wa-

ter-assisted soft-sediment deformation features [6]. 

The goal of this study is to (1) establish whether glaci-

ation had occurred across the southern highlands and 

(2) to determine, if it did occur, whether glacier 

transport was dominated by wet- or cold-based mecha-

nism.  

Data and Methods: MOLA topographic data are 

used for locating major round-topped ridges (Fig. 1). 

HiRISE images are then used to examine the land-

forms and textures of the ridge surfaces. The results 

are compared against the landforms and textures of the 

surfaces and sedimentary/volcanic deposits in the 

nearby basins.  

Preliminary Results: Observations A matrix-

support boulder-bearing unit is widely distributed over 

the ridge tops near the south polar region (Figs. 2A 

and 2B). The boulders have an average size of 2-5 m 

and the grain size of the matrix material is below the 

resolution of HiRISE images. The boulders formed 

semi-circular patterns and the matrix material displays 

polygonal patterns, which are commonly associated 

with periglacial landforms on Earth. At the mid-

latitude, the surface of the ridges show much lower 

densities of boulders than those to the south closer to 

the south pole. Subsurface materials excavated by im-

pact craters are dominated by layered boulder-bearing 

material  (Fig. 2C). Closer to the northern rim of the 

southern highlands but before reaching the north-

sloping Arabia terra ramp, the surface of the round-

topped ridges contain only scattered and lineated boul-

der trains (Fig. 2D). Directly next to the Arabia terra, 

however, the surface of the ridges exposes bedrocks 

only without the presence of overlain boulder-bearing 

material. Striated surfaces are common and often asso-

ciated with step-like features perpendicular to the line-

ation direction (Fig. 2E).       

Interpretation The boulder-bearing unit could ei-

ther be generated by deposition of impact ejecta, glaci-

ation, or a combination of both. The close association 

of the boulder unit with periglacial landforms near the 

polar region and with striated surfaces near the Arabia 

terra led us to favor a glaciation origin for the deposi-

tion of the boulder unit. However, it is possible that 

some of the boulders were first generated by impact 

processes and were later entrained into glacier flows. 

The lack of subglacial channels (i.e., eskers) and wa-

ter-assisted soft-sediment deformation features sug-

gests that glaciation is cold-based. This interpretation 

is further strengthened by the observations that the 

basins and troughs next to the striated ridges contain 

boulder-bearing materials interpreted as glacial depos-

its, but they do not have well-developed moraine 

ridges. Our work tentatively supports the notion that 

the southern highlands were occupied by a continuous 

ice sheet moving across a pre-existing landscape ([4], 

[7]). The presence of abundant valley networks may 

have resulted from in-situ melting of this ice sheet, as 

suggested by many earlier researchers ([8], [9]).   
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Figure 1 (above). Round-topped ridges and mounts in south-

ern highlands of Mars. Note that the linear ridges bound 

linear troughs or elongated basins where the density of cra-

ters is significantly less than that of the nearby ridges.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 (right). A south-to-north display of surface textures 

of linear round-topped ridges across southern highlands. (A) 

smooth polygonal surface dotted by scattered boulders 

(PSP_005761_1145). (B) Patterned boulder arrangements on 

a ridge surface (ESP_013989_1185). (C) Boulder material 

exposed at the wall of an impact crater (ESP_011628_1260). 

(D) Striated surface with scattered boulders on the ridge 

surface (ESP_017482_1440). (E) Striated ridge surface with-

out the presence of boulders (ESP_037591_1535).      
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Introduction:  The Dorsa Argentea Formation 

(DAF) represents a large potentially ice-rich deposit, 
dated to the Early Hesperian period [1–3], that encircles 
the Amazonian-aged south polar layered deposits 
(SPLD). The DAF has been interpreted as the remnants 
of an Hesperian-aged ice cap that has largely melted 
away, but other formation mechanisms are still under 
consideration (e.g., volcanic activity, debris flows, aeo-
lian deposition) [2, 4–7]. This interpretation means that 
the DAF represent the oldest record of climate in the 
south polar region of Mars and, if it occurred, may pre-
serve evidence for the presence of multiple ice sheets in 
the south polar region throughout the geologic history 
of Mars. 

The DAF is an areally extensive deposit, ~1.5 ´106 
km2 (Fig. 1). Most of the DAF is contiguous, except for 
a deposit of material on the floor of the Prometheus Ba-
sin around 90°E. The DAF extends from the northern-
most extent of the SPLD up to 55°S. There is a diverse 
suite of geologic landforms contained within the DAF, 
including pedestal craters, sinuous ridges, and pitted ter-
rain. Previous researchers have subdivided the deposit 
into up to six morphologic subunits [2, 5].  

If volatile-rich materials are detected in the DAF, 
that would provide support for a glacial origin. Here, we 
use a combination of radar sounder data, topography 
and imagery to characterize the composition of DAF 
materials. Because DAF represents one of the oldest and 
largest potential water ice reservoirs, determining its 
composition would provide critical information for un-
derstanding the early climate fluctuations and the hydro-
logical cycle on Mars. 

Methods:  Radar sounder data from both the 
SHARAD instrument on NASA’s Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter spacecraft [8] and the MARSIS instru-
ment on ESA’s Mars Express [9] are used to map sub-
surface radar reflectors in the south polar region of 
Mars. SHARAD has a chirp frequency center at 20 MHz 
and a bandwidth of 10 MHz. The along-track resolution 
of the data is 0.3–1.0 km and the vertical resolution is 
~15 m in free space, or ~8 m in geologic materials. 
MARSIS operates at four frequencies (1.8, 3.0, 4.0, and 
5.0 MHz) and has a bandwidth of 1 MHz. The along-
track resolution of the MARSIS dataset is 5–10 km and 
the cross-track resolution is on the order of 10–30 km.  

For this study, MARSIS data collected at 4.0 and 5.0 
MHz and processed using the technique of [10] are used 
to identify and map the distribution of subsurface reflec-
tors that correspond to the mapped extent of the DAF 
[5, 11]. Loss tangent values were calculated [e.g., 12, 
13], assuming a homogeneous layer of material between 
the surface and subsurface radar reflectors, to estimate 
the composition of the materials. 

In addition to the radar datasets, Context Camera 
(CTX) images and Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter 
(MOLA) Precision Experiment Data Record (PEDR) 
data are employed to estimate the thickness of materials 
in the pitted regions of the DAF (Fig. 2) and assessing 
the morphology of the surface immediately above de-
tected SHARAD and MARSIS reflectors. Thickness 
measurements will be used to assess plausible dielectric 
constant values for materials adjacent to DAF cavi de-
posits. CTX data will also be used to assess variations 
in morphology, based on the extent of the six DAF sub-
units identified [2], and differences in radar properties 
observed in the SHARAD and MARSIS datasets.  

Preliminary Results:  Several dozen MARSIS 
tracks were used to calculate loss tangent values for the 

 
Figure 1. Location of SHARAD subsurface reflectors 
identified in the DAF (orange lines). Purple lines are 
SHARAD surface reflectors associated with confined 
near-subsurface scattering. Geologic map of the upper 
and lower members of the DAF [5, 11]. 
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DAF. The majority of the MARSIS data gave relatively 
high loss tangent values, >0.005, consistent with values 
derived for dry sediment [12] and basalt [13] using 
SHARAD data. Less than five tracks produced values 
consistent with some fraction of water ice (<0.005 [14]) 
(Fig. 3). Based on an assessment of confidence levels, 
the higher loss tangent calculations are more reliable 
than the lower values. This has to do with the increased 
variability in power and time-delay for the MARSIS da-
taset, compared with the SHARAD dataset.  

Identified SHARAD reflectors in the DAF are much 
closer to the surface and represent a change in material 
properties in the near subsurface. Several identified sub-
surface SHARAD reflectors are near Cavi Angusti and 
Sisyphi Cavi. These SHARAD reflectors will be used to 
approximate the dielectric constant of the DAF in these 
regions, assuming a thickness derived from the MOLA 
PEDR measurements. Preliminary measurements of 
Sisyphi Cavi produce thickness estimates on the order 
of 100 m to 500 m. Most of the Sisyphi Cavi materials 
have a depth of ~200 m. 

There is a loose correlation between the different be-
haviors observed in SHARAD data and at least two ge-
ologic subunits identified in the DAF (Fig. 1). Focused 
reflectors are identified in SHARAD data, as well as 
discrete regions of near-subsurface scattering. Gener-
ally, the regions of near-subsurface scattering are asso-
ciated with the upper member of the DAF, while the 
more focused subsurface reflectors are associated with 
the lower member of the DAF. These results will also 
be compared with the six subunits that have been de-
fined [2]. 

The current loss tangent results suggest that the DAF 
is composed predominantly of dry sediments or more 
consolidated materials, such as basalt. Based on the de-
rived loss tangent results and other geologic landforms 
observed within the DAF (e.g, pedestal craters, cavi, 
dorsa, channels originating from the DAF boundary), 
the deposit was likely emplaced as a large ice sheet was 
receding or melting. Any volatiles associated with the 
original incarnation of the DAF have been removed 
from the current DAF materials; there is little evidence 
for preserved ancient massive ice in the DAF.  
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Figure 2. Variations in the thickness of the pitted ter-
rain of Sisyphi Cavi that can be used to estimate the di-
electric constant of proximal SHARAD tracks. MOLA 
PEDR data, 396,000 points.  

 
Figure 3. Loss tangent results derived from the 
MARSIS dataset. Red lines correspond to materials 
with loss tangent values from 0.010 to 0.037 that are 
consistent with more consolidated materials. Yellow 
lines represent loss tangent values between 0.005 and 
0.009 (dry sediment) and blue lines represent values 
<0.005, consistent with water ice.  
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Introduction:  The Martian North Polar Residual 

Cap (NPRC) is a water ice deposit that overlies most 
of the North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD). The 
NPRC is thought to be the topmost layer of the NPLD  
and the portion of the NPLD that is currently interact-
ing with the atmosphere [1]. The present-day mass 
balance of the NPRC is not known, nor is it clear if it 
is in a current state of net accumulation or ablation. 
Observations of the NPRC surface have shown evi-
dence for both accumulation and ablation, which may 
vary depending on region and time of year [2,3]. Lan-
dis et al. (2016) estimated the surface age of the 
NPRC to be ~1.5 ka, and suggested that this age like-
ly corresponds to a recent resurfacing event [4]. 

The surface texture of the NPRC may hold clues 
as to its current mass balance and age. The NPRC 
surface is characterized by depressions and mounds 
that have dominant spatial wavelengths on the order 
of ~10 m and heights of ~1 m [5]. This texture has 
been compared to sublimation hollows observed on 
terrestrial snow/ice sheets, suggesting it may indicate 
net ablation [6]. We model the evolution of this sur-
face texture in time and explore its utility as evidence 

of net accumulation or ablation. We investigate the 
timescales over which these features form and suggest 
that the characteristic wavelengths of surface features 
on the NPRC may be indicative of the exposure ages 
of those surfaces. 

Methods:  We use a 1D coupled thermal and at-
mospheric model to calculate ice fluxes on a perennial 
NPRC ice surface. The thermal model balances inci-
dent energy due to solar radiation adjusted for atmos-
pheric effects, reradiated and reflected energy from 
nearby surfaces, vertical heat conduction, and latent 
heat exchange, with infrared emission from the sur-
face in order to calculate surface temperatures. The 
model also takes into account shadowing from topog-
raphy and the seasonal accumulation/sublimation of 
CO2 frost due to the advance and retreat of the Mar-
tian seasonal CO2 caps. The thermal model is validat-
ed using data from the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) 
instrument onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(MRO) [7]. The atmospheric model mixes water va-
por in a 1D vertical column above the surface and 
calculates water vapor densities directly above the 
surface, similar to [8]. The upper boundary of the at-
mospheric model is constrained using water mixing 
ratio estimates obtained from the Mars Climate Data-
base [9]. Surface temperatures and water vapor densi-
ties are used to calculate ice accumulation or ablation 
that occurs at the surface. 

The 1D thermal and atmospheric model is applied 
to each point on a 2D (height and length) surface. The 
surface is initialized with small scale (~1 mm) vertical 
roughness and a uniform power distribution across all 
wavelengths. The model is run for one Mars-year, 
after which each point on the surface is adjusted in 
position based on the ice flux calculated at each point. 
The model is then multi-stepped over ~10s of Mars-
years to decrease computation time, before it is run 
again. In this manner, the surface is allowed to evolve 
in time. 

We compare the evolved model surface to a Digi-
tal Terrain Model (DTM) of the NPRC surface (Fig. 
1) derived from a stereo pair of images acquired by 
the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 
(HiRISE) instrument onboard MRO [10]. We take a 
cross-section of the DTM (blue line in Fig. 1), sub-
tract out the strong north-south slope of the DTM, and 
then compare the power spectra of the DTM cross-
section with that of the model cross-section. 

Figure 1 HiRISE DTM of the NPRC surface. Color 
represents elevation. The blue vertical line denotes 
the transect along which a cross-section was taken. 
The power spectra of this cross-section is shown in 
Figure 3, along with that of a modeled cross-section. 
(DTEPC_044872_2655_044728_2655_A01) 
(NASA/JPL/University of Arizona) 
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Results and Discussion:  Figure 2 demonstrates 
the ability of our insolation-driven accumula-
tion/ablation model to grow surface topography over 
time. Small perturbations to the virtually flat initial 
surface give rise to depressions and mounds that tend 
to have steep south-facing slopes and lower angle 
north-facing slopes, both of which migrate pole-ward 
with time. The growth of surface topography occurs 
for both cases of net accumulation and net ablation of 
ice. This suggests that the NPRC surface texture is not 
necessarily indicative of net accumulation or ablation. 

We use the power spectral density (PSD) of the 
surface to analyze the wavelengths of the dominant 
features of the surface over time (Fig. 2). The PSD 
comes to an equilibrium at shorter wavelengths that 
manifests as a roughly linear trend in log-log space. 

We define the characteristic wavelength of the surface 
to be the wavelength of topographic features for 
which peak power occurs in the PSD. This character-
istic wavelength increases over time as surface fea-
tures grow, suggesting that the characteristic wave-
lengths of surface features on the NPRC may reflect 
how long those surfaces have been exposed. Figure 3 
shows a comparison of the PSD of a cross-section 
taken of the DTM in Figure 1 and that of the final 
surface in the model run shown in Figure 2. The ex-
ponential trend in power versus wavelength is shared 
by both spectra at shorter wavelengths. Both spectra 
diverge from this trend close to their peak power (i.e. 
characteristic wavelength). Both cross-sections have 
characteristic wavelengths on the order of 10 m, as is 
typical of NPRC surface topography. Our model 
forms surface topography with characteristic wave-
lengths on the order of 10 m over ~1000s of Mars-
years. This is a comparable timescale to the most re-
cent NPRC surface age estimates made by [4] of ~1.5 
ka, and supports the idea of relatively recent resurfac-
ing of the NPRC.  
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Figure 2 An example of a surface evolution model run for a period of ~1700 Mars-years. The top plot shows a 
~15 m long section of a 100 m long surface at each stage of its evolution. The color corresponds to time after the 
beginning of the model run, with initial surface in purple and the final surface in yellow. The bottom plot shows 
the PSD of the entire surface versus wavelength at each stage of its evolution. 

Figure 3 PSD of the DTM cross-section shown in 
Fig. 1 compared with the PSD of the final modeled 
surface shown in Fig. 2. 
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BOULDER-LAYER PAVEMENT ACROSS THE SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS AND COLD-BASED 
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Introduction: A first-order question in the studies 

of Mars is whether most or the entire southern hemi-

sphere highlands were once occupied by a single ice 

sheet ([1], [2], [3]). A related question is whether the 

inferred glaciation occurred only in the Noachian ([1], 

[4]]) or extended into the Hesperian-early Amazonian 

([5], [6]) and even the late Amazonian ([7]). Addition-

ally, debate has also been centered on whether the pro-

posed ice sheet was moving through wet-based ([8]) or 

cold-based ([9], [10], [11]) processes. The two end-

member ice-transport models make specific predictions 

that are testable by photogeologic mapping. The wet-

based transport model predicts (1) water-assisted soft-

sediment deformation, and (2) presence of eskers, 

kames, subglacial lacustrine deposits, and drumlins 

([16]). The cold-based transport model predicts (1) the 

absence of the aforementioned features [16], (2) basal 

debris entrainment and pavement-like deposition ([12], 

[13], [14], (3) a lack of frontal and lateral moraine 

ridges ([14], [15]), (4) a bimodal sand-boulder size 

distribution ([14], [16]), and (5) partial preservation of 

pre-glaciation landforms (e.g., [17]). The goal of this 

study is to test the two end-member ice-transport mod-

els. By doing so we address the fundamental question 

of whether the southern highlands were once occupied 

by a single ice sheet.  

Data and Methods: MOLA topographic data are 

used for locating possible glacial flow paths (Fig. 1). 

HiRISE images are then used to examine the land-

forms and textures of layered deposits exposed on the 

steep walls of younger craters and cliffs of irregularly 

shaped cookie-cutter-like depressions. Similar analysis 

was also conducted along ridges bounding the hypoth-

esized glacier flow paths.     

Preliminary Results: Observations Our reconnais-

sance work reveals the widespread occurrence of a 

boulder-pavement unit across the southern highlands. 

This unit occurs preferentially in linear troughs and 

irregularly shaped basins outlined in Fig. 1. The boul-

der-bearing unit filled up older craters and is exposed 

on the steep walls of younger craters and irregularly 

shaped depressions (Fig. 2A). The surface of the boul-

der-bearing unit is mostly flat except near the headwa-

ter regions of the major outflow channels; the boulder-

unit surface is traceable for 10s-100s km and displays 

much lower densities of craters than those on the sur-

faces of the bounding high-elevation regions. The 

boulder-unit surface is commonly associated with ir-

regularly shaped “cookie-cutter-like” depressions (Fig. 

2A) covered in most sites by a  layer of fine-textured 

and light-toned mantling material; the mantling layer 

displays polygonal patterns in the south (Figs. 2B and 

2C) but occurs as a dust layer obscuring bedrocks be-

low in the north near the dichotomy boundary. The 

boulder-bearing unit is crudely layered and exhibits 

matrix-support texture (Fig. 2D). The clast size of the 

boulders is ca. 2-5 m, with the percentage and size 

decreasing northward. The grain size of the supporting 

matrix is smaller than the pixel size (25-35 cm) of the 

HiRISE images. The boulder unit locally occurs as 

piles with outward radiating ridges close to the heads 

of the major outflow channels; the piles have undulat-

ing surfaces and exhibit lobate debris flow/apron fea-

tures (Fig. 3). The higher-elevation regions bounding 

the boulder-bearing troughs are generally absent of the 

boulder-bearing units; their surfaces exhibit ostensibly 

higher densities of craters. Our preliminary survey of 

the Thaumasia plateau does not reveal a regionally 

extensive boulder unit associated with irregular de-

pression, filled craters, and lobate flow features.    

Interpretations. The parallel layering at scales of > 

a few km to a few tens of km suggests that the boulder 

material was laid down through a blanketing process, 

either by deposition of impact ejecta or a high-energy-

transported sediments. However, the generally absence 

of the boulder pavement unit along the trough-

bounding ridges in the southern highlands suggests that 

the boulders were laid down preferentially in topo-

graphically low regions, which is not consistent with 

the impact-ejecta interpretation. In addition, the close 

association of boulder deposits with lobate-flow fea-

tures and irregularly shaped cookie-cutter-like depres-

sions also does not support the impact-deposition in-

terpretation. Here, we suggest that the boulder-

pavement unit has a glacial origin: lobate features are 

ice-bearing debris and irregularly shaped depressions 

were sites of ice blocks removed by sublimation. The 

absence of (1) lateral and frontal moraine ridges, (2) 

drumlins, and (3) water-assisted soft-sediment-

deformation features rule out wet-based ice-transport 

processes. The lack of boulder pavement in the 

Thaumasia plateau suggests that the interpreted glacia-

tion predates the latest Noachian and early Hesperian. 

Thus, our preliminary results favor the cold-based –

ice-transport mechanism and the Noachian icy-

highlands hypothesis [4]. The lack of boulder deposits 

along the ridges bounding the linear troughs and irreg-

ularly shaped basins in Fig. 1 is also consistent with a 

cold-based ice-transport mechanism [14]. Rather than a 

single ice sheet as suggested in the earlier studies (e.g., 
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[1], [4]), we envision that the southern highlands were 

occupied mostly by numerous valley glaciers (Fig. 1). 

Outbursts of supra-glacial lakes and breakthrough of 

large englacial reservoirs may have created episodic 

flooding along the outflow channels. The cold valley 

ice was mostly sublimated away in situ without creat-

ing large liquid-water lakes.   

 

     
 

Figure 1. Hypothesized pathways of valley glaciers across 

southern highlands (white dashed lobes) and glaciated topo-

graphic depressions (gray regions).  
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Figure 2. (A) “Cookie-cutter-like” depression. (B) and (C) 

Polygonal mantling surface. (D) Matrix-supported boulder 

unit. All from HiRISE image ESP_013651_1075.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. A boulder-bearing pile with lobate debris aprons 

and undulating surface (HiRISE image PSP_003279_1585).    
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The Polar Layered Deposits (PLDs) of Mars: Lay-

ered deposits of ice and dust cover the Martian poles. 

PLDs have been mapped with unprecedented accuracy 

by optical, topographic and radar techniques from or-

biter missions, revealing a stratigraphy thought to be 

linked with changes in the orbital parameters of Mars 

[1, and references therein].  Thus, PLDs constitute a 

record of the past climate of the planet. During the last 

decades, many efforts have been made to correlate 

these layers with the orbital evolution of the planet 

[e.g. 2, 3, 4].  

 

 
Fig 1: North polar layered deposits (NPLD) as seen by 

HiRISE [5]. 

 

Dust in Terrestrial Ice Cores: At the same time, ice 

sheets on Earth reflect glacial-interglacial climate 

changes and temperature variations in sequences of 

high and low dust concentrations [6]. The accessibility 

of terrestrial ice allows for in-situ measurements of the 

dust trapped within the ice. For instance, the study of 

ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica has shown 

that production, transport and deposition of dust on 

Earth is influenced by climatic changes on glacial-

interglacial scales: temperature variations during gla-

cial periods account for up to 90% of the dust variabil-

ity, whereas dust and temperature are not correlated 

during interglacial periods [7]. Such studies are essen-

tial inputs to the study of dust and climate coupling on 

Earth; we know now that dust is a key element in the 

climatic system of Earth that both affects and responds 

to climate change [8,9]  

 

 
Fig 2: Scan image from a Greenlandic glacial ice core. 

Bright layers reveal the presence of dust, while black 

layers are pure ice. Image extracted from [10]. 

 

Focus on the Size and Shape of the Dust: On Earth, 

the study of dust particles informs of the atmospheric 

transport, the storminess, the conditions in the local 

source regions, etc. The isotopic composition of the 

particles reveals the origin of the dust, the size distribu-

tion is used to distinguish local or remote dust sources, 

or tephra layers [11]. The size of particles trapped in 

the ice informs as well about the atmospheric transport; 

for instance, the altitude at which dust is transported or 

the patterns in the wind needed to deliver it [8]. The 

shape of the particles influences their radiative interac-

tion and settling behaviour. [12] 

Furthermore, the size and shape of dust have shown 

to be crucial in modelling the reflectance from ice and 

dust mixtures [13]. By understanding the patterns in 

size and shape of the particles that get trapped in ter-

restrial ice, we can make assumptions on the size and 

shape of the particles trapped on Mars, which will 

eventually allow us to link deposition models [2] to 

brightness measurements of the PLD [3].  

 

Introducing a Collaboration Between Mars and 

Earth Scientists: The Martian community can vastly 

profit from the studies that our terrestrial counterpart 

conducts on the ice core archives of dust. Indeed, the 

similarity between the questions addressed by the ter-

restrial and planetary communities is striking, yet no 

many links have been established between these com-

munities.  

 

We present an on-going collaboration at the Uni-

versity of Copenhagen between Martian and terrestrial 

ice and dust scientists. We will first give an overview 

of the dust and climate coupling on Earth as an exer-

cise of comparative planetology. Then, we will show 

results of particle size measurements retrieved from a 

melting campaign conducted in Copenhagen with con-

tinuous flow analysis (CFA) and discuss the repercus-

sion and viability of extrapolation to the dust trapped at 

the Martian PLDs.  
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Abstract: 

This paper outlines the importance and necessity of building an archive library on mars moon, 

and the effect it may have on future generations and our distant descendants. Building an archive 

library will help in many ways and one of them is by preserving the history of humanity, 

civilization, and the history of the various cultures, nations, languages, genres, and time periods 

for generations to come and by preserving humanity's collective knowledge for our distant 

descendants to use. A non-profit organization called the "Arch Foundation" which was created in 

2015 with a goal of setting up archives of humanity's culture in various places throughout the 

cosmos in order to inspire people about space. Thus, building a lunar library will help to create a 

backup of humanity's history and knowledge from natural disasters, equipment impairments, 

wars, and other worldly problems. So, this way all that humanity has produced may be preserved 

for millions or billions of years in space, so that future humans may find it, read it, and use it for 

their own achievements and survival. All the collected data will be put on a DVD- sized metal 

disk which will have 200GB of data. All the data will be stored on 25 nickel disks and each of 

them would be about 40 microns which is approximately 1 of 600th of an inch thick. Building an 

archive library will help us be assured that all the knowledge that we as humans have generated 

over time is not going to be lost forever, but will be preserved for future generations and our 

distant descendants, and hopefully may be used by them for their own benefits and 

achievements.  
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Abstract: 

This paper outlines the importance of Mars lava tubes and how they may be used as emergency 

storages for supplies and emergency dwellings, once humans will step on Mars' surface again. 

Lava tubes are formed from fast moving lava which later on cools and thus constitutes caves that 

may serve for various functions on future space explorations to Mars. There are many issues that 

astronauts may face while on a space exploration mission to Mars, which include but are not 

limited to fatal levels of radiation, exposure to rapidly changing extreme temperatures, as well as 

falling micrometeorites. While on Mars' surface, radiation levels are much higher than those on 

earth, and exposure to such fatal levels of radiation is both harmful to the human body, and even 

deadly. Radiation comes in many ways on Mars' surface such as solar flares which are 

constituted similarly to the solar wind, but the individual particles hold higher energies, and 

galactic cosmic rays which are composed of very high energy particles, mostly protons and 

electrons. Lava tubes may help to protect astronauts from such levels of radiation, while on a 

space mission. Also, it is important to take into account that while on earth we have an 

atmosphere and magnetic field which are able to provide sufficiently great protection from the 

high levels of radiation, while Mars lacks it. Exposure to extreme temperatures likewise must be 

taken into account, for Mars is located further from the sun, than the earth, thus the temperatures 

on Mars are much colder than on earth. The average daytime temperature on Mars in the winter 

season  is about -80 degrees Fahrenheit, or -60 degrees Celsius in the daytime, while about -195 

degrees Fahrenheit, or -125 degrees Celsius at night. In the summer time, the average daytime 

temperature is heating up to about 70 degrees Fahrenheit and 20 degrees Celsius.  
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